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Foreword 

The theory and practice of stylistics have been much bedevilled by the 
multtplicity of sharply different emphases that have been given to the 
notion of style itsel£ There are two that have clashed with what seem 
to be particularly detrimental effect: style as an evaluative index ('The 
style is poor' or even 'This has no style') and style as an intimate, 
individuating index ('Le style est l'homme meme'). Shaw, in his 
preface to Man and Superman, may be taken as typifying the first of 
these. 'He who has nothing to assert has no style and can have none: 
he who has something to assert will go as far in power of style as its 
momentousness and his conviction will carry him.' As equally typical 
of the second, we may add Pascal to Buffon; in his Pensees, he speaks 
of the delight experienced on encountering a 'natural style', a delight 
springing from the consciousness not that we are in the presence of a 
writer and artist but that 'on trouve un homme '. 

The authors of the present book might not deny that in the last 
resort Pascal is right: the whole' gestalt' of a person's use oflanguage 
is as individual as his fmger prints- and much more obviously so to 
the ordinary observer; but they are concerned to establish a theory of 
textual comparison which will explain our recognition of other, 
broader and socially more generalisable varieties of language than 
what is referable to the individual. Nor, surely, would they claim that 
all examples of language use are equally pleasing; but they are con-
cerned to give us analytic tools with which we can dissect and identify 
those features that any of us is free to like or dislike according to his 
taste and sense of literary values, if literary evaluation is his purpose. 

Style is thus placed squarely (as is shown in the theoretical discussion 
of Part One) within the framework of general language variation and 
it follows that no reader should expect to find the field of inquiry even 
tending to be limited to poetry and belles lettres. Rather, the authors 
scrutinise the linguistic differences to be observed primarily within the 
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repertoire of English used in everyday life, and they divide their 
attention fairly evenly between spoken and written language - the 
former largely neglected by analysts of style in modern times. One 
additional feature should here be stressed. Again and again, the authors 
insist on confronting us with specimens of current English as it really 
works in actual situations, giving us not merely the experience of 
examining language (such as spontaneous conversation and broadcast 
sports commentary) that we have probably never had within our 
grasp before, but also the discipline of subjecting it to a kind of 
analysis which clearly isolates the most relevant features. 

The importance of such work to students of literary style will be 
obvious, but of course its importance goes further. As English has in-
creasingly come into world-wide use, there has arisen an acute need 
for more information on the language and the ways in which it is 
used. The present book has a welcome place in the English Language 
Series, which seeks to meet this need and to play a part in further 
stimulating the study and teaching ofEnglish by providing up-to-date 
and scholarly treatments of topics most relevant to present-day 
English - including its history and traditions, its sound patterns, its 
grammar, its lexicology, its rich and functionally orientated variety in 
speech and writing, and its standards in Britain, the USA, and the 
other principal areas where the language is used. 

University College London 
June, 1969 

RANDOLPH QUIRK 



Preface 

It is always dangerous to write an introductory book about a develop-
ing and controversial field of study, but in the case of stylistics, such a 
book is very necessary at the present time. A great deal has been pub-
lished in and about the subject over the past few years, but there has 
been no attempt to provide a meaningful guide to the subject for the 
general reader. This deficiency is all the more unfortunate as so much 
of what has been published is extremely technical, provides but a 
partial account of the subject, and bears witness to a substantial amount 
of disagreement among those most prominent in the field; and while 
some of this disagreement centres upon the relatively unimportant 
(though nonetheless confusing) problems posed by choice of termin-
ology, much of it concerns fundamental issues of theory and pro-
cedure. There has been a similar lack of attempts to balance the 
practical and theoretical sides of the subject: most work has involved 
either theoretical discussion with little illustration, or detailed analysis 
with no explicit theoretical perspective. Much work in stylistics is 
vitiated because of analytical methods whose bases have not been 
stated clearly enough to allow evaluation and comparative study. 

By dividing this book into two parts, we have tried to give due 
weight to the various tasks which stylistics tries to do. In Part One, 
after giving a general idea of what stylistics involves, we outline a set 
of techniques for describing any piece of language, and the various 
theoretical concepts which are needed to classify the varieties of 
language into types. We are using English as the language of exemplifi-
cation, but of course the same techniques and procedures could be 
used for the stylistic analysis of other languages. In Part Two, we 
illustrate our approach by describing in detail various extracts of 
English. We have tried to maintain a balance between spoken and 
written materials, to present a range of usage running from the most 
to the least familiar and to concentrate our attention on those varieties 
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of English which have hitherto been largely or completely ignored. 
The 'first extract, the language of conversation, seemed an appropriate 
choice with which to begin, because it is the variety which is most 
familiar to most speakers- a familiarity which must, moreover, form 
an important part, both consciously and unconsciously, of Gne's 
ability to identify other, less common varieties. We then move on via 
spoken commentary, which provides a dear illustration of the wide 
range of vocal effect available in English, to the language of religion, 
where both speech and writing have their own distinctive parts to 
play. The news reporting which follovys presents a kind of written 
language which the majority of people come into regular contact 
with, and which in some form or other is relatively familiar; and we 
conclude this, the most detailed, part of our analysis by looking at a 
form of written language - that oflegal documents - which is prob-
ably further removed from conversation than any other. This is a 
sele.ction which was bound to remain to some extent arbitrary, but we 
hope to have done something towards achieving a balance by com-
mitting ourselves to a choice of several other varieties and collecting 
convenient specimens of them in Chapter 9, where we make sug-
gestions for further study and analysis. Our reasons for excluding the 
discussion of literary language are presented .in Chapter 3. After each 
chapter, there are exercises designed to raise some of the points which, 
for reasons of space, could not be dealt with in the main part of our 
discussion, and to allow lines of investigation which were only briefly 
mentioned there to be followed up. In. both parts, we emphasise the 
exploratory nature of our approach: we are investigating English 
style, and quite expect that many of our suggestions will have to be 
modified as more material is examined. 

We hope that this book will be particularly useful to students just 
embarking on college and university studies. We hope too that 
readers will let us have comments on our method, and suggestions for 
improvement (particularly of our descriptive terminology, which we 
are anxious to make as dear as possible); and we should be glad for 
opinions on the usefulness for study purposes of the transcribed speci-
mens of spoken English- material which is much less easily come by 
than printed language. We welcome criticisms along these lines, 
particularly from those who, like ourselves, have the job of en-
couraging in their students a greater awareness of the wide range of 
English usage. Work for this book was supported in part by the 
Research Board of the University of Reading and by a grant from 
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the Department of Education and Science to the Survey of English 
Usage. We are also fortunate in having had free access to the files of 
the Survey, housed in University College London. 

We are of course greatly indebted to all those listed in the ac-
knowledgments who have given us permission to reproduce the illus-
trative material in this book, but it seems appropriate at this point to 
express our gratitude for being able to use spoken material, most of 
which has never had a written existence. In particular we should like 
to thank Mr Arlott, the Reverend I. Gillan, Professor Hough, 
Mr Mittler, Mr Mishcon and our anonymous conversationalists for 
personally allowing us to use specimens of their language; Mr 
Thesiger for arranging permission to quote from Mr Justice Roskill; 
and the BBC for their many acts of helpfulness, including permission 
to make use of extracts from broadcasts of the Speech from the 
Throne, from Mr Baxter's commentary on the funeral of Sir Winston 
Churchill, and from the news bulletin read by Mr Kingsbury. 

Finally, we should like to thank the many people who have pro-
vided us with helpful advice and criticism during the long period in 
which this book was being written. We are particularly grateful to the 
general editor of this series, Randoiph Quirk, for his help at all stages; 
and also to Frank Palmer, Peter Matthews, and present and past 
colleagues on the Survey of English Usage at University College 
London. Needless to say, we have only ourselves to blame for those 
inadequacies which are still present. 

University of Reading 
University College London 
June, 1969 

DC 
DD 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

THE NEED FOR STYLISTICS 

When we talk about' a language'- in our case, 'the English language' 
- we must not be misled into thinking that the label should in some 
way refer to a readily identifiable object in reality, which we can iso-
late and examine in a classroom as we might a test-tube mixture, a 
piece of rock, or a poem. There is no such object. The label 'the 
English language' is in fact only a shorthand way of referring to some-
thing which is not, as the name may seem to imply, a single homo-
geneous phenomenon at all, but rather a complex of many different 
'varieties' of language in use in all kinds of situation in many parts of 
the world. Naturally, all these varieties have much more in common 
than differentiates them- they are all clearly varieties of one language, 
English. But at the same time, each variety is definably distinct from 
all the others. 

One of the clearest exam pies of this is the difference between spoken 
English on the one hand, and written English on the other. Another 
example would be the range of varieties which we would disting?ish 
as regional dialects: a person speaks differently depending on where he 
is from. No one is likely to confuse the types ofEnglish current in New 
York with those current throughout the London area, for instance; 
and we readily apply labels of origin to people with accents different 
from our own - ' Cockney', ' Scouser ', ' Geordie', and so on. Again, 
there are noticeable, though dissimilar, differences between varieties, 
which are due to the sort of person who is talking or writing and the 
kind of social situation he is in. To take some examples from spoken 
English, most people would have little difficulty in recognising 
whether a dialogue they overheard (without seeing the participants) 
was taking place between a mother and her baby, between two scien-
tists' talking shop '.2 or between two businessmen over a telephone. We 
would also distinguish quite e~sily a BBC announcer reading the news 
from a lawyer defending his client !in court, .and both these from a 
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clergyman giving a sermon, even if all we had to go by (and this is the 
important point) was evidence in a tape-recorded extract, with no 
clues, other than the language used, as to the status and role of the 
participants. 

These are just a few examples of the varieties of English that are 
used around us: each of us can immediately add many more from his 
own experience. We may not be able to say precisely what a variety 
is, what differentiates it from another, what types exist, how many 
there are or whether they are all as clearly distinguishable as the 
examples given above; these are things a stylistic theory should tell us. 
But once the matter is brought to our notice, we are at least aware that 
there are differences. In the normal process ofliving, of course, we tend 
to take these differences completely for granted, recognising and 
discriminating between the varieties in a largely unconscious way. 
Only when the differences become so great as to interfere with our 
understanding, or when someone else's mode of expression is so 
strange that we remark about it (and, frequently, complain to the 
daily press in the process!) do we begin to discuss this situation in a 
more conscious way. But we should recognise that the issues are much 
larger than these. Each of us, as an educated speaker of English, is, in 
a sense, multilingual; for in the course of developing our command of 
language we have encountered a large number of varieties, and, to a 
certain extent, have learned how to use them. A particular social situ-
ation makes us respond with an appropriate variety oflanguage, and, 
as we move through the day, so the type of language we are using 
changes fairly instinctively with the situation. We use one variety of 
English at home, another with our friends, a third at work, and so on. 
We usually take this ability for granted; but what are the implications 
of doing this, how far does the ability extend, and how can we begin 
to study it? 

Unfortunately we do not always appreciate sufficiently the poten-
tial oflanguage for making communication successful and establishing 
social togetherness- ends which language may help us to achieve if 
used well. But if we choose to disregard the rules of language. or fail, 
through ignorance, to obey them, then language can become instead 
a barrier to successful communication and integration. This is where 
the danger lies : it is necessary to replace, by a more controlled, sensi-
tive, and responsible reaction, our hazy awareness of how language 
should be used in the less familiar situations in which we find our-
selves. One test of a successful education is whether it has brought us 
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to a position whereby we can communicate, on a range of subjects, 
with people in various walks of life, and gain their understanding as 
well as understand them. But to be in such a position requires a 
sharpened consciousness of the form and function of language, its 
place in society, and its power. 

It is not difficult to think of examples where a failure to achieve this 
desirable fluency is evident. There are many varieties of English which 
we have not mastered fully, which we have difficulty being at home 
in- and this involves just as much reacting appropriately to others' use 
of English as being able to use English ourselves. How often do we 
speak or write without knowing that what we are doing is causing a 
bad impression on other people, because of our poor command or 
inadequate social awareness of our language? There are many oc-
casions when we may unwittingly or carelessly fail to reach social 
standards of acceptability: obvious examples would be errors like 
spelling mistakes, breaking the conventions ofletter-writing (such as 
beginning a letter with 'Dear Sir' and ending with 'Yours sincerely') 
or badly used punctuation; or, at a more sophisticated level, using 
slang on a relatively formal occasion, making improper use of tech-
nical terms in a specialist context, or using language which 'goes over 
the head' of an audience in making a speech or delivering a lecture. 
Clearly there are appropriate linguistic 'manners' for the different 
types of situation in which language is used, which we are expected 
(and usually want) to show. To remain unaware of the full extent and 
power of these conventions when entering into one of these situations, 
and insensitively to carry on using language habits which we find 
come most easily to us is liable to produce general confusion, and 
probably criticism and embarrassment as well- a state of affairs which 
many business firms, and advertising courses in speech-training or 
word-power improvement are well aware of. 

The native speaker ofEnglish of course has a great deal of intuitive 
knowledge about linguistic appropriateness and correctness -when to 
use one variety of language rather than another - which he has 
amassed over the years. He will probably have little difficulty in using 
and responding to the most 'ordinary' uses of language, such as the 
everyday conversation (described in Chapter 4) which occupies most 
of our speaking and writing lifetime. Normally, in such a context, 
mistakes, if they occur, pass by unnoticed or are discounted as un-
important. It is with the relatively infrequently occurring, more 
specialised uses of language that the average English user may find 
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difficulty. The experience of each of us is limited, and there will 
always remain a range of linguistic habits, of whose nature and con-
ventional use we will be largely or totally unaware, but which we may 
nonetheless from time to time meet. One such range has been 
approached in a very interesting way by Lewis, Horabin, and Gane, 1 · 

who examine the increasing complexity and unintelligibility of rules 
and regulations in society, and who point out that when people come 
up against such language, in many cases the reaction is one of despair. 

'To judge from innumerable press reports, many people no longer 
even try to understand complex rules and regulations. They enter 
into hire purchase agreements, and into highly dubious contracts 
that they patently do not understand. If they suffer personal damage 
or injury, they tend to miss out on their legal rights. They pay in-
come tax and similar demands without knowing whether they are 
right or wrong. And they pay their gas bills without enquiring 
whether a different tariff might be more favourable ... To some 
extent, the man in the· street has habituated to the difficulties posed 
by present-day rules and regulations ... obscurely-worded rules 
and regulations and instructions are tolerated simply because they 
are so familiar. Although their obscurity engenders feelings ofhelp-
lessness and frustration, there is an over-riding assumption that 
nothing of moment can be done to improve matters' (p 3). 

There is thus a strong case for saying that this lack of (primarily 
linguistic) understanding is an important gap in a general education, 
and should be remedied, particularly in those cases where the gap is at 
all wide, and where a person has a minimal amount of linguistic 
adaptability. (At the extreme end of the scale, there are people who 
are not able to read and write, or who have difficulty in speaking and 
understanding anything: at this point, the lack of a relatively subtle 
stylistic awareness has become a more general lack oflinguistic aware-
ness in its most fundamental forms.) 

The foreign learner of English is one of those most at a loss in this 
matter. He too needs to be made aware of the difference between 
common and rare types oflanguage behaviour, and of the alternatives 
available in particular situations; he too needs to react appropriately to 
language, if he wants to be accepted - and the same applies to the 
native speaker of English when he learns another language. The extra 
difficulty for the foreigner, however, is that he has no intuitive sense of 
linguistic appropriateness in English at all: he .has no awareness of 
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conventions of conformity, because he has not grown up in the 
relevant linguistic climate. He knows only what he has been taught in 
language lessons. Hence it is important that the syllabus for foreign 
language teaching should be so ordered that it includes instruction in 
those varieties of English that he will be likely to meet and need most 
frequently. Some courses attempt to do this, for example those which 
aim to provide a 'tourist' English, and no more, or a 'written English 
for scientists'; but the process can be carried much further and done 
more systematically. If a foreigner hopes to come to an English-
speaking culture, then, he should not be in the position of having to 
make use of one variety of English in all situations, as so often happens. 
He needs to be fluent, and fluency should here be measured by his 
ability to conform in the approved manner to many disparate socio-
linguistic situations. He needs to develop a 'sense of style', as it is often 
called- a semi-instinctive knowledge oflinguistic appropriateness and 
(more important) taboo, which corresponds as closely as possible to 
the fluent native speaker's. But this ability does not come easily, and 
in many language-teaching institutions there is insufficient training for 
it ever to be gained at all. 

Both the foreign student ofEnglish and the native speaker, we have 
argued, need to develop an awareness of differing varieties of the 
language, if they do not have it already; and the natural process of 
habit-formation in this respect may be reinforced, supplemented, and 
speeded up by a more rational approach. We can learn to analyse our 
speaking and writing habits and those of others, to discover and 
describe the patterns which differentiate varieties of language from 
each other, to explain as far as possible why people speak in a certain 
way, and to determine what alternative forms of expression they 
choose to use or to ignore in particular situations. 

These are some of the reasons why the study of the varieties of 
English ought to be put on a more systematic basis and extended. But 
there remains another situation which should not be overlooked in 
this connection: the familiar case of a dispute over linguistic interpre-
tation - of a textbook, an official form, or a poem, for example. 
Whether a particular effect or meaning has been expressed in an 
utterance is a question which will not receive a very clear or con-
vincing answer unless the arguments are based on something other 
than the personal feelings and impressions of the participants. A wholly 
intuitive response is perfectly satisfactory and adequate until someone 
else comes along with an equally intuitive but different response: then, 
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if personal opinion is the only basis, an argument will quickly reach 
stalemate. Disparate opinions can only be resolved by reference to the 
data in which the conflict originated, and hence, once again, there is 
the need for some kind of linguistic analysis, and an awareness of the 
internal characteristics of the variety oflanguage in question. It may 
seem to be stating the obvious to say that the source oflinguistic effect 
lies in language usage; but very often the problem is not phrased in 
such clear terms, the obvious is missed, and irrelevant reasons are 
brought to bear on what is, at bottom, a matter oflanguage. It is very 
significant when a literary critic finds it necessary to begin her book 
on poetic language with the following remark: 'In considering the 
language of poetry it is prudent to begin with what is "there" in the 
poem - " there" in the sense that it can be described and referred to as 
unarguably given by the words.' 2 The fact that such a comment needs 
to be made at all implies a sharp criticism of much that goes on under 
the heading ofliterary stylistics. In the sense described below, stylistic 
analysis and description is a necessary part of clarifying linguistic 
problems of interpretation, or at least pointing to where the source of 
an ambiguity lies. It is a supplement to, not a replacement for the 
intuitive response- as we shall have cause to repeat later, in connection 
with the language ofliterature in particular. 

To accumulate a store of information about varieties oflanguage is, 
of course, an end in itself for many people who are interested primarily 
in finding out more about how language works, and the nature of the 
overall relation between language and society, man and his environ-
ment. The main part of the study of language varieties is in fact 
entered into for its own sake, as part of the academic discipline of 
Linguistics, regardless of the large number of potential applications, 
some of which we have already briefly discussed. The aim of a 
linguistically orientated, stylistic approach is clear: the varieties of a 
language need to be studied in as much detail as possible, so that we can 
point to the formal linguistic features which characterise them, and 
understand the restrictions on their use. To do this, however, we need 
systematic training and experience in describing the range oflinguistic 
patterns which exist in English and the kinds of relationship which 
occur between language and society. So far, there has been hardly any 
attempt to supply the insistent demand for knowledge of this nature, 
even for fairly common uses of language. In general, schools only 
scratch at the surface of the problem: they provide a certain amount 
of tuition in letter-writing and essay-composition, as these are norm-
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ally part of the syllabus for 0-level examinations, but other uses of 
language are almost completely ignored. And while there has been a 
great increase of attention to this study at higher levels of education, 
particularly in universities, little progress has been made in providing 
methods which could be more widely used to help inculcate a critical 
and sensitive response to language in use. This is as much true of 
Linguistics as of other subjects. It is partly due to the absence of text-
books in the field; but this in tum results from the lack of reliable 
descriptive information about the facts. What are the linguistic features 
which characterise the main varieties of English ? If these were 
known, and information (even of an elementary sort) available, 
people could then make use of the material for their individual pur-
poses. This book, then, aims to provide an introduction to the answer-
ing of this question, in an attempt to suggest an effective approach to 
what is an extremely complex problem. 

THE CONCERN OF STYLISTICS 

Linguistics is the academic discipline which studies language scientific-
ally. Stylistics, studying certain aspects of language variation, is 
therefore essentially a part of this discipline. Some scholars have called 
the object of study 'style', without further qualification. 'Style' is 
certainly a familiar word to most of us; but unfortunately to say 
simply that stylistics studies style does not clarify matters greatly, be-
cause of the multiplicity of definitions that the word 'style' has. For 
clear thinking on the subject, as well as to explain the title of this book, 
we must say what we consider to come within the purview of 
stylistics. In this connection, at least four commonly occurring senses 
of the term ' style' need to be distinguished. 

Style may refer to some or all of the language habits of one person-
as when we talk of Shakespeare's style (or styles), or the style of 
James Joyce, or when we discuss questions of disputed authorship. 
(In this sense, it can be confused and identified with an individual's 
personality: style is mistakenly said to be a man, or be his thought.) 
More often, it refers in this way to a selection oflanguage habits, the 
occasional linguistic idiosyncrasies which characterise an indivi-
dual's uniqueness. It is usually impracticable to try and discuss all a 
person's speech and writing habits (even for a defined and very 
limited period of time or body of text), hence the concentration on 
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those features in a person's expression which are particularly unusual 
or original. 
In a similar way, style may refer to some or all of the language 
habits shared by a group of people at one time, or over a period of 
time, as when we talk about the style of the Augustan poets, the 
style of Old English' heroic' poetry, the style in which civil service 
forms are written, or styles of public-speaking. Again, the more 
widely we generalise a situation, the more selective in describing 
the language habits of the participants in that situation we must 
become. 
Style is given a more restricted meaning when it is used in an 
evaluative sense, referring to the effectiveness of a mode of ex-
pression. This is implied by such popular definitions of style as 
'saying the right thing in the most effective way' or as 'good 
manners'. When we talk of a 'clear' or' refined' style, then we.are 
making a value judgment, consciously or otherwise, on the overall 
effect of the language on ourselves: there is no primary reference to 
the formal characteristics of the language used, and hence this sense 
is in no way descriptive and objective, as in the first two senses. 
described above. 
Partly overlapping with the three senses just outlined is the wide-
spread use of the word 'style' to refer solely to literary language. 
Style has long been associated primarily or exclusively with litera-
ture, as a characteristic of' good', 'effective', or' beautiful' writing, 
for example, and the focus of the literary critic's attention alone. 
This sense is partially evaluative, partially descriptive, and stylistics 
here would not concern itself with uses oflanguage outside that of 
literature. 

With this background in mind, a linguistic approach to style, such 
as that presented here, is more readily definable: of the above four 
senses, the first and second come nearest to what we ourselves mean 
by 'style'. As a starting-point, we would say that the aim of stylistics 
is to analyse language habits with the main purpose of identifying, 
from the general mass oflinguistic features common to English as used 
on every conceivable occasion, those features which are restricted to 
certain kinds of social context; to explain, where possible, why such 
features have been used, as opposed to other alternatives; and to 
classify these features into categories based upon a view of their func-
tion in the social context. By 'features' here, we mean any bit of 
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speech or writing which a person can single out from the general flow 
oflanguage and discuss - a particular word, part of a word, sequence 
of words, or way of uttering a word. A feature, when it is restricted in 
its occurrence to a limited number of social contexts, we shall call a 
stylistically significant or stylistically distinctive feature - phrases which 
will be explained in more detail in Chapter 3. 
· To make any progress at all in this neglected field of study, we have 

had to make one major assumption as a basis for investigation: we 
have assumed that any €linguistically untrained) adult has an ability to 
identify, in a purely intuitive way, certain features ofhis language with 
certain non-linguistic aspects ofhis experience. We shall refer to these 
aspects of experience as the situation. (It is important to note that we are 
here using the term situation to mean only that sub-set of non-linguistic 
events which are clearly relevant to the identification of the linguistic 
feature(s).3 It provides us with. a convenient label which covers all 
categories of such event.~>; these categories, which are referred to for 
the time being as situational variables, are defined in Chapter 3. It should 
also be noted that in this narrow sense situation is not intended to in-
clude everything non-linguistic which exists at the time of using the linguistic 
feature(s). Our term for this will be extra-linguistic context.) People may 
not express their sense of identification very clearly, of course- for 
example, they may talk vaguely about 'thou' having religious 
'associations'- but we have never come across anyone who. could not 
consistently identify features to some degree, and accordingly we do 
not feel it necessary to accumulate experimental evidence to justify 
the assumption. What does need to be investigated systematically is 
the precise nature and extent of this identification. Most people are 
consciously aware of only some of the correlations between language 
and extra-linguistic context: they vary in the degree of confidence 
with which they posit that a linguistic feature is stylistically significant 
(if asked to comment on a piece oflanguage, someone may be more 
sure of feature X having a certain range of extra-linguistic associations 
than feature Y), and people differ in their a~sessment of the obvious-
ness of a correlation between language and extra-linguistic context 
(person A may note feature X as being associated with context P, 
whereas person B may not, or may associate it with context Q, or with 
no context at all, and so on). But there is sufficient agreement over this 
question of identification to justify our setting up as a hypothesis that 
any use of language displays certain linguistic features which allow it to be 
identified with one or more extra-linguistic contexts. 
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Our task is, accordingly, threefold: 

We must identify the entire range of linguistic features which 
people intuitively feel to be stylistically significant, and specify a 
precise way of talking about them (a metalanguage). 
We must outline a method of analysis which will allow us to 
organise these features in such a way as to facilitate comparison of 
any one use oflanguage with any other. 
We must decide on the function of these features, by classifying 
them into categories based on the kind of extra-linguistic purpose 
they have. 

In this book, we shall suggest an approach to all three tasks. In Chapter 
2 we shall outline the kind of metalanguage which we propose to use 
in order to discuss varieties of English at all. In Chapter 3 we shall 
discuss the various categories which any adequate stylistic theory 
would have to specify in order to account for all the features we have 
observed, and define more precisely what we mean by a 'variety' of 
language- a term which we are using rather loosely at the moment. 
In Chapters 4 to 9 we shall provide a number of samples of spoken 
and written English, which we shall examine in order to identify the 
stylistically significant features. 

It is perhaps worth emphasising right away that the first step in any 
stylistic analysis must be an intuitive one. The stylistician is on pre-
cisely the same footing as anyone else here: he notices a linguistic 
feature which he feels to be stylistically significant. The difference be-
tween his approach and that of the untrained observer is that he will 
have a clearer idea of what is likely to be significant, and will know 
what to do with his observations once they are made. This last point 
is the stylistician's main competence: he is able to interrelate his 
observations within the framework of some theory, and thus piece 
together any general pattern oflinguistic variation which may exist. 
This is where the objectivity claimed for stylistics comes in, not in the 
initial step, which is a wholly subjective (though, one trusts, informed) 
decision. The stylistician is able to talk objectively about language 
events. He cannot of course perceive them objectively, although some 
critics of the subject have seemed to accuse stylisticians of claiming to 
do just this. The stylistician, ideally, knows three things which 
linguistically untrained people do not: he is aware of the kind of 
structure language has, and thus the kind of feature which might be 
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expected to be of stylistic significance; he is aware of the kind of social 
variation which linguistic features tend to be identified with; and he 
has a technique of putting these features down on paper in a systematic 
way in order to display their internal patterning to maximal effect. 

But of course we must remember that at the moment stylistics - as 
indeed linguistics as a whole - is still a relatively undeveloped disci-
pline. A definitive book on English stylistics would provide a specifi-
cation of the entire range of linguistic features entering into the 
definition of what we have been calling a variety oflanguage, as well 
as a theoretical framework capable of accounting for them. As will 
become obvious in the course of this book, we have by no means 
reached this final stage of study, though at least we are aware of what 
has to be done. All we can do is systematically point to certain signifi-
cant facts in the language being analysed, suggest some theoretical 
principles which will account for the occurrence of these facts, 
emphasise the need for further analysis to validate or refute these 
preliminary soundings, and illustrate a procedure which will allow 
people to do this. 

The view of stylistics which we adopt in this book is therefore 
essentially an operational one; that is, we are trying to provide a 
methodology of analysis, so that others interested in this comer of 
language behaviour can go about studying it in their own time in 
order to obtain relevant descriptive information within a single theo-
retical framework, without having to look for guidance at every tum 
from some teacher. We shall use one approach which we have found 
to be particularly helpful, though it must not be thought from our 
concentration on this that other methods of analysis currently being 
developed are not also enlightening. The methodological emphasis is, 
we feel, crucial, as it is the lack of an explicit procedure of analysis 
which has been the major deficiency in stylistic publications hitherto. 
The student is expected, after reading largely discursive articles on the 
subject, to work out an analytic procedure for himself; but different 
authors hint at such different procedures (never working one out in 
detail), have such different theoretical standpoints, and spend so much 
of their time arguing points of theory and not working through 
sample texts in a systematic way, that it becomes in fact impossible for 
the student to launch out on his own. The central requirement of any 
linguistically orientated approach to the clarification of stylistic effect 
is that it should provide a single, clear technique of description which 
will allow the student to cope with any piece oflanguage he wants to 
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study - one procedure which, if carefully followed, will focus the 
attention on all that is interesting in a piece oflanguage and ensure that 
no item of potential significance is overlooked. Hitherto, stylistic 
analysis has been rather haphazard: scholars have been attracted to the 
study of the more obvious eccentricities of a use oflanguage, and have 
ignored much that is less obvious (though not necessarily less im-
portant). It is this largely impressionistic. approach, with its over-
reliance on intuitive ability, that linguistics seeks to avoid. 

Our aim is therefore to replace a sporadic approach with a system-
atic one; to minimise - we can never remove - the intuitive element 
in criteria of analysis. In this way we hope that our method will be of 
assistance to those students of language - the majority - who need 
some help in understanding relatively subtle linguistic usage (every-
thing from textbooks and income-tax forms to poetry). It is valuable, 
we would argue, to put the examination of language on more well-
defined, coherent, and systematic lines. When faced with a text of 
some kind - what appears to be a mass of uncoordinated data - a 
starting-point for analysis is often difficult to choose. The method pro-
posed here suggests a place to start, out of the many possible, and a 
place to finish; it also suggests some paths for the analyst to take in 
getting from the one point to the other. It is essentially a research pro-
cedure, which we hope others will use, so that more and more material 
will come to be analysed within the same descriptive framework, and 
thus be readily comparable. Once and for all, however, it must be 
stressed that as soon as a student is sufficiently aware of the different 
types of organisation present in language, the method's rigidity is dis-
pensable: he may 'so to speak throw away·the ladder, after he has 
climbed up on it'. 4 

Notes 
1 B. N. LEWIS, I. S. HORABIN, C. P. GANE, 'Flow Charts, Logical Trees and Algo-

rithms for Rules and Regulations', CAS Occasional Papers, 2, H.M.S.O., 1967 

(cf p J). 
2 w. NOWOTTNY, The Language Poets Use, Athlone Press, 1962, p r. 
3 A similar use of this term is to be found in the work of J. R. Firth. 
4 L. WITTGENSTEIN, Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus, Routledge and Kegan Paul, 

1961, §6.54· 



Chapter 2 

Linguistic Description 

LEVELS OF ANALYSIS 

The ordered approach whi~h seems most satisfactory in realising the 
general aims of stylistic analysis involves taking the object of study-
a particular piece of language, or text - and discussing it in terms of a 
number of interrelated levels of description. At each level,. we are 
studying one aspect of the way in which language is orgapised: we 
shall be distinguishing phoneticfgraphetic, phonological/graphologi-
cal, grammatical, lexical, and semantic levels, and we shall explain 
what we mean by these terms below. The number and nature of the 
levels is dictated by convenience for the job in hand, variety analysis: 
interesting, stylistically relevant variations occur frequently at each of 
the levels distinguished, and need to be discussed in their own ·terms. 
Other levels might have been brought in (what linguists have referred 
to as morphophonology, for example), or we might have distinguished 
further levels within those already mentioned (eg lexis, cf p 58; but 
the little information found to be relevant in these areas for our dis-
cussion was more economically incorporated into the levels· dis-
tinguished below. 

The levels are studied as independently as possible to begin with, 
using whatever techniques have been developed in linguistics else-
where; whatever cross-reference between levels is essential, we make; 
and we conclude by attempting a synthesis of the information made 
available, in terms of a set of quantitatively based descriptive state-
ments. The order in which the levels are studied is not significant. 
Syntactic rules may form the starting-point, as they do in generative 
grammar, phonological and semantic information being built in as 
interpretative components of the grammar. Alternatively, it is pos-
sible to begin with phonetic and phonological information, as do 
scholars using a more traditional linguistic model, proceeding to 
grammar and vocabulary and thence to semantics; or one might begin 
with semantics. and proceed in the opposite direction. In .this book, 
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we shall in fact be following an order which moves from sounds, 
through grammar and vocabulary to semantics, but only for pro-
cedural and pedagogical reasons: it seems easier to introduce students 
to practical stylistic analysis if they begin with the comparatively 
simple matters of phonetics and phonology, which involve a relatively 
finite and stable set of contrasts, rather than with the theoretical com-
plexities of grammar, vocabulary or semantics. 

In our investigation of any level, we begin by bearing in mind what 
is already known about the kind of information generally present: at 
all points the stylistic description of the actual linguistic features used 
is identical with that made for any other (non-stylistic) purpose. 
Stylistic considerations only enter in when we begin to select features 
from the language as a whole and relate these to situational variables 
via various techniques of quantification, this process of selection 
being, for most other linguistic purposes, irrelevant. Thus, for ex-
ample, we know that any variety which is identifiable in terms 
of phonological features (such as through extra frequency of certain 
phonemic or non-segmental contrasts, or through a specific set of idio-
syncratic distributions) can be described in terms of any general 
phonological description. The description of the features will not go 
outside the frame of reference implicit in any study of English 
phonology: the same frame of reference is simply being used for a 
different, wider purpose. It is the frequency and distribution within 
one overall configuration which is the focus of the stylistician's 
interest. 

The first level which may be isolated relates to the actual substance, 
or raw material oflanguage. This material may be of two kinds: the 
expression oflanguage involves a primary choice between two media, 
speech and writing (seep 69), and these have a fundamental difference 
in substance- sound waves for speech, marks on a surface for writing. 
Phonetics studies the characteristics and potential utility of human 
vocal noise. The study of written or printed shapes has hardly been 
developed at all compared with this, but we shall find it useful to 
refer to the visual analogue of phonetics in similar terms, hence 
graphetics. An examination of sounds and shapes in themselves, of 
course, will not provide a great deal of stylistic information, being as 
such pre-linguistic phenomena. But at this level, certain facts do 
emerge which are of relevance for a complete understanding of 
stylistic effect; for example, that isolated sounds and shapes may have 
a definite aesthetic appeal, may be interpreted as reflecting aspects of 
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reality (as in onomatopoeia) or conveying a meaning residing wholly 
in the intrinsic properties of the spoken or written physical event 
(if the general notion of sound symbolism). Such matters as the choice 
of type-size or colour in a text are essentially non-linguistic, but they 
too may have clear linguistic implications, perhaps relating to the 
semantic structure of the utterance (as in advertising or newspaper 
articles) or even to its grammatical structure (there are non-random 
correlations between type-size and grammar in posters, for instance). 
For further illustration of this point, one could refer to the graphetic 
flexibility of informal letters (such as the use of irregular spacing or 
line direction) as compared with the regularity of formal letters, 
invitations, and so on; or the organisation of utterances into symbolic 
visual shapes (a kind of 'graphic onomatopoeia') found in such 
various f1elds as the poems of George Herbert and Dylan Thomas, 
and in Winnie the Pooh. 

A further clear example of distinctiveness operating at this level 
may be found in spoken language, where voice quality, the perma-
nently present 'background' feature of a person's speech, against 
which linguistic contrasts can be heard, may at times be used in a 
semi-conventional way to relate an utterance to a specific situation, 
such as the tone of voice associated with a sermon, spoken legal 
language, or certain kinds of television advertisement. The basis of 
many kinds of humorous or literary effect is the motivated switch 
from one kind of voice quality to another. Such information is clearly 
important for a full understanding of the meaning of a text, though it 
has been little studied. The type of contrast involved at this level is 
very different from that found at the phonological/graphological 
level discussed below, however: contrasts at the former level are not 
so discrete, identifiable or systematic; they have more of a direct, 
naturalistic link with non-linguistic features, and do not display the 
arbitrariness of other aspects oflanguage organisation; moreover they 
frequently transcend language boundaries - type-size, like shouting, 
has a fairly universal range of function. 

Phonetics and graphetics study the basic phonic and graphic sub-
stance oflanguage, respectively. The second level studies the organisa-
tion of this substance within the framework of a particular language 
or language group. Human language is clearly more than isolated 
sounds and shapes: it displays pattern. Out of all the sounds and shapes 
available, each language selects only a few (if the very small range of 
shapes out of which the English alphabet is constituted, for instance), 
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and these are used in a predictable and limited number of combina-
tions to build up larger units, such as words and sentences. The sounds 
and letters of English have a clearly defmable form and function, and 
their systematicness may be formalised in rules (of pronunciation and 
spelling respectively). Phonology (also referred to as phonemics, though 
not in this book) .studies the sound system of a given language; 
graphology (or graphemics, which again we do not use) is the analogous 
study of a language's writing system, or orthography, as seen in the 
various kinds of handwriting and typography. In this area, stylistics 
describes patterns of sound or writing that distinguish, or assist in 
distinguishing, varieties of English- repetition of segmental sounds in 
a specific distribution, patterns of rhythm, intonation and other non-
segmental varia (which we describe below, pp 24-40), distinctive 
uses of punctuation, capitalisation, spacing, and so on. These features 
are well illustrated in Chapters 4 to 9, so we shall not discuss them 
further here, but simply say that at this level, we are laying stress on 
the contrasts that can be made within the linguistic system, rather 
than on the phy~ical characteristics of the system itself, which was 
studied at the first level of analysis. 

At the third level, the result of phonological and graphological 
organisation is studied. Sounds and letters are used to build up larger 
and more complex units, some aspects of which are the subject matter 
of grammar, other aspects 'Of which we shall refer to under the general 
heading of vocabulary. From the grammatical point of view, the main 
aim is to analyse the internal structure of the units called sentences in a 
language, and the way these function in sequences. To do this ade-
quately, of cour~e. many other kinds of unit and category need to be 
distinguished, and we shall be reviewing our use of such necessary 
concepts as words, clauses, nouns, verbs, and so on, later in this 
chapter: we shall not therefore discuss it further at this point, apart 
from emphasising that grammar is the ce9-tral part of a linguistic 
statement. The traditional division of grammar into morphology, 
which studies the internal structure of words or classes of words, and 
syntax, which studies their external relationships, moreover has some 
relevance for stylistics. 

As opposed to abstract statements about word classes and sentence 
structures, there are also stylistically relevant things to be said about 
the way individual words and idioms tend to pattern in different 
linguistic contexts, and it seems useful to study separately the attributes 
of single 'lexical items' (a term which covers idiomatic word-
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sequences, as well as single words) regardless of their grammatical 
form and function. We shall refer to this as the study of vocabulary 
(using lexical as the corresponding adjective); observations in this area 
will be made independently of grammatical considerations, though 
we shall not of course ignore the existence of any grammatical-lexical 
interdependence. Under the heading of vocabulary we shall thus give 
information about the choice of specific lexical items in a text (a 
choice which will of course be closely related to subject matter), their 
distribution in relation to one another, 1 and their meaning (for 
example, if a word was being used uniquely by an author, or was 
being related to other words in a consistent and stylistically interesting 
way). It is sometimes more convenient to bring a certain amount of 
information about word structure into an exposition of a text at this 
point. Vocabulary in our sense is thus partly a formal and partly a 
notional concept ((f the traditional sense of' diction' in literary criti-
cism). There seems to be very little gained by separating the formal 
and semantic aspects of the study of individual lexical items, as long 
as we are allowed when necessary to talk about the formal aspects of 
word distribution without any reference to meaning and tJice tJersa. In 
this sense, of course, the situation is no different from the form-
meaning relationship to be found in grammar: nowadays, linguists no 
longer feel it necessary, desirable, nor even possible, to exclude con-
siderations of meaning from grammatical analysis. 

We set up a separate level- semantics- in order to study the meaning 
of stretches longer than the single lexicai item. The term 'semantics' 
is thus being used in an idiosyncratic way in this book: semantics for 
us studies the linguistic meaning of a text over and above the meaning 
of the lexical items taken singly. Patterns of thematic development, 
the distribution of concepts in a text as a whole, the use of character-
istic figures of speech, semantic ingenuity (such as in the linguistic 
correlates of wit), and so forth would be studied descriptively here. It 
seems useful to distinguish such issues from those covered by vocabu-
lary, in that the nature of the 'meaning' being expressed at the 
semantic level is very different: vocabulary contrasts are relatively 
discrete, finite, and localised; semantic contrasts tend to be less 
systematic and definable, and are all-inclusive. Of course, if one could 
show a regular paradigmatic relationship of some kind existing be-
tween the meaning of lexical items and that of longer stretches, then 
one would not be justified in separating them so clearly; but there 
does not seem to be any clear way of explicating the meaning of 
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grammatical units such as the clause or sentence in terms of the 
meaning of their constituent lexical items. It is not normally an 
additive process. 

As stylisticians, then, we approach a text with various levels in 
mind, and try to organise our material in their terms. We work 
systematically through the material, allocating points we feel to be of 
stylistic significance to one level or another. But while it is the case 
that we are approaching the study of the language of a text using a 
model wherein the levels are kept apart, it must not be thought that 
this precludes cross-referencing between the levels, or forces us to 
ignore significant inter-level linguistic relationships. The analysis into 
levels is simply a device to help organise our material and focus 
attention more closely on a particular aspect oflanguage organisation. 
Whenever features occur which cannot be explained by reference to 
one level only, then the relevance of all the levels involved must be 
pointed out. Features at one level may reinforce or explain features at 
another, and a text may be characterised stylistically as much by the 
way inter-level features exist as by the features which operate within 
levels. 

Cross-referencing does involve some procedural difficulties, how-
ever. A feature which demands reference to a number of levels 
simultaneously must either be described at each of the levels involved 
(which is uneconomic), or treated at one of the levels only, with a 
reference under the others (which gives undue prominence to the level 
chosen), or treated as a 'bundle' feature, described separately at the 
end of an analysis, after the levels have been gone through inde-
pendently of one another (which is rather cumbersome). Not all the 
multi-level features which occur (and there are relatively few of them, 
hence there is no real case for dispensing with levels altogether) pose 
the problem to the same degree. Sometimes it is clear that, although 
two levels are involved in the explanation of a feattlre, one of the two 
is dominant. For example, a text which uses large numbers of foreign 
words, printing all these in italics, is distinctive at both graphological 
and lexical levels; but clearly the latter is more important, so that any 
discussion of this point could be carried on under the heading of 
vocabulary without any misrepresentation of the text, as long as there 
was a note under graphology saying that the significance of the italics 
would be dealt with later. The problem becomes extreme only when 
it is impossible to determine priorities between the levels involved. 
For example, when the rhythm and word-order of a text are both 
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stylistically significant, it is very often impossible to say whether the 
description should be primarily carried out at the phonological or 
grammatical level. 

In this book, bundle features are described as follows: graphetic, 
graphological, phonetic, and phonological features are described at 
any of the other levels which are relevant; if grammatical and lexical 
features co-occur with semantic features, they are described at the 
semantic level; if grammatical and lexical features co-occur, the 
description is made at the grammatical level. 

Once we have been through a text in this way, we must assess the 
descriptive statements made in terms of their stylistic importance. 
Features which are stylistically significant display different kinds and 
degrees of distinctiveness in a text: of two features, one may occur 
only twice in a text, the other may occur thirty times; or a feature 
might be uniquely identifying in the language, only ever occurring 
in one variety, as opposed to a feature which is distributed throughout 
many or all varieties in different frequencies. Such differences must be 
noted, as otherwise there is no way of showing a gradation in stylistic 
significance or predictability within the features of a text. We must 
remember that the aim to show all the stylistically important features 
of a text is a rather academic one, and usually involves too much 
detailed analysis for it to be a task that most people interested in the 
subject could reasonably be expected to carry out. It is more normal 
for people to want to select, say, 'the twenty most important' 
stylistic features in a text, to make a fairly rapid comparison with some 
other text, or to be able to fit this approach in with the requirements 
of some school or college syllabus. 

We have yet to establish the details of any such process of scaling 
the importance of stylistic features, but two basic principles are 
already clear: the more important stylistic feature in a text will be 
(a) that which occurs more frequently within the variety in question, 
and (b) that which is shared less by other varieties. For example, the 
use of the passive in some types of scientific English is a distinctive 
feature of this variety, as it has a greater frequency of occurrence than 
in most other varieties; but within scientific English it is also a very 
important feature because it is one of the most frequently occurring 
features of this variety. Again, the use of 'hereinbefore' in legal 
English is a distinctive feature of a unique kind, not occurring in any 
other variety of English. It does not occur very frequently in legal 
texts, but when it does, it assumes a very great stylistic importance, 
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because of its uniqueness. A different unique feature which occurred 
more frequently in such a text would be graded higher on this 
informal stylistic scale. 

Adopting an approach of this kind enables us to quantify the use of 
language in a text, grading the stylistic features in terms of the extent 
to which they characterise a variety as a whole, and attempting to 
make descriptive and explanatory statements of a more general 
nature. Our statements about frequency may of course be expressed 
in either or both of two main ways. First, we may present precise 
statistical information, using techniques such as the x2 test of statistical 
significance in order to compare distributions between texts and 
determine the extent to which two texts might be considered samples 
of the same population (instances of the same variety, in our terms) 
in respect of certain criteria. Such a method would be prerequisite for 
any serious research work, but it is too detailed for our present 
purposes. Consequently we make use of the alternative method of 
expression, making our statements of frequency in more informal 
terms, using such quantifiers as 'rarely', 'commonly', 'often', 'very 
often', and so on. This range of adverbials in English cuts up a 
continuum of frequency very clearly, with very little overlap, and is 
readily intelligible. It should not be forgotten, however, that any 
statements of relative frequency in these terms can be referred if neces-
sary to the precise statistical situation which underlies them. They are 
not simply impressions: the distinction between 'often' and 'very 
often', for example, has ultimately an objective numerical basis. 

Once we have quantified our texts, and expressed our results using 
either method, we are in a position to make statements about the 
overall stylistic 'picture' of a text, prior to comparing it with others. 
This is the end the stylistician is seeking- to compose a single linguistic 
picture of a text as a whole, to make a synthesis of the information he 
has discovered from his earlier analysis into levels. Once he has done 
this, the descriptive aspect of the linguist's role is complete. The tasks 
which then follow - critical interpretation and evaluation - are not 
his concern. 

MODELS OF DESCRIPTION 

Not all the levels we have distinguished above have been equally 
studied by descriptive linguistics. There are established techniques for 
discussing certain contrasts at the phonological and grammatical 
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levels, and for talking about phonetic features; but there is no agreed 
terminology for the discussion of graphetic and graphological con-
trasts; the theory of non-segmental phonological contrasts used here 
is of recent devising; many parts of the grammar of English have not 
been studied in depth and there are many incompatible theories from 
which a choice has to be made; the linguistic study of vocabulary has 
not progressed very far; and semantics in our sense is still only studied 
as part of traditional literary criticism. Our analysis at times will there-
fore seem somewhat patchy, to say the least; but one must remember 
that this is not a limitation of the stylistic method as such. Stylistics 
simply applies available descriptive categories and research findings to 
a further end: if these categories or findings are not available, it is not 
the job of the stylistician, qua stylistician, to remedy the deficiency-
though many try to do so (if our attempt to fill the non-segmental 
phonological gap, below). 

In view of the fluid state of theoretical and descriptive linguistics at 
the present time, then, it is impossible to take much for granted in 
stylistic or linguistic analysis, and it is incumbent on the stylistician to 
illustrate the salient points of the model he is going to use, as a pre-
amble to his actual description. What he must avoid is having to spend 
time during his stylistic analysis explaining the meaning of the terms 
he happens to be using; this is irrelevant and distracting. What we 
have done here, accordingly, is explain at one convenient place all the 
terms we cannot take for granted which we are going to use in the 
description of our texts. We shall not be repeating any of our expo-
sition in Part Two of this book. We would also point out that 
inadequacies in the linguistic model of analysis we use do not neces-
sarily imply inadequacies in the stylistic analysis, and vice 11ersa. The 
model can and should be criticised in its own terms, for what it is, a 
theory which will account for certain linguistic contrasts in the 
language: the way in which this model is applied to show stylistic 
effects involves a quite different set of criteria, which also can and 
should be criticised in their own terms. It would be wrong to criticise 
the stylistic descriptions for unclear grammatical terminology, as this 
is a deficiency in the grammatical model. In evaluating stylistic 
analysis, it is important to keep the two kinds of criticism apart: we 
emphasise this at such length because in the past they frequently have 
not been so separated. 

We primarily need to explain the models of non-segmental 
phonology and grammar used in this book. Phonetics and segmental 
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phonology are sufficiently well established to be taken for granted: in 
our case, the segmental analysis of English presupposed is that of 
Gimson. 2 There are few technical terms arising in connection with the 
lexical and semantic description: terms which do occur will be dis-
cussed below. 

NON-SEGMENTAL PHONOLOGY 

The analysis used in this book for the transcription of the spoken 
texts is explained in more detail elsewhere.3 The original transcription, 
which was devised to suit a typewriter keyboard, has been modified 
for printing, as the greater range of printing symbols allows for more 
immediately interpretable shapes to be introduced. The transcription 
has a complex look about it, but we find from experience with 
students that it can be mastered quite rapidly. There is certainly no 
desire on our part to defend its complexity: in order to specify 
adequately the non-segmental variety markers of spoken English, 
whose importance is usually underestimated, an analysis of this type 
is essential. To omit any of the transcription used here in order to 
achieve greater ease of reading would simply be to introduce dis-
tortion of the material which would ultimately preclude any satis-
factory comparative statements. Varieties of spoken English tend to 
be primarily differentiated through non-segmental features of this 
kind, and it would be unscientific to reduce the transcription. We 
have nonetheless tried to devise a system whereby the content of the 
discourse can be understood and read relatively easily, ignoring the 
marks. This is why we have not put the spoken texts in a phonetic 
transcription. Our aim, then, is simply to allow people to be able to 
deduce from the symbolisation the way in which the discourse was 
spoken. We hope that the transcription is adequate to stand in place 
of the original tape-recordings, and the following remarks are aimed 
at producing a sufficient familiarity with the transcription to allow an 
accurate reading of the text. 

The transcription records those features of English which display a 
clear linguistic contrast of some kind, that is, each feature communi-
cates a meaning which is different from the meaning of any other 
feature. If one feature were to be substituted for any other, there 
would be a change in the meaning of the utterance which any native 
speaker of the language would be able to per-ceive, whether he had 
been trained in linguistics or not - though this does not mean he 
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would be able to explain the basis of his perception. Not all these 
features are of the same degree of obviousness, however; not all carry 
the same amount of linguistic meaning. For example, it is more 
important to know whether an utterance ends in a falling or a rising 
tone than whether the beginning point of the fall is high or low: the 
first contrast might carry a critical distinction between a statement or 
a question, whereas the second simply distinguishes between, say, two 
kinds of statement. From the point of view of the information being 
transmitted, the first distinction is more important than the second. 
And it may be argued thus for the whole system, that there is a 
gradation of linguistic significance, some non-segmental features 
being more important than others. Our transcription tries to reflect 
this gradation through the size and darkness of the symbols used; for 
example, the most noticeable features of the transcription are the 
tone-unit boundary markers and the nuclear syllables with their tones, 
which we believe to be the primary features to note in any analysis 
of connected speech. 

The tone-unit may be recognised by a combination of features 
which occur at its boundary, and by its characteristic internal struc-
ture: boundary features may comprise a marked shift in pitch, various 
types of pause, and modifications to the final phonetic segments in the 
unit; the internal structure must be one of a finite range of types, 
which are given below. The following conventions are used to show 
the ·structure of the tone-unit: 

I indicates the end of a tone-unit, eg 
... an at'tempt at "BRibery! 

SMALL CAPITALS mark the syllable upon which the nuclear tone- the 
most prominent pitch-movement in the tone-unit- falls, eg 

GRASS CLOser 
Where nuclear syllables begin or end with a double consonant in the 
spelling, both consonants are printed in small capitals so as to avoid 
the typographical clash of putting one in capitals and the other in 
lower case. For instance, aPPROACHes is preferred to apPROACHes, and 
CUTTer to cuTter. If a non-nuclear syllable which begins with a double 
consonant is preceded by one of the symbols used in the transcription, 
it has been our practice to place the symbol between the consonants, 
so that we print oc'casions, and eflfective rather than o'ccasions, and 
elffective. In the case of nuclear syllables beginning with a double 
consonant and preceded by a transcription symbol, we have com-
promised between the two procedures just outlined, printing the first 
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consonant in lower case and the second as a small capital, with the 
symbol in between: at+TEMPT, efiFECTive. Our purpose here is purely 
aesthetic, and has no implications for any theory of syllable division. 
Normally, when making decisions on syllable divisions, there is no 
difficulty in reconciling morphological and phonetic considerations. 
Occasionally, however, there is a clash between the two. When this 
happens we allow morphology to take precedence over phonetics, as 
in the case of a word such as TENDency. Following phonetic criteria in 
this instance would compel us to transcribe the word as TENdency, and 
this, it seems to us, is undesirable in that it suggests to the reader 
another lexical item - ten - and distracts attention from the word he 
should be seeing. The only exceptions to this rule are those instances 
in which following the morphology would have resulted in too 
strong a suggestion of an alternative pronunciation; we have, for in-
stance, preferred CHILdren, to CHILDren (/tJaildr;:m/). 

The location of the nuclear syllable within the tone-unit will be 
referred to by the term tonicity. Usually this syllable occurs at or to-
wards the end of the tone-unit. In cases where it is introduced earlier, 
for purposes of emphasis or contrast, as in an utterance like: she was 
a IvERy nice girl!, we shall use the term contrastive tone. The direction 
of pitch-movement in each tone is indicated by a mark over the vowel 
of the tonic syllable, eg 

GRASS, GRASS, etc 
Further syllables between the tonic syllable and the end of the tone-
unit which continue the general direction of pitch-movement are 
referred to as the tail of the nucleus. The following tones are dis-
tinguished in the analysis: 

Simple tones: ' (falling), ' (rising), - (level) 
Complex tones: '(rise-fall), v (fall-rise), "' (fall-rise-fall), " (rise-

fall-rise). 
Compound tones: ' + ', ' + ', ' + ', v + ', ' + -. 

The first prominent syllable of the tone-unit (made prominent either 
by a marked pitch-movement away from the pitch-level of the pre-
ceding syllables plus an increase in loudness, or by an increase in 
loudness alone) is referred to as the onset of the tone-unit, and is 
indicated by I, eg 

and the !score goes mp ... 
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Unless otherwise marked, with h if higher, and l if lower than the 
norm, all onset syllables tend to be at about the same pitch-level for 
each speaker. 

We may now look at the tone-unit in terms of the sections delimited 
by these points, and label them accordingly (if the example below): 

prehead I onset NUCLEAR SYLLABLE tail! 
~ 

Prehead syllables are always unstressed (ie are perceived as having a 
minimal degree of loudness) by definition. Head and tail syllables 
may be stressed or unstressed. We indicate three contrasts in syllable 
stress in the transcription: 

strong stress ", ordinary stress ', weak stress (unmarked), eg 

the !three 'people are t"definitely coMing to'morrowl 

.. 
"'. 

All the marked pitch features we shall discuss below involve a loud-
ness equivalent to a stressed syllable, as do onset and nuclear syllables. 
Strong stress may of course occur on any syllable. 

The syllables in the tone-unit, whether stressed or not, can occur on 
quite a wide range of pitches. For this book, we have slightly simplified 
the total number of possibilities, and make use of the following 
system. We shall outline pitch contrasts for stressed syllables first, then 
for unstressed syllables, as the range of contrasts differs. 

STRESSED SYLLABLES 

A syllable may be slightly lower in pitch than the preceding syllable. 
This is in fact the most frequently occurring type, and we do not give 
this a mark in the transcription. When a stressed syllable has no 
accompanying pitch mark, therefore, we mean it to be interpreted as 
follows: 

the 'man 
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A syllable may be on the same pitch-level as the preceding syllable, 
in which case it is notated with a raised dot, thus: 

the·man 

Such syllables are relatively rare, and none occurred in the spoken 
materials used for this book. 

A syllable may be higher than the preceding syllable, but not 
higher than a preceding marked step-up in pitch, such as an onset. 
This is indicated by a short upwards-pointing vertical arrow, t, eg 

I fthink the tman ... 

A syllable may be higher than the preceding syllable, and higher than 
the preceding marked step-up in pitch, in which case it is shown by a 
long upwards-pointing vertical arrow, t, eg 

I I think the tman ... 

---------· . 

A syllable may be a good deal lower than the pitch-level of the pre-
ceding syllable (ie a lower drop than in the case of the unmarked 
syllable mentioned above), in which case it is shown by a short 
downwards-pointing arrow, t, eg 

I fthink the tman ... 

Finally, a syllable may be distinctly lower than this last drop in 
pitch, producing a very low drop indeed, usually at or near the bottom 
of a speaker's voice-range, in which case it is indicated by a long 
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downwards-pointing arrow,~. eg 

I !think the ~man ... 

These features only apply to the head of the tone-unit. In the tail, 
there is no such pitch contrastivity: the pitch-level of the syllables 
continues the direction of the nuclear tone, either downwards or 
upwards depending on whether the tone is falling or rising respectively 
(the stressed syllables being indicated by '). Occasionally the tail 
narrows or levels off in pitch, in which case the stressed syllables are 
indicated by a raised dot. 

UNSTRESSED SYLLABLES 

We show two kinds of unstressed syllable pitch-heights in our 
transcription, high v low (though there is some evidence to suggest 
that further degrees of height exist in English). A high syllable in the 
head is higher in pitch than the preceding (stressed or unstressed) 
syllable; in the prehead, it is higher than the onset. High syllables are 
indicated by a small vertical arrow, '; low syllables, being the most 
frequent, are unmarked, eg 

the 'man 'who the 'man who 

We may illustrate the above features in combination, along with 
an interlinear tonetic transcription, using the following sentences 
taken from Chapter 5, other features not yet explained being ignored. 

mciKENziel !scrubs it tFuriously on his FL..\NNelsl and !starts ~OFF! 

on !that trather "tBUOYantii"BouNcing 'run ofhisllup 'aGAIN! -
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!comes mctKENzieJJB6WLsl and !barrington tedges tTH .. hl 

and it's !through the tsLiPsiJand he's tgoing to 'get tfour 'runs 

tand a UFEI 

. "' 

It should be noted that we do not force this material into any 
classification of nuclear tones in terms of high v low. The beginning 
point of a nuclear tone may be at many different heights, eg 

COME tCOME +COME etc 
this partly depending on the length of the tone-unit, and it would be 
misleading in a descriptive exercise of the type presented here to adopt 
such a dichotomy when very little work has been done to specify 
precisely the kind of contrasts involved and which of them display 
the greatest similarity. 

As well as patterns of pitch within tone-units, ~here are also 
significant contrasts between tone-units, but very little research has 
been done into this matter. This is unfortunate, since many varieties 
are partly distinguished by the way tone-units tend to cluster into 
specific patterns. One kind of tone-unit sequence that we do indicate, 
however, is the phenomenon which we refer to as subordination. 
Usually the pitch range of a tone-unit is not dependent on its neigh-
bours, but occasionally one tone-unit's range tends to fall within the 
general range of an adjacent unit, so that it becomes formally 
'subordinated' to it . If we compare 

it's !JC>HN on the 'phone! with it's !J<'>HNI on the !PHONEI 

and arbitrarily assign values to both, it would be generally agreed 
that the second utterance has two central items of information, both 
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equally important, whereas the first has only one. But both these 
utterances are distinct from 

it's IJ<'mN [on the IPHONE]I 

which seems to fall midway between the first and the second examples. 
The central information still concerns 'John', but extra information 
is added, perhaps as an 'afterthought' - there is an implication that 
John's whereabouts cannot be taken for granted. This 'echo' effect 
between tone-units is characteristic of tonal subordination. Only tone-
units that have nuclear tones of the same basic type may enter into a 
relationship involving subordination: that is, the nuclei in question 
must both end in a falling pitch movement (eg ' + ', ' + ', etc); or 
they must both end in a rising movement (eg ' + ', • + ', etc), a level 
tone being a permissible exponent of subordination in either case. 
One of the nuclei must be wider (in the case oflevel, more prominent) 
than the other: this is regarded as the superordinate member of the 
pair. The other, subordinate, member is, of course, the narrower of the 
two. Where tones of different basic types follow each other they are 
treated either as a compound nucleus (types of which have already 
been described) or as belonging to a sequence of two separate tone-
units: I' I I' I· Tone-units which are subordinated are enclosed in 
square brackets, and the boundary mark is placed at the end of the 
major tone-unit: 

the I whole QUESTion [of deiFENCE]I 
It is possible for subordinate tone-units to occur either before or after 
the nucleus of the superordinate tone-unit; but premodifying 
subordination is both rarer and systematically less important than 
postmodifying subordination. It is also, as far as we can see, stylistic-
ally insignificant. Accordingly we ignore it and incorporate only the 
latter in our description. 

OTHER FEATURES 

There are other variations in pitch and loudness, besides those we have 
just discussed, which are capable of carrying meaningful distinctions 
in speech, and these also figure in the system of transcription used in 
this book, along with a number of features related to speed, rhythm, 
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and characteristic configurations of the vocal organs. We use the 
term prosodic and paralinguistic features to cover the whole range of 
non-segmental effects that we distinguish as being in some way 
systematic in speech, and we will now explain briefly those which 
appear in our transcription. 

OTHER VARIATIONS IN PITCH 

Here we are concerned mainly with variations in pitch-range. Apart 
from level tone, which is an obvious exception, the pitch-range of all 
nuclear syllables may be widened or narrowed with respect to its 
normal width. For instance, instead of"\ we may find \or ', instead 
of \; we may find \J or " , and so on. Variations of this kind are 
indicated by a small italic letter (n for narrowed, w for widened) in 
front of the nuclear syllable concerned;- nGR6UND, wSHAdow, etc-
but where the nucleus is not on the first syllable, following this pro-
cedure would lead to reading difficulties - contrinBUtion, etc. There-
fore, in such cases we have shown narrowing and widening by means 
of inverted commas with a marginal gloss (see the next paragraph). 

The pitch-range of a stretch of utterance comprising more than one 
syllable may be widened or narrowed in a similar way. We dis-
tinguish the following categories: 

Normal pitch-range (ie the pitch jumps between syllables made use 
of by a speaker for the vast majority of his speaking time): this is 
not marked in the transcription. 

Widened pitch-range: here the pitch interval between syllables is 
noticeably increased, as in some excited speech. This is indicated by 
the word wide in the margin, in inverted commas. The stretch of 
utterance affected in this way is also singled out by the use of 
identical inverted commas. This is the procedure used for all marginalia. 

Narrowed pitch-range: the pitch interval between the syllables is 
substantially reduced. The word narrow is placed in the margin, and 
the appropriate part of the text put within inverted commas as 
explained above. 

Monotone pitch-range: there is no pitch-range variation between 
syllables; all are articulated at the same level. The indication monot 
is placed in the margin. 
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In addition, there is in English a kind of pitch-range variation 
which is of a different order, involving the distance in pitch between 
stretches of utterance as wholes (as opposed to single syllables). 

In high pitch-range (high in margin), the pitch-level of the utterance 
is distinctively above normal. 

In low pitch-range (low in margin), the pitch-level of the utterance 
is distinctively below normal. 

In ascending pitch-range (ascend in margin), the pitch-level of an 
utterance gradually ascends in a series of polysyllabic stretches, as 
in certain kinds of rhetorical climax in public speaking. 

In descending pitch-range (descend in margin), the pitch-level of an 
utterance gradually descends in a series of polysyllabic stretches, as 
is found in the 'speech-paragraphs' used by radio news-readers. 

The stretches of utterance involved in both these effects usually 
coincide with tone-units. 

OTHER VARIATIONS IN LOUDNESS 

Apart from the contrasts in syllabic loudness, discussed under the 
heading of stress above, the relative loudness of a whole stretch of 
utterance may vary. Everyone has some norm of loudness of speech 
which is used on most occasions; but one may depart from this 
norm; and each departure has some effect on meaning. We distinguish 
in ·our transcription two degrees ofloudness contrast on either side of 
this norm: there may be an increase in loudness (referred to asforte 
and fortissimo articulation) or a decrease in loudness (piano, pianissimo). 
The musical terms (as others below) are here being used exactly as in 
their musical senses; but for our linguistic purposes we are postulating 
that they carry different, conventionalised ranges of meaning in 
English, which produce, along with other non-segmental features, 
complex vocal effects which would be intuitively labelled as 'angry', 
'surprised', and so on. We are only specifying four marked degrees 
ofloudness, but the extreme pair are best regarded as ranges ofloud-
ness beyond a given point, the outer limits depending on non-
linguistic considerations, such as the strength of a speaker's lungs. 
Similarly, there are non-linguistic restrictions for the extremes of 
speed discussed below. 

There are two other largely self-explanatory features noted in the 
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transcription: crescendo (in which a stretch of utterance gets noticeably 
louder), and diminuendo where it does the opposite. 

All loudness contrasts are indicated in the margin, within inverted 
commas, by the following labels piano ,forte, pianiss,Jortiss, cresc, dimin. 

VARIATIONS IN SPEED 

In most situations, one tends to speak at an approximately constant 
rate; but both syllables and longer stretches may be uttered with dis-
tinctive changes in tempo to produce different meanings. In the tran-
scription, we note the following contrasts: 

Clipped syllables: when a syllable is spoken very rapidly, or abrupt-
ly, this is indicated by a dot over the vowel, eg but. 

Drawled syllables: when some part of a syllable is slowed down, the 
lengthened segment (or segments) is indicated by=' eg really, fine, 
well. 

Held syllables: these are indicated by =' eg gackwards, un~raceful, 
jab; they occur when one makes ready to articulate a syllable but 
delays the release of its initial segment. The delay produces a 
'bottling up' of the air for the articulation, which results in an 
anticipatory silence, perhaps also some audible vocal cord vibration, 
and greater emphasis on what follows. For example, in the phrase 
'and he ~OWLS', the closure for the fbf can be heard at the end of 
'he', but the plosive stays unreleased for an instant. 

Over longer stretches of utterance, the following speed variations 
have been noted: two degrees faster than the norm, allegro and 
allegrissimo (alleg and allegriss in the margin); and two degrees slower, 
Iento and lentissimo (Iento and lentiss in the margin); and as with loud-
ness, we also recognise a gradual increase in speed, accelerando (accel in 
the margin); and a gradual decrease in speed, rallentando (rail in the 
margin). 

PAUSE VARIATIONS 

Pause features are not really non-segmental at all: they occur in 
sequence with the 'verbal; side of utterance, and not simultaneously 
with it. But, on the other hand, they are functionally similar to other 
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prosodic and paralinguistic features, and are equally difficult to define; 
they enter into the definitions of such systems as speed and rhythmic-
ality; and they have to be taken into account in the defmition of the 
tone-unit, because they co-occur so frequently with other boundary 
markers. Consequently, it seems best to deal with pause features 
under the non-segmental heading, and next to speed variation, in view 
of the complementary roles of speed and pause in any overall measure-
ment of utterance duration. 

We indicate in the transcription both silent and voiced pause. Three 
degrees of silent pause are shown: the unit pause (indicated by -) 
equivalent in length to one beat or cycle of a person's normal rhythm 
of speech (it seems best to relate a speaker's pauses to his own speech 
rhythm rather than to some absolute measure); a brief pause (indicated 
by a dot·), which is perceptibly less than a unit pause; a double pause 
(indicated by - -), which is approximately twice as long as the unit; 
and a treble pause (indicated by---), approximately three times as 
long as the unit. Longer pauses we feel to be no more distinctive than 
treble pauses, and they are accordingly given the same marking(---) 
on the rare occasions on which they occur in connected speech. 

Voiced pauses, usually of the quality of a central vowel in English 
(shown by;,), with or without accompanying nasalisation, are rare 
compared with silent pauses, but when they occur, they also show 
length differences as follows: ;,(m), ;,:(m), which are the voiced equiva-
lents of· and- respectively. These may of course occur in sequences 
to produce longer periods of pause. They may also be accompanied 
by different qualities of voice (eg some huskiness in the throat) but we 
do not indicate these differences separately in the transcription. 

We do not use the term 'hesitation' to refer to these phenomena, 
because this may be more usefully used to refer to a much wider range 
of features, going beyond pause in our sense, for example, false starts 
to words. When hesitation affects the structure of a word, we show 
this in the normal orthography, eg I thi think that ... 

VARIATIONS IN RHYTHMICALITY 

Rhythm in English is a composite matter, a complex of features of 
pitch, stress, and speed (including pause). Each speaker has his own 
rhythmic norm, but we are not, in this book, concerned to define or 
notate this- we assume that it is non-contrastive for each speaker. 
Under the general heading of rhythmicality, however, we do 
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distinguish three main kinds of departure from the norm. Each of these 
is linguistically contrastive, and involves a different kind of inter-
action between the features of pitch, stress, and speed. The three are: 

Rhythmic v arhythmic utterance. An utterance is rhythmic (rhythmic 
in the margin) when the stressed syllables are heard to occur at very 
regular intervals, that is, they approach the condition of' subjective 
isochrony '. The stressed syllables are not clipped and the pitch of 
the unstressed syllables is either level with that of the stressed or 
shows the normal amount of pitch drop (seep 27). Arhythmic 
(arhythmic in the margin) is the opposite effect: normal speech 
rhythm is distorted by the introduction of various pause, pitch, and 
stress features with no apparent pattern to produce an overall effect 
of disjointedness in a stretch of utterance. 
Spiky v glissando utterance. An utterance is spiky when there is an 
unexpectedly sharp, regular pitch contrast between the stressed and 
unstressed syllables. The stressed syllables are often clipped, and the 
unstressed syllables may be either high with respect to them (spiky' 
in the margin), or they may be low (spiky' in the margin) as in the 
following example: 

lwhat on +earth do you +think you're +Doing! 

Glissando rhythm is similar to spiky, but the stressed syllables are 
often drawled and on each there is a pitch glide which may be either 
up towards the unstressed syllable (gliss' in the margin) or down 
(gliss' in the margin) as in this example: 

I !really +think you +ought to +Go! 

Staccato v legato utterance. An utterance is staccato (stac in the 
margin) when there is a rhythmic series of clipped syllables lacking 
the pitch variation which characterises spikiness; legato utterance 
(leg in the margin) involves a series of drawled syllables with similar 
characteristics. 
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TENSION VARIATIONS 

This system of vocal effects is primarily produced by different degrees 
of muscular tension in the regions above the vocal cords. There are 
four distinct types. The first two, tense - the 'harsh metallic' effect -
(tense in the margin) and lax (lax in the margin) involve respectively 
an increase or decrease in tension away from a speaker's norm, but 
there is no accompanying distortion of the individual segments of 
speech. These fluctuations in tension affect the whole supraglottal 
area, but especially the larynx and pharynx. The second pair, precise 
and slurred utterance (precise and slurred in the margin) also involve a 
change in muscular tension, but concentrated in the oral region and 
affecting the actual manner of articulation of the segments of speech. 
In precise utterance, all the segments in a stretch of utterance are 
distinctly articulated, final plosives being released, aspiration and 
friction being carefully controlled, vowels being slightly clipped, and 
so on; in slurred utterance, the consonant transitions become blurred, 
vowels centralised, etc (as in drunken speech). Speed and loudness play 
an important part in the production of these effects. 

PARALINGUISTIC FEATURES 

The remaining features, as opposed to all the others indicated in the 
transcription, have no dependence on pitch, loudness or speed for 
their contrastivity: they are vocal effects caused by different con-
figurations of the glottal and supraglottal organs. They are few and 
far between in most varieties of English, and it may well be that others 
exist which do not occur in the data analysed so far. The following 
contrasts have been found: 

whispery voice: utterance without any vocal cord vibration at all; 
(whisper in the margin); 
breathy voice: utterance where there is too much breath for the 
needs of the articulation, the effect being one of mild 'puffing and 
blowing'; (breathy in the margin); 
husky voice: tension in the pharynx produces a hoarse effect; 
(husky in the margin); 
creaky voice : a slow crackle of vocal cord vibrations at a low pitch, 
like a stick being run along a fence; (creak in the margin); 
falsetto voice: a switch of the voice from one vocal register to 
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a higher one, as in yodelling; (fals in the margin); usually found 
only in males; 

resonant voice: the whole vocal area is opened wider during 
articulation, giving a characteristically 'booming' effect; (reson in 
the margin) ; 

spread voice: the lips are kept in a broad 'smiling' position through-
out articulation; (spread in the margin). 

The remaining paralinguistic features are fairly self-evident, com-
prising various vocal effects, simultaneous with speech, and involving 
pulses of breath which are irregularly distributed over a series of 
syllables, eg laughing, giggling, sobbing, or crying while speaking. 
There is also a tremulous articulation which can be introduced into 
the voice, a kind of' catch' in the throat, which has been noted when-
ever it occurred. Only laugh, giggle, and tremulousness occurred in 
our data, and these are indicated in the margin as laugh, giggle, and 
trem. 

The above is the range of non-segmental linguistic contrasts which 
we have observed occurring in English, and have accordingly 
recognised in our system of notation. In one or two cases, we have 
explained a feature which is not in fact exemplified in any of our 
materials, in order to show the systemic relationship which exists 
between many groups of features. Most of the prosodic and para-
linguistic features can co-occur, unless they are opposed within the 
same system (eg allegro and Iento are obviously incompatible); and 
some co-occurrences are very frequent indeed, eg ' low, piano, allegro', 
which are a regular accompaniment of grammatical parenthesis. In 
the transcription, when two features occur over the same stretch of 
utterance, they are glossed together within one set of inverted 
commas. When two features (or sets of features) overlap, the commas 
need to overlap also, and hence double inverted commas have had to 
be introduced, eg ' " ' ". This can sometimes cause a complex looking 
margin, but by working through a text systematically, and matching 
each pair of inverted commas in the text with the corresponding 
marginal label- which will always be arranged strictly in its order of 
occurrence - there should be no confusion. 

We shall now summarise the range of non-segmental contrasts 
noted in the transcription, giving symbols and abbreviations, for ease 
of cross-reference: 
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FEATURES NOTED IN THE TEXT 

Tone-unit boundary: I 
Nuclear syllable: SMALL CAPITALS 

Onset syllable: I ; higher than normal: lh; lower than normal: It 
Tone types; Simple: ', ',-

Complex: ', •, "', "' 
Compound: ' + ', ' + ', ' + ', • + ', ' + -

Stress, weak: not marked; other stress: ' ; strong: " 
Pitch-range, stressed syllables 

slight step-down: not marked 
marked step-down: + 
very marked step-down: + 
level with preceding syllable: ·, (eg that ·man) 
step-up higher than preceding syllable: + 
step-up higher than preceding step-uP': t 

unstressed syllables 
high: • (eg in•advertent) 
low: not marked 

Subordination: [ ·] 
Nuclear syllable pitch-range, narrow: "; wide: w 

Syllabic clipping: · (eg lot); drawling: = (eg and); held: = (eg gut) 
Pause 

unit: 
double: 
treble: 
brief: 

Silent 

FEATURES IN THE MARGIN 

Voiced 
;)! (m) 

;) (m) 

Pitch-range: narrow, wide, monot(one), high, low, ascend(ing), 
descend(ing) 
Loudness: forte,Jortiss(imo), piano, pianiss(imo), cresc(endo), 
dimin(uendo) 
Speed: alleg(ro), allegriss(imo), Iento, lentiss(imo), accel(erando), 
rall(entando) 
Rhythmicality: rhythmic, arhythmic, spiky' or ',gliss(ando) 'or', 
stac( cato), leg( a to) 
Tension: tense, lax, precise, slurred 
Paralinguistic features: whisper, breathy, husky, creak,Jals(etto), 
reson(ant), spread, laugh, giggle, trem(ulousness), sob, cry 
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Traditional orthography is used throughout, with the exception that 
proper nouns are not begun with capital letters: this was to avoid 
drawing too much attention to a linguistically insignificant feature of 
the text. The only traditional capital, retained to avoid giving too 
alien an impression, is 'I'. 

We have not made any attempt to transcribe the voice-quality, the 
permanent individual 'background' to a person's voice. In most 
varieties, the specific nature of the voice-quality is irrelevant, but in 
some the background quality does enter into the identification of the 
variety at the phonetic level. Some varieties are regularly character-
ised by a specific kind of voice-quality, such as is found in sermons; 
and reliance on types of voice-quality is probably one of the most 
important features of the language of television advertising. When 
necessary, we shall point to such qualities, and give them an im-
pressionistic description which we hope will guide the reader. This 
may be in the margin (as on p 99), or it may be mentioned in the 
preamble to the textual discussion. We are under no delusion about 
the inadequacy of such an approach; but research on the description 
of voice-quality has progressed so slowly that it would be premature 
to adopt any one method for use here.4 

GRAMMAR 
In this section we shall draw attention to certain features which we 
feel to be important characteristics of our analysis, and explain the 
terminology which we make use of in the discussion of our texts. Our 
choice of grammatical model has been dictated by the requirements 
of stylistic analysis, and any assessment of its value should bear this in 
mind. We want a method of defining and interrelating those stylistic-
ally relevant grammatical contrasts which we have noted in the data; 
a method which will (a) allow easy recognition of where in a grammar 
the stylistic distinctiveness of a text may be said to lie, and (b) facilitate 
grammatical comparative statement. We feel that in the present state 
of knowledge, with many crucial grammatical questions inexplicit or 
unanswered, it is wise to adopt a slightly conservative position, and 
we have thus decided on a model which sees grammar in terms of a 
series of interrelated components, each of which deals with a par-
ticular aspect of grammatical structure, eg the sentence, the clause, the 
word. We wish to make use of such a framework without involving 
ourselves too much in theoretical discussion: we are not concerned to 
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establish the precise nature of the relationship between the components 
(eg we do not feel it necessary to decide whether the components exist 
in a hierarchical relationship of any particular type), nor do we insist 
that there is one theoretically most satisfactory method of working 
through the components in carrying out any analysis. We do not 
wish to deny the importance of such issues, but merely to point 
out that any adequate discussion of such points would take us so far 
afield that we would never get back to stylistics, and that in any case 
we can carry out our stylistic task without going into them. All we 
want to do is talk clearly and consistently about those grammatical 
contrasts we have noted: to do this, we need a minimum of theoretical 
discussion. 

Nor do we need a complete grammar of English. This is the second 
main feature of our grammar, namely, that it is unfinished, as all 
others; but, unlike others, there is no theoretical obligation to finish 
it before commencing analysis. We do not need a comprehensive 
grammatical description in order to be able to begin stylistic analysis, 
for the simple reason that not all grammatical contrasts in English are 
involved in the specification of stylistic contrast (ifbelow, p 65). Of 
course ultimately all such partial grammars will have to be evaluated 
against some more adequate grammar, but as a basis of investigation 
we can proceed without this latter grammar, which in any case does 
not exist. It would be nice if we could simply refer our stylistic points 
to a generally agreed body of grammatical information, in much the 
same way as we can for phonetics; but this stage is still some way off 
Meanwhile, therefore, the stylistician must proceed by making use of 
what information is available, adding to it where he can, and being 
aware of the fact that he is probably leaving out a great deal that is of 
potential relevance. For example, we feel sure that there is much to 
be said about the way different varieties make use of types of inter-
sentence linkage, or adjective order, or predeterminer contrasts (see 
below), but in view of the fact that hardly any work has been done 
on such matters, and that we are not clear as to what the general state 
of affairs is in English, all we can do is make tentative observations 
about some of the patterns which strike us as obvious. It must not be 
thought that we have noticed everything that is grammatically 
relevant in the texts analysed here. We have simply gone as far as our 
experience of English grammar as a whole has let us go; and as more 
information accumulates about the structure of English, so our stylistic 
analysis will have to be further supplemented. The grammatical 
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part of our description is, then, in the nature of things, very 'open-
ended' and incomplete. We hope that, by stressing this point, 
people hitherto unaware of the extent of the inadequacy of available 
descriptions will do something to help remedy the deficiency. 

A further point which has to be decided is where stylistic informa-
tion should be incorporated into the complete grammar of English 
which we hope one day to have. For such a grammar to be des-
criptively adequate, it would have to include any such situationally 
restricted features as those described in this book. The question is how 
the stylistic information should be related to the non-stylistic parts of 
the grammar. There are essentially three choices open to us. First, it 
would be possible to make the first rules in the grammar stylistic 
rules, generating a set of varieties which are then described, each in 
its own terms. This is really to write a separate grammar for each 
variety, a case which has been argued for substantially deviant uses of 
language (eg extreme cases of literary idiosyncrasy).5 It is doubtful, 
however, whether this approach is useful: it is highly uneconomical, 
in that much of the information which has to be generated separately 
for each variety is the same (common-core); it makes comparative 
study difficult; and it poses great theoretical problems, such as how to 
deal with differences in the ordering of rules between varieties. It is 
of course useful as a research procedure, when one wishes to examine 
a variety purely in its own terms, and we shall make use of it ourselves 
later in this book; but its ultimate value is very limited. 

Second, we can deal with our stylistic contrasts at the end of a 
grammar of the common-core features or of some norm (cf note 8, 
p 91). This involves assuming a 'variety-less' or 'normal' or 'un-
marked' set of grammatical structures which accounts for features 
which occur with similar frequency and distribution in all varieties of 
the language, and then bringing in uniquely restricted and distri-
butionally marked features as a kind of appendix. This arrangement, 
too, we find uneconomical, since it entails, if a deviation is to be fully 
described, reference to or repetition of the appropriate point in the 
common-core grammar: for example, a stylistic point about order of 
adverbials requires consideration of some 'unmarked' order of ad-
verbials described already. In view of the amount of cross-referencing 
which would have to take place to relate the whole range of stylistic 
contrasts to their unmarked counterparts, it is clear that such a 
grammar could become very complex. 

We therefore prefer the third choice, which has the advantage of 
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allowing easy comparative statement without the complexity just 
described. This is to have only one grammar for the language, and to 
integrate stylistic information at all relevant points. Thus when the 
grammar defmes the notion of sentence, all stylistically interesting 
points about sentence-types, distribution, etc, are described; when the 
grammar goes on to discuss adjectives in nominal groups, all signifi-
cant stylistic points about adjectives are described, and so on. Such an 
approach means that in order to obtain a complete description of any 
one variety a description has to be pieced together by working 
through the grammar in some predetermined way, and noting points 
about a variety as they arise; but this is no objection to the approach, 
as it would in any case be necessary to work through the grammar in 
this way in order to specify the common-core information. In other 
words, the entire range of stylistic contrasts appropriate for any given 
point in the grammar must be specified before going on to any other 
point. 

This is therefore another reason for looking at grammar as if it were 
a series of components which can be described reasonably inde-
pendently of each other. It allows attention to be focused more 
strongly on the contrasts operating within a particular component, 
without fear of distraction from the others. This flexibility is 
ultimately undesirable, as any final theory would have to be more 
explicit in specifying the relationships between the components, but 
procedurally it is invaluable. 

We isolate five components in all, chosen on a strictly pragmatic 
basis, in the sense that stylistic contrasts seem to be satisfactorily 
organised if they are described in terms of one or other of these 
components. We shall begin with the most general kind of contrast 
and proceed to the least, though this is only one possible order among 
many. The components are: I inter-sentence relationships; II sentence 
typology; III clause typology; IV group typology; V word typology. 
We shall now briefly describe the linguistic features operating at each 
of these places within the grammar, and explain what we mean by 
these labels. 

I INTER-SENTENCE RELATIONSHIPS 

Like most people, we shall begin with the sentence, since this is 
generally agreed to be the most convenient point of departure for 
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grammatical investigation, not requiring the prior specification of any 
other grammatical unit, being semantically more self-contained than 
any other unit, and being also relatively easy to identify in both 
speech and writing - especially printed writing. But it must not be 
assumed because of this that everything that is of stylistic interest in 
grammar is to be found within this notion of sentence. It is clear that 
there are important restrictions on the ways in which we can group 
sentences together in connected speech - either in conversation or 
monologue- and many varieties are characterised partly by the way 
in which their sentences tend to cluster together. Features traditionally 
discussed under the heading of 'paragraph formation' would be 
relevant here, though the concept of a 'paragraph' is usually reserved 
for the written medium only (whereas there is evidence for the exist-
ence of speech ' paragraphs' also), and is moreover diffi'cult to define 
in precise grammatical terms because of its notional basis (if the 
semantic status of such traditional concepts as 'topic sentence'). The 
sequential patterns into which sentences fall have not been clearly 
defined as yet, but some patterns (for instance, the question-response 
pattern) are familiar; certain sequences of sentence-types can be 
described without difficulty (see below); and certain features which 
link sentence-types can be recognised. 

We ought therefore to mention what these sentence-linking 
features are, since they are not dealt with by most grammars which 
concentrate on the analysis of sentences. 6 They cover such features as 
ellipsis, anaphora (especially the use of the definite article, the demon-
stratives, the personal pronouns), the use of concord (in number, or 
tense, for example), lexical features (such as word repetitions), 
adverbial contrasts (especially sentence initiators like 'however', 
which always imply a preceding sentence), and prosodic features (such 
as contrastive tone, 'listing' intonation patterns). We can expect a 
variety to be characterised by features of this kind, and any grammar 
should therefore be able to account for them, though at present the 
way in which this is done cannot be expected to be very systematic. 
Examples of distinctiveness in inter-sentence linkage would be the 
frequent use of anaphora (as in conversation), or its absence (as in 
legal writing, seep 202), the use of specific patterns of paragraphing, 
and so on. Various types of utterance, such as indirect speech, and 
language produced by the 'stream-of-consciousness' technique, 
would be identified primarily at this level. 7 
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II SENTENCE TYPOLOGY AND STRUCTURE 

By contrast, the description of sentence-types in English is well 
advanced, though there remains the problem of identification. In 
writing, this problem is very slight, as there are graphological indica-
tions of the beginning and end of the sentence (except when normal 
sentence punctuation is absent, as is occasionally the case with writers 
like Cummings or Joyce). In speech, however, it is not possible to 
make a comparably unambiguous use of intonation, and it is some-
times difficult to say exactly where a sentence ends. We mention this 
since we have found difficulty in dividing our spoken texts into 
sentences on a number of occasions. This is the case, for example, 
when two main clauses, the first concluding with a falling tone, are 
separated by and, but without a pause; or when there are complex 
sequences of major and minor sentences (see below, p no), so that a 
structure could be interpreted as either a separate sentence or perhaps 
an adverbial element of clause structure only; or when there is a 
sequence of clauses ending in rising tones, each clause being an item 
in a list. It is not our task to solve this problem; but by drawing 
attention to it we can point out that some varieties are characterised 
by many problems of this kind, whereas in others such problems 
never occur. 

On the whole, however, we find little difficulty in recognising a 
sentence and placing it in a category. It may be noted at this point 
that we also make use of the notion of utterance. For us, utterance is 
an ad hoc term for a stretch of (spoken or written) language, used by 
one person, that is capable of being formally characterised in some 
way: this provides a convenient means ofbreaking down certain texts 
into more readily discussable units - which may, of course, be of 
different lengths. 

We make a primary division of our non-dependent structures into 
two types: complete sentences (ie formally complete) and incomplete 
sentences, in which for some reason - perhaps interruption - the 
speaker never reached the end of what he was intending to say. Some 
varieties are characterised by a relatively high proportion of the latter 
(for example, conversation and commentary). Of the formally com-
plete sentences, we make a division into MAJOR and MINOR types (note 
that the term' minor' is not to be taken as being in any way equivalent 
to 'unimportant'). 
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1 Major sentences 
A major sentence may be one of a number of types, and in the first 
instance a breakdown into four categories seems useful, the labels at 
least being familiar from traditional grammar: [a] simple, [b] com-
pound, [c] complex, and [d] mixed. 
[a] A simple major sentence consists of a Subject and a Predicator,s with 
or without a Complement, depending on the class of verb occurring as 
Predicator, with or without one or more Adverbials, and with or with-
out a Vocative. (These terms will be explained below; they will nor-
mally be referred to by the abbreviations s, P, c, A and voc. There are 
restrictions on the order in which they may occur, which correlate 
with such semantic categories as 'statement', ' question', and so on 
(eg SP versus PS); and there are various other transformational possi-
bilities which may delete or rearrange some of these elements - such 
as the passive or imperative transformations - which we do not 
describe separately here as they do not affect the defmition of the 
basic elements of structure.) 

Examples 
s p 

....---, ..------, 
SP: you 're I KNITTing I (seep 98, l 34) 

s p c 
SPC: One of the Bracknell experts glanced at Mr Comet's 

current prediction of the weather to come. (p I75, l76) 

s p c A 
,......., ..--, r----. ,....-----.., 

SPCA: II 'll be all'right in a nMlNUtel (p 97. l II) 
r--------, 
p s ~ 

...-----. ,..------, ,....---, 
PS: •do •you lsEwl (p 99, l 53) 

For convenience, we shall be referring to all the structures covered by 
this basic type as SPCA-type structures. 

Before explaining and illustrating the other types of major sentence 
(compound, complex, and mixed), it is necessary to distinguish be-
tween the fundamental concepts of sentence and clause. The difference 
may be clearly seen by comparing two such sentences as: 

John asked a question yesterday. 
John asked me as I was leaving. 
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Both these utterances are sentences, and both have a SPCA structure; 
but in the case of the second sentence, the A is expounded by a further 
SPC structure, which itself is not a sentence. Consequently it is useful 
to have two descriptive labels, so as not to confuse the two functions 
which a SPCA-type structure is capable of performing. Whenever a 
SPCA-type structure is overtly linked with another SPCA-type structure 
to form a single sentence, therefore, we refer to the co-occurring 
structures as clauses. The term clause is only used by us in the descrip-
tion of combinations of SPCA-type structures within a single sentence. 

In any combination of clauses, one clause is always main, the others 
are always dependent in some way. 

A main clause is a SPCA-type structure which is not syntactically 
dependent upon any other SPCA-type structure. 

A dependent clause is a SPCA-type structure which requires another 
SPCA-type structure, to which it is overtly related, to co-occur. The 
linkage is marked by: (a) one of the sequence-determining con-
junctions (eg and, or), which are usually referred to as coordinating 
conjunctions9 ; (b) a subordinating conjunction (in the case of clauses 
introduced by that, the subordinator may be omitted); (c) by the 
dependent clause being a non-finite construction. The concept of 
finiteness is important for the description of English, and we dis-
tinguish between non-finite and finite clauses. Clauses are non-finite 
when the only Predicator is an infinitival or participial form of the 
verb, and where the s is usually absent or optional; they are finite 
where the P is any other form of the verb, and where the s is obliga-
tory (optional in imperative structures). In major sentence-types, 
whereas finite clauses may be either main or dependent, non-finite 
clauses are always dependent. 

[b] A compound major sentence may be one of two types: 
I. It consists of a simple main clause and one or more simple depen-

dent clauses, linked by one of the sequence-determining (' coordinat-
ing') conjunctions, or, in writing, by one of a range of coordinating 
punctuation devices (for instance, a semi-colon). 

Example 
MAIN COORDINATE DEPENDENT 

his lfoot is t"right 'down •the +nLINEI and he lpushes +hack 

tdown to the BOWLer! (p 127, l 40) 
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MAIN COORDINATE DEPENDENT 

Move the machine into position , remove the tabletop and 

wash tub lid. (p 237) 

Certain ellipses of elements of clause structure are permissible in all 
clauses in a compound sentence apart from the first, eg 'He came and 
went'. 

2. It consists of a simple main clause plus a clause of the 'paren-
thetic' type (such as' you know', 'I mean'), which may be embedded 
in the main clause, or may occur in sequence with it. 

Example 
PARENTHETIC MAIN 

•you IKN6wl I that's nMY sort of 'knitting! (p 99. 147) 

[c] A complex major sentence consists of one main clause of the 
simple type, with the Adverbial element of its structure expounded 
by at least one dependent clause. 

Example 
MAIN DEPENDENT 

The operator will demonstrate the tones if you are 

uncertain. (p 240) 

We do not, however, regard as complex those sentences in which a 
clause replaces or occurs as part of s or c. That is, we exclude noun 
clauses, relative clauses and non-finite clauses functioning in this way. 
Noun clauses and non-finite clauses operating as s or c, if omitted, 
would not leave a complete main clause, and cannot therefore be 
considered dependent in the same sense as that outlined above. 
Relative clauses, and non-:-finite clauses operating as postmodifiers in 
a nominal group (see below) do not constitute an element of sentence 
structure, but only part of some such element. Only an exponent of 
the optional A element is directly referable to sentence structure. 
Without this decision, we should be forced to say that: 

s p c 
kicking the ball was easy 
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is as 'complicated' a sentence as: 

s p c A 
,---, ,------., ~ .----------------, 
I saw John when he was kicking the ball 

and more 'complicated' than: 

s p c 
,---., ,.------, 

the bright red ball near the tree in the garden was pretty. 

This does not seem useful for stylistic analysis. 

[ d] A mixed major sentence consists of a compound sentence in 
which at least one of the clauses has a dependent clause, introduced by 
a subordinating conjunction. 

Example 
MAIN 

Give the proper signal before moving out 
DEPENDENT 

COORDINATE DEPENDENT10 
.-------~ 

, and only move off when you can do so safely ... (if p 238) 

DEPENDENT 

2 Minor sentences 
A minor sentence is defmed as any structure other than those outlined 
above which displays functional characteristics normally associated 
with a major sentence- in particular, non-dependence and grapho-
logical or prosodic features of sentence-ness. 

Minimally, a minor sentence may display any of the following 
structures (which will be referred to under the general heading of 
minor constructions- the term 'clause' only being used in the context of 
minor sentences when it is necessary to refer to a structure of the kind 
already described which happens to form part of a compound, com-
plex, or mixed minor sentence): 

[a] A subordinate sP(cA) structure 

Example 

Drink X. Because it's good for you. 
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[b] An element of clause structure (s, P, c, A, voc) or some partial. 11 

Examples 

s JsEA 'witch!-- (it's supJPOSED to bel· !just a tHAIR 'colourantl) 
(p 220) 

P (John's working.) JwoRKingl 
C JsORRyl (p 117, f3I) 
A Jsame TIME! (p 118, !47) 
voc J"v.heriel (p 116, !4) 

[c] A combination of elements of clause structure other than those 
allowed for in major sentences, eg sc, SP (where P would normally 
require a c), PC, PA, AA. 

Examples 
s c 

sc !everything •an RiGHT! (p 118, !61) 
p c 

.------, ,.------, 
PC Jdidn't GET 'that! (p II7, !31) 

s A A A 

SA Jengland tNow [ofJcouRSE]I ···Jon the 'back tFOOTI 
(cf p 126, l 5) 

[d] A non-finite construction. 
Example 

JM.icrofinedl (to Jbeat the abtsorption +barrier tF.AsTerl) 
(p 221) 

As with major sentences, we find simple, compound, complex and 
mixed types of minor sentence. 
Examples 

(a) Simple: The Nation's priorities (p 224) 

(b) Compound: in ln6THer wordslmcJKENzie'si-Jroff 

t"cuTTerl Jor the +ane that he moves tin off•the 

tSEAMI (p I 28, l 54) 
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(c) Complex: !worth t"£very "penny! · belcause it 

tCLEANsl · land tsHiNEsl · las you tDusTI (p 222) 

(d) Mixed: I goes 6UTI and -!sweeps a-1WAY al-llittle 

· tloose tnGRAssl or perlhaps tsweeps away 'nothing 

•at .j.ALLI · !while he TRIES tol · l"nSETTlel·lthose 

tever 'present tBuTTer 'flies! (p 127, /42) 

We prefer not to refer to minor sentences as 'ellipses' of major 
sentence-types, as frequently there is no intuitively clear relationship 
between a minor sentence and a corresponding major version, and in 
many cases it is impossible to say what in fact was the form of the 
major sentence from which the minor sentence is supposed to have 
been derived. 

At the level of sentence, then, in stylistic analysis, we would expect 
to be told such things as whether a variety made use of a particular 
type of sentence to the exclusion of others- for instance, if it consisted 
solely of simple sentences; whether it had a high proportion of minor 
sentences; whether it showed a preference for a particular kind of 
complex sentence pattern; and so on. We would also deal here with 
particular categories of a given sentence-type, for instance, whether 
such sentences as commands or questions could occur in a text; with 
such matters as the 'poetic syntax' in which sentence form has to be 
considered in the light of its relation to verse structure; 12 with the 
placement of clauses within a sentence - whether adverbials are 
initial, medial, or final, for instance; and with contrastive tone (see 
p 26). 

III CLAUSE TYPOLOGY AND STRUCTURE 

We must now examine the notion of clause as such, to see what kind 
of information is contained here. We postulate five elements of 
clause structure for our analysis: 

Subject, Predicator, Complement, Adverbial, Vocative. 
We do not describe as separate elements of structure cases where there 
is 'overlapping' or 'conflation' of elements; for example, the way in 
which the word him in the sentence 'I saw him go' functions both as 
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c of' saw' and s of' go'; or the way in which nominal groups, when 
they occur without a Predicator as part of a minor sentence, may be 
construed as either s or c, as in: 

and IN6wl · aiGA.INI- the ITINklel · ofthe lcA.valryl (p 128, l65) 
Structurally, Subject and Complement have a great deal in common. 
Both may be a nominal group, or sequence of nominal groups (see 
below, pp 53-4), a personal, interrogative or indefinite pronoun, or a 
noun clause (ie a SPCA-type structure introduced by what, whether, that, 
etc- that being optional when the clause occurs as c): 

Pron. ass Nominal group as c 
,-----, 
He can scan half a million weather reports ... (p I75, l 22) 

Clause ass 
lwhat •I wanted to say to you tREALLYI was ;)m-

Clause as c 
I !didn't know 'whether you were 'going to say· that 

you +could come or you tCOULDn'tl (p 117, l I7) 

The c element, according to the type of verb, allows various ex-
pansions which are not to be found in s - for instance, the indirect 
object/direct object relationship: 

I.O. D.O. 
He gave the boy a bun 

the occurrence of an agent after the passive: 

I when- his tBfcyclel-lwas tsTRUCKI · by a IM<'>torcyclel 
(cf p 245) 

and the intensive-extensive relationship, as in: 

They called the boy a fool. (intensive) 

They called the boy a taxi. (extensive) 

The predicator is always a verbal group (see below, p 55): 

and he was !having TR6ublel · with his latrican tcARRiersl (p 228) 
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The Adverbial may be a single word (an adverb), eg 

Revolutions can begin quietly. (p I76, 1 87) 

on an adverbial construction such as a non-finite clause, or a pre-
positional phrase (for which see below, p 54), eg 

Heat the chocolate and water ... stirring to a creamy 

consistency. (p 24I) 

the tax office will supply details on request. (p 243) 

or an adverbial clause (that is, a finite SPCA-type structure introduced 
by a subordinating conjunction) : 

... there would be jno 'kind of interFErence! with their 

jnFXMiliesl - !while they were in rehiREmentl (p 248) 

The Vocative is a nominal, usually a proper noun, which is used in 
direct address : 

j"nave you wNOticed nPRINcipalj (p 99, 1 6o) 

It is not preceded by an article, but it may have other premodifiers 
(eg 'Dear Sir'). 

At clause level, we are looking for distinctiveness in a given variety 
which relates to the way in which elements of structure are realised, 
for instance, the proportion of nouns to verbs, the frequency of pro-
nouns as opposed to nominal groups, how often clauses operate as 
complement, or whether nominal groups tend to occur in clusters, as 
in apposition. 13 We are also concerned with the ordering of elements 
of structure in relation to one another, eg whether the order SP, which 
is usually expected in statements, may be reversed, as in journalism; 
with the position in which the Adverbial tends to occur in a clause -
initially, medially, or finally; and with how many Adverbials there 
are in a variety. 

IV GROUP TYPOLOGY AND STRUCTURE 

The group may be defined as an 'endocentric' construction, that is, a 
construction with a 'head' word, which performs the same syntactic 
function as the whole and may stand in place of it. In the case of a 
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nominal group the head word is a noun, and in the case of a verbal 
group a verb. 

The structure of the nominal group, briefly, consists of an obliga-
tory head which may be optionally pre modified: 

PREMODIFICATION HEAD 
,-----, 

this Jdreadful suitcidal w.AnJ (p 233) 

or postmodified: 
HEAD POSTMODIFICA TION 

the JPLuMEsJ · Jofthe tcXvalryJ (p 129, l85) 

or both: 

the Jdelicate 'water colour tMANNerl that we asJsociate 

with tM.AxJ (p 250) 

Premodification involves three main slots, as follows: 

Predeterminer Determiner Adjectival Head 
,------, ,.--, ,-----, 
Jjust a quick WIPE I (cf p 222) 

At the determiner position function the articles, demonstratives (this, 
that, these, those), and possessive pronouns (my, your, etc); preceding 
this occur words like all, both, just. 

Adjectivals may contain a premodifying genitive (eg 'John's'), one 
or more adjectives (with certain restrictions on their order), and an 
adjunct noun, (eg 'garden fence'). Adjectives may be preceded by one 
of the set of adverbial intensifiers (eg very, awfully). 

Postmodification can be one of four types: a preposition with a 
further nominal group (what we call a prepositional phrase): 

the deJ"fence of the tfree .f.,WORLDJ (p 234) 

a non-finite clause: 

the diazo- and azo-compounds discussed above (p 253) 

a dependent clause, which may be introduced by a relative pronoun 
or simply attached directly to the nominal it modifies: 

Thou who takest away the sins of the world (p 155, l35) 
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The man I know 

or, occasionally, an adjective: 

God the Father almighty (p I 55, 1 46) 

With these possibilities, and the further possibility of sequences of 
such items within a single nominal group, it is easy to see the poten-
tiality of nominal groups for making stylistic contrasts in terms of 
complexity. Varieties are to be found which, characteristically, have 
hardly any premodification or postmodification at all (eg conversa-
tion); some are typified by complex premodification (eg journalism 
and science); and others by complex postmodification (eg legal 
language). The use of adverbial intensifiers is at times distinctive; and 
so is the placing of adjectives when they occur after the noun. 

In the verbal group, there is less potential for stylistic contrast. 
Verbal groups may be non-finite (if p 47) or finite. Essentially, the 
finite verbal group consists of a lexical verb operating as head, with 
or without one or more auxiliaries preceding it. The various restric-
tions on coordination oflexical verbs, sequence of auxiliaries, etc, have 
not been classified here. 

AUXILIARIES LEXICAL VERB 

shall have to go through this (p 2JI) 

Here we would point to various features of the verb to indicate which 
were relevant from a stylistic angle, for instance, whether a variety 
was restricted in the tense forms it used (as in commentary); whether 
it was restricted in its use of aspectual contrasts (that is, the distinction 
between, for example, I go and I am going); whether passive forms 
were frequent (as in some types of scientific writing); and whether 
contracted forms of the verb were used (as in conversation). 

V WORD TYPOLOGY AND STRUCTURE 

Finally, word structure is straightforwardly discussable in terms of 
traditional morphology: root, prefix, and suffix (as in compose, 
decompose, decomposition respectively). Under this heading would 
be noted distinctive categories and types of word formation, such as 
frequent compounds, complex affixation involving elements from 
classical Latin or Greek, and also any deviant forms that might occur, 
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including portmanteau words, nonce formations, word-class changes 
(such as he pillar-boxed the letter), puns, and so on. 

The distribution of individual words is described under the general 
heading of Vocabulary, but it is convenient to explain here that when 
we speak of the 'collocation' of lexical items, we are referring to 
regular patterns of co-occurrence in which items may be found in a 
given stylistic context, as seen independently of the phonetic, phono-
logical, grammatical or semantic roles being fulfilled by these items; 
for example, goods, in legal English (if Chapter 8) regularly co-occurs 
(or 'collocates') with chattels to produce a relatively fiXed phrase in 
which the component items have a powerful mutual predictability. 

SUMMARY 
We may now summarise what has been said in this section in the 
following display, whose resemblance to the symbology of generative 
grammar is purely superficial. The arrow should be read as meaning 
simply 'must be a'. Round brackets enclose elements that are 
optional; a plus sign following a symbol within brackets indicates that 
an element may in principle recur any number of times; braces indi-
cate that one of the enclosed range of structures must be selected. 
Combinational possibilities (the various types of transformation, re-
cursion, sequence restrictions, etc mentioned above) have been ignored 
in this table, which is designed to show the main hierarchical relation-
ships between the grammatical categories recognised in the descrip-
tion. Categories which are not further sub-classified here are followed 
by an asterisk. 

Text-----------+ 
Utterance---------+ 

Utterance (Utterance+) 
Sentence (Sentence+) displaying features of linkage* 

Sentence {Complete 
:---------+ Incomplete* 

{ Major 
Complete-----+ Minor 

Major----------+ (voc) s P (c) (A+) or transform, or restricted set of 
combinations to produce compound, 
complex, and mixed types 

Minor'-----------+~~~~' w~ or restricted set of combinations, or 
part of one of these elements* 
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{
Nominal group 

----------------~ Pronoun 
Dependent [noun] clause 

or restricted set of 
combinations* 

{
Nominal group 
Pronoun 

c ----------------4 Dependent [noun] clause 
Other complement structures* 

{
Adverb 

A -----------------. Adverbial construction 
Dependent [adverbial] clause 

{ Proper noun 
voc---------------.. Sub-set of nominal groups* 

D d 1 {Conjunction* (voc) s P (c) (A+) 
epen ent c a use -----+ Non-finite clause 

Non-finite clause------4 Pn (c) (A+) 
P--------- (Premodificationv) Lexical Verb 

or restricted set of 
combinations* 

or restricted set of 
combinations* 

P.----------------4 (A .1. b*) {Infinitive c fL . 1 V b} ux1 1ary ver + p . . . 11orm o ex1ca er articip!a 
Premodificationv------> Auxiliary verb* (Auxiliary verb*) (not) 
Nominal group-----+ (Premodification.) Noun (Postmodification) 
Premodification.------> (Predeterminer) (Determiner) (Adjectival) 

{
Article 

Determiner -------+ Demonstrative 
Possessive 

Predeterminer------4 all, both, quite . . . or restricted combination* 
Adjectival-----. 

Intensifier·-------
Article ----------+ 
Demonstrative----4 

(Premodifying genitive) ((Intensifier) (Adjective+)) 
(Adjunct noun) 
very, awfully ... 
a, the, no 
this, that, these, those 

Possessive my, your ... 

p d"fi . Non-finite construction or restricted {
Preposition*+ Nominal group 

ostmo 1 !cation------> Dependent clause [relative type] combination* 
Adjective 

{f:ersonal 
Pronoun1-------. nterrogative 

ndefinite 
Personal-----------+ 
Interrogative -------. 
Indefinite-------+ 

I, you ... 
who, what, where ... 
one, someone . .. 
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This grammatical framework is clearly extremely crude, and is 
intended simply as a perspective for the kind of analyses made in the 
course of this book. We have not defined terms which are generally 
unambiguous (such as 'adjective', 'relative'), and we readily admit 
that the ordering of the above rules is to a certain extent arbitrary. We 
ought also to emphasise that the choices we have listed are not in all 
instances completely free (indicated by the phrase' restricted combina-
tion') : there are many restrictions on the ability of structures to 
co-occur and further restrictions on the order they may adopt when 
they do co-occur. However, it is not our purpose here to attempt to 
specify all these restrictions, even if sufficient information were avail-
able to allow us to do so: any such restrictions and any further sub-
classification which have particular stylistic relevance will be pointed 
out in the sections in which they happen to turn up. The display 
which we have just presented has as its only object the indication of 
the main interrelationships between the central descriptive categories 
which we use. 

Notes 
Vocabulary for us thus subsumes the purely formal information about lexis in the 
sense of Halliday and others, ifM. A. K. HALLIDAY,' Lexis as a linguistic level' in 
In Memory of]. R. Firth, ed. c. E. BAZELL, et al, Longmans, 1966, pp 148-62. We 
do not distinguish lexis as a separate level of formal study because (a) the theo-
retical distinction between grammar and lexis is by no means clear, nor are there 
recognised procedures of analysis for the latter; (b) lexical study in this sense has 
hardly begun, and there is no body of results that stylistic judgments can be 
referred to (apart from intuition, which is usually perfectly clear on any im-
port;mt lexical co-occurrences); and (c) it is uneconomic to set up a separate level 
for lexical analysis, as in almost all cases information about formal distribution of 
lexical items does not differ from semantic information about the distribution of 
the same items. 

2 A. c. GIMSON, An Introduction to the Pronunciation of English, Arnold, 1962. 

3 See D. CRYSTAL, Prosodic Systems and Intonation in English, C.U.P., 1969. 

4 For further study of voice-quality, see the review of the field made in D. CRYSTAL, 

op cit, Chapter 3. 
5 See J.P. THORNE, 'Stylistics and Generative Grammars',]ournal of Linguistics, I, 

1965, pp 49-59. Cf also the initial rule of the grammars described by M. w. 
BLOOMFIELD and L. NEWMARK, A Linguistic Introduction to the History of English, 
Knopf, 1963, p 245. 

6 But if R. KARLSEN, Studies in the Connection of Clauses in Cu"ent English, Eides, 
Bergen, 1959. 

7 CfJ. SPENCER,' A Note on the "Steady Monologuy of the Interiors"', Review 
of English Studies, VI, 2 (April 1965), pp 32-41; M. GREGORY,' Old Bailey Speech 
in" A Tale ofTwo Cities"', ibid, 42-55. 
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8 The term Predicator is not to be confused with Predicate in its traditional sense of 
the whole of the sentence except the Subject. 

9 Traditionally, a structure introduced by one of these conjunctions has been 
regarded as a coordinate main clause in a compound sentence. This, however, 
seems to ignore the fact that in almost all cases the coordinated component is 
functionally as much dependent on the preceding clause as a subordinate clause in 
the same position. While admitting that there are some exceptions to this state-
ment (eg of the 'Do this and I'll shoot' type) and .recognising the existence of 
important functional differences between coordinating and subordinating con-
junctions, we do not feel that the coordinate/subordinate distinction, as far as the 
clause is concerned, is as clear as has been traditionally implied - especially if 
formal considerations are primary. We shall refer to such structures as coordinate 
dependent. 

10 Cf[b] on p 4 7, and note 9· 
11 It is sometimes difficult to decide whether an utterance is to be regarded as s or c. 

See pp 51-2, where this problem is mentioned. 
12 SeeR. QUIRK, The Use of English, Longmans, 1962, pp 249]; w. NOWOTTNY, 

The Language Poets Use, Athlone Press, 1962, Chapter r. 
13 We restrict the term apposition to sequences of identically functioning nominal 

groups, excluding contiguous structures of any other kind which may be 
appositional in some notional sense. 

Example 

The second stage- the translation of forecast pressure distribution into 

forecast weather ... (p 176, I 104) 



Chapter 3 

Stylistic Analysis 

PRESUPPOSITIONS 

We have outlined in Chapter 2 the methodology we use in describing 
the linguistic features of any text. In the first instance, the procedures 
for approaching stylistic analysis are no different from those made use 
of in any descriptive linguistic exercise: the primary task is to catalogue 
and classify features within the framework of some general linguistic 
theory. Our aim is to produce, initially, an inventory of interrelated 
contrasts. Ultimately, we would expect any descriptively adequate 
grammar to incorporate, as part of its rules, all stylistically significant 
information. We are not concerned, as has been pointed out, with the 
description of everything that goes on within a text, but only with that 
which can be shown to be of stylistic importance in the sense discussed 
in Chapter 2. To study everything would produce an undesirable 
conflation of the notions of stylistics and linguistics. We now have to 
go a stage further and discuss how we link our linguistic analysis with 
the stylistic purpose of the exercise. What are the theoretical notions 
that need to be established in order to bridge the gap between the 
description of a language, on the one hand, and the description of a 
variety of that language, on the other ? 

A first impression of the theoretical problem may be gained in the 
following way. We have hypothesised (cf p II) that any utterance, 
spoken or written, displays features which simultaneously identify it 
from a number of different points of view. Some features may pro-
vide information about the speaker's regional background, or his 
place on a social scale of some kind, for example; other features may 
reveal aspects of the social situation in which he is speaking, the kind 
of person to whom he is speaking, the capacity in which he is speaking, 
and so on; and further features (often the majority in an utterance) 
will tell us nothing about a situation at all - apart, that is, from the 
fact that the speaker is using English, as opposed to some other 
language. The question is, basically, what types of feature are there? 
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Into how many categories can these features be classified, and how 
are the categories to be defmed ? 

Stylistic analysis, in the sense implied by these questions, is some-
thing new; and much of the early work which has taken place, while 
valuable for its stimulus and initiative, is suspect. There are a number 
of reasons for this. In the first place, the categories which have been 
set up to account for the features, or sets of features, in the language 
data are frequently inconsistently used, are incomplete, and usually 
have no adequate formal basis. The criticism of inconsistency can best 
be illustrated from the use of the term register (which is a fundamental 
notion in 'Neo-Firthian' stylistics). This term has been applied to 
varieties oflanguage in an almost indiscriminate manner, as if it could 
be usefully applied to situationally distinctive pieces of language of 
any kind. The language of newspaper headlines, church services, 
sports commentaries, popular songs, advertising, and football, 
amongst others, have all been referred to as registers in one work.1 

We shall however see below that there are very great differences in 
the nature of the situational variables involved in these uses of 
English, and that it is inconsistent, unrealistic, and confusing to ob-
scure these differences by grouping everything under the same head-
ing, as well as an unnecessary trivialisation of what is a potentially 
useful concept. The criticism of incompleteness is readily illustrated 
by the fact that at least one central theoretical variable (modality in our 
sense, seep 74.JJ) has been ignored, and that there are many aspects 
of the way in which English is used which no one has tried to account 
for, and which cannot be handled adequately by such categories as 
register, tenor, field, mode, and so on in any of their current senses. And 
while it is impossible to achieve completeness in the present 'state of 
the art' (cf p 85), the extent to which stylistic theories are at the 
moment inadequate should at least be admitted and the difficulties 
outlined. The lack of large-scale formal empirical analysis is well 
displayed when situational categories such as 'newspaper reporting' 
are set up, and assumed to have a predictable linguistic identity. It 
takes only a little analysis of texts to show that many such generalisa-
tions are of very little descriptive value (cf Chapter 7). In fact the 
majority of the situations claimed to be stylistically distinctive have 
hardly been studied at all from the linguistic point of view, and many 
of the labels used are vague in the extreme (eg 'science', 'literature'). 

Further, in the published work on the subject, there seem to be 
many hidden assumptions that can be seriously questioned, for 
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example, that there is a one-for-one correlation between linguistic 
features and situation, or that the language can be predicted from the 
situation and the situation from the language with the same degree of 
certainty. Such assumptions are not valid in our experience; we shall 
discuss them further below. Finally, we fmd a great deal of difficulty 
in understanding the use of such terms as 'restricted language', 
'norm' (or 'normal'), ' discourse', ' standard', and 'situation' in the 
literature. Often a word is used in both an everyday and a specialist 
sense, without the difference being explicitly recognised. 

We cannot but conclude that stylistic theory, at the time of writing, 
has reached a stage where it would do well to wait for practical 
analysis to catch up, so that the theoretical categories may be tested 
against a wide range of data, and more detailed analyses of texts 
carried out. Consequently, further theorising in this book is kept to a 
minimum: we are mainly concerned to established certain central 
notions that do not seem to have been sufficiently rigorously defined 
and verified hitherto. 

The main procedural difficulty, which we have already had cause 
to refer to, arises from the fact that linguistic features do not usually 
correlate in any neat one-for-one way with the situational variables 
in an extra-linguistic context. It is of course possible to find examples 
in most utterances from which predictions can be made with confi-
dence about the situation, or some aspect of the situation- utterances 
from religious or legal English are particularly clear in this respect. But 
even here a linguistic feature is frequently ambiguous as to its situa-
tional function, indicating more than one variable simultaneously: 
much of the grammatical idiosyncrasy of written legal and religious 
English, for example, has a double function, contributing both to 
province and to status in the senses described below (pp 7I, 73). As all 
the analyses in Chapters 4 to 8 show, any piece of discourse contains 
a large number of features which are difficult to relate to specific 
variables in the original extra-linguistic context, even though they 
may be felt to have some kind of stylistic value. The majority of 
linguistic features in English have little or no predictive power, that 
is, they are ambiguous indications of the situational variables in the 
extra-linguistic contexts in which they are used. This state of affairs 
must be recognised by any adequate theory of language variation. 
And if, working the other way round, one specifies a situation and 
tries to predict its linguistic features, it is impossible to make reliable 
predictions about any but a small number of features. 
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It may, of course, be convenient to posit a one-for-one correlation 
between a set of linguistic forms and a situation, but while this rela-
tion does sometimes genuinely exist, it would be a mistake to assume 
that it always exists, and to talk rigidly in terms of' one language-
one situation'. It is more meaningful instead to talk of ranges of 
appropriateness and acceptability of various uses oflanguage to given 
situations. Thus, in situation X, feature Y will be highly probable, but 
one must allow for the possibility of feature Z occurring, other things 
being equal - for instance, the introduction of informality where on 
all other occasions one has experienced formality. Situations in which 
positively only one set of stylistic features is permitted, with no varia-
tion allowed (or, to put it another way, where it is possible to state 
confidently that 'the following features will never occur here ... '), 
are far outnumbered by those situations where alternative sets of 
features are possible, though not usually equiprobable. 

It is, then, unreasonable to expect that all situational variables are 
equally predictable from the language data. The number of con-
straints influencing the use of language varies from one situation to 
another: some situations are very clearly predictable, with many con-
straints; others are vague. Therefore we prefer to see this notion of 
language-situation predictability as a scale, wuh linguistic features 
which are to all intents and purposes totally predictable at one end, 
features which are entirely unpredictable within the English speech 
community at the other, and, in between, features showing many 
different degrees of predictability, some very restricted, some less so. 
This of course is the interesting area for study. The totally predictable 
cases, which are those usually cited in the literature on this subject, 
are relatively uninteresting precisely because of their predictability; 
they are usually intuitively obvious. It is the area between the 
extremes which is in need of study. 

Another way of making this point, but from a different angle, is to 
introduce a ' scale of utilisation' of the formal linguistic features in 
English. At one end of the scale there are uses of English where the 
total range of conceivable linguistic forms might occur (as in litera-
ture~); at the other end, there are uses where only a very small number 
of forms ever occur, some linguistic systems available in the rest of 
the language being completely unused- for example, in the language 
of knitting patterns, parade-ground commands, heraldic language, 
and certain kinds of weather-forecasting. For uses of this latter type, 
the label 'restricted language' has sometimes been used; but it is 
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probably more useful to see these uses as being simply at the 'most 
restricted' end of a scale of increasing restrictedness, rather than to 
posit any difference in kind. 

DIMENSIONS OF SITUATIONAL CONSTRAINT 

For the analyses carried out in this book, the linguistic features of any 
utterance - apart from their fundamental role of producing intelli-
gible language - were discussed in terms of their correlatability to 
different kinds of situational function. The linguist, having intuitively 
noted a particular feature as being stylistically significant in some way, 
attempts to rationalise the basis ofhis intuitive response by examining 
the extra-linguistic context in order to establish any situational factors 
which might account for restrictions on its use. To take a clear 
example, the use of 'thouftheefthyfthine' in Standard English is 
restricted to those extra-linguistic contexts in which certain religious 
factors are dominant and obligatory, other factors being relatively 
random, and usually optional. It is by no means extravagant to con-
clude that an aspect or aspects of the context exercises some kind of 
conditioning influence on the feature in question, and the notion of 
situation has been set up to describe the kinds of conditioning in-
fluence. Similarly, any other feature which can be shown to display 
restricted occurrence in a sub-set of extra-linguistic contexts within 
the English speech community is by definition of importance for 
stylistic analysis. The stylistician begins by studying what the most 
significant deviations from random occurrence are, and why. 

The entire range of linguistic features in a text functioning in the 
above way is plotted, and the notion of situation is broken down into 
dimensions of situational constraint (which we have so far been referring 
to rather loosely as 'situational variables'); and the role every feature 
plays is described in terms of one or more of these dimensions. For 
example, feature A may be seen to correlate with the geographical 
area the speaker came from, and is referred to as a feature of the dimen-
sion of regional variation, or regional dialect; feature B is seen to be a 
result of the kind of social relationship existing between the partici-
pants in a conversation, and is referred to as a feature of a different 
dimension (in this case the dimension we shall refer to below as 
status); and so on. Those features which have no situational correlates 
at all, apart from the stylistically trivial one of occurring in an English-
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speaking situation, are noted for separate discussion (under the heading 
common-core features, if below). We would again stress the hypo-
thetical nature of these dimensions. There rna y be further kinds of con-
straint which we have overlooked; and further .sub-classification of the 
dimensions will certainly be necessary as more material is analysed. 
We must remember that no one has yet described the full range of 
linguistic correlates of any one of these dimensions; nor has there been 
much experimentation - such as by systematically varying the extra-
linguistic factors and examining the accompanying linguistic varia-
tion. But it only takes a little analysis to clarify the nature of certain 
central constraints, and the following is based on the work done here. 

Before describing these constraints in detail, we must consider the 
stylistically neutral, or 'common-core' features which an utterance 
displays- those linguistic features which the utterance shares in some 
degree with all other utterances in the speech community, which 
occur regardless of the situational dimensions outlined below. This is 
a different kind of descriptive dimension from the others, in that its 
variability is random in respect of situational constraints. The features 
of this dimension, taken one at a time, do not discriminate situations 
of the kind the stylistician is interested in, though he has to be aware 
of them in order to be able to discount them. Thus most of the 
segmental phonology of English, and most of the grammatical and 
lexical patterns are imposed on the language-user as being laws 
common to the whole community in all situations. For example, the 
existence of concord between subject and verb is not stylistically 
significant, nor is the fact that the article comes before the noun, 
that man has the irregular plural men, or that pleasant is the opposite 
of unpleasant. There is no variety which has no fricative consonants or 
falling tones, and none which finds it impossible to use colour terms. 
From the point of view of their form - not considering their distri-
bution - such features of English are stylistically neutral, and are, 
moreover, in the vast majority. Uniquely occurring linguistic 
features are very much the exception: as we have already mentioned, 
all varieties ofEnglish have much more in common than differentiates 
them. This is not of course to say that such features as the above 
cannot be made use of for stylistic purposes at all: as soon as con-
siderations of frequency of occurrence and overall distribution are 
taken into account, then most of the common-core features work in a 
different way - for example, a text consisting wholly of tone-units 
with a falling nucleus would certainly be stylistically distinctive. Most 
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of the stylistic statements which we make in this book are in fact of 
this frequential or distributional type. But the study of constellations 
of these features is logically dependent on the prior establishment of 
an inventory, and for this a separate dimension of description is 
necessary. 

All other features of utterance are, by definition, situationally 
restricted in some way. We shall distinguish eight dimensions in all, 
grouping these into the three broad types that may be seen in the 
following list. The reasons for this grouping will be explained below. 

A 
INDIVIDUALITY 
DIALECT 
TIME 

B 
DISCOURSE 
(a) [SIMPLE/COMPLEX) MEDIUM (Speech, Writing) 
(b) [SIMPLE/COMPLEX) PARTICIPATION (Monologue, 

Dialogue) 
c 
PROVINCE 
STATUS 
MODALITY 
SINGULARITY 

INDIVIDUALITY 

In unselfconscious utterance, certain features occur- relatively perma-
nent features of the speech or writing habits- which identify someone 
as a specific person, distinguish him from other users of the same lan-
guage, or the same variety of the language. Such idiosyncratic 
features, not normally altering over quite long periods of time in 
adults, would be such effects as those constituting a person's voice 
quality or handwriting, which provide the basis of his recognis-
ability. Also under this heading we might include 'pet' words or 
phrases with a very high frequency of occurrence. We are of course 
using 'individuality' in a wide sense, to cover both physical and 
psychological personal traits which could give rise to phonetic and 
graphetic distinctiveness of any kind. It is also important to note the 
qualification' unselfconscious' used above. Obviously, we would not 
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want to deny a speaker the possibility of adopting an alien voice 
quality or style of handwriting for some purpose (for example, the 
mimicking of a famous person to make a humorous point), but such 
usage would have to be described in terms of a very different set of 
presuppositions. The kind of idiosyncrasy described in this section is 
also different from the relatively temporary, and usually conscious 
activity associated with individuality in a literary or other context, 
which we shall discuss under the heading of singularity below 
(p 76 JJ). 

DIALECT 

Other features in a person's usage will give an indication of his place 
of geographical origin (regional dialect) or his location on a non-
linguistically based social scale (class dialect)- what we might refer to 
as the linguistic correlates of the sociologist's 'primary group'. These 
too are relatively constant features of language, only altering in 
humorous situations, or in cases of intense social pressure which cause 
someone to conform to dialect patterns other than his own. Both 
types of feature are presumably too familiar to need exemplification; 
they have been centres of linguistic attention for some years. But it 
should be noted that social dialect features of a wholly predictable 
type are rare in English: certain tendencies emerge (for example, in 
choice of vocabulary,2 or in the use of certain vowels), but there is 
little which is very systematic. 

TIME 

Another familiar dimension of description covers those features of an 
utterance which indicate exclusively diachronic information - the 
temporal provenance of a piece oflanguage. Such information would 
be of primary importance in any historical study of English, both in 
the general sense of the language as a whole, and in the particular sense 
of the development of the language habits of a single human being 
(linguistic ontogeny). Temporal features are the third kind of fairly 
stable feature in the utterances of an individual. 

The relatively permanent features oflanguage which we have just 
discussed can largely be taken for granted by the stylistician. They are 
very much background features, which the general or descriptive 
linguist will be interested in for their own sake, but which are 
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stylistically less interesting because of their insusceptibility to variation 
in most situations. These features are rarely able to be manipulated by 
language-users in the way that the remaining groups of features are. 
One should also note the corollary, that with the dimensions of 
description so far described there is a powerful mutual predictability 
between language and situation: if the relevant extra-linguistic factors 
are known, then certain linguistic features will be readily predictable, 
and vice versa. Of course these extra-linguistic factors are not the same 
for all the dimensions: compare, for example, the sense in which the 
vocal characteristics of a child, as opposed to an adult, can be said to 
be predictable (on physiological grounds) with the sense in which 
dialect features are predictable (if one knows the dialect in advance). 
The point is that within some set of predetermined criteria, there is 
predictability. And what stylistics is trying to do, in a sense, is to place 
the other dimensions of situational constraint on a comparably clearly 
definable footing by trying to specify the relevant extra-linguistic 
factors precisely. (When one considers the amount of detailed study 
which traditional dialectology has entered into as a matter of course, 
it is plain that stylistics, in our sense, has got a lot of work to do before 
it can ever be as explicit.) 

DISCOURSE 

We subsume under this heading two kinds of variability in language: 
the difference between speech and writing, usually referred to under 
the heading of medium, and that between monologue and dialogue, 
which results from the nature of the participation in the language event. 
This too is not a dimension in precisely the same sense as those shortly 
to be described, since most of the variability attributable to it could 
be taken care of by reference to other dimensions, particularly 
modality below. The distinctions that we are seeking to make here are 
best seen as referring to given, fundamental features of language in 
use, features which are worth attention not for the descriptive in-
formation they are likely to yield but for their value as explanatory 
clues - by referring to the linguistic differences associated with these 
distinctions we may be able to explain more adequately the character-
istics of certain varieties. This happens, for example, when a specimen 
of written language shows a number of features that would usually 
be associated only with informal speech, or when a specimen of 
spoken language is found to contain constructions typical of writing, 
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or when someone introduces features of dialogue into a monologue; 
in all cases, the features may be more satisfactorily described by making 
appropriate reference to distinctions in discourse. 

Spoken and written language may be defmed by reference to two 
distinct but overlapping sets oflinguistic and non-linguistic character-
istics, conveniently summarised by the labels speech and writing. The 
distinction is important to maintain for methodological reasons, in 
addition to the relevance that it has for stylistics. Essentially the 
distinction is non-linguistic, concerning the primary choice of method 
or substance with which to communicate- air, or marks on a surface. 
(We do not discuss here other communicative methods, such as the 
pictorial, musical, and so on.) But the dichotomy is important for the 
stylistician, just as it is for the general linguist: speech needs to be 
handled initially at the phonetic/phonological level, and writing at 
the grapheticfgraphologicallevel. In each case, a different descriptive 
framework is involved. From the situational point of view, not only 
are there central functional differences between the two (speech being 
relatively transient, writing relatively permanent; speech implying 
personal contact of some kind, writing not- apart from its illustrative 
function, as on a blackboard in a classroom), there is also the absence 
of complete formal parallelism between spoken and written varieties 
of English. No spoken varieties can be written in traditional ortho-
graphy so as to reflect all contrasts present in speech (consider the 
range of non-segmental information omitted, for example, or the 
pressures against writing certain obscene words), and there are many 
cases of written language which it is impossible to speak without 
destroying the original graphetic coherence of the text (for example, 
the punctuationless nature of much written legal language, which has 
to be broken down into units if it is to be spoken aloud, though these 
units do not exist in the graphic form). Substantial differences of this 
kind make the central distinction between speech and writing a very 
relevant one in linguistics, with clear implications for stylistics. 

Under the heading of participation in discourse, we distinguish be-
tween monologue (utterance with no expectation of a response) and 
dialogue (utterance with alternating participants, usually, though not 
necessarily, two in number). We notf' this distinction, along with 
medium, under the same general heading, discourse, for a number of 
reasons. First, like medium, it operates at a more general level of 
abstraction than do any of the other situational dimensions put for-
ward in this book. Second, as far as intuitive identification of varieties 
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is concerned, there are clear and central co-occurrences between the 
categories of medium and those of participation, irrespective of the 
other dimensions: spoken and written monologue and spoken dia-
logue are common, as is- perhaps less obviously- written dialogue 
(used, for example, in filling in and returning forms, in some ex-
changes ofletters, or in some kinds of party game). Third, there seem 
to be important functional similarities between medium and partici-
pation. In both, there is rarely a real choice as to which category is 
used in any given extra-linguistic context: one cannot speak to some-
one out of earshot; one does not use monologue when other people 
are present, unless for a temporary effect (cf p 88); one does not 
usually use writing to communicate with someone in the same room; 
and so on. Again, there are no further possibilities oflinguistic contrast 
within either dimension. 

The categories of medium and participation may also function in a 
'removed', or 'explanatory' way. This point may be clarified ifwe 
consider the case of a category of medium which is being used as a 
means to an end, instead of as an end in itself; that is, the category is 
serving as a stopgap in a situation, a temporary device intended to 
facilitate a transfer to the alternative category at some later stage. We 
shall refer to this phenomenon as complex medium. Thus language 
which stays within the one category (ie spoken to be heard, written to 
be read) will be formally distinct in certain respects from language 
which involves a switch (eg language which is spoken to be written, as 
in dictation, or language written to be spoken, as in news broad-
casting), and this possibility of systematic difference has to be built in 
to our theoretical framework. The introduction of phonological cri-
teria into a discussion of written literature (describing the effect of 
alliteration, assonance, and so on) is a technique which would be 
covered partly by this dimension. Further sub-classification of com-
plex medium is theoretically possible ('language written to be read 
aloud as if written', and so on),3 but it would seem wise not to intro-
duce further complications until the initial distinction has been tested 
as fully as possible. 

The' explanatory' function of the monologue/dialogue opposition 
may be seen when it is necessary to account for the presence of dia-
logue features in an utterance produced by only one person (a common 
literary device), or for the tendency for monologue to be introduced 
into a conversation, as when someone tells a joke. Both the joke and 
the short story may include spoken monologue to be uttered as if 
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dialogue, different accents sometimes being adopted to indicate the 
change of speaker, and so on; and in drama the relationship between 
an author and his characters can perhaps be thought of as a function 
of written monologue which is to be spoken as dialogue (along with 
all the associated conventions). In these cases, then, we are trying to 
explain certain features of a variety which would fall as a general 
rule within one kind of discourse by reference to features which 
would normally be expected to occur only in another. We shall refer 
to this as complex participation. 

The remaining dimensions of constraint all refer to relatively 
localised or temporary variations in language, and provide the central 
area of stylistic study. 

PROVINCE 

In this dimension we describe the features of language which identify 
an utterance with those variables in an extra-linguistic context which 
are defined with reference to the kind of occupational or professional 
activity being engaged in. Province features provide no information 
about the people involved in any situation - about their social status 
or relationship to each other, for example; they are features which 
would be found to recur regardless of who the participants were, and 
which relate to the nature of the task they are engaged in. The 
occupational role of the language-user, in other words, imposes 
certain restraints on what may be spoken or written (or, to put it 
positively, suggests a particular set oflinguistic forms which a speaker 
is at liberty to use). It is these, along with other restraints (of status 
and modality in particular) which we shall shortly discuss, which form 
the stylistic basis of any variety. Clear examples of provinces would be 
the' language of' (shorthand for' distinctive set oflinguistic features 
used in') public worship, advertising, science or law - contexts in 
which the sociologist would consider' secondary groups' to be opera-
ting. Each of these contexts, it should be noted, has an intuitive 
coherence and identity which may be defined in non-linguistic terms-
though this is not of course to imply that all provinces have com-
parably clear, readily defmable extra-linguistic correlatives. 

The situational variables in the contexts referred to may be defined 
at different levels of generality, depending on the nature of the 
linguistic features which are being considered. It would be possible, 
for instance, to speak of' advertising', as opposed to 'television ad-
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vertising ', as opposed to 'television advertising of washing powders', 
and so on. Two questions immediately arise: what is the most general 
level at wliich a province may be identified, and what is the most 
specific level? As an example of the kind of problem posed by the 
first 'question, we may take the following. Having noticed certain 
linguistic features of different categories of advertisement, such as 
public announcements of forthcoming events, newspaper advertise-
ments, magazine advertisements, television advertisements (if pp 218-

226), does one then refer to these as different provinces, or does one go 
to a more general level and refer to them all as aspects ('sub-provinces') 
of the one province of advertising, or, at a still more general level, the 
province of propaganda? Clearly, if this process were continued, all 
varieties would ultimately fall under the heading of one major pro-
vince, which might be labelled 'communication', or something of 
the kind, and the point of the exercise would have been lost. 

At the other end of the scale, to examine the second question raised 
above, it is futile to continue sub-classifying situations when there are 
insufficient linguistic formal differences to warrant further analysis. 
'Washing-powder advertising on television making use of a blue-eyed 
demonstrator on a Sunday', to continue the example, would not be 
differentiated, one would hope, because it would not be very difficult 
to show that there was no significant language difference between this 
and the language used by other demonstrators of different ocular 
persuasions on other days of the week. Exactly how much sub-analysis 
can be justified is something yet to be decided: there is certainly no 
obvious cut-off point. It is thus essential to view all labels used to 
refer to different provinces with the greatest suspicion, until further 
descriptive work has been done- and this applies as much to the labels 
used throughout this book as elsewhere in literature on stylistics. The 
concept of province, and the other concepts which we discuss below, 
must be taken as being simply a basis for investigation, nothing more. 
The first question to be asked on being given a label such as 'the 
language of X' is always: What formal features make this use oflan-
guage unique and correlatable only with this situation? Is the label 
too broad? Or is it too narrow? How far is there an unclear boundary-
area between this and other 'language-of' situations? We shall be 
looking at a number of these commonly used labels in this way in the 
course of this book, and finding that many of them are inadequate 
from a linguistic point of view. 

Meanwhile, we should note three further general points about the 
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concept of province. First, province features should not be identified 
with the subject matter of an utterance, as has sometimes been 
suggested in connection with the notion of 'register'. Subject 
matter, in so far as this is a question of the use of distinctive vocabulary, 
is but one factor among many which contribute to a province's defini-
tion, and in any case has predictive power only in a min~rity of 
extremely specialist situations. Knowing the subject matter of an 
utterance is no guarantee that it is possible to define its situational 
origin, as consideration of the following chapters shows. In those cases 
where it is the subject matter (as opposed to the situation) which totally 
dictates the form, then of course this is not a stylistic matter at all. 4 

Second, we shall be applying the term 'province' to the notion of 
conversation, but one must remember that conversation is different 
from all other provinces in that it is the only case where conventional 
occupational boundaries are irrelevant: whatever conversation is 
linguistically, it may occur within and between any of the restricted 
uses oflanguage which one would want to classify as provinces. It is 
however this very generally which makes it as clear a notion as any 
of the other provinces, comparable to them in situational distinctive-
ness; and in view of the fact that conversation may be defined, albeit 
negatively, with reference to other provinces, it would seem to fall 
within the terms of the definition given at the' beginning of this 
section. 

Lastly, it should be noted that, apart from the distinctions in dis-
course outlined above, which are fairly fundamental for linguistics as 
a whole, there is no theoretical ordering between the dimensions, no 
established priorities, to demand, for example, that province features 
should always precede status features in description. There is no theo-
retical hierarchy here. In fact, it is usually easier to begin by looking 
for province features in any analysis, presumably because province is 
a more readily established stylistic concept, the relevant variables 
being easier to specify and label. But one should note that this is a pro-
cedural convenience, and not in any sense a theoretical requirement: 
it does not lead us to develop a 'theory of province', in the same way 
that some scholars have done with a 'theory of register' (thus to all 
intents and purposes equating 'register' with 'stylistics' ! ) . 

STATUS 

In this dimension we describe the systematic linguistic vanat10ns 
which correspond with variations in the relative social standing of the 
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participants in any act of communication, regardless of their exact 
locality. The audience may be an individual or a group. It is postu-
lated that status variations occur independently of province variations, 
although there are some restrictions on co-occurrence (seep 89). The 
semantic field which may be subsumed under the label 'status' is of 
course complex: it involves a whole range of factors related to contacts 
between people from different positions on a social scale - factors 
intuitively associated with such notions as formality, informality, 
respect, politeness, deference, intimacy, kinship relations, business 
relations, and hierarchic relations in general. A number of areas may 
be clearly distinguished within the dimension of status in any lan-
guage, various kinds of formal and informal language being perhaps 
the most noticeable (though one must be careful to distinguish be-
tween formality in a stylistic sense, and the grammatical category of 
formality which occurs in, say, Japanese, where social status is re-
flected paradigmatically through many of the forms of the language). 
Exactly how many, categories of status there are awaits elucidation. 
Joos has postulated five degrees of formality in this connection 
(namely 'frozen',' formal',' consultative',' casual', and 'intimate '),5 

but we feel this to be premature. It is likely that a scale of formality 
exists, but the number of linguistic terms along the scale, and the 
nature of the polarities, are still matters for speculation. Utterances 
may be found which seem to fit neatly into the above five slots; but 
these are far outnumbered by utterances which do not. As with 
province, therefore, we shall not claim too much for the categories of 
status which we make use of in our analysis. 

MODALITY 

This dimension has not usually been systematically distinguished in 
stylistic discussion. In it we describe those linguistic features corre-
latable with the specific purpose of an utterance which has led the 
user to adopt one feature or set of features rather than another, and 
ultimately to produce an overall, conventionalised spoken or written 
format for his language, which may be given a descriptive label. 
Modality can be described independently of province and status, in 
that on the whole a choice of some kind exists regardless of a 
language-user's specific occupational role or relationship to other 
participants. For example, there would be linguistic differences of 
modality if, within the province of conversation, in its written form 
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(what might be called' correspondence', for the sake of convenience), 
one chose to communicate a message in the shape of a letter, a post-
card, a note, a telegram, or a memo; or, within the province of scienti-
fic English, if one chose to write up a topic in the form of a lecture, 
report, essay, monograph, or textbook. In each case there would be 
linguistic as well as extra-linguistic differences, and it is the overall 
pattern produced by the former which would be the basis of any 
decision assigning a text to a particular category of modality. The 
familiar distinction between 'genres' (traditionally well-recognised 
divisions in (usually literary) language) could also be seen in terms of 
modality, though we must remember here that the term 'genre' has 
never been given a precise, generally agreed definition, and is regu-
larly used to refer simultaneously to varieties operating at different 
degrees of theoretical abstraction - for example, 'poetry' v 'prose', 
as well as 'essay' v 'short story', which are sub-categories of prose. 
Most kinds of joke would be describable in terms of modality, and 
here we can see very clearly the linguistic basis of the format- opening 
formulae (such as' Have you heard the one about .. .'), the' punch 
line', the various prosodic and paralinguistic accompaniments, and so 
on. Other examples of modality distinction would be those between 
types of spoken or written monologue such as anecdote, proclama-
tion, poster, and testimonial. 

Modality is clearly partly a question of the suitability of form to 
subject matter, but it cannot wholly be discussed in these terms, as 
very often the conventional linguistic format is a result, at least in 
part, of a tradition whose synchronic relevance has long been lost, as 
in the form oflettering in many legal documents. We should also like 
to emphasise the independence of modality as a dimension of stylistic 
description, particularly in view of the failure to differentiate modality 
from province hitherto. To think of what is conveniently labelled 
'sports commentary' as a province, for example, is to overlook the 
fact that there are two theoretical variables involved, which should be 
kept distinct. There is a basis for a province here, namely, the business 
of reporting sports; but commentary is a function of modality (which 
should be clear when one considers the other linguistic formats a 
sports reporter could use - newspaper article, retrospective radio 
report, and so on). Modality differences may both cut across pro-
vinces- it is possible to have a commentary about sport or cooking or 
even a scientific experiment, for example - and also occur within 
them, some provinces having a very restricted variability (the 
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liturgical English discussed in Chapter 6, for example), others having 
a great deal of flexibility (such as the wide range of modalities which 
exist in legal or literary English). 

SINGULARITY 

Once the linguistic features of a text have been described in terms of 
the above dimensions, features may still be left which cannot be 
related to anything systematic amongst the community as a whole, or 
some group of it, but only to the preferences of the individual user. 
A user may display in his utterance occasional idiosyncratic linguistic 
features which give a specific effect within the framework of some 
conventional variety, eg when an author introduces a linguistic 
originality into a poem. Along with idiosyncratic deviations from a 
person's normal linguistic behaviour of any kind in any situation, 
they may be studied en bloc as yet a further possibility of variation, 
and, if they appear regularly in a person's usage, can be regarded as 
evidence of authorship. We use singularity as a cover-term for these 
personal, occasional features. 

This is thus the only dimension which takes account of linguistic 
idiosyncrasy: other dimensions are either non-linguistic or non-
idiosyncratic. Singularity features are different from the vocal or 
written reflexes of personality traits mentioned under the heading of 
individuality above, in that the former are typically short, temporary, 
and manipulable, usually being deliberately introduced into a situa-
tion to make a specific linguistic contrast, whereas the latter are 
relatively continuous, permanent, and not able to be manipulated in 
this way- in short, non-linguistic. It can be difficult to decide which 
dimension a feature belongs to, especially with an unfamiliar speaker; 
for example, there is the case of the joker who begins by impressing 
his audience with linguistic ingenuity, such as punning, but who ends 
up by being a crushing bore, through continual introduction of such 
devices into his speech. There comes a time when what has been 
taken as a singularity feature, in our sense, turns out in fact to be an 
individuality feature: this point is not always easy to detect, however. 

We ought also to indicate a procedural difficulty in determining 
whether a linguistic contrast in a text is a marker of singularity or not, 
namely, that an intuition of authorship will depend on familiarity -
the more one reads of or listens to a person, the more recognisable 
will be his idiosyncrasies. In the initial study of a text which is largely 
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unfamiliar, there is no way of deciding whether a contrast belongs to 
province, status, or modality on the one hand, or to singularity on the 
other. This is only a temporary difficulty, of course, as further analysis 
of other texts by the same and different authors will in all probability 
provide sufficient data to suggest the likelier solution; but it is as well 
to be aware that the difficulty does exist. 

We have decided to use the term 'singularity' to avoid the over-
general implications of the word 'style' (cf p 9 f), but it should be 
emphasised that what we are referring to is in no sense new. To talk 
of studying the 'style' of an author does not usually imply a study of 
everything in the language he has used, but only an attempt to isolate, 
define, and discuss those linguistic features which are felt to be 
peculiarly his, which help to distinguish him from other authors - a 
common use in literary criticism and questions of authorship identifi-
cation, for example. As far as the student of the language ofliterature 
is concerned, styles may well be the most interesting things to study; 
but we must point out that before he can study these systematically 
and comprehensively, he must first be able to identify, and thus 
eliminate, all the variables which are non-idiosyncratic in the language 
situation - ie variables belonging to the other dimensions outlined 
here - otherwise he will attribute a feature to the style of an author 
which is in fact a common feature of usage in the language as a whole. 
This does not happen so much in the study of modem literature, but 
it is a common mistake to take too much for granted in the study of 
older literature, where there is no intuitive awareness of the everyday 
norms of the spoken or written language. 

OTHER DIMENSIONS 

It would be strange if the complexity of language variety could be 
explained by reference to the above four variables alone, and so we 
were not surprised to find that, while they accounted for the majority 
of our data, there remained a number of cases oflanguage use which 
c~uld not be explained in their terms. For example, there is the kind 
of language used in talking to babies, which can hardly be called a 
province in the same sense as above, nor even a sub-province (of con-
versation) ; and none of the other dimensions seems relevant. Then 
there is the case of what is sometimes called the 'fire and brimstone' 
sermon. In a sermon, a preacher usually conforms to a certain phono-
logical minimum which allows us to identify the variety; but he may 
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introduce a further range of phonological effect into the sermon, such 
as extra rhythmicality, loudness or pitch width, all of which would 
be permissible within the province, and which would provide the 
basis, along with certain grammatical and lexical features, of the 'fire 
and brimstone' category of sermon. It is important to realise that this 
is a linguistically conventional type: any preacher wanting to give a 
sermon which would be recognised as belonging to this category 
would be forced to use a particular sub-set of linguistic features, and 
these would not occur in the same way in other contexts. But it is 
not easy to define the situational variable involved here. It is not 
province, as the same extra-linguistic factors may underlie the more 
usual kind of sermon, too; nor is it accountable for by reference to 
any of the other dimensions. 

A stylistic theory should provide further dimensions of description 
capable of accounting for all such features, but with very little analysis 
having been done the nature and definitions of the required dimen-
sions are by no means obvious at present. We feel that one potentially 
relevant dimension might take account of features in terms of whether 
they reflect a conventional orientation, a generally accepted way of 
treating some aspect of the communication situation - the subject 
matter of an utterance, the audience, some feature of expression or of 
the speaker's situation -within a stylistically restricted context. Such 
a dimension (which might be called point of view or attitude, as long 
as it was not confused with the more general, stylistically unrestricted 
senses of these terms) might well be able to handle many, though not 
all, of the above examples. We have not studied a sufficient number 
of cases, however, to justify setting this up as a separate dimension, 
consequently we have not given it any theoretical status in the present 
introductory investigation. 

Perhaps causing the most difficult stylistic problem of all are those 
uses of language which cannot clearly be specified in terms of the 
above set of dimensions, because the phenomena referred to cut across 
all these dimensions and require specification with reference to quali-
tative, non-linguistic criteria. 'Literature' and 'humour' are the two 
central cases which need to be given separate theoretical status in this 
way. They are essentially different from other varieties, being funda-
mentally unspecifiable linguistically, and thus stylistically: it is im-
possible to list a set of features and predict that the configuration will 
be called literary or funny. There is a crucial qualitative distinction, 
which does not occur elsewhere at such a fundamental level, which 
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the linguist, qua linguist, is not competent to assess. It is perhaps worth 
stressing, in view of the tension which has existed in the past between 
literary critics and linguists, that any decision as to what is ofliterary 
value and what is not is not the linguist's to make. His role in relation 
to literature is to ensure that all relevant linguistic variables pre-
requisite for understanding are in fact understood before this quali-
tative assessment is made. 

We do not therefore wish to sidetrack ourselves into any discussion 
of the meaning of' literature', and related issues. But we do wish to 
emphasise that there are certain factors, which could be considered 
stylistically distinctive in our sense, in most language normally put 
under the heading of literature (as defined by a consensus of opinion 
among those who consider themselves to be literary critics, and who 
would be considered by others as being so). Such central factors 
would be the relatively high proportion of singularity features, in the 
sense described above, the variability of modality (the question of 
'genres' again), the high frequency of overt indications of attitude (cf 
p 78), and, most important of all, the possibility of introducing any 
kind of linguistic convention without its being necessarily in-
appropriate - features from any other variety can be made use of in 
a literary context (or a humorous one) for a particular effect. Literature 
can be mimetic of the whole range of human experience - and this 
includes linguistic as well as non-linguistic experience. In a poem or 
novel, one may find pieces of religious or legal English, or any other, 
which have to be understood in their own right before one can go on 
to assess their function in terms of the literary work as a whole. Most 
literary works weld together contrasts which derive from different 
varieties oflanguage- Eliot's The Waste Land and Joyce's Ulysses are 
particularly well-constructed cases in point. 

One should also note that literature and humour, more than any 
other varieties, introduce a large number of descriptive problems 
which our theory in its present form cannot handle. For example, the 
above dimensions cannot satisfactorily explain the stylistic differences 
which exist between such widely varying aspects ofliterature as oral-
formulaic verse, drama involving artificial but conventional vocal-
isations (such as expression of grief), the use of a chorus, the effect of 
stereotyped forms such as the limerick or nursery rhyme, and the 
whole question of introducing such literary effects as bathos. Or, in 
the case of humour, it is difficult to know how to account for the 
'standard' kind of joke, where the familiarity of the linguistic pattern 
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in the narrative is the main source of the effect (such as in the 'shaggy 
dog', or 'Englishman, Irishman, Scotsman' types, or in the more 
transient crazes for particular jokes involving outrageous puns or 
illogicalities). Again, the question is, how does one account for the 
standardness which is an intrinsic part of the variety and responses to 
it? 

While on the subject of literature, we would point out that our 
approach in many ways parallels that adopted by textual critics in 
general. Indeed, some critics (for example, those associated with 
the methods of explication de texte) have markedly similar aims and 
techniques. The linguist's aim is to ensure that the total range of 
linguistic features bearing on the interpretation of a text can be made 
explicit. The normal critical apparatus of editor's notes, biographical 
allusions, and so on, where of linguistic relevance, is thus subsumed 
by our approach. This is especially desirable in the case of historical 
stylistics, where of course one has no direct intuition of the state of 
the language concerned. 

We have not attempted to apply our approach to any literary texts 
in this book, partly for pedagogical reasons, partly for reasons of 
space limitation. But in view of the way in which books, articles and 
theses on stylistics these days tend to concentrate on literature to the 
exclusion of all else, some further explanation is perhaps necessary. 
Our omission is not, of course, due to any lack of interest on our part 
in literary language; indeed,. we feel that the application of stylistic 
techniques to the study of literature is perhaps the most important 
reason for carrying on this business at all, and ultimately might well 
provide the most illuminating information. But no introduction to 
stylistic analysis should begin with literature, as this is potentially the 
most difficult kind oflanguage to analyse- not only because it allows 
a greater range and more extreme kinds of deviation from the 
linguistic norms present in the rest of the language, 6 but also because 
it presupposes an understanding of the varieties which constitute 
normal, non-literary language, as we mentioned earlier. One has to 
be aware of the normal function of the linguistic features constituting 
these varieties in non-literary English before one can see what use the 
author is making of them. Which is why the application of stylistic 
techniques to literature should be the last part of a stylistician's train-
ing, not the first. Moreover, in view of the vast range covered by the 
many different kinds oflanguage which have been gathered together 
under the heading 'literature' - everything from the most con versa-
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tion-like of drama to the most esoteric poetry - we feel it would be 
distorting to select but one or two short extracts for analysis in this 
book. Clearly, a separate study is needed to cover literary English 
adequately, and we hope it is not long before such a study is attempted. 

Such work, however, will become possible only when stylisticians 
have appreciated sufficiently the complexities of' ordinary' language, 
and have mastered the tools of analysis to the extent of being able to 
talk reasonably precisely, systematically, and objectively about the 
phenomena they are observing. So far, there is little evidence that 
anyone has reached this stage: most stylistic analyses carried out by 
linguists so far have been severely censured by literary critics for being 
unhelpful; and few books written by literary critics which purport to 
discuss an author's language have achieved anything like the degree 
of precision required to make their observations meaningful to the 
linguist - or to anyone who concedes the importance of objective, 
verifiable descriptive information as a critical tool.7 But it would be 
premature to condemn the linguistic approach to style before it has 
had a chance to prove itself: appreciation of the aims of stylistics will 
only come once an appreciation of the aims of linguistics as a whole 
has been attained. Meanwhile, we trust that, by restricting our 
attention to more mundane matters in this book, we can contribute 
a little towards the clarification of stylistics as a discipline. 

We may summarise this discussion by saying that, in any text, the 
stylistically significant characteristics can be classified into types .which 
correspond to the set of questions outlined below. Putting it crudely, 
the general question to be asking is, 'Apart from the message being 
communicated, what other kind of information does the utterance 
give us?' There are at least thirteen sub-questions here: 

Does it tell us which specific person used it? (Individuality) 
Does it tell us where in the country he is from? (Regional dialect) 
Does it tell us which social class he belongs to? (Class dialect) 
Does it tell us during which period of English he spoke or wrote it, 
or how old he was ? (Time) 
Does it tell us whether he was speaking or writing ? (Discourse 
medium) 
Does it tell us whether he was speaking or writing as an end in 
itself (seep 70), or as a means to a further end? (Simple v complex 
discourse medium) 
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Does it tell us whether there was only one participant in the utter-
ance, or whether there was more than one? (Discourse participation) 

Does it tell us whether the monologue and dialogue are inde-
pendent, or are to be considerfd as part of a wider type of discourse ? 
(Simple v complex discourse participation) 

Does it tell us which specific occupational activity the user is 
engaged in? (Province) 

Does it tell us about the social relationship existing between the 
user and his interlocutors? (Status) 

Does it tell us about the purpose he had in mind when conveying 
the message? (Modality) 

Does it tell us that the user was being deliberately idiosyncratic? 
(Singularity) 

Does it tell us none of these things? (Common-core) 

Any one text will provide us simultaneously with information 
about each of these questions. Occasionally it is not possible (as was 
mentioned earlier) to allocate a linguistic feature or set of features to 
one dimension rather than another, but this is to be expected in the 
present stage of study. Ambiguous features in a text can be classified 
as such for the time being, and given further study at a later stage. 

Once the stylistician has become aware of the kind of theoretical 
variability involved in work of this kind, he has two main tasks to 
carry out: to specify the number of (formally and functionally) 
distinct categories within each dimension, and plot the extent to 
which categories from different dimensions may co-occur. A variety 
will then be seen as a unique configuration oflinguistic features, each 
feature being referable to one or more of the above dimensions of 
description; the variety displays a stable formal-functional corre-
spondence, which is the basis of the intuitive impression of coherence 
and predictability that may then be labelled. (One will usually have 
given it an impressionistic label already, of cour.se, to facilitate dis-
cussion. In an ideal world, linguistically based and impressionistically 
based varieties would coincide: how far they do in fact remains to be 
seen.) Within each dimension, one may distinguish a number (to be 
defined) of situational categories, such as 'formal', 'informal', 'reli-
gious', 'legal'. Different dimensions will have different numbers of 
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categories. A switch in the categories at any one dimension (eg legal 
English becoming religious English, formal English becoming in-
formal English) thus by defmition produces a different variety. Some 
categories are naturally going to be closer together (share more 
linguistic correlates) than others, such as 'informal' and 'colloquial' ; 
and therefore some varieties will be much closer together than others. 
But we have not tried to group varieties into more general types here; 
this is a task which remains to be done. 

The categories in tum are defined with reference to sets oflinguistic 
features which correlate with the distinctiveness of a situation, and 
which operate at some or all of the levels of description specified in 
Chapter 2. These situationally bound linguistic distinctive features we 
refer to simply as stylistic features (or, if one wishes to get away from 
the term 'stylistic', variety-markers). The diagram on p 84 rna y help 
to interrelate these concepts more clearly. 

ORGANISATION OF 
STYLISTIC FEATURES IN ANALYSIS 

Let us now examine in detail the process whereby we build up our 
picture of the stylistic structure of a text. For each intuitive selection 
of a linguistic feature, we make two simultaneous decisions: one 
decision is to allocate the feature to a particular level of analysis; the 
second is to allocate the feature to one or other of the stylistic 
dimensions. Thus we are continually thinking in terms of a two-fold 
description for every feature, eg a phonological feature of province, a 
grammatical feature of status, and so on. We regularly work with two 
sheets of paper in front of us, one listing the levels as we have described 
them, with sub-categories outlined (see below); the other listing the 
various dimensions of description, with any sub-categorisation which 
we have discovered being indicated. The first sheet of paper, listing 
the linguistic features occurring at each level, is in effect a kind of 
informal matrix. By definition, it covers all contrasts available in the 
language, and thus all which are potentially relevant for the character-
isation of any variety. It therefore provides a common yardstick for 
all texts in a language; all features can be referred to the same basic 
framework (seep 85), and thus more readily compared. 
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ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK TEXT 

Specification Phonetics Statement 
of range of Graphetics of the 
linguistic Phonology stylistic 
features Graphology features 
so far Grammar noted in the 
noted in Vocabulary text being 
English Semantics studied 

The phonological component of this matrix might take the following 
form: 

1 {vowel, consonant contrasts 
/egmenta classified and listed 

phonology 
""- l {pitch, loudness, etc contrasts 

non-segmenta classified and listed 

Thus a given text might display a proportion of repeated initial 
consonants which distinctively characterises it, or a specific range of 
pitch contours not found elsewhere, and these would be noted in the 
matrix as distinctive features of this text, without which its identity 
and relationship to a given situation would be reduced or lost. 8 

Features which do not seem to be significant would be passed over in 
silence. The point is that with such a framework in mind, it is highly 
unlikely that anything of significance would be omitted: the analyst, 
ifhe works systematically through the matrix, is forced to consider a 
very wide range of contrasts, which ultimately should comprise all 
the contrasts available in the language. 

This matrix allows maximum systematisation and quantification of 
a text's stylistic features, all levels being treated in the same way: 
grammatical features would be listed in terms of some model (see 
above), as would features of phonetics, graphology, vocabulary, and 
semantics. Cross-referencing between levels would be dealt with as 
discussed above (pp IS, 2o-I). This is the aim. Naturally, in view of 
the unfinished state of linguistic description of English at the mo-
ment, we can only go part of the way towards filling in the matrix 
completely, and only use that information which has already been 
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accumulated about English structure - but in principle the matrix 
would provide comprehensive specification of the entire range of 
features relevant for stylistic analysis. 

We now tum to the second sheet of paper which we have before us 
in carrying out our analysis, which contains headings of the different 
dimensions of stylistic description. On the first sheet we are organising 
our information linguistically. But it must be remembered that our 
motivation for choosing one item from the text and not another is a 
stylistic one; that is, we feel that there is some situational variable 
involved. On the second sheet, then, we note this variable under the 
appropriate heading. For example, if we see a text spattered with 
contracted verbal forms (he'll, etc), this would have been noted on 
the first sheet, under the heading grammar, as a feature of the verbal 
groups of the text; on the second sheet, we enter it under the general 
heading of status, with the specific indication informal, this being 
our intuitive feeling about its stylistic function. All decisions on this 
second sheet are hypotheses, as of course are the categories (such as 
informality) which we set up. We are trying to build up a coherent 
and consistent picture of a text as a whole. We make the assumption 
that the text is homogeneous, and we therefore expect the stylistic 
features to show a consistent function. But we cannot be sure of this 
before we begin; consequently, any conclusion about the function of 
a feature must be in the form of a hypothesis, which will become 
progressively more likely as more and more features get examined 
and are shown to fit in with it. For example, we may note at the 
beginning of a text a feature which strongly suggests that the text 
should be placed in a category for which the label informal seems 
appropriate; further down, we find other examples of the same 
feature which reinforce this decision, and different features which also 
suggest that this category is viable. If at the end we fmd that all these 
features fit into the informality category, and none into any other 
dimension, then we are justified in calling our text 'informal'. Of 
course we have to be careful that we do not allow our initial decision 
about a feature to colour our decisions further down. This is a danger 
which is always present in any work of this kind: to minimise its 
influence an attempt has to be made to take each feature in its own 
terms, to see, independently of what has previously been decided, 
exactly what its stylistic function is. To obtain greater objectivity here, 
it is helpful to refer specific problems to the intuition of a colleague 
who is not familiar with the text being worked on: a second opinion 
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provides a useful corrective to any theory which may be forming 
too prematurely. 

If, when a text is being examined in this way, no wholly consistent 
pattern emerges, and a feature occurs which contradicts the initial 
hypothesis about the text, then we must stop and look for reasons 
which will explain the presence of the contradictory feature. If, for 
example, in a text under analysis in which feature after feature has 
indicated informality, there is suddenly found a feature which indi-
cates, without any doubt, formality, then its presence must be 
explained, since such an occurrence will be an important factor in 
any fmal assessment of the variety as a whole. A text cannot be 
labelled 'informal' if it can be shown to contain one or two features 
of formality. Further examination is sure to reveal that the change in 
formality has been produced by some kind of situational change, for 
instance of speaker, audience, or author's attitude, and so on. 

It must also be remembered that the categories of description on 
this second sheet are no more firmly established than the linguistic 
categories on the first. We cannot say with certainty how many 
categories of status there are, or how far a province may be legiti-
mately sub-classified- though of course the existence of certain cate-
gories will become clearer to the analyst as his experience increases. 
Consequendy, decisions frequendy have to be made as to exactly 
where and how to place a stylistic feature on this sheet. Three cate-
gories of formality may be needed to account for all the variations in 
the text, or perhaps four, or more. Once a theory has been agreed 
which allows for the existence of, say, six categories (or possibly 
'degrees') of formality in English, then this scale can be used for all 
variations; but until some such scale has been established, work has to 
go on in an ad hoc manner. The title of this book is an attempt to 
recognise that we ourselves are compelled to work in exactly this way. 

The process of stylistic analysis we are recommending is therefore 
one in which ordered selection and comment are carried out within 
parallel frameworks, one stylistic, the other linguistic. The stylistic 
framework contains the dimensions of description and their sub-
classification; the linguistic framework contains the levels of analysis 
and their sub-classification. There are two distinct places where 
stylistic decisions enter into the analysis: at the beginning, when they 
may be used intuitively, as the motivation for selecting a text and a 
set of linguistic features to talk about; and at the end, when the aim 
is to formalise intuitions by establishing the entire range of linguistic 
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correlates, and by pointing to the pattern which is felt to be there. 
The process should enable statements to be made about the range of 
varieties which exist within a language, and thus provide a basis for 
comparing languages from a stylistic point of view. It should also 
make possible comparative statements of a different kind- that variety 
X is primarily marked by phonological features, variety Y by lexical, 
and so on. This is the kind of stateme-nt which is particularly appro-
priate to literary contexts, where the concern is not so much with 
varieties in this general sense, as with individuals, and exactly what it 
is that differentiates one author from another. If it can be shown that 
author A tends to use his language in one kind of way, author B in 
another, then this would seem to be a justification for the method, 
and a prelude for the more important interpretative statements which 
must follow. 

SOME FURTHER OBSERVATIONS 

We will conclude this chapter with a few comments about various 
features of the theoretical framework just outlined, seen as a whole. 
Firstly, the stylistic dimensions are synchronic concepts; that is, the 
linguistic variables are correlated with the situational variables in the 
contemporaneous extra-linguistic context, and no recourse is had to 
feature of a context's history in order to explain a linguistic form. For 
example, the use of specifically religious language is related to the 
religious environment in which it is being used, and not to the 
cultural situation which generated it in the past. Occasionally, there 
is no synchronic explanation for a feature, as in the case of particular 
kinds of lettering being entirely a product of tradition, and these 
must be regarded as exceptional. But in all cases where there would 
be a choice, such as explaining a literary verse-form either syn-
chronically or diachronically, we adopt the former method, as being 
more consistent with our general linguistic position. 

Secondly, the view that a variety is a complex of features describ-
able by reference to every dimension should not lead us to conclude 
that each dimension provides precisely the same amount of stylistic 
information. Not every situation requires the same degree of func-
tional participation from each dimension. Thus in some provinces, it 
might be impossible to have any variation in modality at all (some 
of the maximally restricted kinds of English referred to on p 63), 
whereas such variation might be common elsewhere (as in conversa-
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tion, where a switch from dialogue to temporary monologue to 
produce an anecdotal format- to take but one example- is common). 
This has implications for the use of terms, also; for example, to say 
that a sermon is 'formal' is not the same thing as saying that a lecture 
is 'formal', for the latter has a greater possibility of becoming 
informal than the former. 

Within a given dimension, thirdly, the categories are set up without 
reference to the categories of other dimensions; but when viewed in 
combinations constituting a variety, they are not always inde-
pendently varying. There are strong tendencies for certain categories 
from different dimensions to co-occur. At least four types of inter-
relationship exist: 

Mutual dependence (ie redundancy), as between 'legal' and 
'formal' language, 'conversational' and 'dialogue' language. 
Probable co-occurrence, as between 'conversational' and 'in-
formal' language. 
Possible co-occurrence, as between 'religious' and 'informal' 
language. 
Highly improbable co-occurrence, as between 'legal' and 'collo-
quial' language. 

Various existing combinations might then be taken for more detailed 
study, such as 'spoken informal dialogue conversation' (less redund-
antly, 'informal conversation', or simply 'conversation'); 'spoken 
formal religious monologue sermon' (or, more economically, 
'sermon') ; or 'written informal scientific textbook monologue' 
(which might have the mnemonic label 'popular science'). 

While co-occurrence of categories from different dimensions is 
restricted in this way, co-occurrence of categories from the same 
dimension is of course impossible: the labels, by linguistic definition, 
are mutually exclusive. For example, in this sense it is impossible to 
have, within the dimension of medium, spoken written English, or, 
within status, informal formal English, or, within province, scientific 
journalese, because the linguistic features entering into the definition 
of the respective labels are contradictory, at least in part. This does 
not mean, however, that some sense cannot be given to the idea of 
'scientific journalese', let us say; it is merely that this idea would not 
be the same as ours, in that it would not be based primarily on an 
examination oflinguistic features, but would rather be the product of 
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a notional approach of a completely different order. It follows from 
this, we might add, that any descriptive labels found to co-occur in 
this book must therefore belong to different dimensions. 

Finally, it is important to ensure that different degrees of ab-
straction from the data are kept apart terminologically in any theo-
retical discussion, and that the same descriptive label is not used 
inconsistently. It is undesirable, as we have seen, to use a label like 
'genre' to refer simultaneously to the kind of difference existing be-
tween poetry and prose on the one hand, and essays and letters, both 
in prose, on the other. Similarly, province should not be used to refer 
to the differences between scientific and religious language as well as 
to the differences between the language of physics and that of chem-
istry. But a full terminology for stylistics, taking into account such 
different degrees of abstraction, has yet to be worked out and agreed 
upon. 

It should be clear from this chapter, and the one which precedes it, 
that we view the business of stylistics as being the description of the 
linguistic characteristics of all situationally-restricted uses oflanguage. 
Stylistics thus subsumes the first two senses of' style' referred to on 
pp 9-IO above, and excludes the third and fourth. It is not concerned 
solely with literary language, although its techniques are most widely 
used in this context; nor is it concerned directly with evaluation, with 
personal opinion about the way language is being used from the view-
point of enjoyment, and so forth. While it is important that people 
should be able to cultivate a personal and sensitive response to matters 
of language, stylistics hopes to provide a more objective basis for 
understanding, appreciating, and sharpening this response. Why 
should some language have a powerful effect on us, while other lan-
guage leaves us relatively unmoved? Can we make more explicit the 
ways in which language has been manipulated to produce its final 
impression? What do we hope to gain by making distinctive uses of 
language, and correlating these with different social situations ? Few 
people have such a naturally developed sense of style as to be able to 
answer these questions to their own satisfaction, and even fewer have 
the skill to be able to explain the answers to others. One normally 
needs assistance to catch all the linguistic nuances in a text that is at 
all unfamiliar and specialised, and a critical apparatus and terminology 
to discuss these nuances with others. Stylistic analysis, when done 
properly, has as its end the clarification of the full meaning and 
potential of language in use. The purpose of this book is to consider 
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one possible technique whereby the mass of linguistic patterning can 
be reduced to a more comprehensible shape for the attainment of this 
end. 

Notes 
1 M. A. K. HALLIDAY, A. MACINTOSH, P. D. STREVENS, The Linguistic Sciences and 

Language Teaching, Longmans, ·I964, pp 88-9. 

2 Cf the {oversimplified) distinctions noted in A. s. c. ROSS, 'Linguistic Class-
indicators in Present-day English', Neuphilologische Mitteilungen, 55, I954, pp 2o-

56. 
3 M. GREGORY, 'Aspects of Varieties Differentiation ',Journal of Linguistics, 3, I967, 

pp I77-98. 
4 We are thinking here of cases such as the distinction between laws and definitions 

(as may be found, for example, in scientific language), where certain linguistic 
features are obligatory, as they refer to various logical operations which form the 
basis of the distinction. This, just as much as vocabulary, seems to be a part of 
subject matter. There are very few cases like this, however. Another possible 
example would be the use of various traditional literary forms (such as pastoral 
and lyrical poetry) at different periods of history, so that a particular form was said 
to be most appropriate for a particular subject matter, and vic;e versa. 

5 M. JOOS, The Five Clocks. Publication 22 of the Indiana University Research 
Center in Anthropology, Folklore and Linguistics, I962. 

6 This point has been well discussed already, for example by R. QUIRK, The Use of 
English, Longmans, I962, Chapter I3; or by J. P. THORNE, 'Stylistics and 
Generative Grammars ',Journal of Linguistics, I, I965, pp 49-59. 

7 But cf, for example, the clarity of w. NOWOTTNY, The Language Poets Use, 
Athlone Press, I962. 

8 This decision, as already mentioned, is essentially an intuitive one: the more 
experienced the analyst at variety analysis, the more likely he will be to spot the 
distinctive features of a text rapidly. For someone who has not carried out any 
such analysis before, it may well prove more convenient to begin by choosing 
some variety as a norm, describing this in detail, and then relating other texts to 
it. Such a norm is essentially a means to an end, its value getting less as comparative 
information about different varieties accumulates, and experience of analysis 
develops. The norm should not be taken as an obligatory category of stylistic 
theory, only as an optional procedural device (cf p 42). 

Other aids for identifying stylistically significant features include: (a) replacing 
one linguistic item by another, in order to see if there is a consequent change in 
stylistic effect; and (b) inserting a supposed feature in a range of alternative con-
texts so as to discover whether an impression of incongruity, humour or an 
intuitive recognition of the original context is produced. 
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Part Two Practical Analysis-
speCimen texts 
with commentary 

As a preliminary to the following chapters, we must explain certain 
points connected with the selection of the extracts and the conven-
tions of presentation used. To avoid the possibility of our analytic 
results unconsciously influencing decisions about selection and tran-
scription, all our texts were isolated and transcribed well over a year 
before the stylistic analysis was made. The provenance of each text 
is outlined in the relevant chapter. We have tried to select texts which 
are representative of ranges of usage that we intuitively recognise, 
and which would generally be considered to be typical and succesiful 
examples of their kind. Our descriptive statements are primarily con-
cerned to elucidate the structure of these texts. However, in the pro-
cess of selection, we found ourselves examining many other samples 
of the same varieties, and from time to time we have introduced into 
our discussion information which goes beyond that found in the 
illustrative text. Whenever we generalise on the basis of our im-
pressions, without having any specific data in mind, we say so. 
Unless otherwise stated, all texts are examples of standard British 
English; all the accents used are types of Received Pronunciation, 
as normally de.fined.1 

The conventions which need to be explained are as follows. 
Whenever we have omitted sections of a text, the omission is 

indicated using the convention 
To facilitate reference, the lines of each text are numbered in fives. 
Where there is more than one text in a chapter, each is given a 
Roman numeral, and the line numbering continues consecutively. 
In Chapter 9, however, which provides practice material, the lines 
are left unnumbered. 
1 For example, by D. ABERCROMBIE, Problems and Principles in Language 
Study, Longmans, 1963, Chapter 4· 
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Chapter 4 

The Language of Conversation 

There are a number of good reasons for choosing relatively informal 
conversation between educated people as the opening variety for 
linguistic analysis. Conversation, in the sense described in this chapter, 
is without doubt the most commonly used kind of English, and 
consequently a variety which will be more familiar to the vast 
majority of English-speaking people than any other. We can confi-
dently claim that everyone makes use of this kind of English every 
day, whereas this claim could not be made of any other variety of 
English we might want to describe in a book such as this. Also, from 
the pedagogical viewpoint, the sort of English used in conversational 
situations, with the extreme kinds of non-fluency mentioned below 
removed, would seem to be the most useful and least artificial kind to 
teach foreign students of English as a means of everyday communi-
cation. Such practical reasons are quite important. 

But we would also point to theoretical and procedural reasons for 
taking this variety first. It is the least 'marked' kind of situationally-
influenced English. By this we mean that, whereas the other varieties 
in this book are clearly restricted to a particular situation (always to a 
certain degree specialised) and would be intuitively associated with 
that situation, conversational English has no comparable situational 
specificity. It is, situationally speaking, the most neutral kind ofEnglish 
one can fmd. For this reason, as well as in view of its frequency, it seems 
the obvious variety to choose for an introductory illustration of our 
analytic procedure, and as a basic measuring-rod for the language of 
other situations as and when necessary. We have already discussed the 
need for comparative statement in stylistic work, and the way in 
which the existence of a yardstick of some kind may facilitate this (if 
note 8, p 91): the present variety would seem to be the most suitable for 
this purpose, and we shall consequently have cause to refer to it often. 1 

A relevant procedural reason for choosing this variety first is that 
conversation is a very convenient kind of English, in that it provides 

Qasim's
Highlight
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us with a great deal to discuss at all levels of analysis. Very often in 
stylistics, much of the interest in a text is concentrated at one level -
a variety may be primarily distinguished through its phonology, or 
vocabulary, for example. Here, however, all levels of analysis provide 
important information about the character of the variety. There 
seems also to be a much greater flexibility of usage in this variety 
than in any other: there are fewer restrictions on the kind of structures 
that may be used, consequently one is liable to find in any extract of 
conversation that a wider range of contrasts operates at any level than 
could be expected elsewhere. A further procedural point for a 
pedagogically orientated book is that as this is the most familiar variety 
in English, it will be easier for readers to check the linguistic facts 
presented in our description with their intuitions, and thus make their 
own assessment of the extent to which our extracts are a repre-
sentative and helpful sample, than if some less familiar variety had 
been chosen. 

In view of these factors, and the general agreement in linguistics on 
the primacy of speech in language study, it might seem odd that so 
little linguistic research has been carried out into this variety of 
English. There have been occasional informative articles, such as those 
by Abercrombie and Quirk, 2 but these are sporadic in their comments; 
their main value is to focus attention on certain dominant and yet 
neglected features of this kind of English. There is little else, and no 
detailed survey. Far more is known in fact about such varieties of 
spoken English as advertising or preaching. There is however one 
very good reason for this lack of information, namely, the procedural 
difficulty of obtaining reliable data to investigate. It is well-known 
that most people will behave differently if they are aware of being 
tape-recorded, and as a result the language they use simply cannot be 
taken as a reliable sample of spontaneous informal conversation. Even 
if it seems that they have 'forgotten' about the microphone, the data 
cannot be trusted. In our experience, there seems to be a cyclic pattern 
of forgetting and remembering about the microphone, with conse-
quent alterations in the manner of speaking. The only safe way of 
obtaining data is through the technique of' surreptitious' recording, 
and this requires a degree of technical preparation which precludes 
its frequent use. This was the method used for obtaining the material 
in this chapter: the participants in the conversations, apart from 
speaker Bin extract IV below, were not aware that a recording was 
being made. 3 
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The relationship of the speakers to each other in the extracts I, ll, 
and Ill which follow is that both are housewives with a general pro-
fessional background (A in teaching, B in business); they are in the 
same age-group (mid-thirties) and have known each other for some 
time. The occasion is that B was invited to A's house for an evening 
chat over coffee. In extract IV (seep 116), which is a conversation 
over the telephone, speaker A is female, speaker B male; they are close 
friends who shared the same university educational background as 
mature students; A is a housewife, B a lecturer, and both are in their 
mid-thirties. 

The first text consists of three extracts, labelled I, II, and Ill, taken 
from the beginning, middle and end of an evening's conversation 
respectively. They display some obvious differences- the anecdotal 
character ofll, for example. Consequently, to call the language used 
throughout the text, along with the extract of telephone conversation, 
IV, a single variety may be a little premature, though we feel there 
is sufficient evidence to justify our doing so (seep 1 I 6). A clear central 
area of distinctiveness can be defined, but there are a number of very 
uncertain marginal issues, which reflect the way in which what is 
intuitively labelled' conversation' can blend imperceptibly into other 
varieties that are labelled differently, such as 'discussion', 'talking 
shop', etc. We shall be looking at this problem again with special 
reference to extract IV. 

'alleg' 

'lax' 

'dimin' 

' alleg piano' 

'pianiss' 

'piano' 

'piano' 

I 

A 'you got a Jhc6wl' -
B J"Nol ·'just a Jbit' tnSNIFFYI cos I'm-

I J"A.M c6wl and I'll' Jbe all'right 'once 
I've 'warmed UPI -'do I !LOOK as 
'though I've 'got a +C6LDI' 

A no I Jhthought you SOUNDed as 'if you 
were 

B 'IMI'--
A ' I pull your CHAIR up 'close if you w ANTI ' 

Jis •it- *(obscured speech)* 
B *' JYE.sJ' · JI'll be all 'right in a 

nMlNUtel* it's ljust that I'm· 

5 

IO 
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'allegriss 
piano wide' 

'low' 

'accel' 

A (' J,.what have you ce>TJ ') 
B tsTupidJ I Jhad ;) about ttfive 'thousand 

BOOKsJ- 'to Jtake 'back to 'senate 
HOUSE nYESterdayJ'- and I got Jail 
the 'way 'through the nC6LLegeJ to 
Jwhere the cAR. wasJ 'at the Jparking 
meter at the +OTHer endJ and Jrealised 

I5 

I'd 'left my'· t~OATJ in my 20 

'alleg' 

'piano' 

'accel' 

'piano' 

'piano' 

JnLOCKerJ 'and I *Jjust couldn't'* 
A *'lnMJ'* 
B fACEJ 'going Jail the way tB.AcK 

againJ with Jthis great'· •you 
know my J".ARMS were 'achingJ 

A 'lnMJ'-
B 'and I thought lnWELLJI'IlJget 

it on tTuEsdayJ- it's a bit 
JsiuyJ cos I JNEED itJ' · 

'piano narrow' A 'JMJ ·it's gone Jvery c6LDJ 

'piano' 

'piano' 

'piano' 

'spread' 

'low' 

'piano' 

'high piano' 

'piano' 

JHASn't itJ' 
B 'JM.J--- it's JFREEzingJ' · 
A 'JnMI- *I'm J(z syllables) I'* 
B *'you're IKNITTingJ' · (laughs 

quietly for-) 'Jwhat are you 
KNITTingJJthat's 'not a 'tiny 
nGARmentJ' 

A 'JNoJ' 
B (laughs for-) -
A Jno •it's for MEl but •it's Jvery 

PLAIN I 
B 'it's a Jlovely +C6LOurJ'--
A 'it Jis NfcEJ' 
B ' In YEAH I' - I Jnever 'di I could Jnever 

25 

30 

35 



'giggle' 

'narrow' 

'dimin' 
"narrow" 

'affects posh accent' 
"high forte " 

"descend" 

'high forte wide' 
"posh accent" 
'piano' 
"breathy" 

' forte' "high" 

"alleg" 

'high' 

'alleg ' "high " 
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TAKE to nKNITTingl exlcept on these 45 

tdouble o 'needles with t~TRINGI 

•you IKN6wllthat's nMY sort of 

*'knitting!* 

A *lnYEAHI* 
B 'it lnGROWS' 'quickly! 

A lnYEAHI · II get 'very fed uPI 

B I (J or 4 syllables) the tPROcess 

thoughl •do •you lsEwl ·I lused 

to SEW a 'loti *'(when)* 

A *I N-o [1 lnoN'T]I * 
B in the ldays when I was a 'human 

tBEingl '. 

II 

B ' and I con ver" sAtion "I · I went like 

tTH!sl · ITHIS sort of conver'sationl 
;)m: ' - - [ l] - ' " I "have you wNOticed" 

nPRINcipall · that ;)m -- the 

"!boiled EGGsl at I sunday *BREAKfast!" '*-

A (laughs for-) 
B ' "I always HARDI" '--'and I principal 

sA.ml · "IA.H [lw:Eu]l" ' · the I simple 

+TRUTH [l'is]l that· liF you're 'going 

to 'boil 'eggsl · lc6MMunallyl- they 

I \MUST be 'hard I · (A and B laugh 
loudly for--) 'and I" every" body 

+WAITed! "and she lsaid you ts£EI"' 

--'you I have to 'crack the +HEAD' 

of an 'eggl · when you I take it 'out 

of the tP ANI · ' I "otherwise" it 'goes 

so 

55 

6o 

70 
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'alleg' 

"high"" narrow" 

' allegriss ' 

'alleg' 

' allegriss' 

'alleg' 

'laugh' 

'high' 

'piano' 

'alleg' 

on' +COOKing I · (A and B laugh for 
-- -) 'and I so we ttDID the 'eggs I 
J "every" body 'made their contri" BUtion" J' 
'from Jail 'over the 'senior COMMon 
room! about Jtheir 'point of 'view about 
+EGGs!' Jthey were Jsome would 'rather 

75 

'have them tMiicH too 'softl than Jmuch 8o 
too nHARDj and Jsome people would 
'+rather not 'have an 'egg at +nALLj' 
and -JsoME 'people! ;):m ·'thought (well) 
the 'thing (to do was) just J "put them in 
the 'water and take them tOUT again! 85 
and J"THEN let them go on 'cooking! 
withJout' 'cracking their HEADs I -* you 
jKN6wl you got' 'Jevery possible' +point 
ofviEwl* 

A *(laughs)* 90 

B aJbout 'boiled EGGS! 'jTHENI · you Jwent 
on to the tNEXT 'topic! it was Jlike · 
as Jthough there was an 'un'written' 
a+GENdaj 

A 'jnYEAHj'- 95 
B 'and J everybody 'made their 'contriBution! 

Jthen -you went on to the' · tNEXT 'point 
on the a' gendal - and then J mary 
+johnson tSXmi-Jhl 'have a THEoryJ · 
that · ;):m · Jone should EATI- -JalTERnatelyl 100 

Jliquid and solid MEALs! -Js5l · JI 
eat · tliquid at BREAKfast! - I have 
Jliquid BREAKfast! · Jsolid LUNCHjjliquid 
TEAl · and Jsolid DINNer I *(laughs for--) 
JsoMEbody* 105 
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A *(laughs)* 
B I told THIS to I 'said she I probably' 0 

knocks back a +bottle of GiN! for 
IBREAKfastj 

A&B (laughfo;--) IIO 

'narrow' 

"accel" 

"allegriss monot" 

'pianiss' 

III 

B 'W;} lone of lone of thi o +GC>Rgonsl at o 
saint IP.AUL'sl "was !talking a+bout 
this par'ticular scH60Lj" and saying 
you're" l"lucky to 'get them in cos 
it's a very 'difficult 'school to 
get" tiNtol' 0 

A 'ln.Mj' 

Il5 

'narrow" forte' B 'and a Ivery tGooo 'school!' o 'it's 

'pianiss' 
'piano' 

'forte' 
'alleg narrow' 

'dimin' 

'piano' 

'alleg' 

'narrow' 

'piano' 

'piano' 

a I"BEAutiful'schooll' 0 *Ivery NicEj* 
A *lhM.ixEoj* 0 120 

B lnNdlo 
A 'ln.MI' o *'this I single* +sex BUSiness!' 
B *(!single)-* lnYEAHjo lnYEAHj---

lthis s s •you lnKN6wj it's a o sort 
of-- 'I "out' dated tPoLicyj' 'which 

, !just 'goes 'on and ONj'- it l"still 
'tends to be nTRUEj that I most of the 
't"BEsT 'grammar 'schools! are !single 
SExj' 

A 'ln.Mj' --
B 'as I far as I can +GAther!' o I best 

in 'termsof-- .. you *IKN6wj'* 
A *'!records* •to SHow!' 
B 'lnrlsj' 

125 

130 
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'piano' 

'piano' 

' piano narrow' 

'pianiss' 

A 'IMI' 
B '\ .. YEAH\'--
A 'of course the \1 c tc seem to be 

'going\-\zback to this 'single +sex 
nBUSiness\\DON'T they\' ---
*'(obscured speech)'* 

'high' B *'\this* •is •the TENDency\' \Isn't it\-
, alleg' "monot" ' (I mean) I was " I talking to 

'rhythmic' 

'piano' 

'piano' 

'Iento' 

'piano' 

'high' 

'somebody on the 'phone this" tEvEning 
a'bout 'this\ and we were \ .. sXYingl' · 
you \know that in tRussial\after 
the revo+Li:rtionl '(a) \national 
'policy of 'co educ.Ationl ' 'and I then · 
it swung tright BACK\ ' 

A 'i.MI'-- I \can't see WHY\ be\ cause · 
I'm contvinced that· '+mixed 'schools 
--'are the \"souNDest\'-- I \mean 
tovert.Au- [the \ .. sOUNDest)\-

B well it \hFEELS 'healthier! 
*\DOESn't it\* 

A *\ .. YES\*. 
B and \SEEMS 'healthier\ 
A '\ .. YEs\' 
B the \"THEOry fsl that· they 

dis\ 'TRACT' each 'other!-- but 
that's \LIFE\\Isn't itl 

135 

145 

155 

160 

It does not require a very close examination to see that these 
extracts display certain linguistic characteristics of considerable im-
portance, transcending whatever differences exist between them. 
Three factors seem to us to be central. First, there is the inexplicitness 
of the language, which is to a large extent due to the participants' 
extreme reliance for much of their information on the extra-linguistic 
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context in which the conversation is taking place. This manifests 
itself through the frequent use of apparent ambiguities, 'apparent' in 
that these are only ambiguous when isolated from their context, as on 
a tape. For example, there is the use of many anaphoric features of 
language (such as the substitute-word 'one', or the demonstratives), 
which produces sentences like 'That's a big one', which are un-
intelligible on tape without further explanation. (Tape ret:ordings of 
other varieties are on the whole very explicit, and do not produce 
many ambiguities of this kind.) Also, there is the frequent 'in-
completeness' of many utterances, this again being but superficial, 
as the context makes perfectly plain to the speakers what was being 
intended, thus making redundant its vocal expression. There is in 
addition a large amount of phonologically obscure utterance on the 
tape, which is not due to the quality of the recording, but to the 
participants lowering their voices to an inaudible mumble, or to their 
simply tailing off into silence. This is also tolerated, along with other 
obscurities in the course of utterance, because of the permanent 
possibility of recapitulation upon request by the listener, a possibility 
present only in certain types of dialogue, and rarely present in writing. 
The other aspect of conversation's inexplicitness derives from the 
extent to which the participants have a common personal back-
ground - in the present case, the fact that the participants knew each 
other well meant that they were often able to take a great deal of 
what they were trying to say for granted. The more one knows 
somebody, the more one can rely on abbreviated forms, in-slang, 
subtle references, family jokes, and so on. All these features of 
inexplicitness, which are diagnostic of conversation in the sense being 
discussed here, are evident throughout the extracts. 

Secondly, conversation is characterised by randomness of subject-
matter, and a general lack of planning. The three extracts, on the same 
conversational occasion, are very different: compare the relatively 
brief and domestic exchanges of I, the monologue on a particular 
theme of II, and the greater discursiveness of III. It is not possible to 
predict at the beginning of a conversation how it will end, or how it 
will develop within any period. Conversation, as opposed to such 
concepts as discussion or debate, regularly lacks an overall theme. 
This unpredictability is of course optional. It is always possible to 
guide the course of a conversation towards a given theme. The point 
is that at any place in a conversation one may, if desired, 'change the 
subject' without this being felt to be linguistically inappropriate. It is 
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this potential for change which is the important feature of the variety. 
The informality of the conversation situation is also reflected in the 
fact that any kind oflanguage can occur, without its being necessarily 
linguistically inappropriate, including such extreme examples as com-
plete switches in accent or dialect for humorous effect (if the pro-
fessional use of this technique by comedians), or the introduction of 
recognisable (albeit artificial) dialect forms to indicate familiarity or 
intimacy. It is significant that in an informal language situation, very 
formal language may be used from time to time, as in argument or 
humour, without its being out of place, whereas the reverse is not 
true. It is this juxtaposition of usually separated linguistic features 
which is a major characteristic of conversation. The only other variety 
where a comparable flexibility may be found is literature. 

The third general feature of this kind of English has been regularly 
noted by scholars, and probably over-rated, namely, the phenomenon 
which has been called 'normal non-fluency'. Informal, spontaneous 
conversation is characterised by a very high proportion of' errors', 
compared with other spoken varieties, involving hesitation features of 
all kinds,4 slips of the tongue (though these are by no means restricted 
to this variety), and a substantial amount of overlapping or simul-
taneous speech. There are two points to bear in mind about these 
features, having noted their existence. First, it is not their occurrence 
as such which is significant, but their distribution: as has been sug-
gested,5 hesitancy is strongly influenced by periods of creative 
thinking - the more one is thinking what to say, the more likely 
hesitation features are to appear - and this tends to produce a cyclic 
pattern. Secondly, and more fundamentally, even the distribution of 
errors has to be seen within a wider perspective. As recent discussion 
of the distinction between competence and performance has sug-
gested,6 the actual occurrence of given features in a text is only one 
sub-set of the possible occurrences of the features in the language 
as a whole, and one should not pay too much attention to individual 
occurrences without bearing this in mind. The really significant fact 
about informal conversation is the toleration of these features when 
they occur, and indeed the expectation that they will occur. Perfect 
fluency in this variety tends to produce the wrong effect, for psycho-
logical and other reasons- one gets labelled a 'smooth' talker, for 
instance - which rather suggests that hesitation phenomena are of 
primary significance in determining the acceptability or otherwise of 
conversation. What must be avoided at all costs is prejudging this 
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issue by inculcating a pejorative attitude towards hesitation features 
in conversation: to refer to conversation as if it were 'disjointed', or 
to talk about these features as if they were 'errors', without further 
qualification (which is why we put our use of the word 'error' in 
inverted commas above) is in fact to judge conversation against some 
other (usually written) standard, such as is manifested by the regular 
omission of these features in written forms of conversation, novels or 
dramatic dialogue. Considered in its own situation (that is, with 
gestures, facial expressions, and so on all included), conversation does 
not seem 'disjointed' at all. 

These general points are perhaps fairly obvious. Taken along with 
the less obvious and more detailed features of linguistic behaviour 
which occur in the above texts, there would seem to be very clear 
evidence that there is a valid linguistic basis for regarding this kind of 
language as a variety, in the sense in which this term was discussed in 
Chapter 3-

There is relatively little of significance to be noted about con-
versation at the phonetic level of analysis. A basic point which must 
be made is that as there are no restrictions on who may participate in 
a conversation, and as there is no formal training required, the range 
of voice qualities one fmds being used is entirely random and without 
pattern - as opposed to the more predictable qualities of certain other 
varieties (eg television advertising, sermons, spoken legal language). 
Otherwise, the only features which regularly occur (though they are 
not much in evidence in the texts used here) are the use of a wider 
range of sounds from different air-stream mechanisms and other con-
figurations of the vocal tract than one finds in other varieties ofEnglish 
(vocalisations such as 'tut tut', various whistles (eg of amazement), 
artificial clearing of the throat or coughing for purposes of irony, and 
other snorts and sniffs, to communicate disgust and other attitudes), 
and the greater use of and permissiveness for onomatopoeic words and 
sounds, such as 'whoosh', 'boing ', 'brrr '. 

The segmental phonology is also restricted in the amount of 
stylistic distinctiveness it contains. All sp_eakers in these extracts used 
their normal varieties of Received Pronunciation, apart from during 
the single anecdotal excursus in ll. The possibility of switching 
accents, already mentioned, is in evidence here, as indicated rather 
crudely in the margin to line 6o. Frequent use is made oflexical items 
with an abnormal syllabic structure for English, such as 'sshhh ', 
'mhm '. Another feature, not indicated in our transcription, is the 
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regular use of the assimilations and elisions which have been noted 
as characteristic of informal English,7 and which are largely absent 
from many other varieties of speech, where they tend to be avoided, 
either for clarity of enunciation (as with the public-address system on 
railway stations, or in certain kinds of radio broadcast) or because of 
a misguided fear of being criticised as careless in articulation. 

The phonological distinctiveness of conversation lies mainly in the 
use of non-segmental features oflanguage. First, conversation, unlike 
all other spoken varieties apart from spoken literature and humour, 
will allow the occurrence of the entire range of prosodic and para-
linguistic effects. Contrasts such as sob and cry occur relatively fre-
quently, compared with elsewhere. There would seem to be no social 
restrictions on the range and depth of emotions which might be dis-
played in a conversational situation, the controlling factors being 
rather a question of personal relationship between the participants; 
consequently the linguistic expression of emotion, primarily a func-
tion of non-segmental features, is similarly unrestricted. In principle, 
then, anything may occur. In practice, within any given stretch of 
utterance, very little occurs; which leads us to a second main 
characteristic of conversation, namely, the tendency to make frequent 
use of a small number of basic prosodic configurations. This may be 
seen in a number of ways throughout the above texts. The relatively 
standardised, narrowed pitch contours for many of the monosyllabic 
response utterances provide a specific instance (22-, 26, 30, 33, 44, 49, 
51, etc), as does the very high proportion of simple falling tones. 
Another example of the tendency would be the frequency of a 
'stepping down' kind of head within tone-units, that is, a sequence of 
gradually descending syllables from the onset to the nucleus, and the 
almost complete absence of a 'stepping up' type of head (where the 
syllables gradually rise), or heads involving wide pitch jumps be-
tween the syllables, which are common in most other spoken varieties 
of English. Again, while tone-units may be any length in conversa-
tion, within normal physiological limits, extending in our data from 
one to twenty and more words- another variation on the' anything 
goes' theme - there is a strong tendency to keep them short, to break 
up potentially lengthy tone-units wherever possible. The average 
length of the units in this text is considerably shorter than that of any 
other variety, the vast majority falling within the range of one to five 
words. Moreover, a relatively high proportion of tone-units are 
incomplete, largely due to the nature of the interchange, often 
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accompanied by reduced loudness (a 'tailing off' of the voice, eg 
6, 12). Related to this is the frequent absence of end-of-utterance 
pauses, due to the rapid taking up of cues. (Similar effects to these 
last are often introduced into radio drama dialogue which tries to 
simulate fluency and informality of this kind.) 

These are only tendencies towards uniformity, of course; any 
danger of a mechanical repetitiveness arising within the speech of an 
individual is avoided through the introduction of a large number of 
other prosodic contrasts at various points within the tone-unit. (There 
is little chance of uniformity between speakers, in view of the sub-
stantial phonetic differences between voice qualities.) Contrastive 
(non-final) tonicity is extremely frequent in this variety (3, 4, 6, 9, 16, 
19, 23, 25, etc), and to a certain extent correlates with the high fre-
quency of compound tones, especially the fall-plus-rise (which is 
particularly common in extract 1). There is also the occasional com-
pletely unexpected placement of nuclear tone (54), which is only 
likely to happen in informal kinds of speech. The tendency noted 
above towards the use of simple falling tones is also varied somewhat, 
particularly through the use of low rising-type tones on statements 
(especially in I, where the normal emotional value of these tones, 
informal friendliness or politeness, would be most appropriate), the 
occasional use of very emphatic tones such as the rise-fall (32, 65, 66, 
etc) and fall-rise (30, 42, etc), and the high proportion of narrowed 
tones throughout. A further means of variation is the common use of 
high unstressed syllables, especially in the prehead of the tone-unit 
(24, 40, 47, 53, etc). 

As already mentioned, a familiar point about informal con-
versation is the frequency of silence for purposes of contrastive pause, 
as opposed to its being required simply for breath-taking. Voiceless 
hesitation is always much more frequent than voiced in any variety 
of English, but in this variety its frequency is significantly high 
(especially of the brief pause within tone-units) and it tends to occur 
relatively randomly, not just at places of major grammatical junction, 
which is more the pattern in examples of written English read aloud. 8 

Voiced hesitation is not frequent in most speakers, but what is im-
portant is the wide range of exponence one may find for this pheno-
menon. In the present extracts, apart from the occasional am, there are 
hesitant drawls (17, 20, 46), and unfmished tone-units; and in every-
day conversation one frequently hears phonetic oddities of every 
description occurring as hesitation, such as clicks, trills, and intakes of 
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breath. One should also note the stylistic implications of introducing 
hesitation phenomena of any kind into more specialised discussion (eg 
I25.1J): the effect of' word-searching' helps to avoid the impression 
ofbeing too knowledgeable about a topic, and builds up an alternative 
impression of informality. Some varieties make regular use of 
rhetorical tricks of this kind- for example, the cultivation of apparent 
spontaneity in lecturing, or in television news reporting. In the latter, 
the principle is often taken to extremes, pauses occurring regularly in 
places that normal informal conversation would rarely make use of, 
such as after the definite article; for example, note the pause in the 
second nominal group in the following: 

... gave it to the ARCHitect! - the · !ARCHitect ... 

As a result of the permissible hesitation frequency in conversation, 
the tempo is characteristically uneven within and between utterances, 
though inter-pausal stretches (especially those with relatively few un-
stressed syllables, reflecting the absence of technical polysyllabic 
words) have a marked tendency towards subjective rhythmic iso-
chrony (seep 36). Absolutely speaking, the speed of conversation is 
quite fast, but this is not the linguistically relevant point which has to 
be made, which is that there is no conventional pressure for con-
versational speed to be regular; tempo is as flexible as one wishes it to 
be. Linguistic contrasts in tempo do occur, of course: allegro is very 
frequent in II, for example. As far as other non-segmental features 
are concerned, one should note important variations in loudness to 
suggest the relative importance of what a speaker is saying. Consider 
the normally piano expression of phatic information (seep I2I), the 
high forte used as anecdotal utterance initiators (see 6o jJ) or at the 
climax of jokes. The overall prosodic build-up for a dramatic climax 
is in fact well illustrated by the second extract. Finally, paralinguistic 
features of significance in this variety are - as one might expect- the 
use of laugh (50, 88), spread (35), and breathy (65). 

The evidence of these extracts suggests that in conversation there 
is a marked tendency for non-segmental features to form a basic set 
of recurrent patterns, which is occasionally disturbed by the intro-
duction of specific prosodic and paralinguistic effects. The precise 
nature of these patterns varies to a certain extent depending on such 
factors as the fluency of an individual or the modality he is using. If 
we compare extracts I, II, and Ill from the latter point of view, 
certain formal differences immediately emerge: the anecdotal charac-
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ter of II, for instance, exercises a strong influence on average tone-
unit length. Also, level tones are frequent in II (six occasions), but are 
completely absent from I. 

One of the interesting things which in a way helps to distinguish 
this use oflanguage from all others is the kind of descriptive problem 
it poses, particularly as regards the grammatical delimitation of the 
utterance and the sentence. In most other varieties, utterances are 
usually clearly definable, and sentences much more so than here. The 
problem is readily illustrated from extract I. The notion of utterance 
subsumes any stretch of speech preceded and followed by a change of 
speaker (cf p 45). This suggests taking lines 23-9 as two utterances on 
B's part, though there are extremely cogent grammatical and 
semantic reasons for taking them as one. Interpolations of the kind 
used by A in line 26 are very significant in this variety. They are 
usually interjectional in character; their function is primarily to indi-
cate that attention is being maintained. We need only try taking 
part in a conversation and withholding all such' noises off' to prove 
their integral role- the conversation rapidly breaks down, as soon as 
our interlocutor begins to wonder whether we are really listening. 
However, in view of the fact that they are grammatically optional 
(as opposed to the m used in reply to a question, eg 32), that their 
distribution is governed mainly by semantic criteria, and that they 
could have occurred simultaneously with the interlocutor's speech, it 
is proposed to treat 'broken' utterances of this type (eg 23-9 and 
similar cases) as single utterances. We are accordingly in a position to 
make the descriptive generalisation that the length of utterances in 
this variety is much more variable than in any other variety of 
English. There are of course certain tendencies to adopt a given length 
depending on whereabouts in a conversation an utterance occurs; in 
the data we have examined, utterances are relatively short at the 
beginning, longer as topics are introduced, longer still as argument 
develops or an anecdote begins, and short again as the end approaches. 
Changes in modality and status also condition variations in utterance 
length. No other variety has such short utterances, telephone con-
versation providing an even clearer illustration of this point (see 
p 120). 

A similar problem arises over the sentence. Before we can make any 
statements about relative length of sentences and relative complexity 
of sentence structure, we must first be clear as to our criteria for 
delimiting sentences from each other. This problem has already been 
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mentioned in Chapter 2 ( seep 45), and it exists in its most marked 
form here. Informal conversation is characterised by a large number 
of loosely coordinated clausts, the coordination being structurally 
ambiguous: it is an open question whether one takes these as sequences 
of sentences or as single compound sentences. The situation is compli-
cated by phonetic and phonological ambiguity other than that caused 
by the intonation: the generally rapid speed of speech and the absence 
of inter-clausal pause, in particular, eg 

I I "A.M c6wl and I'll I be all 'right ... {p 97, l 3) 
(Cfthemore normal kind of problem, involving pause, illustrated by 
line 16, and the completely unambiguous coordination of line 64.) 

The choice of solution has implications for the stylistic analysis. 
Thus if we take all such sequences as separate sentences, then we can 
make a statement such as 'sentence length is relatively short, and in 
structure displays predominantly the simple type'. On the other 
hand, if we take such sequences as units, then our analysis must point 
to a significantly high proportion oflonger, more complex, and more 
varied sentence-types. We have adopted the former solution here, on 
the grounds that it produces a simpler description. To take such 
sequences as single sentences would force us to make a highly compli-
cated sub-analysis of compound, complex, and mixed sentence-types 
(79-87 would be one type, for example), which would be of little 
relevance for the description of most other varieties. 

Having said this, we may now qualify the point made above by 
noting that if utterances do reach any substantial length, it is because 
of this phenomenon ofloose coordination. It might be better, indeed, 
to refer to such a feature without using the term 'sentence' at all, 
talking instead of 'clause-complexes'. Such a procedure would 
certainly clarify a very important point about the way in which 
conversation progresses, more in a series of loosely coordinated 
sentence-like structures than in a series of sharply defined sentences; 
but it would be a bad procedure from a stylistic point of view, as 
we should thereby be setting up a different grammatical theory 
simply to account for this variety, and this would complicate our 
comparative statements, producing an undesirable overlap between 
the notions of clause and sentence which we have carefully tried to 
avoid {see pp 46--7). 

Other than these loosely coordinated types, sentences tend to be 
short. Often, a number of sentences, not separated by any kind of 
pause, are found within a single utterance (eg 11-12, 35-6, 46-7). 
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Minor sentences are extremely frequent, especially as response utter-
ances (though 'response' must here be given a fairly wide definition, 
to include utterances which are not straight answers, such as the. 
noises of agreement already mentioned). Non-response minor sen-
tences are also frequent in these extracts, particularly through the use 
of summarising statements (as either introductions or afterthoughts), 
eg 59, II9, 122. Apart from this, sentences are all of the SP(cA) type, 
further complexity being introduced by increasing the number of 
adverbials, usually in sentence-final position, eg 76jf SPCAA, 142 if 
SPCAAA. One should also note the high proportion of parenthetic 
compound types of sentences (seep 48), in these extracts, particularly 
through the introduction of you know (24, 47, 87, 124, etc), though 
other interpolations could have been just as appropriately used (eg 
I mean, you see). It is probable that a modality difference conditions 
usage here, as such interpolations are rare in anecdote, and common 
in more serious types of conversation. 

The use of minor sentences, along with the loose coordination 
discussed above, is almost certainly the basis of the impression of 
'disjointedness' which many people feel is characteristic of this 
variety (if our attitude to this, p 105). This is further reinforced by the 
absence of a stable pattern of rhythm or tempo at the phonological 
level. This naturally depends to a large extent on the fluency of a 
speaker, on his familiarity with the topic being talked about, on his 
experience of discussion, or joke-telling, and so on; but in view of 
the fact that the vast majority of conversations are not between 
' conversationalists ', in any ' professional' sense, it does not seem un-
realistic to stress less fluent conversation as being the expected kind. 
Moreover it is very much to be doubted whether a more fluent norm 
for conversation would in fact strike people generally as being more 
desirable in view of the observable tendency, already noted, for too 
much fluency in an informal conversation to be stigmatised. The 
theoretical distinction between competence and performance (if 
p 104) does not seem to take sufficient account of material of this kind: 
it is not at all clear to what extent all the non-fluencies in the above 
extracts can be' dismissed' as performance, in view of their frequency, 
their undeniable distribution in terms of regular syntactic and phono-
logical patterns, and their clear relation to a standard behavioural 
response on the part of the language-user. 

The disjointedness referred to, moreover, is increased by the fact 
that many sentences and clauses (eg 6, ?10, 24, 44, 79) are incomplete. 
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This is sometimes due to a 'syntactic anacoluthon' on the part of a 
speaker, a re-starting of a sentence to conform more to what he 
wanted to say (as in 79); but it is also fairly common for A to com-
plete B's sentence, or vice versa (eg 133), or for the two speakers to 
provide an ending for a sentence simultaneously - a situation fre-
quently parodied by comedians. Once again, the linguistic point to 
be made is that, whether such things happen or not in any given piece 
of conversation, they could have taken place without being felt to be 
inappropriate. We should also note in this connection the way in 
which the characteristic 'give and take' of a successful conversation is 
maintained (see extract m, in particular, where things have really 
'warmed up') : the pace of the dialogue is kept up by the 'agreement' 
question-tags and the phatic interpolations. In a dialogue of this type 
it is sometimes difficult to fmd an obvious stopping-point for extract-
ing a linguistic sample: in the present case, the cut-off in III is quite 
arbitrary, as the topic continued to be discussed for some minutes. 

There are a few other points to be noted at the level of sentence 
and above. Overt, inter-sentence linkage is very marked: the extracts 
provide illustrations of all the types referred to on p 44 (personal 
pronoun reference, cross-reference using the articles and determiners, 
ellipsis, etc). Interrogative sentence types are particularly frequent. 
Imperatives are few, and when they do occur, their force is' softened' 
through some device (eg the additional clause in 9), as better befits the 
informality of the situation. Finally at this level, one should note the 
frequency with which speakers make use of different grammatical 
modes of reference, such as reported speech, directly quoted utterance 
(both of these especially in II), and undefmable mixtures, such as the 
structure in line 27. 

There is little to say about clause structure. Vocatives are common, 
especially in initial position, though this is not well represented in the 
above extracts, presumably because the identifying or attention-
getting function of the vocative is not likely to be frequently used in 
conversations involving only two people. Nominal groups tend to be 
infrequent as subject; the personal pronoun is more in evidence -
especially the first person, which is an expected, but nonetheless a dis-
tinctive feature of conversation. One might also note in this connection 
the use of the informal you (71), in its impersonal function as against 
the more formal one or in place of the third person pronoun (9I). 

Group structure, both nominal and verbal, is relatively uncompli-
cated. The former tends to be of the simple type Determiner (Adjective) 
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Noun, with little postmodification or adjective sequence. There is a 
tendency for nominal group structure to increase in complexity as the 
level of seriousness of the conversation increases (cfl and lll from this 
point of view). Within the nominal group, one should note the 
frequent use of a very limited range of adverbial intensifiers such as 
very, a bit (contrast lecturing, with its use of highly, notably, etc); 
relative clauses usually omit an optional relative pronoun (eg 105): it 
is normal to put the preposition in a relative clause at the end (eg 107) .. 

Verbal groups are also simple in structure, usually one auxiliary 
with a lexical verb, though the whole range of auxiliary combinations 
is possible. A significant flexibility is that conversation allows the 
occurrence of the whole range of tense-forms and aspects. Also highly 
distinctive is the occurrence of contracted verbal forms (he's, I'll, etc); 
the frequency of informal 'f4J.er' verbs, such as got (5, 16, 88, etc); the 
tendency to use phrasal verbs (probably below conversational average 
in the above extracts); the infrequency of passives; and the use of 
colloquial ellipses (eg 1, 62-4). 

Finally, at the grammatical level, informal conversation provides 
the best example of a variety wherein points of disputed usage tend 
to be passed over unnoticed. It is perfectly possible to hear two people 
continually using alternative constructions in the same conversation, 
neither noticing the difference introduced by the other, and often a 
person will be markedly inconsistent himself, without this being 
noticed. They only become sensitive to points of usage in a relatively 
self-conscious or formal situation, when pressures to use a particular 
form and reject another on some obscure ground of 'correctness' 
regularly come to the fore. As a result, one is liable to fmd in con-
versation instances of both a favoured and a condemned form (by the 
standards of traditional grammar books). For example, in 76 one finds 
everybody made their contribution. The linguistic point which has to be 
made immediately is not that their is wrong and his right, or vice 
versa, but that in this variety either is pennissible, and will be used 
depending on one's linguistic background. In normal conversation, 
no comment would be made on the choice of usage: only the pedant, 
whom one trusts to be exceptional, tries to introduce 'linguistic dis-
harmony' into this variety. Similarly, repetitious structures,.looseness 
of syntax, 'weak' words like got and nice, and so on - all of which 
would be condemned, and with good reason, in children's school 
essays and elsewhere- are a standard and indeed a valuable part of 
informal conversation. Formal written English and informal spoken 
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English are two very different varieties, and the criteria of acceptable 
usage must not be confused. 

Probably the most noticeable aspect of informal conversation is its 
vocabulary. Words tend to be very simple in structure: even when 
discussion is well under way (as in III), there is an avoidance of 
specialised terms and formal phraseology, and whenever they are 
used, their force is usually played down by the speaker, through the 
use ofhesitation, or the use of you know, sort of, and so on (eg 124). The 
lack of precision in such matters of word-selection does not seem to 
matter; inexplicit references are accepted (eg 11 2); and it is even pos-
sible to replace a lexical item by a completely non-specific prop word, 
as in the use of thingummy, what-do-you-call-it, you-know-what-I-mean, 
etc, which may all function as nouns. On the whole, the vocabulary 
reflects the relative domesticity of the subject matter - knitting, 
education, table, the weather - with the addition of a great deal of 
phatic ('atmosphere-setting') vocabulary, and the vocalisations (such 
as m) which keep the conversation going. 

The informality of this text is evident throughout, particularly 
because of its readiness to use certain items which are highly frequent 
in conversational English, eg yeah (44, 49, 51, etc), cos (2, 29, 114), got 
(1, 5, I3, I6, etc), all right (3, 11),just (2, 12, 21, etc), a bit (2, 28),jed up 
(51), sort oj(124), sniffy (2), I mean (142), knocks back (108), warmed up 
(4), take to (45), a lot (54), and phone (143). One finds in the extracts a 
representative number of colloquial idioms, such as in a minute (1 1), 
just couldn't face (21), the simple truth is (65), the thing to do (84), as 
far as I can gather ( 13 1) ; and also the occasional cliche, such as that's 
life (160) - though again this does not have the undesirable con-
notations that cliches have in certain other varieties. Informal conver-
sation is also characterised by a great deal oflexical hyperbole, usually 
with phonological support, eg stupid (14),jive thousand (14),jreezing 
(32), every possible (88), on and on (126), all over (77). 'In-group' slang 
is also frequent - for example, the use of abbreviations familiar to 
both participants, such as St Paul's (112), LCC (137). One should also 
note the tendency, illustrated in the piece of telephone conversation 
below, to use such phrases as ie, eg, a, b, c, in a speaker who has been 
educated to a reasonably high degree. Familiar euphemisms can also 
be expected to occur- tiny garment (36) is in fact a humorous query 
as to the possibility of A having become pregnant. Finally, one should 
note the deliberate introduction of incongruous or humorous items of 
vocabulary into an informal conversation, the nature of the wit 
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of course largely depending on the common background of the 
speakers. In the present case, we have human being (56), gorgons (11 I}, 
and possibly eat liquid (Io2) and string (46). Related to this is the 
introduction of vocabulary normally part of another province or 
idiolect for dramatic or humorous effect, as with communally (67), 
principal (61), and did (75). 

Semantically, the most important feature of this variety is the 
randomness of the subject matter, the lack of an overall contrived 
pattern, the absence of any conscious planning as conversation pro-
ceeds. Conversation does not take place in a series of coordinated 
blocks, but - especially as someone searches for the beginning of a 
topic- in a series of jumps (as in extract 1). There is a general absence 
of linguistic or cultural pressures to make the conversation go in a 
particular direction, 9 and there is a corresponding admission of all 
kinds of spontaneous effect, especially switches in modality. Many 
features are indicative of this: the simultaneous start given to an 
utterance (eg 33-4), A supplying B's image (I33), the occurrence of 
afterthoughts (118 .If, 153 .ff), the loose stringing together of ideas 
(9o.ff, I4I.ff), the rough synonymy (118.ff), the repetitive nature of 
certain parts of the discourse (such as the multiple agreement in I 34-6), 
and the redundancy which allows omissions (24). Other important 
semantic points have already been mentioned: the freedom to intro-
duce material of almost any kind (the limits depending on the sex, 
class, and intimacy of the participants), such as jokes, bathos ( eg 6 I .ff), 
irony (64- cf And Sir said . .. ), and accent- or dialect-switching (as in 
6o .fJ) ;10 the importance of intimacy-signals, silence-fillers, 'rapport-
makers', or whatever one calls them; and the importance of the con-
text in which the utterance took place, so that omissions go unnoticed 
(24), speech which is obscure to the analyst is understood by the 
participants (10), and so on. 

To call the language used in the above situation a 'variety' is 
perhaps a little premature. The term 'informal' is readily correlatable 
with certain linguistic variables, operating at all levels, and reflecting 
the parity of social status of the participants and the spontaneity of 
their expression. The term' conversation' is not so clearly distinguish-
able from other terms which come to mind, in particular the notion 
of' discussion'. It may well be that a useful linguistic distinction can 
be drawn between ' conversation' and 'discussion', in terms of the 
degree of seriousness of the subject matter, or the formality of the 
occasion, and it is not difficult to think up probable linguistic corre-
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lates- for example, at the semantic level, the relatively monothematic 
nature of discussion would condition a markedly different semantic 
structure for the discourse from that which exists in conversation. But 
it is unlikely that there is a clear boundary between conversation and 
discussion: there are many intuitively clear stylistic categories within 
which elements of both conversation and discussion combine - the 
concept of'talking shop', for example. As a consequence, we do not 
wish to suggest that any clear lines of stylistic demarcation have been 
drawn in the present instance. We have tried to point at the centre of 
a peripherally unclear stylistic issue; we feel that there is sufficient 
evidence to make the postulation of a variety warrantable; but there 
is much which remains to be investigated. 

We shall conclude this chapter by examining one outstandingly 
neglected area in greater detail, namely, the question ofhow far other 
kinds of informal conversation occurring in a more restricted situ-
ation may best be analysed: whether they should be described as 
instances (more precisely, sub-provinces) of the same province, or as 
separate provinces. The answer will of course depend on the extent to 
which these more restricted varieties of conversation share the pro-
perties of the variety which we have described so far. If there is a very 
close linguistic similarity, the former solution will be preferable; if 
there is little in common, then the latter, and a label other than 
'conversation' will have to be found. 11 We have chosen an extract of 
telephone conversation to illustrate this problem. 

IV 

A lhighview double three four FivEI 
B good IMORNingl 
A *(heliLoii.ARthurl) * 
B *l"vXLeriel* 
A IYEsl tgood IMORNinglt 
B tthi thist is IA.Rthur SPEAKing! 
A heliLol 
B ;) I soRRy I've 'been so 'long in 

'getting in T6ucH 'with you I I 

5 



'high' 

'alleg' 

'alleg' 

"monot" 

'rall' 

'alleg' 

'alleg' 

'alleg high 
narrow' 

'alleg' 

'creak' 
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I rang a tcouple of times YESterday! 10 

and you I weren't INI 
A lnNOI I was in I coLLege 'yesterday! 
B you lwEREI 
A IYESI *and I* 
B *laHA.I* 
A I thought that might nHAPPenl 

'but I not to w6RRYI · I what •I 
wanted' to say to you +REALLy! was 
;)m- 'I I didn't know 'whether you 
were 'going to say'· that you +could 
come or you +COULDn't! 'but I was 
" I going to say 'could you 'make it" ' 
'the tFOLLowing 'saturday I' · 

B ;)!m 'lnYEsllwell'- 6NEIII was tgoing 
to 'say that I· that we t"wERE c6Mingl 

A IYEsl · *lsPLENdidl* 
B *land nTW61*. we' leAN make it the 

'following 'saturday!' 
A lnCAN youllonly ;)mit's it's a tM'iNor 

complicA.tionl but ;)m 
B 'ls6RRYIIdidn't GET 'thatl' 
A the I point is that my tcHlLdrenl-

are lgoing away for the +weekENDI-
B IYEsl 
A 'and it was I going to be t n THIS 

weekend! and lnow it's going to be 
+NEXT! *and* 

B *'loh'* 

15 

20 

25 

30 

35 

A it's I really more con+VEnient for mel if they're I not 
HEREI bel cause totherwise I +have to 40 
keep +flapping aR6UNDI' and 
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'low creak' 

'low' 

' alleg' "high" 

'accel' 

'low creak' 
'high' 
'alleg' 

'high' 

'accel' 

B m\HM\ 
A \DEALing with theml *'you* \KN6wi-

B *'\YEPI'* 

A jso ;)m ·we'll 'make it the tFoLLowing 
nSATurday *then I* 

B *'that's* \FINEI\YESI' \same TIMEI 

A \same TIMEI\YESI 

B \GOOD\ 
A ;)m ' "\do 'you think" - \I don't even 

know twhich ·I \can't even re'member 
what the chap's +NAME isl' the \other 

chap in your dePARTment! · \BERnard 

fs itl 

B \bernard bill ;)m: · \GREEN'field\ · 

A yeah \not BLOOMfield! (laughs) 
B \nYEAHI· 

A 'so \could you 'mention it to HIMI 
cos \I've in'vited him as WELLI' 

B 'jvEsl'-- *' jotK\ '* 

A *lo:KI* · '\FINE\\everything 'all RIGHT!' 

B \6H\\FfNE\ '\was 'there 'anything' 
ELSE\ ;)m: 

A \Nol I ljust;) I've \left some tR:Ecordsl 
in \smart's ROOM last 'nightl 'which 
I was all\PANic 'stricken a'boutl cos 

they're \not MINEI' · 

B \M\· 
A but I \told NEILl and I \hope he ;)m · 

45 

so 

55 

60 

got the POINT\ so I *ljust wanted to* 70 

B *;)I \don't*· rm \not sure whether he 

'quite 'got- the MESSage\lwould you 
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'tell me a•GAIN 'please! 
A IYEsllthere's ;:,:m · ;:, tR:Ecordsl in 

!smart's ROOMI it's !measure for 75 
MEAsure! · lin lin an A.Lbuml --

B IYESI· 
A and ;:,m I lleft them last NIGHT! by 

misiTAKEI 
B I.Mhml So 

'alleg' A and they're lnot MINEI so' I that 
means I've 'got to take 'special 
tnCARE of theml and I I want to 
col'lect them to+MORRowl ' · 

B lnYEsl do you !want me to 'get HOLD 85 
of them nFOR *you I* 

'alleg' A *' I could* you just 'put them' somewhere 
CAREfully tFOR melt 

B t I put them t SAFE I · 
A *lnYEAHI* 90 
B *IYJ3sl* ·I'll In<'> thatl 

'alleg' A 'I thanks very MUCH 'arthur!' 

The telephone situation is quite unique, being the only frequently 
occurring case of a conversation in which the participants (and of 
course the contexts in which they speak) are not visible to each 
other. As a result, certain differences between this kind of conversation 
and that already described become immediately apparent. A different 
range of situational pressures is exerted upon the participants, and 
consequently the range of linguistic contrasts which they are per-
mitted to choose differs somewhat. They cannot rely on the extra-
linguistic context to resolve ambiguities in speech (such as in the use 
of ambiguous demonstratives, pronouns, etc); visual feedback being 
absent, auditory cues become all-important, and in view of the 
diminished quality of the voice over the telephone, there develops a 
greater uncertainty and confusion in maintaining the 'give and take' 
of the dialogue (which was rarely impeded in extracts I, II, and III); 
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there is a strong pressure for greater explicitness, arising out of the 
quality of the medium of transmission, for example having to spell 
out words because of the distortion of certain sounds; and there is a 
tendency to avoid long utterances without introducing pauses which 
allow one's listener to confirm his continued interest, and his con-
tinued auditory 'presence'. 

This last point is worth developing. The phonological system of 
pause that we make use of in English varies to a certain extent from 
variety to variety, and telephone conversation represents one extreme. 
Here the total number of contrasts available to most varieties is much 
reduced. We cannot make use of the longer pausal contrasts, because 
anything approaching a silence on the part of one of the speakers is 
either interpreted as a breakdown of communication (Hello? Are 
you there?) or as an opportunity for interruption which may not have 
been desired. This is particularly the case when such a conversation has 
not progressed onto a set theme: there is either a complete absence of 
pause, especially between sentences (eg 9, 12, 21, 24, 29), or a brief 
pause (eg 17). Longer pauses are usually restricted to grammatical 
contexts which are clearly incomplete (and which are therefore liable 
to be uninterrupted), and frequently reinforced by voiced hesitation 
(eg 19, 27). There is a tendency not to be silent before answering a 
question or introducing a new topic: if a delay is required, then 
voiced hesitation is usually introduced to 'fill the gap' (eg 24, 45. so). 
As a result, voiced hesitation of different kinds (eg drawls, random 
vocalisations, repetitions of words) is proportionately more frequent 
here than elsewhere. The silent pause system, also, is reduced to a 
basic three terms, zero, brief(-) and unit (-), with double (--) oc-
casionally being used (if p 35). There is nothing longer. We may 
contrast this with the opposite extreme, where maximum use is made 
of pausal contrasts, namely in the language of public speaking, where, 
in addition to the above, treble, and even longer pauses are possible. 
When there is no one to interrupt, a speaker can manipulate silence 
freely. (Interestingly, some of the best ripostes during a political 
speech come at a point when the speaker is trying to gain maximum 
effect through a rhetorical silence: it is easy for an inexperienced 
speaker to be thrown completely off balance by a punctured silence.) 

There are a few other differences between telephone and other 
informal conversation. In view of the purpose of a telephone call, 
questions, responses, and imperatives are all likely to be frequent. 
Again, the purpose of a telephone call in the majority of cases implies 
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a specific theme, or set of themes, which have to be raised, and this 
has implications for the semantic structure of the discourse. And there 
are undoubtedly some minor points which a full description would 
have to cover, for example, the different kind of formulaicness at the 
opening and close, or the different senses of hello (meaning 'I am 
here' or' Are you there?' rather than simply 'Greetings'). But apart 
from this, it is difficult to suggest any linguistic features that could 
not equally well have turned up in the earlier passages of conversation. 
There is the same listing of dominant features at sentence, clause, and 
group levels, for example; the same descriptive problems emerge (cf 
the loose coordination of 78 JJ, for example); in vocabulary there is 
the same use of colloquialism, idiom, and vocalisation, apart from the 
minor differences noted above. In other words, it can be argued that 
while the range of variety markers is considerably diminished in tele-
phone conversation (as compared with I, II, and III), the kind of 
marker which occurs (with the one exception of the distinctive pausal 
system) is essentially the same. The conclusion which suggests itself, 
therefore, is that telephone conversation and other conversation are 
different only in degree, and that the former can most realistically be 
seen as a sub-province of the more general notion. 

Exercises 
1 Examine the markers of informality in the extracts and decide 

which have the most important stylistic function. 
2 The extracts provide a clear example of the introductory, ice-

breaking use of language known as 'phatic communion' (for a 
further discussion of which, see R. Quirk, The Use of English, 
Longmans, 1962, Chapter 4). But there is more to phatic com-
munion in English than talk about the weather. To what extent 
does the kind of phatic communion vary depending on differences 
in (a) province, (b) status, and (c) dialect? 

3 What other kinds of modality difference regularly occur in con-
versation? 

4 In what ways does radio drama dialogue differ from the dialogue 
described in this chapter? 

5 The following is an extract from Everything in the Garden by Giles 
Cooper. In what ways does this conversation differ from the kind 
illustrated in this chapter? What spoken information is left out of 
the written version ? 
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Jenny: When do you want to eat? 
Bernard: When I'm fed. 
jenny: No you won't, you say that but you never do and then it all 

gets cold while you finish something. 
Bernard: What is it ? 
Jenny: What would you like? 
Bernard: What is there ? 
Jenny: Nothing much. 
Bernard: Then I'll have it cold with pickles. 
Jenny: There isn't time, ifi cooked it now it would take two hours 

and it wouldn't be cold till midnight. 
Bernard: It was only a joke. 
Jenny: I thought you meant the joint. 
Bernard: No, you said nothing much, and I said I'd have it cold 

with pickles. 
Jenny: I'm not there. 
Bernard: Because you said what would I have and I said what was 

there, and you said ... 
Jenny (breaking in): All right, eggs? 

6 How does the novelist try to reflect conversation? Discuss the 
linguistic features of the following extract, paying special attention 
to the way in which the author provides us with clues as to how 
the speech of the characters should be interpreted. 

' Why don't you have a bicycle, and go out on it ? ' Arthur was 
saymg. 

'But I can't ride,' said Alvina. 
'You'd learn in a couple of lessons. There's nothing in riding a 

bicycle.' 
'I don't believe I ever should,' laughed Alvina. 
'You don't mean to say you're nervous?' said Arthur rudely and 

sneeringly. 
' I am,' she persisted. 
'You needn't be nervous with me,' smiled Albert broadly, with 

his odd, genuine gallantry. 'I'll hold you on.' 
'But I haven't got a bicycle,' said Alvina, feeling she was slowly 

colouring to a deep, uneasy blush. 
'You can have mine to learn on,' said Lottie. 'Albert will look 

after it.' 
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'There's your chance,' said Arthur rudely. 'Take it while you've 
got it.' (D. H. Lawrence, The Lost Girl*) 

*Copyright I92I by Thomas B. Seltzer, I949 by Frieda Lawrence. Reprinted by 
permission of the author's agents, the Estate of the late Mrs Frieda Lawrence, and 
The Viking Press, Inc. 

Notes 
One might well find that for more restricted studies of English varieties a different 
yardstick would be more useful; for example, someone making a comparative 
study of written varieties might find it more valuable to choose a written variety 
as a basis for investigation; or a study of types of public speaking might be more 
usefully undertaken if a more formal variety of spoken English were chosen to 
begin with. 

2 D. ABERCROMBIE, 'Conversation and Spoken Prose', English Language Teaching, 
I8, I96J, pp ID-I6; A. H. SMITH and R. QUIRK,' Some Problems of Verbal Com-
munication', Transactions of the Yorkshire Dialect Society, 9, I955, pp ID-20. 

3 Naturally, permission was asked to make use of the recording, and all participants 
agreed. Further, to ensure complete anonymity, all names were altered to 
rhythmically identical equivalents, a procedure which we also use, for obvious 
reasons, in the extract of spoken legal language in Chapter 9. 

4 These include phonological, grammatical, and lexical types, eg a higher pro-
portion of anacolutha and word partials alongside the familiar 'ers' and 'urns'. 
Cf J. BLANKENSHIP and c. KAY, 'Hesitation Phenomena in English Speech: a 
Study in Distribution', Word, 20, I964, pp 36o-72. 

5 For example, by F. GOLDMAN-EISLER, 'Sequential Patterns and Cognitive Pro-
cesses in Speech', Language and Speech, 10, pp 122-32. 

6 SeeN. CHOMSKY, Aspects of the Theory of Syntax, M.I.T. Press, I965, p 3f 
7 For example, by A. c. GIMSON, Introduction to the Pronunciation of English, Arnold, 

I962, pp 263 ff. 
8 It would be interesting to see how far silence in conversation was being supple-

mented at any given point by an overt reliance on context (eg by some bodily 
gesture, as when one finishes a sentence with a shrug of the shoulders instead of a 
word), but only surreptitiously filmed material will do this adequately, and 
expense makes research difficult. 

9 Those cases where X comes to talk about a particular subject with Y would not 
be included by this statement; but these would tend not to be informal in 
character and would in any case involve a certain amount of random 'beating 
about the bush' before the participants got down to business. The only genuine 
exception which we can think of is the' angry scene' conversation, which usually 
mixes informality with formality, where X wishes to get something straight 
with Y without further ado. 

10 Here, one should note that it is necessary only to begin well, in imitating some-
one's speech informally, and to give an occasional reminder that one is still 
imitating. Absolute consistency is unnecessary (except in professional circum-
stances, of course, and even there few narrators are perfect): in the present 
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text B slips out of the Principal's accent quite quickly, and introduces the oc-
casional grammatical change, eg the use of have to (7r), where the Principal 
would probably have used must. 

11 If one wished, the 'similarity' between the two texts could be quantified 
statistically (cf p 22 above). There is a finite number of linguistic parameters 
recognised in the description, and these are ordered in a given way; conse-
quently it would not be difficult to arrive at an overall statistic which would 
characterise a text. One could plot degrees of similarity using standard techniques. 
The only problem would come when a text could be shown to fall perfectly in 
between two such extremes as conversation and discussion. In such a case (which 
we have not yet come across), one would have to postulate a new stylistic 
category, rather than force the text into either extreme. 



Chapter 5 

The Language of Unscripted Commentary 

Most commentaries have something to do with description, explana-
tion, or opinion. But the three are not always present in equal 
proportions. Some forms of written commentary, for instance, by 
providing the supplementary information which will enable a text to 
be more fully understood, set out purely to explain. In spoken com-
mentary, on the other hand, the need for vivid description is often so 
strong as to reduce explanation to a minimum. And commentaries 
are to be found - notably of the political kind, both spoken and 
written - in which there is a great deal of opinion but precious little 
that is either described or explained. If it is remembered that the 
descriptions, explanations and opinions may, on different occasions, 
relate to an almost unlimited range of subject matter, it becomes 
obvious that the term 'commentary' has to serve for many kinds of 
linguistic activity, all of which would need to be represented in any 
adequate descriptive treatment, and would presumably require 
separate labels such as 'exegesis', 'political comment', and so on. 

The aim of this chapter, however, is not to compile an exhaustive 
list of all the imaginable types, but to discuss one or two examples 
of what is meant by 'commentary' when the word is used in its 
commonest current sense. There is little doubt that for most people 
nowadays a commentary is a spoken account of events which are 
actually taking place, given for the benefit oflisteners who cannot see 
them. There are of course many occasions when both commentator 
and listener are looking at the same event - notably on television -
but here the activity is usually self-evident and most commentators 
are mercifully aware of the absurdity, or even impertinence, of report-
ing that the ball is in the net, the stumps are spreadeagled or the 
parade commander has fallen from his horse. In other words, the 
television commentator's most useful function is to provide back-
ground information or explain any bits of activity that do not explain 
themselves. In contexts where the audience cannot see the event the 
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commentator must do more than this: he must recreate for his hearers 
a chain of activity as it is developing. Such contexts are almost 
exclusive to sound broadcasting, and so far as commentary is thought 
of as a variety at all there can be little doubt that it is popularly 
associated with the efforts of radio commentators. Consequently, we 
turned to radio as the most likely source of representative specimens 
on which to base this chapter. One of our choices is from a com-
mentary on a very common event - a cricket match; the other is 
from an account of a state funeral, which is something that happens 
very rarely. We hoped by making such different selections both to 
give an idea of what we consider typical of commentary and to 
indicate the range of subject matter that this variety may include. 

'piano' 

"accel" 

"rhythmic" 

'cresc' 

'narrow' 

'rhythmic' 
'low piano husky' 
'alleg' 
"low monot" 
' piano' " trem " 
"giggle" 
"n1onot" 

'dimin' 

' alleg' ' alleg' 

'low' 

I 

and the' !score goes mp to · +thirty 
tFouR [~r jTwo]l · ln:Enrichl · !twenty 
HWOj · "and jc6wdreyjjouT this 
MORNing!" "!caught 'burge tbowled 
'hawke" -HEN I' --and 'I england tNOW 
[of jcoURSE]j'- s meta' jPHORically 
[jSPEAKing]j'- 'jon the 'back tFOOTj'---
'the !batsmen' tstill to tc6MEj '•which 
"jmany of you'· no 'doubt will·be" 
tcounting tuPI-' "and"-" I some" 
"tenglishmen may be" tnGLAD 'that!'-
jN6wj that ~ack tflavell nWAS left 
out! 'in I favour of a tBATSmanl'-
jparfitt tNEXTj- 'jTHEN tSHARPEj'- 'jTHEN 
tPARKESj' -jTHEN tnTITmusj- jTRUEmanj -
lnGIFFordl - I COLDwell! --- 'now a' 
I little-- tFussingl ajbout tsomeone · 
betside the +sight scREEN! - belfore 
mctkenzie BOWLS! to--- !BARRington!-

5 

IO 

15 
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'accel cresc' '!barrington 'giving a tlook round the 20 

'high forte accel tFfELnl' a' !slightly· "tcu)ser" 'field 
narrow' " tense" for +HfMI' '!"THREE 'slips [!GiJuyJI' and 'dimin' 

'alleg' 'I not •a u3G 'siipl bpt a' · l"t>ack'ward 
'short LEGIIonly 'just 'backward of 

' accel' "stac" tSQUAREj · ' "!six +men +CLOSEj"- 25 
"cresc." 'Iento' "mclkenzie comes ..iN! I BowLs!" ' · 'and--
"laugh" "!BARRington!" !makes a tmost tunt"~RACEfull 

I little tJAB nTHEREI' to a I BALLI that 
' cresc' ' high' '!goes 'through to tGROUTI' · 'lANDI- it 
"narrow lis I 'think sig "+NIFicant "I · I that · the JO 
'alleg monot' tball' nNOWj '!seems to be' COMingj-
'tense' 'monot' 'l"iJpj' · 'I on its 'way to the' nWlcKet 
'alleg' 'keeper! · in! stead of· 'almost' t\:LINGing 

to the nGROUNDj as it !did on +SATurday! -
mciKENZiel · !scrubs it tFURiously on 35 
his FLANNels! and I starts tOFFj - on 
I that trather t"!}UOYantl · I "BoUNcing 

'run ofhisllnBOWLSj · and !barrington 
'breathy' 'PL:hsl' · Ivery pre'cisely +FORward THIS 

'time!-- his !foot is t"right 'down 40 
'piano' "low •the +nLINEj · ' "and he !pushes tback 

husky" tdown to the BOWLer! " - I goes ouT! and' -
!sweeps atWAY al- !little · tloose 

'alleg' +nGRAssj or' peri haps tsweeps away 'nothing 

'low piano husky' •at ,j.ALLj' · '!while he TRIES tol' · 45 
'low piano husky' l"nSETTlel ·'I those tever 'present 
'alleg' tBtJTTer'fliesl' · '!settles to his' +STANCE! 

!right 'shoulder nROUND a 'littlej · 

mclkenzie +moves +INI · IBOWLsllnANDI · 
IBARRingtoniiPULLing his nBAT away! · so 
!takes that thigh on the tnTHIGHj · 
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'alleg' 

'allegriss' 

'alleg' 

'low piano' 

'dimin' 

'narrow' 

'low piano' 
' forte cresc' 
" forte high cresc 

wide" 
' forte high' 

and it !pops OVTI · to !short LEGI · 
'and it I must've 'come t"BACK at him [a 

I\BiT]I' ·'in ln6THer wordsl' mciKENZie'sl-
l,offt"cuTTerllor 'the tone that he 

'moves' tin off•tlTe tSEAMI · 'land· it's 

tpicked tnUPI' ·by' lveivers 'coming 'in 

from tshort tLEGI' -I three tsLiPsl · 

and a !cuny 'mERE [lm6ucH]I' ·for 
the lball that 'goes •the OTHer 'wayl---

' I up •ac.AINJ-Icomes mctKENZiel' lhBOWLSJ · 
and I barrington · 'tedges tnm.hl' "and 

it's I through the tsLiPsl" · 'land he's 
tgoing to 'get +four 'runs +and a UFEI' 

(applause) 

II 

'descend' "high" '"and IN6wl · aiGAINI- the ITiNklel" · 

of the I eX valryl · as the I second 
division! · of the IH6usE'holdl · 
lcA.valryl' ·the I second conh!Ngentl 

of the IE:scortl- I these are tfound 
'low by the tBLUEsl · 'I on their tdark 

tCHARgersl' · I come· tsL6wlyl ·and 

maiJESticallyJ · linto the wSQUAREI -
'alleg 'we have I seen · MAny HORses! this 

'high' "breathy" IMORNingJ' · '" I:EARLierl" ·the pol LicE!'· 

the I MOUNTed podcEI •were IHEREI · 
!quietly con'trolling •the tCROWDsl · 

!QUIETly! · lnsMOOTHlyl · dilrecting 
'alleg low' 

'high' 

aftFAIRsl 'as they I always tDol on 

these I great •oc'casions in LONdon!'· 

'and to I them inDEED! ·has I fallen 

55 

6o 

70 

75 

So 
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the "wPRIVilegel' · of lwHEADingl · 
'alleg"lentolow' "this !great' cavaltCADEI· "which 

IN5wl · !winds aw.AYI · •tolwards •the 
'high' .j,Chyl'- but INowl · 'aiGAINI ·a 

lband aPPROACHes! - aiGAINI · the 

'wide' 

'low' 

'low' 

'high' 

I PLUMES I · I of the tcX valryl' - •but 
I on .j,FOOTI--- (band plays) 
I THAT! · was the I BAND I of the I royal 
artTILLeryl ·and lthey are tFOLLowedl · 
by •the IBANDI of the lmetro'politan 
po.j,LkEI · and lnow tsoMbrel · in 
their ldark uni'formsl - •the 
'•poiLI:cEmenl' · a I large conhl:Ngent 
OF them! in! eluding potlice camETsl --
lthese MEN! who have I seen tso MUCH! · 
'of I london's •aftFAIRsl- I march · 
tslowly +Bfl' · •to I wards •the TAIL 
'end! of the •prolc:Essionl · but· 
lhstill bemND 'them! · the lcitvl:Lianl · 
'ls:ERvice 'men!'· the IMENI· ofthe 
IFIRE bri'gadel ·and the !civil de+FENCEI 

IM5vingl · !FoRward! · lhpast the .j,CRowns 
[ITHERE]I ·with a IBXcKgroundl ·of the 
!modern Btmningsl of the lhnew LONdon!· 
which has IRI:senl ·'!"PHOEnix' 'likellin 
this t"gattered wCORnerl - I coming N5wl 
linto thi1 0 tpool of wSHAdowl 0 Iunder 
the tstation ROOF! · our IEYEsl · lturn 
to the LEFT! 0 to the !station wENtrancel 0 

90 

95 

100 

105 

1 We adopt the phonetic representation thi whenever a speaker uses the 'strong' 
form of the definite article (pronouncing it thee) before a word beginning with a 
consonant. The strong form of the indefinite article is represented by ei (cf p 246, I 5). 
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'ascend' 

'low' 

'low wide' 

'low' 

'low' 

'to lsEEI· the IFiRsTI· lflaSii' of 
'bright WORK!· ion the +CARl· 
relflecting · the ~LiGHTS! · which 
have !brought· twarmth ·and fwCOLOurl· 
•to •this 'lcR:EYIIdrab wScENEI' -'IN6wl · 
the !motor HEARSE! · !enters the 
siltionl-lpasses the 'waiting PEople! · 
l~acomes 'under the wCLOCKI ·which 
lsHowsl· !twenty tTwo 'minutes!· 
'I past ONEI'-- -I six +CARSI-Icome 
fNI-- maiJESticallyl · but lin · 
tsuch ·"MARKed [!coNtrast]!- 'to the 
!cereMonial! •we ls.Awl · !earlier 
in the ~DAYI'--- the poiLiCEmenl-
lstand to aTTENtion!-- and a !silence! · 
'!falls 'over the w+STAtionl' 

110 

115 

I20 

I25 

The description of activity and the provision of background 
information have been singled out as centrally important parts of a 
radio commentator's function. But he is faced with two further 
requirements which are perhaps even more fundamental and in-
escapable: the need to keep up an unbroken flow of speech and to 
sound interesting while doing so. In most of the other situations that 
call for non-stop language the speaker is either reading from a script, 
reciting from memory, prompting himself with notes or talking 
about a well-known topic that has been given careful consideration. 
While a commentator may get some support from any of these aids 
during the lengthier gaps in proceedings, only spontaneously pro-
duced speech is capable of following the fluctuations that are likely 
to occur in even the most predictable of events. As a result of these 
pressures, successful commentary is marked by a fluency far in excess 
of that found in most other forms of unscripted speech. 

Impressionistic judgments about fluency are quite easy to make 
when listening to a commentator. To give a linguistic definition of 
the notion is more difficult, and to point out the 'fluent' features of a 
phonological transcription more difficult still; but the complete 
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absence of voiced hesitation in both specimens of commentary is one 
respect in which they may be said to be more fluent than, for instance, 
the conversation in Chapter 4· Another feature that may contribute 
to the impression of fluency is the habit of using intonation to connect 
separate items of information into quite lengthy, coherent sequences 
terminated by a contour - often an extra-low or extra-wide falling 
tone - that gives a clear indication of finality. There is a _good example 
of this in 65-72, where a remarkable series of seven fall-rises is inter-
rupted for a moment by two falls- not sufficiently wide or low to be 
interpreted as final- and then continues in very much the same way 
until the wide fall on square signals that the end of the sequence has 
been reached. The same process may be seen at work in I, where, as 
in lines 26--34, a whole series of different intonation patterns develops 
before the low fall on Saturday. 

If convincing evidence of fluency is hard to find in a commentary 
that has been reduced to writing, there are many features that may 
be put forward as signs of the commentator's efforts to sound interest-
ing. No doubt interest in the last resort is to be related to subject 
matter and choice of vocabulary, but it can be stimulated to a consider-
able extent by the use of varied phonological effects. Certainly, some 
commentators can be a delight to listen to while providing very little 
in the way of information. Since the two specimens of commentary 
are on such different events it is not surprising that they show phono-
logical variety in different ways. In the case of II, the extreme 
solemnity of the occasion and the impressive slowness with which 
events took place render many effects either inappropriate or im-
possible. The commentator uses increased speed in only three in-
stances (73-4, 78-9, 82) and slows down only once (82-4): elsewhere 
his language is as regular in speed as the procession he is describing, 
with only one or two local fluctuations in the form of drawled 
syllables. Variety is introduced largely by means of pitch-range, where 
the adoption of a relatively narrow norm for individual tone-units 
enables them to be linked in long sequences marked off by a high 
start and an extremely low end point, in which the frequent wide 
nuclei provide centres of contrast. 

Extract I gives a good impression of the wide range of phonological 
features that an equa~ly expert commentator may use when con-
fronted with an activity that fluctuates rapidly and dramatically. A 
glance at the margins shows that there is a good deal of prosodic 
contrast in addition to a number of paralinguistic features. The 
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systems of pitch, loudness, and speed are especially well represented, 
and both complex and simple parameters are needed in description. 
Even in the first fifteen lines or so, where very little is happening on 
the field, loudness varies "from piano, through crescendo to the un-
marked norm, which is then punctuated by a couple of short piano 
spells before tailing off in a diminuendo. Within the same stretch there 
is an accelerando (3-4) and an allegro (8-9) to vary the tempo; and 
pitch-range variations include low monotone (9) and a stretch of 
monotone followed by a narrow nucleus and a level nucleus (II-12), 
which adds up in effect to a passage of narrowed pitch-range that is 
in sharp contrast with the wide contours that precede and follow it. 
Add to these features the two rhythmic sections (4-5, 7), husky (8), 
tremulous (10), and giggle (10), and the picture of a type of discourse 
with a considerable amount of fluctuation and variety in its sound is 
established. 

So far we have considered features which typically cover sizeable 
stretches of speech, usually extending across several tone-units; but if 
we examine shorter sections - the tone-unit and within - there is 
further evidence of variety. Many of the tone-units show highly 
varied patterns of pitch movement, not only during moments of 
excitement, but throughout the excerpt. In lines 5 3-4, for instance, 
where the comment is on an action that has just been completed, the 
falling nucleus on back starts at a high pitch and is followed by a most 
unusual nuclear 'tail' in the form of a high level subordinate nucleus 
on bit. And in lines 42-5, where the activity being reported is hardly 
of compelling significance, the mildly amusing information comes in 
a series of four tone-units, of increasing length in terms of stressed 
syllables, with progressively wider patterns of pitch movement in the 
head and greater drops before the nucleus, producing what amounts 
to an effect of inverse climax with considerable ironic effect. It would 
perhaps be surprising to find such varied contours in a correspondingly 
quiet passage of conversation, and it is worth keeping these differ-
ences in mind when considering the numerous similarities that the 
varieties show. Some of the extended rising contours that occur with 
statements, as in lines 9-10, 20--1, 27, and 37, would also be rare in 
conversation, where this kind of pitch pattern is reserved mainly 
for such structures as insistently repeated questions and emphatic 
denials. 

The subject matter of extract ll and the more even pace that it 
demands make it unlikely that there will be many of the highly varied 
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tone-unit patterns that occur so freely in I; but this is compensated 
for by the very wide overall pitch range that we have already 
mentioned, and the contrast between the sequences of relatively 
narrow tone-units and the low pitch drops and wide nuclei by which 
they are terminated. The element of restraint is also noticeable in the 
tone-unit lengths of II, which, in both passages, even though these 
were separated by quite a long time gap, vary only between one and 
six words. By contrast, the commentator in I used tone-units of up 
to ten words in extent, with a larger proportion of single word tone-
units. In this respect II is reminiscent of English that is being read 
aloud from a written version of some kind, whereas I represents 
a shift towards conversation, where it is by no means uncommon 
to find tone-units that range from one to twenty or more words 
in length. It seems reasonable to suppose that varied tone-unit 
length is one of the devices an expert commentator might make 
use of in seeking to avoid monotony and introduce, to events for 
which it would be appropriate, an impression of conversational 
casualness. 

The two extracts show a comparable distinction as regards position 
and length of pauses: in II they are of remarkably consistent duration 
and occur, with few exceptions, at the ends of tone-units; in I pauses 
differ more in length and are found often within as well as at the end 
of the tone-unit. This again is characteristic of conversation; but 
whereas in conversation pauses may be divided into two main 
categories- those which result from the physical necessity of breathing 
and those provoked by hesitation - the pauses here seem also to fulfil 
a number of other functions. They may be used to gain added 
emphasis, as in--fussing (17), slightly· closer (21), and and--Barrington 
(2~7); or they may enable the commentator to cope with the 
changing tempo of events: to--- Barrington (19), other way--- up 
again- comes McKenzie (6o-1). No doubt this ability to control pause 
and distribute it so as to suit the requirements of a situation is an 
important component of the ' timing' that is so necessary for all forms 
of public performance where speech is involved. 

Pauses, as opposed to just plain silence, presuppose words; and in 
normal utterance so of course do the tone-units and the other prosodic 
features that we have been talking about. But words themselves can 
be articulated in many different ways, with many other prosodic and 
paralinguistic contrasts, which provide the speaker with further 
opportunities for introducing variety and for sounding interesting. 
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Both commentators have in fact made use of such opportunities, as 
may be seen from a glance at some of the features that affect individual 
words, syllables or segments of sound; but again, as might be 
expected, IT is more restrained both in range of features and frequency 
of occurrence. Each of the commentators provides local speed 
variations in the form of drawled segments; but the counterpart of 
drawled - clipped - is found only in I. In the system of loudness con-
trasts, both make use of extra stress, which is one of the commonest 
ways of adding emphasis to words. The cricket commentator appears 
to supplement this device by means of the numerous held segments, 
such as those in ungraceful (27),jab (28), and buoyant (37), which help 
him to drive home colourful bits of information; and, in a similar 
way, he also uses the tension system to pick out important single 
words like closer (21) and up (32). Apart from extra stress and one 
instance of held - in battered ( 106) - the commentator in II is content 
to provide variety as far as individual words are concerned by using 
the pitch-range system to produce the very low drops and wide 
nuclear tones that were mentioned earlier. Frequent wide pitch jumps 
on stressed syllables are also a feature of extract I, and these again 
have been referred to in the discussion of tone-unit patterns. The 
variety of pitch patterns, however, is related to unstressed as well as 
to stressed syllables, and both extracts are notable for the number of 
unstressed syllables that are at a higher pitch than would normally be 
expected. Examples may be seen in lines 41, 45, and 56 in I, and in II 
in lines 96-8, where the effect is to produce contours of a kind that 
would be rarely met in conversation and that are in fact more 
reminiscent of some styles of oral reading in which high-pitched 
unstressed syllables provide one of the devices by which 'expressive-
ness' is achieved. 

Fluency and variety are perhaps to be expected of all successful 
commentary, but since commentators are forced inescapably to 
follow the course of an event as it is actually developing, there arises 
in some instances an even more obvious phonological characteristic: 
an unusually high degree of differentiation between the language used 
to describe important parts of the action and that used for filling in 
the background. This prosodic marking of transitions is usual in 
sports commentary because of the rapid fluctuations inherent in most 
sporting activities; but the degree and nature of the marking will 
vary between sports such as horse-racing, which may produce a 
lengthy build-up to one major climax; soccer, in which the activity 
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is continuous but interspersed with many local climaxes; and tennis 
or cricket, where the structure of the game ensures that bursts of 
activity will alternate with quiet spells. 

In I there are several points at which the commentator's personal 
response to exciting activity, coupled with a desire to recreate the 
excitement for listeners, has produced passages which stand out be-
cause of thickly clustered prosodic features. A relatively mild example 
is seen in lines 25-9, where the words describing the bowler's run-up 
and delivery are marked off, appropriately enough, by an accelerando 
passage reinforced by staccato and crescendo. This is terminated by a 
sudden switch to a stretch of lento, punctuated with drawled and held 
syllables, which, along with a significant chuckle on Barrington, 
effectively puts over the commentator's amused concern for the safety 
of a batsman who has just indulged in a rather risky shot. The best 
example, however, is found in the closing lines, 62-4, where there is 
a transition from low piano to a complex ofjorte, crescendo, wide, and 
high which culminates in a long and varied final contour and is 
admirably suited to the corresponding fuss on the field. 

It is worth noting that even in such passages as the one we have 
just mentioned the commentator is bound by the constraints, common 
to all broadcasters, which demand a high level of clarity and intelligi-
bility: he must be capable, after all, of restraining his enthusiasm 
before it overloads the microphone. The absence of both pianissimo 
and fortissimo is probably attributable to pressures of this kind; and 
although allegrissimo and lax- features which are sometimes associated 
with obscurity- do occur, they do not reach the extremes that are 
frequently found in such features in conversation. 

Prosodic marking of changes in activity no doubt varies in keeping 
with the sharpness of the changes themselves: if, as in extract II, the 
activity shows only very slight fluctuations, then sudden prosodic 
switches are inappropriate. In view of the possibility of commentaries 
that proceed on a very even phonological keel, it may be best to 
think in terms of commentary as a generalised kind of variety, re-
ducible to various combinations of modality features and province 
features, the selection of the former being determined by the situation 
which underlies the latter. Thus, a radio sports commentator will use 
the sub-set of commentary features most appropriate to the action 
in progress; for non-sporting public occasions a different, but over-
lapping, sub-set will probably be necessary; and so the process will go 
on for each occasion that is to be reported. The two extracts in this 
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chapter seem to give clear evidence of this, at least at the phonological 
level. 

When we were talking about fluency earlier on we mentioned 
intonation as one of the means by which items may be linked into 
coherent sequences. Many of these sequences, when looked at from 
a grammatical point of view, will of course tum out to be sentences. 
This is so in lines 29-34 of extract I, part of an example that was used 
to illustrate fluent discourse. Here it is worth noting the way in which 
contours with a connective function, such as the narrow falls on 
significant (30) and wicket-keeper (32), the level tones on coming (31) 
and up (32), and the narrow rises on now (31) and ground (34), are used 
to tie the parts of the sentence together before the low fall on Saturday 
signals the end of the sequence. This linking function, however, is 
not restricted to grammatical units below sentence level: it is an 
important means of linking one sentence to another - a means, in 
other words, of building up coherent sequences in which the units 
themselves are sentences. The connection between the sentence we 
have just been discussing and that which precedes it is partly brought 
about by a prosodic link: the function of and in line 29 is reinforced 
by the fall-rise nucleus on Grout which is a signal to the hearer that 
the sequence has not yet come to an end. Another good example of 
the way in which a series of sentences may be given additional 
coherence by prosodic means is provided by lines 16-25, where lexical 
and semantic links are supplemented by a succession of nuclei, all of 
which, including the falls in 22 and 24, are non-final in relation to the 
low pitch reached on square (25). 

The occurrence of such sequences in commentary is one of the 
features that help to distinguish it as a variety from conversation, 
where, although intonation plays an important part in sentence 
linkage, the participants are seldom subjected to the kind of pressures 
that make it desirable for commentators to present their information 
in an orderly way. Commentators, however, like conversationalists, 
have to do most of their talking spontaneously, so that it is perhaps 
not surprising that they frequently make use of the loose grammatical 
linkage of sentences - especially with and - that is so common in 
conversational usage. Quite often, this kind of linkage occurs along 
with prosodic indicators of coherence, as may be seen from the three 
last sentences in extract I. At other times the and may come im-
mediately after a contour which clearly suggests the end of the pre-
ceding sentence, as, for instance, with two (3), ten (5), London (79), and 
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police (91). It is perhaps worth noting that the commentator in I has 
a habit of marking and, in its sentence-linking function, with a 
drawl on the vowel (5, 26, etc); in two places (29, 49), he even goes 
so far as to give it separate tone-unit status. This is probably idio-
syncratic, but it seems a regular idiosyncrasy, and may be evidence of 
a tendency to distinguish by prosodic means a frequently used 
element of discourse connection. 

Another consequence of spontaneity is that there is always the 
likelihood of the occasional grammatical discontinuities which are 
found in conversation, but which would not be tolerable in most 
forms of written English. One of these is to be found in the early 
part of the cricket commentary, when the sentence the batsmen still to 
come which many of you no doubt will be counting up (8-10)- itself con-
taining a grammatical anacoluthon in its use of which - is broken off 
to allow the insertion of a remark about one of the players. Although 
this aside is clearly marked off, especially by the lowered loudness 
at beginning and end, the sequence of sense is such that when the list 
of batsmen ( 14-I 6), which it is the purpose of the interrupted sentence 
to introduce, does eventually come along, no feelings of discomfort 
arise from the fact that it is grammatically quite separate, and that the 
clause commencing with the batsmen still to come is never in fact 
finished. It is questionable whether any of the listeners who heard 
the original commentary were aware of the break; and of the people 
who have listened to the tape from which the transcription was made 
none has called attention to it. The ability to accommodate all manner 
of grammatical discontinuities within a smooth flow of speech is no 
doubt another characteristic of the skilled commentator. 

The list of batsmen we have just mentioned is a reminder of the 
fact that commentators may often find it convenient to present some 
of their information in the form of lists. This is especially so with 
sports commentary, where there are teams to name and scores to be 
reported; but it can be true also of other forms of commentary. In 
fact, much of the commentary from which extract ll was taken 
consisted of elaborate listing of parts of the funeral procession, which 
provided the main centres of interest, the activity itselfbeing so regular 
and predictable as to warrant only occasional comment. The lists, of 
course, may take numerous grammatical forms, and may involve the 
linking not only of individual words or nominal groups, but also of 
complete sentences. Items within a list tend to have common gram-
matical as well as semantic features, and it is the repetition of similar 
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structures in a series that is particularly effective in distinguishing from 
a more normal conversational type of usage any variety in which the 
process occurs at all frequently. The list in lines 14-16 of the cricket 
commentary, with its close phonological linking of a succession of 
minor sentences, provides an interesting example of this type of 
verbal behaviour. 

Most of the sentences used in commentary will of course be 
statements; but questions do turn up occasionally. Where several 
commentators are covering an event or where there is a commentator 
plus someone else whose function is to advise or summarise, the 
normal process of communication is bound to lead to questions: Is this 
a record for an opening stand by two lift-handed batsmen on a Thursday, 
Arthur Wrigley?; Now what did you think of that round, Barrington 
Dalby? In such instances it may be fair to say that the variety has 
temporarily ceased to be commentary; but there are times, especially 
at moments of great tension, when it seems a characteristic habit of 
commentators to insert into a break in the action some such question 
as: Now, can he hole this putt for the championship?; or Will his clutch 
hold out for the three remaining laps? These questions are not addressed 
to anyone; but they cannot be called rhetorical in the usual sense. 
Rather, they convey the commentator's anticipation and identify him, 
in his inability to give the answer, with the audience. As such, they 
appear to be an important, if relatively infrequent, variety-marker. 

As regards sentence structure there is, as we have noted, the 
possibility that incomplete sentences will be used occasionally. The 
business of presenting information accurately and concisely may be 
facilitated by a reasonably early appearance of the main verb, with 
any extra weight coming towards the end of the sentence; and any 
long and elaborate structures of subordination are unlikely. The taste 
for fairly uncomplicated sentences is evident in extract I, where there 
is a strong preponderance of simple sentences; and it is also to be 
seen in II, but to a lesser extent. This is not to say that commentary is 
devoid of complexities as far as sentence structure is concerned. In 
both extracts there are plenty of dependent clauses, non-finite as well 
as fmite, functioning adjectivally, adverbially, and as object of a verb; 
compound sentences are to be found, as in 35-8 and 88-91; and both 
commentators make use of a number of complex sentences. In I, the 
best example of a complex sentence, at least by traditional standards, 
which were often based on the written language, is that in lines 29-34. 
It is interesting to note that this sentence occurs at the only point at 
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which the commentator turns to the significance of something that 
has just happened, instead of restricting himself largely to description 
and information. A complex sentence that is fairly typical for the 
second commentator is to be found in 74-9, and there is also a com-
pound-complex, or mixed sentence, in lines I 14-19. 

There is in fact a good mixture of sentence types - and even of 
sentence lengths - in the two extracts; and the impression of varied 
sentence structure that this gives is supported when account is taken 
of what is probably the most important characteristic of commentary 
when considered at sentence level: the high incidence of minor 
sentences. Many of these occur when the commentator presents an 
essential item of information in the form of a nominal group, often 
with an attendant adverbial element, and omits as redundant a 
transitive verb and subject - or the intransitive verb - that would be 
necessary for a major sentence. For instance, in 85-7, the sense of 
again the plumes of the cavalry but on foot is quite clear, and it would 
have added very little for the commentator to say something like 
... we see the plumes of the cavalry ... , or ... the plumes of the cavalry 
appear . .. ; nor, in six men close (25), is it necessary to be told that there 
are six men close or that six men are standing close. Other examples of 
this type of minor sentences are to be found in 91-4, and 98-ror, and 
there are many instances in I, such as the sequence of names in lines 
14-16, and the cluster of sentences describing the placing of the 
fielders in 21-5, the concluding one of which we have already quoted. 

The cricket commentator also makes use of a number of minor 
sentences which consist basically of a verb, with or without an 
adverbial element, from which one may imagine that a subject has 
been omitted. An example is: settles to his stance right shoulder round a 
little (47-8); and, again, the addition of some such subject as 
Barrington, he, or the batsman could provide nothing that is not already 
obvious from the verbal context. A sentence of this type turns up 
several times, closely linked by intonation to a preceding major 
sentence, in the kind of characteristic sequence that is seen in: 
McKenzie comes in bowls, in line 26, and again in lines 3 5-8, 49, and 61. 

All the minor sentences quoted so far are simple sentences; but there 
are numerous instances in the two extracts of complex minor sen-
tences, as in r{r-19, where the clause bifore McKenzie bowls to 
Barrington is dependent on the minor clause now a little fussing about 
someone beside the sight screen; and in lines 65-72 the dependent clause 
as the second division of the Household Cavalry the second contingent of the 
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escort ... come slowly and majestically into the square, which is itself 
interrupted by an embedded sentence, is. dependent upon the minor 
construction - in this case a nominal group - the tinkle of the cavalry. 
There is even one example of a mixed minor sentence in extract I, 
in lines 42-7. Other varieties of English, such as those used in con-
versation and advertising, also make considerable use of minor 
constructions in independent function, but these usually occur with-
out any dependent clauses and function as simple minor sentences. It 
is difficult to think of a variety other than commentary that provides 
the same opportunities for complex minor sentences, and the fre-
quency of their occurrence may well be one of its most important 
defining characteristics. 

It seems a reasonable inference that commentators will try to 
reduce as far as possible the element of repetition which is likely to 
enter into the description of events- particularly events which involve 
recurrent sequences of activity such as those that occur in most sports; 
and it is possible that the omission of elements of sentence structure 
which have low information value - in other words, the process 
which gives rise to minor sentences - is evidence of a sensitive com-
mentator's anti-repetitiveness. At the same time, when describing 
repetitious activity, a certain amount of repetitious language is in-
escapable. We have already referred to the characteristic sequences 
that recur in 26, 35-8, 49, and 61, and in lines 1-5 there is an example 
of a sequence giving details of the score which is of a type that turned 
up quite frequently in the rest of the commentary from which the 
extract was taken. Regular recurrences of this kind are rare in other 
varieties of spontaneous spoken English, where they are felt to be 
generally either unnecessary or undesirable, and this is probably worth 
bearing in mind as another possible distinctive feature of commentary. 

The elements of clause structure in our two extracts usually occur 
in the expected order for statements, with the Subject preceding the 
Predicator. The cricket commentator, however, makes use on one 
occasion of the inversion of Subject and Predicator that is possible 
with verbs of motion after a place adverbial: up again comes McKenzie 
(61), where the order of elements is AAPS. If it were used in conversa-
tion this construction would sound archaic, whimsical or reminiscent 
of nursery-rhymes. And in extract ll the much greater formality of 
the situation allows the commentator to make use of a similar con-
struction: and to them indeed has fallen the privilege .. . (8o-1). But 
perhaps the most notable feature of clause structure in this variety is 
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the high frequency of adverbial elements, especially those which 
relate to motion, place or direction, and present time. 

In both extracts there is a mixture of nominal group types- simple, 
premodified, postmodified, and mixed. There are no very large 
nominal clusters of the kind associated with some varieties of written 
English; but on the other hand the picture is certainly more complex 
than is usually the case with conversation. The commentator in II 
occasionally goes in for quite lengthy strings of postmodification 
which have a distinctly literary flavour, as may be seen from the 
examples in lines 81-4, or 103-6; and a similar tendency, although 
less marked, is not entirely missing from I: see, for instance, lines 8-I o 
and 23-5. 

Premodifying adjectival.elements are an obvious and economical 
device for making nominal groups more precise in their specification 
and for adding descriptive detail. The commentator in II is usually 
content with single adjectives as in dark chargers (70), great cavalcade 
(82), new London (I04), and so on; but he does use the sequence grey 
drab in line I 14. In I, the premodifying structures have a tendency to 
greater complexity, and include a number in which the adjectives 
themselves are modified by adverbial intensifiers: slightly closer field 
(2I), most ungracifullittlejab (27-8), rather buoyant bounCing run (37-8), 
and ever present butterflies (46-7), for instance. A further way of gaining 
specificity and descriptive detail is to place in apposition to a nominal 
group another which adds to or expands the information contained 
in the first. This device, with its opportunities for balance and 
parallelism, seems to be especially suited to the dignified progress of 
II, and is seen in lines 66-9, 74-5, and 99-IOI; and a related, though 
not exactly similar kind of structure occurs in lines 92-4. The com-
mentator in I also makes use of apposition, as in 2o-I, and the 
coordinated nominal groups in lines 54-6 have roughly the same kind 
of function. 

Since our two samples of commentary deal with such completely 
different topics, it is hardly to be expected that they will resemble 
each other very much in vocabulary, a great deal of which is deter-
mined by subject matter. It is also necessary to remember that one of 
them - the cricket commentary - was addressed to an audience that 
could reasonably be expected to contain a good proportion of 
listeners with some specialist interest in the subject who would 
accordingly be prepared for, and would understand, a fair sprinkling 
of technical words; while the other was aimed at a general audience. 
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There are, however, similarities. Both make use of what might be 
called a basically 'domestic' vocabulary in which many of the nouns 
really can be said to name things and the verbs to denote actions. 
There are no learned words, unless we include under this heading 
technical terms like off cutter; and it is difficult to imagine any com-
mentator making use of volition, perspicacious, or ratiocinate, unless 
perhaps for humorous purposes. Both extracts contain numerous 
fixed collocations, some of which, like now again (65 and 84), the 
score goes up to ... (I), ... moves in bowls (49), and so on, were used 
many times in the course of the respective commentaries. In some 
varieties efforts are often made to suppress or vary fixed patterns of 
this kind, but in most commentary they seem to be an acceptable or 
perhaps even an expected part of the linguistic framework. At the 
same time there are in English a number of high frequency phrases -
you know, I mean, you see and so on- which most commentators, like 
those in both of our extracts, will be at pains to avoid. 

Although commentary thus provides opportunities for the use of 
much that is normal in the way of vocabulary, and also for regularised 
patterns of vocabulary within different areas of subject matter, com-
mentators are constantly coerced by situational pressures that demand 
vivid and interesting descriptive language. An obvious way of meet-
ing the demand is by making the kind of effective lexical selection 
that can be seen in a most ungraceful little jab (27-8), furiously (35), 
buoyant bouncing (37), or in sombre (9I) and phoenix like (105). Another 
feature that may be common to most commentaries, and of which 
both extracts contain a hint, is a more than usually high proportion 
of proper nouns - especially names of people and places. 

But otherwise, the two extracts are very different as regards vocabu-
lary. The considerable number of technical terms in I is fairly typical 
of commentaries intended for specialist audiences. It is perhaps worth 
noting that most of these terms consist of words and phrases taken 
from everyday life, but here given a restricted, and usually fairly 
precise, meaning, as in field (2I, etc), short leg (24, etc), down the line 
(4o-I), the other way (6o), and life (64). But there are a few, such as 
off cutter (55), which could occur only in a cricketing context. In II 
there are no technical terms in this sense and in fact hardly any at all, 
unless we include words like division (67), contingent (68), escort,found 
(69)- in its rare sense of'provided'- work (III), and perhaps Blues 
(70). The frequency of words with ceremonial associations or with a 
slightly archaic flavour - cavalry (66, etc), chargers (7I), majestically 
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(72. etc), cavalcade (82), and so on - contributes to the much greater 
formality of IT as compared with I, where, in addition to the more 
informal quality of the vocabulary generally, the commentator con-
stantly used the kind of colloquial contractions, avoided by IT, that 
were referred to when we were discussing the verbal group. 

Commentary sets out primarily to provide information about 
events, and to this extent its language is likely to be factual and non-
figurative; but the commentator has also to give an adequate visual 
impression of the events and of their setting, and this gives him the 
opportunity to be descriptive and impressionistic. It is therefore not 
surprising that, as our previous sections have perhaps at times sug-
gested, commentary should reveal these twin situational pressures in 
language that is at one time reminiscent of a news broadcast and at 
others of descriptive journalism. The process is intensified by the fact 
that commentators are inescapably tied to the events in front of them: 
events usually fluctuate, and periods of intense activity will test the 
commentator's capacity for informative conciseness, while the slack 
spells will give him all the opportunity he needs- and perhaps more-
for indulging in descriptive afflatus. All this ties in quite nicely with 
the need to communicate enthusiasm and demonstrate personal 
involvement - a need which is met on the one hand by passages in 
which terseness of grammar and vocabulary combine with appro-
priate phonological effects to convey excitement, and on the other by 
passages in which significant detail culled from the scene has been 
used to sketch a convincing background. The selection of surprisingly 
minute, even totally irrelevant, detail for comment, as in 42-5 and 
I I 8-I 9, tends to be characteristic of commentary and is as effective 
in convincing the listener of the reality of the scene as it is in helping 
the commentator to handle awkward time gaps. 

Both the informative and descriptive passages must be recognised 
when considering how meaning is organised and presented in 
commentary; but so also must the occasions- marked, possibly, by a 
crucial switch of tense - on which the commentator stops com-
mentating and, as it were, begins to comment - to discuss the signifi-
cance of events rather than the events themselves, to refer to previous 
as well as to present happenings, and to venture opinions instead of 
reporting facts. The cricket commentary from which excerpt I was 
taken seemed to progress in a series of episodes, many of which had 
a characteristic structure. It may be helpful to attempt to summarise 
this (semantic) structure in some such table as the following: 
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EVENTS LANGUAGE 

1 No noticeable activity (if 1-16) Information about the state of the game. 
Description of background detail. Casual 
comment 

2 Activity that is not centrally Description of the activity as a means of 
important to the game (if 16-25) filling time and creating atmosphere 

3 Activity that is predictable within Very brief information in standard form 
the framework of the game (if 26) that tends to be used repeatedly 

4 Response that 3 produces (from the Information with or without emotional 
other players). Probably less overtones, according to whether response 
predictable (if 27-9) is exciting or not 

{ 5 Comment (ie the commentator and Information of a less factual kind. Perhaps 
his opinions temporarily become significant changes of vocabulary, different 
the most important feature of the selections from pronoun system, switch of 
situation (if 2 C)-3 4) tense 

The order which this table may seem to imply changed a good deal, 
and sections 1, 2, and 5 were often omitted as optional; but, allowing 
for local variations, the pattern was repeated throughout. It is con-
ceivable that many sports commentaries would show evidence of 
similar repetitive patterning; although the episodic structure could be 
expected to vary considerably according to the nature of the event. 
Even the state funeral commentary from which IT is taken showed 
some evidence of a comparable periodic fluctuation, but on a com-
pletely different time scale. 

Finally, it is important to remember, when considering the way in 
which a commentator parcels out the information he wishes to 
communicate, that he can usually assume that his audience will be 
familiar with the basic structure of the events he is describing. Thus, 
when a cricket commentator says and now Jones to Smith, he can rely 
upon its being interpreted as Jones is bowling to Smith, not as Jones is 
speaking to Smith or Jones is walking up to Smith in order to shake hands 
with him. Similarly, racing enthusiasts may be expected to handle 
without difficulty sentences like round the bend through the dip and into 
the home straight Lucky Strike by a short head from High Life. In other 
words, the commentator is able to work within a stable frame of 
reference known both to him and to his audience. Even in the rela-
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tively rare cases in which the commentary is about an unusual kind 
of event the commentator will probably take pains to establish such 
a frame of reference as quickly as possible. When he has done so, he 
can use it as the basis for precise items of information strung rapidly 
together with a minimum of connective irrelevance. Thus he is able 
to achieve the economies of grammatical structure we have men-
tioned, in this way reducing the element of repetitiveness that is so 
often forced upon him, and increasing the descriptive immediacy on 
which he relies so much for effect. 

Exercises 
I In the discussion of the extracts above, a good deal of space has 

been given to listing the linguistic similarities. Attempt to make as 
full a list as possible of the numerous differences, paying special 
attention to contrasts in status. Having done so, do you agree with 
our conclusion that both extracts can be said to belong to the same 
variety? 

2 List the phonological characteristics you would expect to fmd in 
commentaries on sports other than cricket. (It would be a good 
plan to test your ideas by listening to actual examples on the radio.) 
Is there any evidence that the type of sport compels the com-
mentator to adopt a distinctive phonological norm (of speed, loud-
ness, etc) ? If there is, does this affect our decision to regard all sports 
commentary as implying a single variety? 

3 The commentator in II, Raymond Baxter, is very well known for 
his sports commentaries. Listen to some examples of these, and 
compare what you hear with the kind of English he is using above. 

4 What stylistic differences are there between a radio and a television 
commentary? (A good way of highlighting the idiosyncrasies of 
the former is to turn down the sound of a television commentary 
while listening to a radio commentary on the same event.) 

5 Printed below are two extracts of written English which would 
often be referred to as 'commentary', though in a sense different 
from that used above (cf p I25). The first is part of a commentary 
on a literary text, and is described as a 'commentary' by the 
author; the second is a discussion of linguistic features in some 
examples of seventeenth-century prose. Does a consideration of 
these extracts reveal any grammatical features in common with the 
above samples of spoken commentary? 
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(i) [Miss. Lord! Mr Neverout, you are grown as pert as a Pear-
monger this Morning. 
' as pert as a Pearmonger' : recorded first in I 5 64, it became, 
c. I8oo, mainly rural. The variant (now dialectal) peart appears 
in the I 7th-2oth century, mainly Devonian, 'as peart as a 
sparrow'; the I 9th-2oth Lancashire-Yorkshire 'as peart as a 
robin'; and the Oxfordshire 'as peart as a maggot'. 'As pert 
as a pearmonger' has the semantic variant, ' as pert as a pear-
monger's mare' (Ray, I678). As a costardmonger (caster-
monger) sells costard apples, so a pearmonger ... Here, pert= 
lively. 

(From Swift's Polite Conversation, annotated by E. Partridge) 

(ii) Three features distinguish prose of this type. The vocabulary is 
quite ordinary; there is no straining after effects with unusual 
words or expressions. Secondly, no grammar yet written offers 
an adequate description of its syntactical structuring - indeed 
the idea of a 'sentence' or of 'sentence-structure' receives a 
severe shock when faced with L'Estrange's 'Now to his 
Business; ' and one would be hard put to explain in traditional 
terms the syntax of Walton's 'not to exceed'. We are clearly 
face to face with the so far undescribed 'grammar' of spoken 
English, which is only now beginning to engage the attention 
of linguistic scholars. The third feature is astonishing, in the 
light of the first two: the three passages cited are extremely 
effective pieces of written prose. Not a word could be eliminated 
or displaced without affecting the meaning or the tone. Their 
clarity, and non-ambiguity, is absolute. In L'Estrange even the 
puctuation carries authority, a series of expression-marks 
indicating the stress, juncture, and intonation of live speech. 

(From I. A. Gordon, The Movement of English Prose) 



Chapter 6 

The Language of Religion 

The kind of language a speech community uses for the expression of 
its religious beliefs on public occasions is usually one of the most 
distinctive varieties it possesses. Very often, it is so removed from the 
language of everyday conversation as to be almost unintelligible, save 
to an initiated minority; and occasionally one fmds a completely 
foreign tongue being used as the official liturgical language of a 
community, one well-known instance being the use of Latin by the 
Roman Catholic Church. As far as the study of contemporary English 
is concerned, the situation has been complicated by powerful move-
ments, within the major religious dominations, for a revision of the 
kind oflanguage traditionally used in the context of public worship. 
These movements have been largely successful, and at present any 
survey of liturgical and biblical language has to take account of new 
translations of the Bible alongside the old, and more modern versions 
of prayers which used to exist only in older forms of English. Such 
changes, of course, have not been able to take place without a great 
deal of discussion and controversy; moreover, the movements under-
lying them are not yet complete, new versions still being seen as 
experimental in character. By the time this book appears, IV and V 
below will have been superseded. Consequently our review of 
religious language has had to be selective, and we have focused our 
attention in this chapter on those varieties in current use which have 
achieved in their time some measure of general acceptance in a 
liturgical context. 

We do not restrict ourselves entirely to the modern state of the 
English language in this chapter, however. We have found it necessary 
to add an illustration of the older kind of religious English (which is 
still used), partly as a perspective for assessing the more modern 
versions, but also because the older versions are of greater linguistic 
significance within the speech community as a whole, having had 
more time to become part of its 'linguistic consciousness', as it were. 
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One pointer to this is the number of traditional biblical phrases which 
have now passed into general usage, such as the powers that be, the 
sweat cif your brow, prodigal son, and mess of pottage. 1 Another pointer 
lies in the way that the linguistic importance of liturgical and biblical 
language is not restricted to religious situations, though of course its 
primary function is there. Whether one believes in the content of the 
language or not, the fact still remains that its style has a cultural 
function and a linguistic impact which is generalisable beyond the 
original religious context in which it appears. This generalisability is 
also true, in different degrees, of other varieties of English - legal 
language, for instance. As a source of linguistic effect, religious lan-
guage is very evident within literature, where a deliberate, evocative 
use may be made of its terminology and phraseology; or in humour, 
where one may readily cause laughter by discussing a non-religious 
topic, such as a cricket match, in the tone of voice, grammar, and 
vocabulary associated with the extracts below- a device frequently 
used by satirists on radio and television. This awareness of an in-
congruity testifies to a national consciousness of the form and func-
tion of religious language which is not limited to those who actually 
practise the religion. It is therefore of more general linguistic interest 
than is often realised. 

But of course before we can hope to understand the way in which 
literary or humorous effects are made using religious language, we 
must first of all be fully aware of the primary purpose and meaning 
of such language within its own context, ie in a church or similar 
building, or in surroundings which are religious in character, such as 
a graveside. The extracts which follow are therefore mainly discussed 
in this light. They represent the liturgical language of contemporary 
Christianity, this being the dominant religion of the English-speaking 
world with which most readers of this book will be familiar. There 
are of course other kinds of religious language than the liturgical, 
but these are sufficiently different in form and function to be better 
considered elsewhere: the language of sermons, for example, has 
more in common, stylistically, with other varieties of public speaking, 
and has accordingly been grouped along with them in Chapter 9; 
and the language of theological discourse is also very different - this 
might be treated along with other examples oflearned descriptive or 
discursive narrative (such as the language associated with the pre-
sentation of such non-scientific academic subjects as history or philo-
sophy), though we do not have space to cover such a field in this book. 
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Again, the language of biblical translation is in many important 
respects different from that used in many public prayers: in this par-
ticular case, however, we have allowed it into this chapter, because 
formal reading from the Scriptures plays a main part in most liturgical 
services, and has been the primary influence on the forms of many 
non-biblical prayers. Of course there are overlaps between all of these 
areas: obviously they will share a great deal of vocabulary; biblical 
quotation will naturally occur in all religious contexts, either explicitly 
or implicitly;. and sermons, for example, often deliberately echo 
liturgical language. But when one considers the whole ·range of 
linguistic features that characterise liturgical language, it becomes 
clear that the differences which exist between this and the other kinds 
of religious language are more striking than the similarities. 

We must also bear in mind the particular cultural and linguistic 
background to liturgical language, which exerts a unique range of 
pressures on the choice of forms to be used. There seem to be three 
main influences. Firstly, there are the linguistic originals. In the case of 
the Bible, and with many of the common prayers, the requirement of 
conformity to the sacral character, as well as the sense, of the text in 
the original language is a restriction on one's choice ofEnglish which 
does not normally apply to other varieties. Similarly, there are 
traditional formulations of belief of doctrinal significance, which are 
difficult to alter without an accusation of inconsistency or heresy 
being levelled; clear traditions of devotional writing in English which 
have often established intuitive norms; and familiar words and 
phrases which have a widely revered ancestry, and which many 
people would prefer to see stay as they are (as with many idioms from 
the Authorised Version, for example). These are all important factors. 

Secondly, there is a strong concern over speakability. Clearly, the 
choice of a liturgical language must pay careful attention to the fact 
that its main use is in corporate public worship, either by groups of 
people speaking together aloud, or by individuals speaking to a 
congregation. The need for clear cues as to how such language should 
be spoken (bearing in mind the complexity of some of the prayers), 
and the avoidance of unnecessary difficulties of pronunciation, should 
be obvious. Indeed, one can find indications of the importance 
attached to this point going back to the Middle Ages and beyond. 2 

Thirdly, there are strong pressures deriving from popular attitudes 
towards the appropriateness and intelligibility of the language to be 
used. When one is devising a new form oflanguage for large numbers 
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of individuals, particularly in a context such as that of religion, one 
must try to choose language which the majority of would-be users 
do not revolt at (what is normally referred to as the 'middle range' 
of churchgoers). On the one hand, one needs to avoid too intellectual, 
obscure or unintelligible language (and older versions of liturgical 
language have been criticised for involving too high a proportion of 
archaism, theological jargon and complex construction); on the other 
hand, a variety of English which was too colloquial and informal 
(such as that exemplified in Chapter 4) would equally be anathema. 
One needs a balance between intelligibility, pronounceability, relative 
dignity, and formality; a balance between the ordinary and the ob-
scure; and this is not easy to achieve. Also, one needs euphony, one 
criterion of which, according to the Roman Catholic International 
Committee on English in the Liturgy, is that many texts must be 
suitable for both saying and singing; and this has important phono-
logical implications. Of course, it is impossible to please everyone, as 
people's ideas of what is dignified, beautiful, and so on in language 
differ markedly. The important point is, that whatever decisions are 
made, the basis on which the choice was made should have been 
presented clearly, and the linguistic issues involved in the language 
being reformed understood in their own terms. In fact, the current 
tendency is to orientate liturgical language towards what is normally 
referred to as 'contemporary living usage': this amounts to a signifi-
cant reduction in the number of archaisms used, a paraphrasing of 
theological technical terms (eg consubstantial becomes one in substance), 
and a tendency to avoid complicated sentences. As we shall see, the 
overall effect is still fairly formal, and distinctively religious. It is 
highly unlikely that any proposals for linguistic reform would be 
accepted which produced a kind of English totally identifiable with 
some other variety, as this would inevitably produce an equation or 
confusion of the overtones associated with this other variety, and the 
distinctive purposes of the religious language (eg the addressing of a 
deity) would become blurred with other- and, to the believer, more 
trivial- occupations (such as addressing anyone else).3 

We may usefully begin with a brief excursus into biblical language, 
as it is this- ano in particular the language of the Authorised Version 
(A V) -which has done most to inculcate a national consciousness of a 
religious language in the English-speaking countries. Almost every-
one agrees that this translation, while retaining a certain grandeur and 
power of evocation lacking in other versions, is no longer relevant to 
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modern needs, because the linguistic differences between the language 
of the late sixteenth and twentieth centuries are sufficiently marked to 
provide regular obscurity and often unintentional humour. It is not 
simply a question of certain words having changed their meanings; 
the changes have affected syntax and phonology too (see below). 
Extract I by no means covers the entire range of the A V's distinctive 
language, but it does illustrate clearly a number ofinfluentiallinguistic 
forms which are still intuitively recognised as having religious 
connotations. 

I 

MATTHEW I 3 [from The English Bible in Five Volumes, Vol. V, 
The New Testament, ed. W. A. Wright, Cambridge, I909]. 
The same day went Iesus out of the house, and sate by the sea 
side. 
2. And great multitudes were gathered together vnto him, so 
that hee went into a ship, and sate, and the whole multitude stood 
on the shore. 5 
J. And hee spake many things vnto them in parables, saying, 
Behold, a sower went foorth to sow. 
4· And when he sowed, some seedes fell by the wayes side, and 
the foules came, and deuoured them vp. 
5. Some fell vpon stony places, where they had not much earth: IO 
and foorthwith they sprung vp, because they had no deepenesse 
of earth. 
6. And when the Sunne was vp, they were scorched: and because 
they had not root, they withered away. 
7. And some fell among thorns: and the thornes sprung vp, and I5 
choked them. 
8. But other fell into good ground, and brought foorth fruit, 
some an hundred folde, some sixtie folde, some thirty folde. 
9. Who hath eares to heare, let him heare. 
IO. And the disciples came, and sayd vnto him, Why speakest 20 
thou vnto them in parables? 
I I. He answered, and said vnto them, Because it is giuen vnto 
you to know the mysteries of the kingdome of heauen, but to 
them it is not giuen. 
I2. For whosoeuer hath, to him shall be giuen, and he shall haue 25 
more abundance: but whosoeuer hath not, from him shall be 
taken away, euen that hee hath. 
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13. Therefore speake I to them in parables: because they seeing, 
see not: and hearing, they heare not, neither doe they vnderstand. 
J4. And in them is fulfllled the prophecie ofEsaias, which saith, 30 
By hearing ye shall heare, and shall not vnderstand: and seeing 
yee shall see, and shall not perceiue. 

First, the language of this text is distinguished at the phonological/ 
graphological level through a number of features: one should note in 
particular the carefully controlled rhythmical framework of the 
whole, involving balanced structures (cf especially the antitheses in 
verses 12 and 13) and a generally slow rate of progression (through the 
splitting up of the text into 'verses', and the frequent use of commas). 
There are numerous graphological features distinctive of an earlier 
stage of the language (though these are frequently modernised in 
present-day editions of the AV), some of which reflect old writing 
habits (eg vp for up, Jesus for Jesus), some of which reflect older 
pronunciations (eg sate for sat, sunne for sun). Also, the use of punctua-
tion devices (eg the colon) is not the same as in modern usage. 

The main area of grammatical distinctiveness is the verbal group, 
where the use of the old third person singulars (hath, saith), old strong 
forms of verbs (spake, sprung), and the inflected second person 
singular (speakest) is common. Many of the verbs no longer enter into 
the same kind of grammatical relationships, eg the transitive use of 
speak, where these days we would use tell (6), or the phrasal verb 
deuoured vp (9), which nowadays lacks the particle. Closely connected 
with the verbal group is the use of the archaic pronominal forms ye 
and thou, which are readily associated with a religious province. 

Other grammatical points should also be noted, particularly the 
common inverted order for elements of clause structure, PS, where 
these days we would use SP (1, 28), and the dominant use of an initial 
coordinator (here mainly and). The sentence structure also displays 
this coordinating tendency, many verses being essentially loosely 
coordinated complexes of simple sentences. Unexpected ellipses -
unexpected, that is, from a modern point of view- are regularly seen 
(25, 26, 27), as in the old 'absolute' participial construction (29, etc). 
Otherwise, the overall effect is obtained through an accumulation of 
isolated points, such as the indefinite article form an preceding hundred 
(18), the use of distinctive pronominal paradigms (eg whosoeuer, 25), 
and a different plural form from modern English (eg other, 17). 

The vocabulary provides the third area of distinctiveness. We note 
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the wide range of archaisms, some (such as vnto, foorth, multitude) 
being used very frequently throughout the A V: behold, Joorthwith, 
deepenesse, broughtfoorth, (go)foorth,folde, abundance, wayes side. Then 
there are the relatively technical religious terms, such as parables, 
disciples, prophecie; the formal locutions such as gathered together, 
perceiue, therefore (cf also had not in the verb, ro, 14); and the words 
which have changed in meaning, such asfoules (9), which no longer 
has the general sense of' birds' but is restricted to a specific kind ofbird. 

It is such points as these which provide a basis for the tradition of 
religious language which has lasted until the present day. A second 
dominant formative influence on religious language also emerged at 
about the same time, however, and this too must be taken into 
account - the language of the Book of Common Prayer (BCP). If we 
examine two extracts from this text (II, III, below), we can see the 
existence of certain common forces at work, but it is also possible to 
point to significant additional factors not to be found in the A V. 
This is primarily due to the fact that the BCP was much more of an 
innovation in its use of language than the A V, being really the first 
systematic attempt to adapt English to the needs of a formalised 
liturgicallanguage.4 We have also recorded one ofthe prayers in its 
spoken form, to provide further relevant stylistic parameters. These, 
along with the remaining extracts in this chapter, are all examples of 
liturgical English in the sense discussed above, though they are at 
different ends of a historical scale. We shall discuss all four extracts 
simultaneously, however, as, despite the diachronic differences, they 
have so much in common. Extracts II and III are spoken by one per-
son; IV and V are normally uttered in unison. The last two, represen-
ting an aspect of the movement to modernise liturgical language, are 
taken from an experimental version of the Roman Catholic transla-
tion of the Mass which was used throughout England in 1964. It has 
since been replaced by a more internationally used translation, but is 
a good example for our purposes. It has of course been criticised both 
for going too far and for not going far enough in its reforms. In II, 
the capitalisation of the written text has been retained. 

II 
COLLECT FOR THE SUNDAY AFTER ASCENSION DAY 

'narrow' '0 !God the 'King of GL6ryl'-
who hast exlalted thine tanly nS6Nj 
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' descending' 

III 

lJesus CHIUSTI with I great TRiumph 

unto thy 'kingdom in nHEAvenl- we 
belsEECH theellleave us not coMfortless! · 
but I send to 'us thine tHoly 'Ghost 
to o~-coMfort usl and exlalt us 'unto 
the tsame PLACEI!whither our 
tSaviour 'Christ is tgone beFORE!-
' who !liveth and REIGNethl with 
!thee and the 'Holy nGH6sTI!one 
G6ollworld without END! a! MEN!' 

PRAYER OF CONSECRATION AT THE COMMUNION 

5 

IO 

Almighty God, our heavenly Father, who of thy tender mercy 
didst give thine only Son Jesus Christ to suffer death upon the 
cross for our redemption; who made there (by his one oblation I5 
of himself once offered) a full, perfect, and sufficient sacrifice, 
oblation, and satisfaction, for the sins of the whole world; and 
did institute, and in his holy Gospel command us to continue, a 
perpetual memory of that his precious death, until his coming 
again; Hear us, 0 merciful Father, we most humbly beseech thee; 20 
and grant that we receiving these thy creatures of bread and 
wine, according to thy Son our Saviour Jesus Christ's holy 
institution, in remembrance of his death and passion, may be 
partakers ofhis most blessed Body and Blood: ... 

In the following texts, we have added main stresses (') and pauses 
(indicated by I and I for short and long respectively) to the normal 
punctuation of the printed version. 

IV 
GLORIA [from The Rite of Low Mass, edition by Burns & Oates] 

The celebrant begins: 
'Glory be to 'God on 'high ... and the people continue with him: 25 
and on 'earth 'peace to 'men of'good 'will. I 
We 'praise thee .I 
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We 'bless thee.l 
We a'dore thee.l 
We 'glorify thee.l 30 
We 'give thee 'thanks for 'thy great 'glory.l 
'Lord 'God,l'heavenly 'King,I'God the 'Father al'mighty.l 
'Lord 'Jesus 'Christ,l the 'only-be'gotten 'Son.l 
'Lord 'God, I 'Lamb of 'God, I 'Son of the 'Father.l 
'Thou who 'takest a'way the 'sins of the 'world,l 35 

have 'mercy on us.l 
'Thou who 'takest a'way the 'sins of the 'world, I 

re'ceive our 'prayer.l 
'Thou who 'sittest at the 'right 'hand of the 'Father,l 

have 'mercy on us.l 40 
For 'Thou a'lone art 'holy. I 
For 'Thou 'only art the 'Lord.l 
'Thou a'lone art 'most 'high,l 0 'Jesus 'Christ.l 
With the 'Holy 'Ghost,l in the 'glory of 

'God the 'Father.l A'men.l 45 

v 
CREDO [from The Rite of Low Mass, edition by Burns & Oates] 

The celebrant begins: 
'I be 'lieve in 'one 'God . . . and the people continue with him : 
the 'Father al'mighty,l 'maker of 'heaven and 'earth, I and of 

'all'things 'visible and 'invisible.! 
And in 'one 'Lord 'Jesus 'Christ,l the 'only-be' gotten 'Son 

of'God.I'Born of the 'Father be'fore 'all'ages.l so 
'God from 'God,I'Light from 'Light,l'true 'God from 'true 'God. I 
Be'gottennot 'made,l'consub'stantial with the 'Father:l through 

'whom all'things were 'made. I 
Who for 'us 'menl and for 'our sal'vationl came 'down from 

'heaven.l (Here all kneel) 55 
And 'was in'carnate by the 'Holy 'Ghost of the 'Virgin 'Mary:! 

'AND 'WAS 'MADE 'MAN.I 

As we shall see, the grammatical and lexical levels provide the 
majority of evidence which would lead one to conclude that these 
texts are instances of a single variety. The phonetic/phonological and 
graphetic/ gra phologicallevels contribute towards this, but at the same 
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time display important modality and complex medium differences 
which reflect differences in the context in which a particular text is 
used. In this respect, a dividing line has to be drawn between 11/111 
and IVJV. Both pairs are cases of written English read aloud, but in 
the former pair, the reading is usually carried out by one person-
the officiating clergyman - in the latter, the whole congregation is 
speaking in unison. The repercussions of this functional difference 
are quite marked. First of all, from the graphological point of view, 
the person reading II and III will not normally require any help in 
order to read the texts, either because he will have read them many 
times before, or have had plentiful experience of reading aloud in 
public. They do not need to be printed in any special way. An 
inexperienced reader may well put some mark as a mnemonic at those 
places where extra emphasis might be laid, or a pause introduced, but 
this would be done in an ad hoc way, and would never be considered 
a requirement when printing the text itself. In IV and V, on the other 
hand, while the readers are usually fairly familiar with the texts, they 
are not used to reading aloud in unison; consequently the cardinal 
requirement is to give sufficient clues to enable them to determine as 
unambiguously as possible how the text is to be read. Not all editions 
of these texts do this equally well, of course, as financial considerations 
enter in - the more typographical variation one introduces, the more 
expensive to print - but some such unequivocal instructions to the 
reader must be introduced. Texts IV and V are taken from an edition 
which tried to introduce a large amount of explicitness of this kind. 

The main graphological devices one can make use of are para-
graphing, spacing, and capitalisation, alongside the normal range of 
other punctuation marks, some of which tend to be used idio-
syncratically for this variety. The central feature is the combination 
of all these factors to split the text as a whole into clearly demarcated 
graphic units, which are sometimes sentences, sometimes not (cf 
p r6o). The initial letter of each of these rhythm-cum-sense units is 
always a capital; they always end in a period; in all cases but one (so) 
they begin on a separate line; and when they contain more than one 
line, all lines except the first are set a little way in from the margin. 
The consequence of this clear demarcation of sense units is that the 
reader is guided through the text in a series of jumps, and not in a 
smooth, continuous flow; this facilitates his speaking in unison, and 
also reduces the likelihood of losing the place. 

Another factor facilitating unison speech is that the punctuation on 
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the whole is very simple, and is given a clear phonetic value. This 
emerges if one compares the phonetic marks in the above texts (based 
on a tape-recording of a service) with the graphological marks in the 
text which the clergyman or congregation was reading. There is an 
almost complete coincidence of periods with major pauses, and 
commas with brief pauses; and there is little variation in the length of 
pauses of both types throughout any given text. Perhaps the most 
interesting thing is the way in which the phonetic criterion dominates 
the grammar. Normally in English a period is used at the grammatical 
end of a major sentence; but here it is used depending on how long 
a pause is required - regardless of whether the preceding structure is 
grammatically a major sentence or not. Periods in liturgical English 
follow major and minor sentence types in about equal proportions. 
Other marks of punctuation are infrequent. The colon (52, 56) has 
little distinctive phonetic value, being sometimes equivalent to a 
comma, sometimes to a period: its purpose seems purely semantic, 
usually indicating that the structure which follows is a climax or 
summation of some kind. Semi-colons and other punctuation marks 
do not occur in this edition; nor are they frequent in other editions 
and elsewhere in liturgical language. However, it is impossible to 
generalise from the punctuation system of this edition to that of 
others: other editions sometimes split up the text in quite different 
ways (for example, one edition of text V replaces most of the periods 
by commas). All editions, though, agree on the use of capitalisation, 
which is a distinctive feature of this variety. Capitalisation is used for 
proper nouns, as is normal, but is also used for personal titles of the 
deity (eg Lamb, Lord, Light) and for certain pronouns referring to 
him (eg Thou), which is not found in other varieties, apart from 
occasional usage in such formal written contexts as invitations and 
legal language (cf p 199). The distinction between titles on the one 
hand and epithets describing the deity on the other in fact depends 
on this use of capitalisation. '0' is conventionally always a capital (as 
'I' in English as a whole). Finally, any utterance which needs to stand 
out from the rest of the text is given a distinct typographical identity, 
for example the printing of the procedures (either descriptions of 
what the priest is doing, or instructions to the congregation) in red, 
or in italics; or the highlighting of a phrase of central doctrinal 
importance, as in 57· 

The clarity of the graphology is an important reason contributing to 
the reader's having very little difficulty with such texts. The stretches 
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of utterance in between punctuation marks never pose any problem 
of speakability. The reader moves from punctuation mark to punctua-
tion mark, knowing that at each point there will be a definable pause. 
Between pauses, the overall pace of articulation is slow and regular: 
all lexical words are given a degree of strong stress, and there is a 
marked tendency to keep the time-intervals between stresses iso-
chronous. Moreover, there is frequent parallelism between inter-
pausal units of this kind - largely due to the repetition of similar 
grammatical structures containing words not too different in syllabic 
structure (eg 27-30, 32if, 51JJ)- a rhetorical feature which reaches 
its extreme in the speaking of litanies - and consequently there 
develops a regular rhythmical balance between lines, or between the 
parts of a line, which also contributes towards mass fluency. Factors 
such as these combine to produce a standardising of effect, reducing 
the idiosyncratic extremes between people. Thus, a naturally rapid 
speaker will tend to slow down, and vice versa. Occasionally it is the 
case that a person has such a rapid rate of articulation that he cannot 
accommodate this to the conventional rhythm that the majority are 
using; but it is interesting that such a person always obeys the main 
pauses. He may finish a unit before everyone else, but he will always 
commence the next unit in unison. 

From the point of view of non-segmental phonology, each punctu-
ation group is a prosodic unit, but it is a prosodic unit of a rather 
different kind from the tone-unit which is found in all other varieties 
of spoken English, as it requires only two obligatory prosodic 
features - a most emphatic syllable, and stress conforming to the 
distribution oflexical words within the unit. Whether one introduces 
variation in nuclear tone type, or in pitch-range is optional. One may, 
if one wishes, articulate the words with as much feeling as possible, 
introducing a wide range of pitch patterns; but as far as the total, 
cumulative, auditory effect is concerned, such effort is unnecessary. A 
congregation - or any speakers in unison- has very much one voice. 
When a group speak an utterance together, differences in the phonetics 
and phonology of their articulation become blurred, and one is left 
with a 'single voice' impression, which, to the ear of the outsider 
listening in, consists solely of variations in emphasis. The relatively 
low monotone pitch level which tends to be used may at times vary: 
towards the end of a longer stretch of utterance than normal there 
may be a noticeable descending movement. This is absolutely pre-
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dictable at the very end of a prayer, where the 'Amen' (and often the 
words immediately preceding it) is given a marked drop in pitch. But 
otherwise pitch contrasts are regularly reduced to zero, leaving mono-
tone and rhythmicality as the defining characteristics of unison 
liturgical prayer. The similarities to chant should be obvious. 

So far, we have been discussing the main phonological markers of 
unison speech. If we compare now the phonology of text II, which 
is the speaking aloud of a prayer by one person, certain similarities 
immediately emerge. In particular, we would point to the marked 
narrowness of pitch-range, including a high frequency oflevel tones, 
the gradual descent of pitch at the end, the tendency to keep Units 
short and rhythm isochronous, and the absence of marked prosodic 
or paralinguistic features from any of the other systems available. 
There is also the related point that this is one of the few cases where 
one is allowed to speak with little or no significant kinesic accompani-
ment - one finds a minimum of facial expression and bodily gesture 
in this category of religious language, a marked contrast with 
sermons. 

The linguistic features which uniquely identify texts as belonging 
to the single variety of religious English are concentrated in the 
vocabulary and in certain parts of the grammar. Beginning with 
grammar, we may start by noting that the sentence structure is quite 
remarkable. II and ill are in fact single sentences, as is V - if one 
ignores the special punctuation introduced to facilitate readability 
(see below). Taking the two prayers of address to God first (II and 
III), despite the great difference in length and internal complexity, it 
is the case that the underlying sentence structure is quite simple. II 
is of the form: 

Vocative- dependent structure- SPC- P(imperative)c-
conjunction P(imperative)cA- conjunction 
P(imperative)cA- dependent structure- Amen. 

III has the structure: 

Vocative- dependent structure - dependent structure -
conjunction dependent structure - conjunction dependent 
structure- P(imperative) vocative - parenthetic SPC -
conjunction P(imperative) - dependent structure -
dependent structure 
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From a comparison of these and other prayers, we can deduce the 
following obligatory minimal underlying structure for texts of this 
kind: 

Vocative - dependent structure(s) - P(imperative)c -
dependent structure(s) - Amen. 

Further optional vocatives may be introduced at various points, as 
may idiomatic parentheses (some of which, such as we beseech thee, are 
very frequent); and an apparently indefinite amount of recursion is 
allowed, particularly of dependent clauses qualifying the initial 
vocative, and of imperative structures. The length and complexity of 
these sentences is quite abnormal for imperatives, which are always 
short and relatively simple in other varieties ofEnglish. 

Vis different in one central respect, namely, that being an affirma-
tion of belief, it is cast in the form of a number of grammatical 
statements. The first half of the Credo, which constitutes extract V 
above, is, if one ignores the punctuation, a single statement. Whether 
one chooses to ignore the punctuation in carrying out the grammatical 
analysis will of course depend on one's decision as to whether the 
punctuation in its specific form presented here (ie with periods in-
serted) is fundamental to the definition of the variety as a whole, or 
whether it is due to the idiosyncratic position of a specific editor. In 
this instance, the latter is the case (cf p 1 56): what is important is the 
breaking up of the text in some clear way - whether periods or semi-
colons are used to do this is not of primary importance. Consequently 
we may ignore the normal sentence-closing function of the period in 
this text, and treat the whole, up to MAN (57), as a single structure. (We 
could not continue this argument beyond this line, of course, as all 
editions would require a period here, there being an unambiguous 
major grammatical break at this point.) Having said this, we may 
now analyse the structure of the statement in V as follows: 

s - P - c - conjunction c, 

each c having substantial subordination within it. Here again then we 
see a basically simple structure, whose complexity is due to the 
accumulation of coordinated fmite and non-finite structures at clause 
level (cf also the importance of coordination at group level noted 
below).5 

Text IV on the other hand is a mixture of types, moving from 
statement through imperative back to statement again. The types are 
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not kept clearly apart, however: consider, for example, the way in 
which the nominal groups in 32-4 could be grammatically related to 
either the preceding statement or the following imperative; or again, 
the way in which a vocative - normally used only with imperatives 
in prayers- is placed after a statement (43). As far as analysis at sen-
tence level is concerned, IV is an interesting example of the way in 
which a single prayer may combine different types of structure, and 
not confine itself to one conventional type. IV is also different from 
the other texts in that it consists of a number of grammatically com-
plete sentences, some extremely short. This is not fortuitous, however; 
in fact it suggests the influence of yet another modality of religious 
language, the litany: excluding the nominal groups in 32-4, and the 
break between 43 and 44, we find that the sentences are in clusters, 
displaying parallelism of structure and rhythm (27-3 1, 35-40, 41-3). 

Apart from the frequency of imperative structures, we should also 
note the absence in these texts of questions of any kind. Questions 
may occur in the more rhetorical types of prayer, and in certain 
Scriptural quotations, but they are on the whole uncommon, and of 
course would not normally be followed by a direct verbal response of 
any kind. 

Formal religious English is also characterised by a certain deviation 
from the expected order of elements within sentence and clause 
structure. There is nothing as deviant as the structures noted in the 
Authorised Version (p 152 above), but one does find a frequent 
positioning of adverbials in marked positions, such as the early place-
ments in 13, 18, 26, and 54 (where two adverbials are coordinated), 
which is sometimes clearly a function of some desired rhetorical 
effect, such as antithesis (as in 26), sometimes of no obvious rhetorical 
relevance (as in 13); cf also 20. Unexpected reversals of elements 
occur in 3-4 (where the adverbial of manner would normally follow 
that of place in conversational English), and in 6 (where the normal 
direct-indirect object order is reversed). Adverbial displacement is 
especially common in texts of the IT/ill tradition. Also, one should 
note the way in which the s may be separated from the P by the 
interpolation of lengthy non-finite or other structures (as in 21 .JJ), 
a particularly odd phenomenon when there is a pronoun as s. 

Moving now to the question of the exponence of elements of clause 
structure, the most important point which has to be made is in 
connection with the vocative. Here the following possibilities are to 
be found: the proper noun only, as in God, grant . .. , which is rare 
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in formalised types of prayer; the proper noun preceded by 0 alone, 
which is common; the proper noun preceded by an adjective, as in 
almighty God (with or without a preceding 0), which is also frequent; 
and the noun followed by a postmodifying structure of some kind, 
usually a relative clause (illustrated in I 3). None of these structures 
is used productively elsewhere in English: the vocative, when it 
occurs, is always unmodified, other than in certain idioms (eg Dear 
Sir). The introduction of an appositional element into the vocative 
(if I, I 3) is not of course restricted to this province (if john, old boy . .. ) 
but it is far more frequent here than elsewhere. 

A central feature to note in the exponence of s and c (and also in 
certain types of adverbial) in this province is the frequent occurrence 
of coordinated structures. The linkage may take the form of a 
coordinating conjunction linking two (or occasionally more) nominal 
groups, especially when the second is governed partly by an item in 
the first (if the absence of premodification before the second noun 
in 23, 24); but most often the linkage is appositional in character-
see I, 2-3, 9, I3, etc. These appositional structures are extremely 
common, and they are very interesting. There is a tendency to take 
the apposition as a single unit (the constituent nominal groups often 
not being separated by punctuation, especially in certain common 
phrases, as in I4, 22), and to choose items which have a clear anti-
thetical balance (a feature explicable in the Book of Common Prayer 
by reference to the stylistic fashion of the sixteenth century; in IV 
and V largely accounted for by reference to the Latin originals). In 
III, one may find remnants of older appositional usages no longer 
common, for example, of that his precious death (19) or these thy 
creatures (2I). Perhaps the most distinctive aspect of apposition, how-
ever, is the way in which appositional structures may extend to cover 
a large number of nominal groups in this province - a rare pheno-
menon in all but very formal varieties of English- see 22, 32-4. 

There is little else to note as far as s or c is concerned. Personal 
pronouns are frequently exponents of either, though pronouns as s 
and c rarely occur together in the same clause. These pronouns can 
also be substantially postmodified - if the type of structure in 3 5 jJ, 
which i, common, whereas structures of the type You who've been ... , 
He who ... , etc, are infrequent in other varieties. The morphological 
idiosyncrasies of certain parts of the pronominal system of religious 
English have been so frequently pointed out that we shall not dwell 
on them here: it is clear that thou (with its related forms) is probably 
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intuitively the most dominant feature of this variety. What is never 
pointed out, however, is that other pronouns show restrictions also: 
the first person singular rarely occurs in formal prayer, even when 
only one person is speaking (as in all the texts above) - the plural 
form is regularly used; they is similarly infrequent. These points are of 
course largely due to the semantic and logical nature of the utterance, 
but they are a definite feature of the formal 'picture' of the variety, 
and so should not be ignored. 

The complexity of the group structure of this variety is the main 
reason why the underlying simplicity of sentence and clause structure 
is not readily appreciated, and it is the case that the most noticeable 
features of religious English are normally noted as being contrasts 
operating at group level. Both nominal and verbal groups display 
distinctiveness here. Within the nominal group, we would single out 
the following points for special attention. This is one of those varieties 
where adjectives are allowed to follow the noun (eg 32, 47, 48). 
Adjectives as such are frequent: most nouns are modified by at least 
one (cfholy Gospel . .. perpetual memory . .. precious death ... , etc, I8-
r 9), and it is by no means uncommon to see sequences of three, though 
the present extracts display this only once (r 6). Adverbial modification 
of these adjectives is also common (note especially the use of most in 
its sense of very, which is a further indication of formality- 20, 24, 

43). The majority of nouns are uncountable. Well over half the 
determiners are possessive pronouns. Postmodification is normally 
present, and all types of this are to be found. Relative clauses are 
perhaps the most common, especially after vocatives and personal 
pronouns as s, and one may find without difficulty sequences of 
relatives such as would never normally occur in, say, conversation 
(eg I3 ff). Whom is also the form used when a relative pronoun co-
occurs with a s in the relative clause, and prepositions regularly occur 
before the pronouns (through whom, to whom, etc). There are also many 
postmodifying prepositional phrases, especially the genitive, which is 
rarely in premodifying position (but one should note that the pre-
position of following a noun is often used in the sense of by means of, 
as in of the Virgin Mary (56), or of thy tender mercy {I3)). Non-finite 
structures as postmodification can be seen in 50 ff. In short, nominal 
group structure in religious English is quite long and complex: a 
particularly interesting example of this is in I6--I7, where the three 
adjectives simultaneously premodify all three nouns, to produce a 
combination of nine distinct senses in one structure. 
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The verbal group displays an even clearer range of distinctiveness 
- so clear, that often these features are discussed as if they were the 
only indications of this variety. In fact, a relatively small number of 
variety markers are involved, though some of these occur with great 
frequency. The most noticeable is clearly the inflectional system, 
where the characteristics already noted in the Authorised Version are 
to a great extent preserved: the -eth and -est suffixes are regularly used 
with lexical verbs, though much more common in II/III than in 
IV/V (where the -eth is usually restricted to certain formulae, similar 
to that found in 10 jJ). The auxiliary verbs display a similar type of 
inflectional pattern, though their precise morphophonological form 
varies a great deal (eg art, hast, didst). Not all the archaic inflectional 
forms are retained: there is little trace of older strong verbs (eg spake) 
as are to be found in the Authorised Version. But there are many 
other indications of archaicness in the verbal system, especially in II 
and III: there is the use of unstressed auxiliary did to indicate past 
time without any contrastive overtones (as in didstgive (14), did institute 
(18), where these days the did form would always communicate 
emphasis); there is a greater use of subjunctive forms than is common 
in contemporary English (not well illustrated by the above extracts, 
but if Glory be . .. (25)); and one finds the occasional occurrence of 
an old auxiliary usage, such as is gone (9). The formality of the extracts 
is clearly indicated in the verbal system by the absence of contracted 
forms in the auxiliaries, and by the use of such negative constructions 
as leave us not (5) (if don't leave us). Religious English of the type 
presented in this chapter normally restricts itself to the use of the 
present tense, except when referring to specific historical events, 
when the normal range of past tenses may be used (apart from the 
pluperfect, which is exceptional). The use of any of the auxiliaries 
referring to future time (shall and will in particular) is also exceptional 
in this variety. Imperative forms of the verb are very frequent, as 
already implied in our review of sentence types; but here one should 
note that it is common to have the subject of the imperative expressed 
(and moreover postmodified), as in 35}f (this is regularly found else-
where only in (especially political) public speaking - You who have 
found us faithful, vote now ... ). Many of the imperatives are followed 
by quite complex c structures, particularly after certain verbs (eg 
grant (21)), but archaic or formal c structures are in evidence after 
other verbal forms also, such as give ... to suffer (14), send to us (6). 
Finally, there is the frequency of coordinated verbal structures, a 
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further instance of the tendency towards coordination seen in this 
variety as a whole, and which we have already pointed out in the 
nominal group and elsewhere. The semantic implications of this we 
shall discuss below; meanwhile, one should note such cases as did 
institute ... command (18), begotten ... made (52), and liveth ... reigneth 
(IO). 

The vocabulary of religious English is extremely distinctive, and 
its analysis produces several very clear types. First, there are a number 
of archaisms. Humour and literature aside, religious and legal English 
are the only varieties which allow archaisms. But this term requires 
some definition, as it is usually used in a very loose way. To be 
helpful, we must define archaisms to include both words where the 
referents no longer have any correlate in contemporary experience 
('have no direct synchronic relevance'), and words no longer in 
current usage, but where the referents still exist and where more 
widely used synonyms are available. On either count, religious 
English displays varying numbers of archaisms, depending on the 
extent to which the text tries to reflect contemporary English. The 
first kind of archaism is illustrated by such words as Pharisee, denarius, 
centurion, and so on, and would obviously be more common in 
Biblical translations. The second type is illustrated in the above texts 
by such words as whither (8), unto (4), and creatures (21)- though none 
of these texts displays the extreme kind of archaicness that is to be 
found in many hymns, such as Yea, though I walk in death's dark vale/ 
Yet will I fear none ill:/ For thou art with me; and thy rod/ And staff me 
comfort still, which is still used. Related to archaisms are those terms 
which take their meaning from a historical situation (such as a specific 
person, place or action) which existed at the time when the religious 
beliefs were first being formulated. These are not archaisms in the 
same sense as that already described, as they are words which do have 
a direct synchronic relevance, usually because the event or person has 
a central place in the framework ofbeliefwhich is being maintained. 
Examples in the above would be the cross (14- note the specificity of 
the article), his death and passion (23), and Virgin Mary (56). 

Secondly, any religious text is bound to display a number of 
theological terms, the equivalent of the specialist terminology of 
science, which provide the verbal basis for the formulation of a 
person's beliefs. The interesting thing about the semantic structure of 
theological language is the way in which there is a clear linguistic 
centre to which all lexical items can ultimately be referred, namely, 
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the term ' God'. Regardless of the purpose of the piece of religious 
language being examined - for example, whether it be a statement 
of belief, or a prayer of praise or supplication- it is the case that the 
meaning of the whole derives from, and can be determined only by 
reference to this concept of ' God'. This semantic dependence is 
always made quite explicit at or near the beginning of the religious 
utterance (if I, 13, 25, 46). It can be clearly seen ifwe take a prayer 
(text IV) a phrase at a time, and present the relationships as follows, 
to show first the terms relating to the word 'God', and second those 
which introduce, through the central semantic link of the Father-Son 
relation, another set of concepts, which are directly related, initially 
through the grammatical parallelism, to the 'God' concept: 

Glory(beto)~ (is) on high 

l~~:::e ) ~~~)t~;~at glory 
We adore (thee)--GC?P~ heavenly king 

glorify ':~,<~'-(is) almighty Father 
give thanks (to) ',, '',,, 

' ', 
' ', ',, ................ 

Lord jesus Christ--- -------Lord God, Lamb of(;od 
only-begott~Son~takest away sins 
have mercy ~1-.• 1-.~~A_y ~high 
sits at the right hand/ ~the Lord 
with the Holy Ghost holy 

This leaves line 26, which is present mainly because of its occurrence 
as part of a Biblical quotation, but which can be incorporated into the 
above semantic structure through the word peace - what kind of 
'peace' is involved? 

This clear focal point is something which distinguishes religious 
language from other varieties. It may well be that the meaning of a 
scientific English text, let us say, can be explained only by referring 
the concepts within it to some fundamental notion, law, or set of 
laws, but from the linguistic point of view there is little parallel to 
religious English, as this dependence is rarely stated explicitly, and is 
in some cases extremely tenuous. In religious English, on the other 
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hand, the link is always explicit, given a prominent position in the 
text, and referred to throughout. The most common method of doing 
this is through the appositional use of various figurative terms, some 
used as titles, some as epithets, where a human notion is taken and 
analogously applied to the term God (see 1, 13, 32-4, 51). These 
terms vary in their theological significance, and the extent to which 
they are capable of precise definition: some are simply epithets 
designed to provide a clearer imaginative picture of the 'God' con-
cept, and are redundant in the sense that further theological exposition 
does not depend on them ( eg the King of Glory (I), Light from light (5 I)) ; 
others are more central to the theological framework of the religion 
as a whole - for example, the specification of such divine attributes 
as omnipotence (cj almighty (I3), etc), or the image of the Father and 
the Son (eg 13, 32.ff)- and would receive a more precise definition 
in any exposition. The centrality of the latter can be seen by the way 
in which further essential theological concepts derive from such 
basic notions: the identification of jesus Christ (14) with all that this 
entails (redemption (I5), institution (23), consubstantial (52), salvation 
(54), incarnate (56), etc). Elsewhere, other theologically important 
terms also occur, eg sin (I7), maker (47), and sacrifice, oblation, and 
satisfaction (I 6). 

Most of these terms work on two levels: on the one hand, they have 
a technical status as part of theological expression; on the other hand, 
they have a more general pragmatic status, in that they are terms 
which can be interpreted in an immediate albeit imprecise way by 
the average believer. For example, the full theological exposition of 
a term such as almighty is a complicated matter: a number of other 
metaphysical concepts have to be introduced and related, Scriptural 
reference has to be made, and apparent counter-examples have to be 
dealt with. The meaning of almighty to the non-theologian, however, 
is very different: it is conceived of in essentially human terms, as 
simply the maximum degree of' might' that the believer can envisage, 
with all the implications of this. This is the main point about what is 
usually referred to as the 'analogical' nature of religious language: it 
is capable of being interpreted on two largely independent planes. 
Both planes can ultimately be conflated in the central notion 'God', 
but at any one time, either of the alternative modes of interpretation 
may be referred to. This inherent 'duality' is a distinctive feature of 
the character of religious theological vocabulary. It is not found else-
where in English. 
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Thirdly, there are items of vocabulary which are not archaic, and 
which lack any direct theological status, but which are nonetheless 
very typical of religious utterance. Such terms as exalt (7), perpetual 
(19), ?hear (2o), grant (21), receiving (21), remembrance (23), partakers 
(24), receive (38), and ages (so) are cases in point: they are all of 
rare occurrence in English as a whole, being restricted to formal 
contexts, and usually entering into a specific and very restricted range 
of collocations in a particular variety (eg partakers . .. Body and Blood). 
There are many other such items: praise, bless, adore, glorify, and give 
thanks, for example (27-3 1). These items are interesting in that any 
full statement of their function must make reference to their variable 
connotative content. They are words which, in a sense, mean what 
one wants them to mean. The denotational meaning of a word like 
adore is very simple, specifying a particular attitude of mind and 
behaviour which the believer presents, usually profound and reverent 
admiration and devotion. But what one person means by 'profound 
and reverent' is liable to be very different from what another means. 
Such interpretative differences of course exist to a greater or lesser 
extent for all words: there are always idiosyncratic nuances. The point 
to be made here, though, is that in religious English a very high pro-
portion of the words involved are quite unspecific, and would be 
empirically observable as being used with very great differences from 
one person to another. Normally, within a speech community, the 
response to a word is, on the whole, predictable: in religious language 
(as also in ethical language, which may or may not be distinguished, 
depending on one's philosophical position) uniformity of response is 
largely absent. 

The collocational idiosyncrasies mentioned above provide a 
discussion-point in their own right for religious English. As in all 
varieties, certain high-frequency collocations occur, which form part 
of the distinctiveness - here one would note such cases as kingdom-
heaven, passion-death, body-blood, tender-mercy, and suffer-death-cross-
redemption. These are different from the collocations for these items 
normally found elsewhere. But what makes religious English so 
different is the way in which the expected collocability of one item 
is very often completely reversed from that expected in normal 
usage. For example, the term death in all varieties but this one has 
fairly predictable collocates. Here, however, the collocation is with 
precious, which superficially seems paradoxical, until placed within a 
theological perspective. It is often maintained in philosophical and 
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other discussion of this area that the 'logic' of religious language is 
different from the 'logic' of other uses of language, such as scientific 
language. This word logic is rather unclear, but there does seem to be 
a good case for saying that the structural relationships between lexical 
items in religious English differ markedly from those in any other 
variety: the range of permissible synonyms, antonyms, and so on in 
religious language is very different from that found elsewhere. For 
further examples, consider the apparently paradoxical equations 
found in religious texts between such terms as life and death, or kingship 
and service, and the apparently uncivilised implications of eat and body, 
and drink and blood. The structural semantic approach would be of 
particular value in any study of the vocabulary of religious English, 
but so far it does not seem to have been used. 

Further, one ought to mention the importance which formulae 
have in religious language. The majority of prayers are characterised 
by a restricted set of formulaic conclusions, such as is illustrated by 
lines 1 o-12. Prayers rna y also begin with a specific formula, and a very 
small number of formulaic interpolations are permitted within the 
prayer structure as a whole (eg we beseech thee). The language of public 
worship is thus characterised by a relatively fixed and traditional 
framework, upon which a large number of changes may be rung: 
the prayer for the Sunday after Ascension Day shares the same 
structural format as the prayer for the Sunday before, though 
what occurs between the opening and closing formulae is very 
different. 

Finally, let us turn to the semantics of religious discourse as a whole. 
In the first place, the range of utterances in religious language reduces 
to a very limited set of types. For example, there is what might be 
called the 'statement of belief', illustrated by V; the 'prayer of 
supplication', illustrated by ll; and so on. Each type displays its own 
'favourite' grammatical and other structures, as we have already 
mentioned, and their semantic structure also varies. Compare the 
graphologically controlled point by point exposition of beliefs which 
characterises V with the single (although complex) point being made 
by ll and lll. Extract IV is a mixture: it has three parts, part one 
(25-31) being more a statement of certain facts than a prayer; part 
two (32-40) being a prayer of the 'supplication' type; and part three 
(41-5) being a prayer of praise. IV is perhaps abnormal in its con-
flation of these different categories; normally a religious utterance is 
semantically homogeneous, in the sense that a single point (or a 
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series of very closely related points) is developed to a logical (or 
theological) conclusion. 

The different texts, then, show a certain variety, though the total 
number of semantic types is few. Between types, however, there are 
certain unifying semantic features. We have already noted under the 
heading of vocabulary the way in which this variety makes use of a 
single concept, ' God', as a semantic cornerstone, this being primarily 
established through the meaning-relations operating between specific 
items of vocabulary in certain grammatical structures, especially ap-
position. We ought also to point to the rather abnormal semantic 
role played by some of the grammatical features. For example, the 
postmodified vocative mentioned above does not have a person-
identifying role in religious English (as it would have in all other 
cases): the function of the postmodification is not to identify one 
particular aspect of the God-concept as opposed to others (cf 0 God, 
who ... with *0 God who ... ), but to provide a convenient means of 
accumulating relevant sense-associations in order to prepare the 
believer for the specific point which is the purpose of the prayer (such 
as the request element). This attempt to produce a summary of some 
aspect of the religion, with largely mnemonic value, as vividly as 
possible, also explains a number of other features about these texts, 
such as the repetition of certain familiar titles for God, which look at 
the same subject from different angles; the frequency of adjectives; 
and most aspects of the use of coordination at clause level (the semantic 
function of coordination at group level is very different, usually 
making an antithesis which has theological or pastoral relevance, such 
as Body and Blood (24), or death and passion (23)). Finally, there is the 
basic point that this is the only variety of English which is in whole 
or in part based on a translation. Extracts IV and V are completely 
translations; and II and ill make use of the occasional phrase which 
has its origin in a Scriptural or related text (eg world without end). This 
is one very restricting pressure upon usage. The other is the presence 
of a usually explicitly defined historical or theological tradition which 
a text has to conform to. All these texts are sanctioned by a particular 
Church authority, and it is not possible to vary their form or content 
in any ad hoc way (except for phonological variation, and the type of 
vocabulary mentioned on p I 50); the question of variation in singu-
larity, in the sense described in Chapter 3 (p 76), therefore hardly 
ever anses. 

It should be clear from all this that the variety we are here calling 
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religious English is formally very different from all other varieties of 
the language. It is probably the most clearly marked variety of all, 
mainly because of its use of archaism, and its ability to go to extremes, 
as with such structures as Give us to drink of very thee,/ And all we pray 
shall answered be (hymn text). There seems no question that this should 
not be considered a variety, though the extent to which there are 
systematic stylistic variations within the variety is an aspect which 
has to be examined further. There is little variation in status, religious 
English usually being relatively formal (in such generally conservative 
texts, as those given above), with occasional informalities, depending 
on the extent to which reformers are prepared to go in approximating 
this kind of English to that used in everyday conversation. Modality 
differences certainly exist (for example, the distinction between 11/111 
and IV/V already discussed, p 1 56), and it is possible that any general 
analysis into 'types' of utterance (such as statement of belief, prayer 
of supplication) might ultimately be best handled under this heading. 
But even in this introductory examination, the differences between 
the texts seem far outweighed by the similarities. 

Exercises 
r It is frequently said in discussion about liturgical language reform 

that' English has not got the capacity to produce a living liturgical 
language'. What do you think such a comment means? What does 
the evidence of this chapter suggest? 

2 Certain bodies are trying to devise a single liturgical English which 
could be used in all English-speaking areas. What problems have 
to be faced in order to realise this aim ? 

3 It is generally felt that 'religious language should be intelligible to 
all'. How far is the aim of intelligibility compatible with such 
other desirable requirements as 'dignity' and 'euphony' ? 

4 How would you define a litany linguistically? 
5 The following version of text V was in use in Great Britain in 1968. 

Identify the grammatical and lexical differences and suggest some 
reasons for the changes . 
. . . The almighty Father, maker of heaven and earth, 
Maker of all things, visible and invisible. 
I believe in one Lord, Jesus Christ, the only-begotten Son of God, 
Born of the Father before time began, 
God from God, Light from Light, true God from true God. 
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Begotten, not made, one in substance with the Father; and through 
him all things were made. 

For us men and for our salvation he came down from heaven, 
Was incarnate of the virgin Mary by the power of the Holy Spirit, 

and was made man. 
6 Compare the extract from the Authorised Version with more 

modern translations (eg The New English Bible), and account for the 
main linguistic differences. 

Notes 
1 Cf c. L. WRENN, The English Language, Methuen, 1949, pp I50.ff; also s. BROOK, 

The Language of the Book of Common Prayer, Deutsch, 1965. 
2 Cfthe notational innovations introduced by ORM into his Ormulum (c. 1200), for 

example; or the discussion of the relationship between intonation, punctuation, 
and plain chant in P. CLEMOES, Liturgical Influence on Punctuation in Late Old English 
and Early Middle English Manuscripts, Department of Anglo-Saxon Occasional 
Papers, No. I, Cambridge, 1952. 

3 Cfo. CRYSTAL, Linguistics, Language and Religion, Burns and Oates, 1964,pp I49.ff. 
4 CjBROOK, ibid., p 91. 
5 Only and out of the whole range of coordinating conjunctions is at all common: a 

coordinator like but is very restricted in its use (for example, it may occur after a 
negated imperative, such as '0 God, do not X, but Y .. .'), and the others are 
hardly ever seen. 



Chapter 7 

The Language of Newspaper Reporting 

'Journalese', like 'jargon', and a few other pseudo'-descriptive terms, 
is a label which seems to have a clear-cut sense until we begin to look 
closely at the way it tends to be used. Then we see that it is never 
given any kind of precise linguistic definition, and that it is rarely 
more than a vague and (sometimes nastily) pejorative criticism of a 
way of writing that people feel is in some way typical of the press, 
or a particular paper. To what extent is it possible to define this kind 
of English more precisely? We can obtain a clearer picture of what is 
involved in this notion of 'journalese', but only if we delimit our 
field first. Obviously, everything that happens to be printed in a 
newspaper or magazine or written by a journalist is not going to be 
linguistically homogeneous - nor is there any reason for expecting it 
to be so. A newspaper is always very eclectic, from the stylistic point 
of view. Besides news-items, we fmd within its pages articles, reviews, 
imaginative writing of various kinds, advertising, competitions, and 
much more, which from the linguistic viewpoint would be dealt with 
under the heading of other kinds of English, or would be too idio-
syncratic to allow generalisation. We have therefore restricted our 
attention to what is generally considered to be the central function of 
a newspaper, to inform, and consequently to the notion of newspaper 
reporting. What linguistic characteristics, if any, can be associated with 
this? As we shall see, while it is possible to make a few generalisations 
about the way language is used in this situation, it is impossible to 
be comprehensive or final in these statements. It seems that the con-
cept of 'the language of newspaper reporting' is not as meaningful 
as is generally assumed. There is not one, but a number of'journaleses' 
that can be found between the pages of the daily and weekly press; 
and while they do have a certain amount in common, their overall 
styles are very different. The pejorative use of the label 'journalese', 
moreover, seems to be restricted to one kind of newspaper-reporting 
language only, namely, that illustrated by extract I below. 
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We have chosen the extracts in this chapter so that they represent 
different extremes of journalistic writing; they are generally accepted 
as being at different poles, as far as the daily press is concerned, so, in 
discussing them, we should cover a large number of the devices found 
in newspaper reporting. We must not be put off by the fact that the 
kinds of English used are very different: the disparity can largely be 
explained by reference to the very different audiences envisaged by 
the two papers concerned. We shall in fact be concentrating as much 
on these linguistic differences as on the similarities, to clarify the idea 
that 'journalese'- and it is a handy word- is not a single thing, but 
rather a composite, a blend of what is characteristic of a number of 
different kinds of journalistic material. If nothing else, the exercise 
will show the danger of making generalisations of too facile a kind 
about uses of language, and point the need for adequate descriptive 
preparation. But the language ofl and II (which follow on pp I75-7) 

does not differ in every respect, as we shall see; the two texts share 
some important linguistic features that are not generally found out-
side newspaper reporting; and the amount they have in common 
suggests that putting them together in one chapter may not be too 
misleading, but may, rather, prove illuminating. 

One point which the two extracts clearly share is that their under-
lying aims are identical: they are both concerned to present a certain 
number of facts in as interesting a manner as possible to audiences 
whose constitution they are fairly clear about. Also, the general 
pressures working on the authors are the same - the need for com-
pression of the information into a limited space, the need for clarity, 
the avoidance of ambiguity, and so on. I and II are two treatments 
of the same story by different papers, which appeared on the same 
day. By keeping the subject matter constant, we feel that the different 
stylistic colouring which each paper throws over the story may be 
more clearly seen. 

Graphetic and graphological variation is of great importance in 
defining the distinctiveness of this kind of English: between the 
beginning and end of an article one always finds different sizes and 
shapes of type juxtaposed- the most noticeable device being of course 
the graphetic highlighting of the headline. The function ofheadlining 
is complex: headlines have to contain a clear, succinct and if possible 
intrigping message, to kindle a spark of interest in the potential 
reader, who, on average, is a person whose eye moves swiftly down 
a page and stops when something catches his attention; and the chief 
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I 

If the weather's bad. • • 
BLAME THE 
COMPUTER 
IN FUTURE 
THAT big black cloud for 5 

ever hanging over the 
heads of Britain's weather-
men has vanished. 

Those "Yah, ha-ha-got-it-
wrong-again" remarks from the ro 
weather-conscious public won't 
trouble them too much any more. 

For should that "continuing 
dry" forecast develop into a de-
pressing downpour they can blame 15 
the new member of the staff: Mr. 
Comet. 

Mr. Comet-a £500,000 com-
puter, joined the ranks of the 
Meteorological Office, Bracknell, 20 
Berkshire, yesterday. 

He can scan half a million 
weather reports from all over the 
world-and come up with the 
answers in one and a half hours: 25 
Blow, blaze, or below freezing. 

He requires an operating staff 
of three and another 50 processers 
to feed in weather statistics. But 
he can cope with I million calcula- 30 

tions a second. And he is hardly 
ever wrong. 

Much faster 
The introduction from today 

of regular computered charts for 35 
weather forecasters was welcomed 
by the Meteorological Office's new 
director:general, 42-year-old Dr. 
John Mason, who took over a 
month ago. 40 

He described Mr. Comet as "a 
great stride forward." For he ad-

mitted that the humble, human 
weatherman poring over his charts 
and figures can "sometimes be 45 
wrong." 

Whereas Mr. Comet, flashing 
and clicking away in his sunshine 
room at the top of the Meteoro-
logical Office, does the job just as so 
well "if not better" and almost five 
times as quickly. 

Up to now Mr. Comet's generalised 
weather charts have been compared 
each day with charts produced by the 55 
seven-to-ten-hour human process. The 
results are almost identical. 

In a few more months Mr. Comet 
will be such a trusted member of the 
staff that his charts will be accepted 6o 
without a qualm. The forecasters will 
use them as the basis for the detailed 
bulletins. 

Said Dr. Mason: "It will relieve the 
staffof a lot of donkey work." 65 

Already the Meteorological Office 
is thinking of a big brother for Mr. 
Comet, who has a memory bank of a 
mere so,ooo words. 

A bigger computer would cope with 70 
a hoped-for expansion in the number 
of world-wide weather stations and a 
bigger communications centre to 
handle more and faster-arriving in-
formation. 7 5 

One of the Bracknell experts glanced 
at Mr. Comet's current prediction of 
the weather to come. By the side of the 
computered chart was another pro-
duced by human hands. So 

He said: "They both say the same 
thing, I'm afraid-cold winds and 
the first real frost of the winter." 
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II 

Weather Forecasting 
by Numbers 
From Our Science Correspondent 

Revolutions can begin quietly. One 
began yesterday at the Meteorological 
Office headquarters at Bracknell. For 
the first time in routine procedure an 90 
electronic computer contributed to the 
forecast chart published today on this 
page. To look at there is nothing speciaJ 
about the chart. The change for the 
forecaster was only that an extra aid 95 
was given him. As well as preparing his 
own forecast chart of pressure distri-
bution-always the first step in fore-
casting-he received a second chart 
drawn from the computer-made cal- 100 
culations. For the issued chart he 
could make use of either or both as he 
pleased. 

The second stage-the translation of 
forecast pressure distribution into fore- I 05 
cast weather-was entirely his own. 
Why, then, the excitement? 

Meteorologists have long hoped to 
make the transition from assessment 
and judgment to calculation, from 110 
forecasting to prediction. The fore-
caster's job, as it has persisted up to the 
present time, is summed up in two 
sentences from a 1950publication: "By 
studying the sequence of charts it is 115 
possible to see how the various pressure 
systems and fronts are moving and de-
veloping. The art of forecasting con-
sists in making a correct assessment of 
the movements and developments du- 120 
ring the period covered by the fore-
cast." 

The now accepted goal of "numeri-
cal weather prediction" owes its name 
to a book published by an Englishman, 125 
Dr. L. F. Richardson, as long ago as 
1921. The goal will have been reached 

when weather, as well as pressure dis-
tribution, is calculated numerically and 
when the greater precision suggested by 130 
the term "prediction" is attained regu-
larly in practice. 

EQUATIONS OF MOTION 
Requirements, like the goal, have 

been clear for a long time. Weather is 135 
the result of air movements on an im-
mense scale. Air is a compressible fluid 
and a first requirement is that the 
motion of compressible fluids should be 
understood quantitatively. The equa- 140 
tions of motion for such a fluid-
assumed to be of uniform composition 
-were written down more than I 00 
years ago by Louis Navier in Fmnce 
and by Sir George Stokes and Lord 145 
Kelvin in Britain. 

A second requirement is that the 
state of the air should be known well 
enough over a big enough area for the 
use of would-be exact methods to be ISO 
profitable. No computer-human or 
electronic-can do better than the data 
available permit. For the purposes of 
the Meteorological Office-which in-
clude forecasts for air routes and ship- !55 
ping as well as for the British Isles-
this means knowing about air move-
ments above an area extending from 
the American Middle West to beyond 
Moscow, and from beyond the North 160 
Pole to well down in Africa; and in alti-
tude from sea or ground level to a 
height of more than seven miles. The 
contribution made by reports from 
ships on the North Atlantic has been, 165 
and remains, vital. The needs of air 
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pilots have led to a rapid expansion in 
upper air observations: in the northern 
hemisphere they are made twice daily 
by radio-sounding balloons from about 170 
600 places. But only a few-from 
weather ships-are made from sea 
areas. 

THE COMPUTER'S JOB 
The job of the computer, known as 175 

"Comet", has been made as nearly 
automatic as possible. Its first task is to 
select data. Every day there pour into 
Bracknell a little under half a million 
five-figure numbers-all meteorologi- 180 
cal information in code. It is quicker to 
give the lot to the computer than to 
attempt to arrange the data by hand. 
The computer is programmed to pick 
out all stations that make observations 185 
of wind and temperature at high levels, 
to take all observations from ships at 
sea, to reject observations of visibility, 
cloud and so· on which do not concern 
it, and, for the rest, to select. 190 

The next stage is one of analysis. 
From the information at its disposal 
the computer arrives, by interpolation, 
at values of sea-level pressure, or of 
heights of pressure surfaces, at an even 195 
network of grid points. It applies 
checks of consistency-but a few cases, 
such as the retention or rejection of a 

vital isolated report, are reserved to 
human judgment. All is now ready for 200 
the numerical forecast. This is carried 
forward step by step, looking only an 
hour ahead, or less, in any one step. 
This is being continued at present for 
48 hours. 205 

How will forecasts be affected? No 
dramatic change should be looked for. 
Too many needs have first to be met, 
each reacting on the others. One is for 
more information about high-level 210 
conditions above the Atlantic as a 
whole, the tropics, and surprisingly 
(from a British standpoint) the south-
ern hemisphere. A second "need is for 
research. Air, for example, is not a uni- 215 
form fluid, but differs from place to 
place, and from time to time, in humi-
dity. The relevant facts need to be in-
cluded in the basic computation-not 
merely injected at the end, as an aid to 220 
"putting weather into the forecast". 
More, too, needs to be.known about 
the working of the atmosphere as a 
whole. A third need is for more or 
bigger computers-not only to handle 225 
the increased amount of information 
but for research to enable information 
to be better used. Weather forecasting, 
so long an art based on science, is in 
process of becoming a branch of 230 
applied mathematics. 

means of producing ' eye-catching' effects is by making use of the 
full range of graphetic contrasts. These contrasts will of course vary 
from one publication to another; they form part of the consistent, 
visual house-style which any newspaper tries to maintain. The graph-
etic distinction between the headline types ofl and II is shown above, 
reduced a little in size, but it may be helpful to describe the salient 
differences. In I, the headlines were bold, the first line being printed in 
19 mm high, heavy, lower case italic letters, the remainder being in 
6 mm high italic capitals. The first words extended most of the way 
across the top of the page, continuing away from the article over an 
accompanying photograph. In the case ofll, we find a quieter, 10 mm 
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high roman lettering, extending over the two columns in which the 
article was printed, and no more. 

Apart from the headlines, the most obvious visual feature of the 
extracts is the paragraphing, the way in which the narrative as a whole 
is split into smaller units. The use of subheadings in the centre of the 
column of print is of course the main distinctive feature shared by all 
newspaper reports of any length. Apart from this, I and II are very 
different. I breaks up the text into very short paragraphs, of a few 
lines each; II tends to keep the paragraphs long. We shall be discussing 
the grammatical and semantic consequences of this shortly. Mean-
while, it is clear that one result of the difference is to make I very 
much more easy to read than II. The latter is relatively monotonous; 
there are few obvious resting-places for the eye; and the reader has 
to concentrate for longer periods. An additional aid to readability in 
I (again, not fully reproducible here) is the variation in type-size used 
throughout: the first word is in capitals; the first paragraph is printed 
in a noticeably larger type than the remainder; the second is slightly 
smaller than the first; the next portion (up to 52) is in a smaller size 
again; and the rest is in the smallest size of all. The most likely reason 
for this procedure is that it facilitates reading at the beginning of the 
article- a psycholinguistic hypothesis which would have to be tested 
before being taken for granted, but which does seem a reasonable 
explanation for the variety of visual stimuli which accumulate at the 
beginning of I. (A further small, but psychologically important 
feature is the initial T of the first paragraph, which is twice the size 
of the other capitals, and extends downwards to take up almost two 
lines of space- a kind of visual' bridge' between headlines and story. 1 

Whatever the function this graphetic variation has (could one con-
clude that I is written for an audience which wants to have the 
job of reading made as easy as possible?), it is clear that II makes 
no such concessions: here, there is the same, small type-size through-
out. 

There is little that is distinctive about the punctuation of the two 
extracts. Commas are absent from many places where they would 
normally be expected; for example, there is a tendency to omit them 
after initially placed adverbials (53, 58, 90), between coordinations 
(129, 137), or between sequences of adjectives. The reason is probably 
to avoid disturbing the tempo of reading more than is necessary. In 
such places, the grammar gives sufficient indication of where the 
break between structures comes, and consequently it is not essential 
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to have an additional indication, in the form of a punctuation mark, 
particularly when this mark would carry with it on most occasions 
the expectation of a pause. And whereas under-use of punctuation will 
undoubtedly cause structural ambiguity, it is equally important to 
avoid breaking up the text unduly, and adding difficulties to the 
reader's attempts to assimilate fairly long stretches of text at a time. 
If one tries reading any of the above examples with commas intro-
duced, this point quickly becomes clear. 

Frequent use is made of inverted commas, and moreover in a 
variety of functions. One finds them used for direct quotation, for 
indirect quotation (eg 13), or to spotlight terms for particular attention 
because they are being used in a new or technical way (131). This 
double-function of attention-drawing and actual quotation some-
times produces ambiguity- for example, putting weather into the forecast 
(221) could be an unacknowledged quote, or a reference to a well-
known saying in the field, or simply a remark of the author's which 
he wants to give special prominence to. It is also worth noting how 
the use of quotation gives a strong impression of verisimilitude and 
immediacy to the articles, as well as adding extra interest and variety. 
This is particularly true ofl. To assess the effect, contrast He described 
Mr Comet as 'a great stride forward' with He described Mr Comet as a 
great stride forward. 

The use of dashes is also interesting, and characteristic of this kind 
of writing. In both texts they are used, quite normally, to mark a 
parenthesis (eg 171), though other styles of writing might well have 
substituted commas here. The effect of putting dashes rather than 
commas is to give the parenthetic phrase a greater independence (not 
necessarily a longer pause), as can be seen from a comparison of the 
following pair of sentences: 

But only a few- from weather ships- are made from sea areas ( 171). 

But only a few, from weather ships, are made from sea areas. 
A part from this, we see, especially in I, the 'informal' use of the 
dash, to link expansions of thought or afterthoughts with the main 
part of the sentence- a usage which is at its most frequent in informal 
letter-writing, where we find dashes used to replace almost any 
punctuation mark. Consider, for example, They both say the same 
thing, I'm afraid- cold winds and the first real frost of the winter (81), 
where a colon would produce an impression of care and premedita-
tion in the speech (They both say the same thing, I'm afraid: cold winds 
and the first real frost of the winter). This use of the dash is particularly 
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common in writing which tries to give a general impression of 
informality and chattiness to a piece of written utterance. I evidently 
finds this very desirable: He can scan half a million weather reportsfrom 
all over the world - and come up with the answers in one and a half hours. 
Compare this sentence with the dash replaced by a comma or semi-
colon, and then with it omitted. There is a significant difference in 
tone. 

The phonology which underlies the written form of newspaper 
reporting is not normally stylistically significant, presumably because 
this is language written to be read, rarely read aloud. But certain 
auditory effects can be found, which presumably reverberate mentally. 
I seems to favour alliteration to give added zest to the story, as in 
depressing downpour (I4), Blow, blaze, or below freezing (26), humble, 
human (43). II on the other hand goes in for more complex rhythmical 
effects, using balanced phrases and antitheses (as in when the greater 
precision suggested by the term 'prediction' is attained regularly in practice 
(130). Needless to say, in I, the comparatively simple phonological 
structure of the words and the relatively uncomplicated rhythm units 
between punctuation marks, add a great deal to its readability. 

There is most to be said about these extracts at the grammatical 
level. Headlines of course are a separate study in themselves, being 
radically different from the rest of newspaper reporting language. We 
do not have space to make a separate examination of the techniques 
of headline-writing here, but any such study would have to begin by 
considering the kinds of word which tend to be omitted, to gain the 
desired compression (as in Man finds gun on beach), the types of 
ambiguity which may arise from leaving out important structural 
cues (as in Giant waves down funnel), and the very restricted range of 
sentence-types which may occur as headlines, which amongst other 
things are idiosyncratic to this kind of English. 2 As far as the rest of 
reporting language is concerned, there seem to be two main areas of 
stylistic importance- sentence structure, and group structure. 

As a perspective for any study of sentence structure, we should 
immediately note the contrast between I and II from the point of 
view of paragraph structure. Take the simple measure of the number 
of sentences composing each paragraph: I has sixteen paragraphs, of 
which eleven are composed of one sentence, four of two, and one of 
three. II on the other hand has nine paragraphs, of which two are 
composed of two sentences, two of four, one of five, two of six, one 
of seven, and one of ten. In the case ofl, there are no paragraphs with 
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more than three sentences; in II, there are no paragraphs at all of a 
single sentence, the majority being over three sentences long. And 
when we consider that the average length of sentence in II (measured 
quite simply in terms of number of words from capital letter to full-
stop) is much greater than in I, we begin to see the extent of the 
difference in organisation between the two extracts. Of course, length 
by itself is not of very great interest to the linguist. How long your 
sentence is depends as much on what you want to say as on how you 
decide to say it (that is, the content rather than the style). What is 
linguistically much more interesting is the type of sentence used, 
defined by reference to its internal structure, and the ways in which 
the sentences link up with each other within and between paragraphs. 
And here, the two extracts, while not by any means being identical, 
have a great deal in common. 

In both I and II, sentence-types are largely statements (as one might 
expect), with the normal order of elements, SPC. Occasionally in the 
language of reporting we will find a question which is not in inverted 
commas, and of course these must be either questions which do not 
expect an answer, or questions which the writer answers himself, and 
which he has introduced to keep the pace of the article from dragging. 
There are two questions in II (107, 206), and their function is worth 
studying from this point of view. Occasionally, also, we will find an 
imperative, almost always with a complement of some kind - the 
headline in I, for example. And we may even find minor sentences, 
particularly functioning as exclamations, and often with more than 
one exclamation mark, in the style exemplified by I; but usually 
these appear only in headlines. 

The three most significant features within the broad category of 
statement-type sentences concern the position of the subject in relation 
to the verb; the position of adverbials within the clause; and the types 
of phrase and clause structure which may occur within any given 
sentence. The first phenomenon, distinctive subject position, is 
exemplified only once (64), but its importance is considerable in this 
kind of English as a whole: the normal SP word-order becomes PS -

Said Dr Mason . . . . This deviation is restricted in its occurrence to 
verbs of that large class to do with speaking, eg declare, explain, or 
laugh (in the sense 'said laughingly', as in Laughed the Prime Minister: 
'I really think ... '). It does not imply any general permission for 
word-order flexibility, and Went Dr Mason ... is as impossible in 
this context as it is anywhere else. 
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Adverbials are extremely common in newspaper reporting (as one 
would expect from the need to be explicit as to the place and time 
of activities); but their positioning is also very interesting. Apart 
from that small group of adverbs which have a fixed or relatively 
fixed position before the verb (such as just), adverbials tend to come 
towards the end of a clause, either after the verb, or at the very end, 
when everything else has been said. The stylistic point to be made is 
that when an adverbial whose normal position is post-verbal is 
brought forward from this position, and put anywhere near the be-
ginning of the clause, then it fulfils a strongly emphatic function. This 
is usually reinforced by the intonational nucleus, which also moves 
forward from its usual place near the end of the clause, and stays with 
the adverbial. The contrast that can be made, then, in its simplest 
form, is between normal, unemphatic position and its opposite; and 
of course there may be different degrees of emphasis involved. Now 
in conversation, when the emphatic position is used, the extra-
linguistic context regularly provides us with a reason for the change: 
if someone says 

!outside the td:Nema I 'said we'd 'meet theml, 
(referring to where a meeting was going to take place), instead of 

I lsaid we'd 'meet them 'outside the d:Nemaj, 
then we can be sure that the preceding context was someone doubting 
what had already been said once, asking for a repeat, or something 
similar. In newspaper reporting, however, not only is beginning-
position very common for adverbials, but one regularly finds that 
no reliance can be made on the preceding context to explain why 
initial positioning has been selected. The distinction in position seems 
to be made purely for the sake of varying the emphasis within a 
given sentence, and no more. We may ·compare the normal place-
ment of yesterday (21), in one and a half hours (25), and a month ago 
(39), for example, where the reporting is factual and devoid of any 
special prominence; and the following, where the items are brought 
right into the forefront of our attention: up to now (53), in a few more 
months (58), already (66),jor the first time in routine procedure (89),jor 
the issued chart (Ioi),jor the purposes of the Meteorological Office (153), 
and so on. If one tries placing any of these towards the end of the 
sentence, one finds that the interest and impetus of the narrative is 
greatly reduced. 

Thirdly, the two extracts illustrate very well the kind of changes 
which may be rung on the basic theme of SPC by introducing various 
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types of coordination, subordination, and parenthesis. II is much more 
complex than I in all these respects. I has hardly any coordination at 
clause level (He can scan ... and come up with, 22), though there is 
more at group level (27, 44, 7I, 82, and the adverbial linkage in SI). 
This may be contrasted with II, which has substantial coordination. 
We see it between main clauses (I38, I97, and if2I6), between various 
types of dependent clause (96, I29), and very frequently between 
groups (I02, I09, 128, I44, etc). Moreover, there is complex coordina-
tion of adverbials, of the kind exemplified by I 5 s.JJ; and coordination 
using such linking devices as not only ... but (225) and the compara-
tive (I 8 I). Lists, of which a good - if complex - example occurs in 
I84-I90, are common in this kind of English as a whole, though 
poorly represented in the above (ifi84, and in I, 26). This relates to 
the use of other coordinating devices, such as apposition (Io4), 
parallelism (Io9), and the use of punctuation to make a graphological 
coordination (as with the use of the colon in I68, or the frequent use 
of the dash, as in 2I9, 225). 

The variety of coordinating devices is thus a feature of the structure 
of II which is almost entirely absent from I. Similarly, II shows a 
greater use of features of grammatical subordination: adverbial 
clauses are not much used (but see I02, I I2, 128), but there are cases 
of noun clauses (as in I38, I47) and a great deal of subordination 
within the nominal group (eg the non-finite clauses in 92, IOO, I2I, 
125, IJO, I42, etc, largely using -ed forms). Dependent clauses of 
any kind tend to be less frequent in the kind of English represented by 
I (IJ, 58), and while there is as much subordination within nominal 
group structure in I as in II, it is worth noting that the former tends 
to rely more on non-finite clauses using -ing (6, 44, 47) and relative 
clauses (39, 68). 

In all this, the tendency, hinted at in I, marked in II, to 'think in 
pairs', providing alternatives or lists of descriptive terms, stands out 
very clearly. It is one way of packing a large amount of information 
into a fairly simple grammatical structure. Another way, frequently 
used in newspaper reporting, is through the introduction of a paren-
thetic phrase, clause or group into a larger structure, as in- a £soo,ooo 
computer (I8). This device is common in II, as in 98, I42, ISI, and it 
provides a useful alternative to more lengthy and possibly more 
awkward kinds of coordination. Parentheses of course tend to be 
fairly short and simple, in view of the danger of losing the train of 
thought begun in the superordinate structure. 
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There is thus a greater diversity of structural types in II than in I, 
but in neither do we go very far towards a complexity which could 
produce obscurity or unintelligibility. In II, for example, the more 
complex sentences do not follow each other in a string; they tend to 
be distributed among the shorter sentences, which aids both read-
ability and comprehension. And in both I and II the more complex 
sentences tend to be avoided at die beginning of the articles. But 
there is another reason for the overall clarity of both these extracts, 
namely, that the connectedness of the discourse is well organised 
and clearly defined. There is no disjointedness. Particularly in I, it is 
important that the story, once begun, should carry the reader through 
to the end. And while the text has been split up visually into separate 
units, one should note how these units are bound very closely together 
in grammar, so that the whole text forms a closely knit passage, 
which reads extremely smoothly. We have already noted the lack of 
intra-sentence coordination in I, which results from a tendency to 
split the text up into small paragraphs with fairly short sentences; 
now we can see that the balance is restored, as it were, by the presence 
of a significant amount of inter-sentence (and inter-paragraph) 
coordination, which is particularly characteristic of this style. 

The first important type of sentence-linkage occurs frequently in 
I, less often in II. The device is to begin a sentence with a conjunction 
of some kind, which then acts as a 'bridge' between the sentence 
following and the one preceding. They cannot be taken as one 
sentence, because both retain their individual graphic identity. For 
examples, see the sentences beginning on lines 13, 29, 42, and 47· 
Sometimes this usage produces a sentence which would rarely exist in 
isolation, and would probably be considered unacceptable ifheard on 
its own by most native speakers. In all these cases, the sentences could 
have been joined by a semi-colon or a colon, producing further co-
ordination of the kind discussed above; or the conjunctions could 
have been omitted without leaving structures which were ungram-
matical. But to do this would have detracted from the overall effect 
of the article. We have already discussed the value of the paragraphing 
technique used by I (p 178). To retain this paragraphing, but to omit 
the conjunctions, would produce a narrative which was extremely 
disjointed; to lose the paragraphing, by running sentences together, 
would cause a lot of the pace of the narrative to be lost, as well as 
much of the drama, for the main effect of having short, snappy, and 
loosely coordinated sentences of this kind is to produce an echo of 
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the rhythms of colloquial speech, along with a sense of urgency as 
item after item is thrust at the reader. These links are of course 
essential in story-telling of any kind; consequently they are of great 
importance in this kind of English. In ll, on the other hand, there is 
less story and more discussion; consequently the conjunction-type of 
linkage is rare (cf 171), and this extract relies on other techniques of 
reference between sentences. These other techniques have already 
been outlined in Chapter 2 (p 44) : amongst other things, they involve 
the use of the definite article, the demonstratives and personal pro-
nouns, lexical repetition, 'prop' words (such as one) and certain kinds 
of adverbial. To show the importance of such features for the establish-
ment of meaning, all one has to do is take some sentences which 
display these features, and quote them in isolation: they will be seen 
to be very obscure: One began yesterday at the Meteorological Office ... 
(87); This is being continued at present for 48 hours (204); And he is hardly 
ever wrong (3 1). 

This is the normal use of these structural features - as a means of 
backward-reference to something which has just been mentioned. 
And in both texts constant use is made of these features in this quite 
normal way. But occasionaHy in the language of newspaper reporting 
(and also in literature), special stylistic effects can be gained by using 
them abnormally. Ordinarily, as we have just seen, there has to be 
something for such features to refer back to, otherwise we get near-
nonsense. We cannot begin an utterance with the words He left at 
seven o'clock, for example, unless the he is clearly defined from some 
previous utterance, or is unambiguously implicit iti the extra-
linguistic context. But we may fmd the use of such features initially 
in a written English utterance as a deliberate stylistic device, and it 
occurs here. In I, we find a sequence of opening sentences using the 
demonstratives: That big black cloud . .. , Those 1 Yah, ha-ha . . .', That 
1 continuing dry' forecast . ... Now the writer can only get away with 
this if he can be sure (as in this case he can) that we have a good idea 
which cloud, remarks and forecast are being referred to. He has not 
told us this in his article: what he is doing is relying on our national 
consciousness about these things to fill the gap. And in this case, of 
course, he can be fairly certain that this is acute, in view of the British 
mania for discussing the weather, particularly at the beginning of 
conversations, where it acts as a kind of 'ice-breaker' or prelude to 
further conversation. We, the public, are well aware of the legends 
associated with the weather and forecasting. The author knows we 
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know. Consequently, by assuming this knowledge, he immediately 
puts himself in an intimate relationship with us. He is on our side: 
and this accounts for the tone of familiarity which we feel in these 
opening sentences. The note of' mutual interest' is there, and we are 
prompted to read on. To test this explanation, all one has to do is 
substitute A for That in line 5, and so on, and examine the effect: the 
tone is instantly more impersonal; we do not feel implicated any 
more. Devices of this kind are very common in the more informal 
styles of newspaper-reporting English. 

Apart from the features operating at sentence level and between 
sentences, we should note certain distinctive characteristics operating 
within the nominal and verbal group. Let us take the nominal group 
first. Here, the most noteworthy feature is the presence of much more 
complex pre- and postmodification than we normally hear or write. 
It is noticeable (especially in I) how few nouns function on their own, 
without some form of adjective or other modification. There is a 
particularly strong tendency to introduce adjectives wherever pos-
sible, to add detail and colour to a story. Thus we find, not just 
a computer but a £soo,ooo computer, and so on. To express this via a 
dependent clause would of course be possible but cumbersome, 
particularly if used often. Moreover in I we do not find just single 
adjectives, or adjectives with adverbial modification, both of which 
are to be found in any kind of English, but the coining of new and 
sometimes outlandish adjectival formations, such as weather-conscious 
(II), continuing dry (r3), seven-to-ten-hour (56), hoped-for (7I),faster-
arriving (74), computer-made (roo), and of course Yah, ha-ha-got-it-
wrong-again (9). Then there are many sequences of adjectives, such as 
big, black (5), humble, human (43), seven-to-ten-hour human (56), more 
and faster-arriving (74), and such a construction as 42-year-old Dr John 
Mason (38), which is getting very close to the oft-parodied style of 
such American magazines as Time - said tall, grey-haired, blue-eyed, 
32-year-old ship's carpenter Andrew Jones . .. 

In II, the emphasis on nominal modification is still there, but it 
takes different forms: vivid description is replaced by more technical 
terms as adjectives. Many of these adjective-plus-noun groups func-
tion almost as compound nouns; eg routine procedure (90), electronic 
computer (9 1), forecast chart . (92), pressure distribution (97}. This con-
tributes a great deal towards the descriptive precision of the article. 
In addition there are a fairly large number of unmodified nouns 
(largely abstract terms, grammatically uncountable) such as weather 
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(135), which is technical in this usage, assessment (109), and calculation 
(no). This could be contrasted with the particularising, concrete 
tendency of the nouns in I (note that a qualm is used in 61, where 
qualm could have been used). There is nonetheless a balance in nominal 
group modification between the two extracts, through the greater 
use of postmodification in II, as we have already seen. 

There is only a hint in these extracts (37) of the use of the pre-
modifying genitive where it would not normally go - as in The 
University of London's James Smith said ... -a feature which is common 
in the American press; and we have space only to point to the 
characteristic way oflisting the whole of a title within one structure, 
the Meteorological Office, Bracknell, Berkshire being a case in point (19). 
As far as the verbal group is concerned, there is an expected bias 
towards the use of certain tense-forms (though this is not as marked 
here as is normal for this kind of English) : the simple past tense 
(eg walked, was walking) is usually the dominant form, but here there 
is an above-average proportion of present tense forms, due to the 
scientific nature ofll (if p 252). Other tense-forms tend not to occur 
(except, of course, in quotations, reported speech, etc), but modal 
verbs are frequently used. The tendency in the popular press is to 
use the active voice rather than the passive - II again gives a false 
impression here, containing nearly thirty passives (as opposed to three 
in 1), the effect being to give the same impression of neutral, objective, 
factual reporting as occurs in scientific language (see Chapter 9). The 
passives here, however, are different from those in scientific English 
in two main respects: they display a wider range of forms; and a 
larger number of verbs are involved. Contracted forms also occur, 
in the more informal passages (if the beginning ofl). 

Turning now to the vocabulary of the two passages, the most 
striking feature is clearly the word-formation in I, where there is a 
greater inventiveness in compounding than is normally seen in 
English: only a minority of the hyphenated words (eg world-wide, 72) 
are common. Phrases tend to be used as words (if 9, 13). In II, the 
dominant lexical feature is the technical terminology, most of which 
is taken for granted as not requiring explanation - such phrases as 
by interpolation (193), for example. Such technicalities are noticeably 
lacking in I, where simpler words are used (eg computered, 79). The 
nearest we get to specialist usage is generalised (53), processers (28), 
memory bank (68), and perhaps communications centre (73). 

We have already noted the dramatic qualities of the headlines in 
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I, which result from their graphetic prominence, the intriguing nature 
of the title, and the force of the imperative. The vocabulary of the-
remainder of the text is also deliberately emphatic, as is clear from 
the use of such ' extreme' or ' absolute' words and phrases as big black, 
vanished, blaze, blow ... , and downpour. And this relates to the very 
important differences of status between the two passages. There 
is a certain amount of informality in II (if give the lot .. . (182), 

Why, then .. . (107), but in I this is the tone throughout. We notice 
colloquialisms such as won't (u), weather's (1), Yah, ha-ha . .. (9); 
and idioms such as joined the ranks of(I9), come up with (24)., too much 
(12), took over (39); and in the nick of time (occurs in the omitted 
section). The actual conversations quoted also retain the informal 
characteristics of colloquial speech to a great extent (donkey work, 
65, I'm afraid, 82). Then there is the overall jocular tone of the article, 
which again fosters greater informality. The computer is personified 
throughout (Mr Comet, compared with the sober known as Comet in 
II, 175), but this theme is not restricted to the use of the Mr form. 
Pronouns referring to the computer are masculine; it is referred to in 
human terms (member of the staff, 16), has human relationships (big 
brother, 67), and does human things (by being used with verbs which 
normally take only human animate subjects, such as cope, 30, join 
ranks, 19). There is a tendency to word-play (eg cloud, 5); and in the 
omitted section, forecasters is glossed in brackets as human. 

In II, on the other hand, the tone is much more formal and 
restrained, as the use of such 'careful' terms as contributed (91), 
persisted (u2), and attained (131) shows; for all of these, less formal 
equivalents could have been used. Phrases like up to the present time 
(1 12), assessment and judgment (109), retention or rejection (198), and 
relevant facts (218) have an official ring about them; and the formality 
is marked in the grammar by such careful phraseology as and,Jor the 
rest, to select (190), has been, and remains, vital (165), have long hoped 
(108), and such parallelisms as from ... from ... (109). A good example 
of the technically normal (but nonetheless formal) agreement using a 
plural verb is found in data . .. permit (152), where informal speech 
would tend to substitute the singular. The absence of vivid, dramatic 
vocabulary in II is consistent with the writer's purpose, which he 
makes explicit twice in the above extract - revolutions can begin quietly 
(87), and no dramatic change should be looked for (206). 

But such comments are already bound up with points that are 
really to do with the semantics of the two passages. The basic aim of 
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the two extracts, to report the facts, may be the same, but their 
interpretations are very different. The two papers take very different 
lines as to what are the relevant facts - that is, the facts which their 
audiences would find interesting. Not only is different language 
necessary to suit the different temperaments of their respective 
audiences, but a different type of information is also given. If we 
compare the actual information given in the two texts, we can see 
how the same basic story is interpreted very differently. In I, we are 
given the human, personal angle: there is a photograph; we are told 
about Dr Mason, given his age, told when he took over, and what 
he feels about the situation; we are told how many staff there are to 
work the machine; we are given the forecasters' feelings; continual 
reference is made to our own (the readers') communal everyday 
interest in the weather; we are told how much the computer has cost 
(very human!); there is the tone of witty informality already dis-
cussed; the text is larded with snippets of relevant conversation; there 
is the overall sense of drama (and note here how facts tend to be 
presented, in round, dramatic figures, eg 1 million calculations a second 
(30), memory of 50,000 (69),jive times as quickly (51)); and, in short, a 
general impression of great goings-on. And truly, a subject which 
might well have been dull for many, may now have become inter-
esting, through the addition of these human details and sidelines. 

In II, however, we get none of this at all. Instead of human details, 
we get research details, and the scientific and historical background; 
there is greater precision (ifl half a million (22) with II a little under ... 
(179), the mention of the Meteorological Office's headquarters at 
Bracknell (89), and the important mention in II that this is the first 
time in routine procedure (90)); there is a concern for accuracy via 
the use of moderately technical terms; and the tone is restrained,. 
one of routine reporting, aiming to present facts without drawing too 
dramatic a conclusion (ifl vanished (8) with II no dramatic change ... 
(206))- the only hint of humour is in human or electronic (151). It is 
worth pointing out that apart from mentioning the name of the 
machine, where it is, when it began working, and what the data are, 
the only other shared information in the extracts is that both mention 
the need for bigger computers and the time of Comet's activity (I 
one and a half hours, II (in the omitted portion) 7o-75 minutes). 
There is little else semantically in common. Both extracts try to 
commence, in their respective ways, with a lively introduction: there 
is a sharp switch in style between 32 and 33 in I, and between 107 
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and 108 in II, the introductory sections containing shorter and less 
complex sentences, and relatively more vivid and dramatic informa-
tion. The routine details are left till later. When I does get down to 
factual detail, indeed, its language approximates very closely to II-
the third paragraph from the end in I could have been used by II 
with little change. Finally, the thought progression in II is not 
necessarily 'better' organised than I on account of all this, but it is 
more complex and involves a greater and more explicit degree of 
control: consequently, points to be discussed are listed, summaries 
are given, there are clear topic sentences in paragraphs (usually at the 
beginning); and so on. In I the thought progresses in jumps, with very 
little development of individual points being made - a technique 
which is invaluable for getting the gist of a story over. 

It should be clear from all this how different these two types of 
reporting language are, despite the many points of similarity which 
have emerged; and these are but two texts chosen from a wide range 
(cf questions 8 and 9 below). On this basis, 'the language of newspaper 
reporting' is evidently a very general label which should be used with 
great care. There are certain linguistic features which tend to occur 
only in a journalistic context, but- parodies aside- it is unlikely that 
all or the majority of these would occur in any given newspaper 
report. It is better to consider 'journalese' as a range of usage which 
may be tapped when necessary, to a greater or lesser extent. Only in 
this way can one allow for the overlap of many kinds of news report-
ing with other varieties of English (such as scientific language}, and 
for the introduction of a great deal of idiosyncrasy on the part of 
an individual journalist. 

It is not a question, of course, of calling one of these articles 
linguistically 'better' or 'worse' than the other. We cannot use such 
terms except in relation to the overall aims and success of both - did 
the articles succeed in what their authors set out to do ? The issue 
which every reader is faced with is first and foremost to decide how 
the information he has been presented with is to be interpreted, which 
means being aware that what he has been given is very much a 
selection of all the facts available. This may not be so important in the 
case of the above extracts, where the subject matter is not of world-
shattering importance. But in other matters, such as politics or 
religion, we can see that, using similar techniques, a topic can be 
presented to the public in very different lights; and it is up to us to 
judge to what extent this colouring is obscuring the truth of a situa-
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tion. There is always the danger of bias (conscious or otherwise) in 
any writing: the attitudes of the writer towards his subject tend to 
creep in. But by paying careful attention to the language vehicle he 
uses for these attitudes, we can take care that we are not easily fooled. 

Exercises 
I The following sentences are both from the above articles (in the 

sections omitted). How unambiguously can they be identified with 
one or the other? 

Forecast pressures on contour heights at the chosen grid points 
can be printed out automatically at any stage. 
For Dr Mason said yesterday that his human staff had 'just 
about' reached the limit where their minds just couldn't absorb 
any more information. 

2 Write a report in the style of either I or II on an event which you 
witnessed recently. Give it a headline, and try and bring in features 
which you think are consistent with each other. 

3 Rewrite the first paragraph in II in the short paragraphs of I (eg 
the second paragraph beginning at For the first . .. ). Discuss the 
effects produced. 

4 What devices to produce emphasis can you find in the extracts, 
apart from those already mentioned? In what other ways could 
By the side of the ... (78) have been said? Compare the effects. 

S To determine the extent of the sequence signals in extracts of 
newspaper reporting, select a text and cut it up into its separate 
paragraphs, then mix them up, and see if you can sort them out 
into their correct order without any difficulty. Try this with sen-
tences within a paragraph also. 

6 Collect all the cases of numbers which occur in the two extracts. 
Some of these are logograms (as in 50o,ooo), others are written in 
full (seven-to-ten-hour), and others are a mixture (1 million). Can you 
see any pattern behind the differences? 

7 Subheadings exist in both extracts. Examine their relation to the 
body of the text, and see where the editor gets them from. What 
do you think their function is ? 

8 A typical news item is the short one-sentence report, of the type: 
Three people were hurt when a fire-engine crashed into a wall at the 
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junction of Smith Road and Clover Street during the rush-hour yesterday. 
Occasionally there will be a 'follow-up', eg It was returning from a 
false alarm ... Discuss the important features of this type of report-
ing. Look in your own daily paper, and see what variations on this 
basic theme exist. 

9 There is often a very obscure boundary between what is news and 
what is discussion in a report. Examine a number of reports to see 
to what extent this poses a descriptive problem. 

Notes 
1 Cfthe comment on initial capitalisation in legal language, p 198. 

2 CjH. STRAUMANN, Newspaper Headlines, London, 1935. For similarities between 
this and other kinds of English, see G. N. LEECH, English in Advertising, Longmans, 
I 966, pp 90 .fJ. 



Chapter 8 

The Language of Legal Documents 

The law includes many different activities, from the drawing up of 
statutes to the contracting of agreements between individuals, all of 
which need to be recorded in a written form. In spite of their diversity, 
it is perhaps not too far from the truth to say that each of these 
activities is in some way connected with the imposition of obligations 
and the conferring of rights. And from time to time, of course, some-
one or other is sure to become morbidly curious about his obligations, 
and even scrutinise them closely to see if they may possibly be 
wriggled out of! Similarly, rights occasionally come in for the kind 
of examination that has as its main aim stretching them to a credible 
limit and, if possible, even further. Consequently, whoever composes 
a legal document must take the greatest pains to ensure that it says 
exactly what he wants it to say and at the same time gives no oppor-
tunities for misinterpretation. The word 'say' is important in this 
context, because when a document is under scrutiny in a court of 
law, attention will be paid only to what, as a piece of natural language, 
it appears actually to declare: any intentions of the composer which 
fail to emerge clearly are not usually considered in arriving at what 
the document means, 1 and if the composer happens to have used 
language which can be taken to mean something other than he 
intended, he has failed in his job. 

But to externalise intentions in this way is not easy. Natural 
language being such a breeding ground for ambiguity, to com-
municate just one set of meanings while excluding many others is 
often impossible; but the lawyer must at least make the effort, and 
legal language has many oddities that are clear evidence of the kinds 
of effort that have been made. 

To speak of legal language as communicating meaning is in itself 
rather misleading. Of all uses of language it is perhaps the least 
communicative, in that it is designed not so much to enlighten 
language-users at large as to allow one expert to register information 
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for scrutiny by another. This is another factor which has provided 
opportunities for unusualness. Legal writers, pushed into oddity by 
their attempts to be unambiguous, are pulled as it were in the same 
direction by the knowledge that since their productions are for the 
benefit of someone as familiar with the jargon as themselves, they 
have no need to bother too much about the simpler needs of a general 
public. 

But we should again be somewhat misled to think of the lawyer -
or his legal draftsman for that matter - as sitting down to think up 
the contents of a document from scratch. Lawyers have been doing 
basically the same things- conveyancing property, drawing up wills, 
and so on - for a long time, and for each species of transaction there 
has developed a linguistic formula - or rather collections of such 
formulae - which are known to do the job adequately, having been 
subjected to long and thorough testing before the courts. There is a 
strong motivation for any lawyer to turn to a form of words that he 
knows he can rely on rather than take a chance on concocting some-
thing entirely new which may turn out to have unsuspected deficien-
cies. Therefore, much legal writing is by no means spontaneous but 
is copied directly from ' form books', as they are called, in which 
established formulae are collected. Quite apart from the question of 
reliability, however, there is another reason for turning to a model: 
the complexities of legal English are so unlike normal discourse that 
they are not easily generated, even by experts. It is a form oflanguage 
which is about as far removed as possible from informal spontaneous 
conversation. It is essentially visual language, meant to be scrutinised 
in silence: it is, in fact, largely unspeakable at first sight, and anyone 
who tries to produce a spoken version is likely to have to go through 
a process of repeated and careful scanning in order to sort out the 
grammatical relationships which give the necessary clues to adequate 
phrasing. 

The reliance on forms which were established in the past and the 
reluctance to take risks by adopting new and untested modes of 
expression contribute to the extreme linguistic conservatism of legal 
English. This conservatism is one reason that has led us in this chapter, 
as, for ~imilar reasons we have also done in Chapter 6, which deals 
with religious English, to pay a certain amount of attention to 
history; but it seemed worth while to give some historical back-
ground so as to admit relevant information that we would otherwise 
have been compelled to ignore. Another reason for dabbling in 
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linguistic history is that during the course of its development legal 
English has had to rub shoulders with, and sometimes give way to, 
both French and Latin. As a result of these contacts, it has acquired a 
number of distinctive characteristics, especially of the kind mentioned 
later in this chapter in the discussion of vocabulary. 

As we said at the outset, legal language covers a wide range of 
activities, and like any other variety it becomes blurred at the edges 
and changes imperceptibly into something else - consider, for in-
stance, the legal flavour of the excerpt of Civil Service language which 
we include in Chapter 9- but we have chosen two examples that we 
felt to be reasonably central in a linguistic sense, and also among the 
most likely to be met by the average person. I is from an endowment 
assurance policy, and ll from a hire purchase agreement. 

I 

~hfffQS a proposal to effect with the Society an 
assurance on the Life Insured named in the Schedule hereto 
has been duly made and signed as a basis of such assurance 
and a declaration has been made agreeing that this policy 
shall be subject to the Society's Registered Rules (which shall 5 

be deemed to form part of this policy) to the Table of 
Insurance printed hereon and to the terms and conditions of 
the said Table and that the date of entrance stated hereon 
shall be deemed to be the date of this contract AND such 
proposal has been accepted by the Society on the conditions 10 

as set forth in the proposal 

NOW this policy issued by the Society on payment of the first 
premium stated in the Schedule hereto subject to the Regis-
tered Rules of the Society 

WITNESSETH that if the Life Insured shall pay or cause to 15 

be paid to the Society or to the duly authorised Agent or 
Collector thereof every subsequent premium at the due date 
thereof the funds of the Society shall on the expiration of the 
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term of years specified in the Schedule hereto or on the pre-
vious death of the Life Insured become and be liable to pay 20 

to him/her or to his/her personal representative or next-of-
kin or assigns as the case may be the sum due and payable 
hereunder in accordance with the Table of Insurance printed 
hereon and the terms and conditions of the said Table 
(including any sum which may have accrued by way of 25 

reversionary bonus) subject to any authorised endorsement 
appearing hereon and to the production of this policy 
premium receipts and such other evidence of title as may be 
required 

IF UPON THE DEATH OF THE LIFE INSURED there 30 

shall be no duly constituted personal representative or 
nominee or assignee of the Life Insured able and willing to 
give a valid receipt for the sum payable such sum may in the 
discretion of the Committee of Management be paid to one 
or more of the next-of-kin of .the Life Insured whose receipt 35 

shall effectually discharge the Society from all liability under 
this policy 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF we the Secretary and two of the 
Committee of Management of the Society have hereunto 
attached our signatures 40 

II 

7. Notwithstanding the termination of the hiring under Clause 6 the 
Hirer shall pay all rent accrued due in respect of the hiring up to the date 
of such termination and shall be or remain liable in respect of any damage 
caused to the Owner by reason of any breach by the Hirer of any stipulation 
herein contained and on the part of the Hirer to be performed or observed. 45 

8. At any time before the Owner shall have recovered possession of 
the goods and before the Hirer shall have terminated the hiring under 
Section 4 of the Hire-Purchase Act 1938 (as amended) the Hirer may on 
the payment to the Owner of the total amount of any instalments then 
remaining unpaid of the rent hereinbefore reserved and agreed to be paid 50 
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during the term and the further sum of ten shillings purchase the goods: 
Provided that such payment as aforesaid shall be a condition prece-

dent to the exercise of the option to purchase so conferred (this agreement 
not being an undertaking by the Owner to sell the goods on credit or with-
out such payment as aforesaid being first made) and accordingly any 55 
notice unaccompanied by such payment as aforesaid of an intention to 
exercise the said option shall be void and shall not constitute a binding 
agreement to purchase or sell the goods. 

Early legal documents made few concessions to the convenience of 
the reader as far as layout was concerned.2 Their contents were usually 
set down as a solid block of script whose long lines extended from 
margin to margin across the parchment on which they were written, 
and there were no patterns of spacing or indentation to indicate either 
the sections of which a document was made up or the relationships 
between them. Various reasons have been suggested for this unbroken 
format, including economy in the use of parchment and an intention 
to defeat fraudulent deletions (by providing no tradition for spaces) 
and additions (by leaving no space into which they might be 
squeezed). The part played by these and other pressures in establishing 
the practice is a matter of guesswork, but there can be little doubt that 
the mass of script which resulted did not make any easier the task of 
deciphering a kind of language which was already specialised and, 
at least for any layman who happened to be confronted by it, ex-
tremely difficult. The sentences which went to make up a document 
were usually long; and in fact it was quite common for draftsmen to 
compose an entire document in the form of a single sentence. When 
it came to understanding these lengthy structures (lengthy in a 
physical as well as a linguistic sense, since pieces of parchment might 
measure a couple of feet from side to side) there was not much help 
from punctuation, which, if it was not completely absent, tended to 
be sketchy and haphazard. 

When legal documents came to be printed, compositors, influenced 
by practices that were already well established, helped to confirm the 
tradition that legal language, in keeping with the 'unbroken' nature 
of its grammar, should have a visual coherence interrupted as little 
as possible by features that could be regarded as not forming an 
essential part of the language itsel£ The effects of the tradition are 
still to be seen in the characteristic appearance of much written legal 
English. Even today, documents that have been drafted without 
paragraph divisions are occasionally to be found, and long, thinly 
punctuated sentences are the rule rather than the exception. But this 
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is not to say that legal English any longer consists of undifferentiated 
masses of print. In general there has been a tendency to make more 
and more use oflayout and other graphetic and graphological devices 
as a means of revealing structure, content and logical progression. 
The beginnings of this process were evident even in the old manu-
script deeds, where the occasional important word might be picked 
out by capitalisation, underlining or a different style of script; and 
gradually the potentialities of arrangement were exploited. This 
happened particularly with statutes, which often contain a large 
number of separate provisions that have both to be set out in an 
orderly manner and also made readily available for reference. In order 
to meet these needs a visual arrangement which attempted to reflect 
the logical progression of ideas was adopted, along with the appro-
priate lettering and numbering of sections and subsections, and the 
practice spread to include numerous kinds of business documents, of 
which our second extract may be taken as an example. There are, 
however, still many areas of legal writing - and in this instance 
extract I is typical- in which draftsmen make use oflayout to reveal 
the structure of a document but decline to go in for lettering or 
numbering of the sections. 

Thus legal English, at least from a graphetic and graphological 
point of view, has something in common with many other varieties 
in which clear logical sequence is essential. As in technical handbooks, 
collections of instructions, and much Civil Service language, blocks 
of print are arranged so as to reveal the sections into which the content 
is organised, the relationships between them, and their relative 
importance (if sections 4 and 5 in Chapter 9). But the process often 
goes further than this and draftsmen are in the habit of emphasising, 
by visual means, a whole collection of bits and pieces considered for 
one reason or another to merit special attention. In extract I, the use 
of Gothic characters for the initial Whereas, and the capitals for the 
words or phrases with which all the other sections of the document 
begin is perhaps partly a feature of arrangement, to be compared to 
the use of indentation for similar purposes in II. Perhaps also it owes 
something to the decorative tradition, going back to the illustrated 
manuscripts of the Middle Ages, in which initial words or letters were 
given distinctive visual emphasis. But clearly the process is not 
restricted to arrangement and decoration. It is no accident, for 
instance, that Witnesseth (15), which is the main verb of the first and 
most important sentence, is printed in capitals; and, in line 9, although 
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1t 1s apparently not intended to be regarded as beginning a new 
section, the word AND is capitalised, presumably as a means of 
giving increased emphasis to the clause it introduces. 

The contents ofl are also spaced to show the divisions between the 
three sentences, which end on lines 29, 37, and 40 respectively. But 
in addition to this, the long first sentence is itself broken up by line 
spaces to make more obvious certain important subdivisions within 
it. The main verb, as we have already mentioned, is picked out in 
capitals, and it introduces the very complex predicate, which is 
printed as a separate block in lines I 5-29. Preceding this, in lines 
I2-I4, there is another section made up of an adverbial, Now, and a 
long nominal group which is obviously entitled to be regarded with 
some awe, since, as subject of Witnesseth, it is the subject of the main 
clause. And as a preamble to the meat of the sentence there is the 
section from lines I-II, made up of the mass of dependent clauses, 
or 'recitals' as they are called by lawyers, which is introduced by 
Whereas. It can be seen from all this that the legal draftsman is pre-
pared to call attention by graphetic and graphological means to any 
grammatical unit or combination of units in order to point more 
effectively the meaning of the whole document. The process is also 
at work in II, where the complex of conditional clauses introduced 
by Provided that (52) is separated by indentation and spacing from the 

· first part of the sentence. As we have already mentioned, II, unlike 
I, uses numbers to identify its sections. S~me legal instruments com-
bine both types oflayout by attaching a set of numbered provisions-
often in the ' small print' that laymen never bother to read - at the 
end of a section which deals with the fundamental rights and obliga-
tions to which the separate provisions relate. 

Both extracts contain plenty of examples of the initial capitalisation 
which is used to dignify certain lexical items. It seems that sometimes 
a principle is applied whereby capitalisation is used only for words 
that have been given a precise definition in a document, but where 
no definitions are involved, as is the case with both of our extracts, 
it may be difficult to see on exactly what basis some words have been 
chosen for capitalisation and others ignored. (Why, for instance, 
Schedule in 2, but policy in 4, etc?) Once the words have been chosen, 
however, the treatment of them seems to be quite consistent; and, 
also, a few roughly definable categories emerge. These include 
various personalia referred to, such as Life Insured (2, etc), Agent or 
Collector (I6), Secretary (38), Hirer (42, etc), Owner (44, etc); parts of 
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the document itself, or of attachments to it: Schedule (2, etc), Registered 
Rules (5), Table of Insurance (6), Clause 6 (41); and what may be 
loosely called institutions, of one kind or another, some of which 
may be so close to names as to qualify for a capital in their own right: 
Society (1, etc), Committee of Management (39). 

Unless parentheses are counted, extract I is completely unpunctu-
ated, and the punctuation in II is restricted to final periods and a 
colon. This dearth of punctuation is perhaps one of the first things 
that springs to mind in connection with printed legal language, no 
doubt because most people at some time have experienced the 
difficulty of picking their way, without even the help of an occasional 
comma, through the already complex grammar of a lease or an 
insurance policy. An explanation reminiscent of that referred to 
earlier in relation to the lack of spaces in old documents is sometimes 
put forward to account for the rarity of punctuation marks. It is 
suggested that since they may so easily be added or deleted by anyone 
intent upon achieving ends less commendable than ease of reading it 
was felt better to do without punctuation altogether, so removing an 
opportunity for relatively simple forgery. The pictures conjured up 
make this an engaging theory; but a more likely explanation is to 
be found if the nature and evolution of punctuation itself are taken 
into account.3 It seems that punctuation originated as a largely 
prosodic device or an aid to phrasing: that is, it attempted to do no 
more than show in a crude way the points in a piece of written 
language at which anyone reading it aloud ought to pause, or give 
some indication of a break. As such it was quite unequal to the task 
of revealing features of the grammatical or logical structure of written 
language, and remained until the eighteenth century little more than 
a prop to oral reading. A public performance which would necessitate 
accurate reading aloud, of course, was about the last thing likely to 
happen to those legal documents - probably the majority - whose 
chief function was to serve as written records, and hence the thinness 
of their punctuation. It is not true that legal language was always 
entirely punctuationless, and in fact the occasional specimens which 
were intended for oral presentation - proclamations, for instance -
were quite fully punctuated. The idea of totally unpunctuated legal 
English is a later development, perhaps started by early compositors 
who, looking for something to guide their own rather shaky ideas in 
this area, consulted manuscript documents and concluded that the 
punctuation was so sparse and erratic that it could not have been put 
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there intentionally in the first place. By degrees the tradition grew up 
that commas, periods and so on had no part to play in legal writing, 
and some authorities went so far as to say that when they did occur 
they were to be accorded no recognition in the interpretation of 
meaning - something that could be got only from the words them-
selves. This extreme point of view, however, never gained complete 
acceptance in the courts and the tendency nowadays is to recognise 
the usefulness of punctuation as a guide to grammatical structure -
provided, of course, that it is used systematically. But it should be 
noted that only a limited range of punctuation marks is allowable in 
legal English, and the occurrences are few by normal standards. 
Extract IT gives a reasonable idea of this, while I is a reminder that 
the tradition of non-punctuation is still operative. 

If as a starting-point for looking at the grammar oflegallanguage 
we take the way in which its sentences are linked together, we 
immediately find a point that needs to be considered, because of the 
implications that it has for distinctiveness. In the first place, in those 
documents which have been composed as one very long sentence, the 
question of sentence linkage does not arise - and features that would 
elsewhere operate as sentence connectors can be considered only for 
the part they play in joining together clauses. The same holds true, to 
a considerable extent, for most written legal language, since even in 
documents which are divided into sentences the sentences tend to be 
extremely long. It is a characteristic legal habit to conflate, by means 
of an array of subordinating devices, sections of language which 
would elsewhere be much more likely to appear as separate sentences. 
As a result, legal sentences are usually self-contained units which 
convey all the sense that has to be conveyed at any particular point 
and do not need to be linked closely either to what follows or to what 
has gone before. It seems that many types of discourse- especially 
conversation- prefer to convey connected information in a series of 
short sentences which need linking devices to show their continuity, 
while legal English moves in the opposite direction by putting all 
such sequences into the form of very complex sentences capable of 
standing alone. It can be argued that the process is at work in a great 
deal of written language- that in fact it gives rise to some of the chief 
distinctions between written and spoken grammar - but in legal 
language it goes to greater lengths than anywhere else. 

The variety is remarkable for the fact that, apart from occasional 
introductory adverbials like, for instance, IN WITNESS WHEREOF 
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(38), almost the only formal linkage to be found between the long 
and self-sufficient sentences is the repetition of lexical items - and of 
this there is a good deal. The habit is to be expected in a variety which 
is s9 much concerned with exactness of reference. In almost all other 
varieties too much repetition is regarded as tiresome. It is often 
reduced by the use of anaphora, in which a substitute word - for 
instance, one of the pronouns he, she, it or they- replaces, or, to put 
it another way, refers back to a lexical item that would otherwise 
have needed repeating. Some anaphoric devices, such as forms of 
the verb do, may substitute for stretches of language larger than a 
single lexical item, replacing whole clauses, or sections of clauses, and 
some, notably the demonstratives this and that, are commonly used 
to refer to considerable stretches of language, perhaps comprising a 
number of sentences. The trouble with substitutes of this kind, how-
ever, is that they can often look as though they are referring back to 
an item other than that which the writer had in mind, producing 
ambiguities and confusions which would be of very little conse-
quence in conversation- or even in a good deal of written language-
but. quite intolerable in a legal document. 

Consequently, draftsmen never use anaphoric links between sen-
tences, and are prepared to put up with the repetitiveness that results. 
But the matter goes further than sentence connection, and legal 
English is in fact notable for the extreme scarcity, even within 
sentence structure, of the pronoun reference and anaphora which are 
used so extensively in most other varieties. In the extracts, there is 
only one instance of reference being made by a pronoun, when 
himfher, in 21, is used to point back to the Life Insured. This, of course, 
is a case in which there is almost no possibility of confusion, although 
a wildly improbable interpretation might just manage to see himfher 
referring ambiguously to the Agent or Collector of line 16. But it is 
not simply that referential pronouns are avoided only where their 
use could raise genuine confusion; they seem to be eschewed as a 
species. And in environments in which even the most bizarre mis-
reading would be unlikely to find an undesirable meaning, the lexical 
item is solemnly repeated, as, for instance, in 48, where there would 
seem to be little objection, at least on grounds of sense, to substituting 
he for Hirer. Perhaps the most notable omission is it. This is an 
extremely common cross-referencing item in many varieties, but in 
written legal language the pronoun turns up only in constructions 
such as It is agreed as follows, where in any case the it is perhaps best 
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seen as a filler of the subject position rather than as a substitute for 
anything that might be identified as an antecedent. 

Legal English contains only complete major sentences. Both the 
incomplete sentences which help to characterise conversation and also 
the minor sentences which are so notable a feature of commentary 
and by no means rare even in some written varieties are entirely 
lacking - which is not surprising, in view of the kind of context 
in which all legal language originates. Most of these complete 
sentences are in the form of statements, with no questions and only an 
occasional command; but the statements are very often of a character-
istic type which is reflected in equally characteristic sentence structure. 
Reduced to a minimal formula, the great majority of legal sentences 
have an underlying logical structure which says something like 'if 
X, then Z shall be Y' or, alternatively 'if X, then Z shall do Y '. 
There are of course many possible variations on this basic theme, but 
in nearly all of them the 'if X' component is an essential: every action 
or requirement, from a legal point of view, is hedged around with, 
and even depends upon, a set of conditions which must be satisfied 
before anything at all can happen.4 

In terms of sentence structure, 'if X' is most likely to be accom-
modated by means of adverbial clauses - very often of the kind that 
are sometimes called conditional or concessive - and since such 
clauses expound the A element in sentence structure, legal sentences 
are, almost without exception, complex. It is perhaps the adverbials 
which contribute most to the distinctive quality of the sentences. The 
first twenty-nine lines give a good impression of the kind of sentence 
structure that is common in legal documents, and the following 
breakdown into component elements (of which all except the 
shortest have been abbreviated) may provide a convenient guide to 
this particular example: 

A Whereas a proposal ... has been duly made ... 
A and a declaration has been made ... 
A AND such proposal has been accepted ... 
ANOW 

s this policy . . . 
P WITNESSETH 

c that ... the funds of the Society ... shall ... become and be 
liable to pay ... the sum due ... 
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This arrangement emphasises the way in which adverbials tend 
typically to cluster at the beginning of the sentence, although they 
are not confined to that position; and a quick glance at the extract 
will show the length and complexity of the three initial clauses, and 
especially of the second. Following another adverbial - the word 
NOW - comes the long nominal group which constitutes the 
subject, and then, introduced by the main verb WITNESSETH, 
there is the very long that clause which functions as complement. 

In the clause structure, as in the sentence structure, there is a 
tendency to length and complexity. The elements s and c are very 
rarely expounded by pronouns, and all clauses, both finite and non-
finite, are very likely to contain adverbials. It is perhaps the frequency 
of these adverbial elements that is the most notable feature; but 
almost equal in importance is the variety of positions that they adopt. 
Legal draftsmen take full advantage of adverbial mobility, but always 
as a means of clarifying meaning and avoiding ambiguity: they 
seldom seem to move adverbials around, as is done in some written 
varieties, simply as a means of achieving greater elegance of expression. 
The result of this primary concern with meaning is that adverbials 
are put in positions which seem unusual by more normal standards. 
In line 1, for instance, a proposal to effect with the Society an assurance ... 
might look a little more ordinary if the order were a proposal to effect 
an assurance with the Society, but no doubt the idea is to get with the 
Society next to the verb it modifies in order to avoid a possible 
ambiguity. Similar examples are to be seen also in I 5-17, shall pay . .. 
to the Society ... every subsequent premium, and in 2o-22, pay to him{ 
her ... the sum. In 45, on the part of the Hirer to be performed or observed, 
reverses what would seem to be the expected order. There may be 
some considerations of clarity or logic at work in this particular 
instance, but perhaps the connection is rather with the preference that 
II seems to show, at a number of points, for the distinctive order 
A+participle- compare herein contained (45), and hereinbefore reserved 
(so), for instance, with printed hereon and stated hereon, both from I, 
which adopt the more usual sequence of participle+A. 

The adverbial elements are very often coordinated: on the expiration 
... or on the previous death ... (18-2o); subject to any authorised 
endorsement ... and to the production ... (26-7); on credit or without 
such payment . .. (54-5), and so on. And it is convenient at this point 
to mention that coordination at all levels, and of all kinds of structures 
is extremely common in legal English, as may be gathered from the 
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instances- too numerous to need exemplifying- found throughout 
the extracts. 

One of the most striking characteristics of written legal English is 
that it is so highly nominal; that is, many of the features in any given 
stretch are operating within nominal group structure, and the long 
complicated nominals that result are noticeable by contrast with the 
verbal groups, which are relatively few, and selected from a restricted 
set of possibilities. There is a very marked preference for post-
modification in the nominal groups, and the kind of complexity that 
develops is clearly seen, for instance, in the group found in 49-5 I, 

which may be broken down as follows, so as to show more clearly the 
relationships which hold between its component parts: 

the layment }of 
to the owner 

the total am,unt 

of any instalment then remaining unpaid 

~the rent hereinbefore reserved 
and agreed to be paid during the 
term 

and the further sum 
I of ten shillings 

Much of the special flavour of such groups, and indeed, of legal 
language generally, results from a fondness for using non-finite 
clauses, which in many other varieties would probably be replaced by 
finite clauses, as postmodifiers of nominal elements: any instalment 
then remaining unpaid; the rent hereinbefore reserved and agreed to be paid 
during the term. 

Another source of oddity is the insertion of postmodifying elements 
at precisely those points in a group at which they will most clearly 
give the required sense. The need to achieve precision or avoid 
ambiguity always takes precedence over considerations of elegance, 
and unusual sequences are as a result common: note, for instance, in 
the example above, the payment TO THE OWNER of the total amount; and 
any instalments THEN REMAINING UNPAID of the rent. Notice also the 
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effect of placing the further sum of ten shillings at the end of the much 
longer construction with which it is coordinate (ie of the total amount ... 
during the term): the tendency on reading this part of the document 
for the first time is to see the further sum ... as being coordinated with 
the nominal which immediately precedes it, that is, the term. Several 
scannings are necessary, in the absence of punctuation, before the 
structure at this point becomes clear. This instance is typical of the 
way in which the concern for logical structure makes a reader's task 
more difficult, and that of anyone attempting to 'sight read' such 
passages (as in reading aloud) almost impossible. 

By contrast with postmodification, premodification is restrained, 
although it has to be remembered that the determiner position in 
almost every nominal is filled, no doubt in keeping with the general 
inclination to be specific. Zero determination seems to be largely 
restricted to such formulae as part of this policy (6), on payment of(I2), 
or to items like Clause 6 (41). The occurrence of reversionary bonus 
{26), and premium receipts (28) seems counter to the general trend, but 
perhaps they too can be considered as formulaic. The use of such as 
a determiner, unaccompanied by the indefinite article that would be 
expected in most other varieties is of course one of the most readily 
recognisable marks oflegallanguage, and it occurs repeatedly in both 
extracts, eg such assurance (3), and so on. Jts use is presumably prompted 
by the desire to achieve precision of reference, which is also behind 
another quirk oflegal style, the use of said (8, etc) and aforesaid (52, etc) 
in premodifying function. 

It is worth noting that adjectives, such as splendid, wise, disgusting, 
and happy are much less frequent than in many other varieties, and 
that intensifying adverbs like very and rather- extremely common 
elsewhere - are completely absent. 

Many of the nouns which are modified by the structures of pre-
and postmodification that we have been discussing are themselves 
either 'abstract' in the narrow sense or at least are not primarily to 
be taken as referring to some physical object; for instance, proposal 
(1, etc), declaration (4), conditions (7), termination (41), stipulation (44), 
possession (46), and so on. 

The verbal groups used in legal language are notable for the high 
proportion of non-finites and for the number of finites that are of 
the type modal auxiliary (usually shall) + BE + past participle. Shall is 
invariably used to express what is to be the obligatory consequence 
of a legal decision, and not simply as a marker of future tense, which 
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is its main function in other varieties. Between the auxiliary and the 
lexical verb there is sometimes a quite remarkable degree of separa-
tion: for instance, the very long group that we used a short time ago 
to illustrate nominal group structure is part of a prepositional phrase 
which separates the auxiliary may (48) from its lexical verb purchase 
(51). 

Verbs seem very often to be selected from one or other of a fairly 
small number of lexical sets which are rather difficult to define with 
any precision, but which are hinted at by such items, chosen at 
random from both extracts, as deem, accept, require, agree, issue, state, 
specify, constitute, perform or observe, exercise, and so on. 

The range of vocabulary that may be met in legal language is 
extremely wide, since almost anything - whether a collection of 
objects, a set of circumstances or a network of personal relationships-
may become the subject oflegislation or legal tabulation in some way 
or other; and a statute regulating the importation of sheep and pigs 
will obviously differ greatly from a mortgage deed. But lawyers have 
developed marked preferences in their choice of words, and some 
very clear characteristics emerge. It is especially noticeable that any 
passage of legal English is usually well studded with archaic words 
and phrases of a kind that could be used by no one else but lawyers. 
It seems likely that these words give the man in the street his most 
reliable guide for identifying the language of a legal document. They 
may be less immediately obvious, from a visual point of view, than 
the graphetic and graphological devices we have mentioned, but most 
people, when asked to imitate or parody the language of lawyers, 
will probably not get very far before throwing in a 'witnesseth' and 
adding a sprinkling of 'aforesaids' and 'hereinbefores '. The first of 
these- witnesseth ( 1 5) -is interesting in that it shows the preservation 
of an -eth ending for the third person singular present tense form of 
the verb. The usage is quite isolated: it seems that lawyers are attached 
to witnesseth simply as a matter of tradition; witnesses would be a 
perfectly acceptable alternative. Elsewhere, the modern ending is 
used, and something like hath been duly made (cf 3) would be just as 
unusual in a legal document as in English generally. This state of 
affairs contrasts with some varieties of religious English, where the 
-eth form is used consistently in place of its modern equivalent. Both 
of our extracts hint at the frequency and variety of those words which 
consist of an adverbial word or place to which a preposition-like word 
has been suffixed: hereto (2, etc), hereon (7, etc), hereunder (23), hereunto 
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(39), herein (45), hereinbefore (so), thereof (17), and whereof (38). All 
these are useful for the kind of precise references - especially to the 
document or its parts, and to the contracting parties - which lawyers 
find it so necessary to make; but again it seems possible to see in the 
almost ritualistic repetitiveness more than a little reverence for 
tradition. 

Archaisms nearly always seem to add a touch of formality to the 
language in which they occur, and in this respect those found in legal 
documents complement the extremely large proportion of words 
which, even though in current use, seem highly formal in their effect. 
Duly (3, etc), deemed (6, etc), expiration (18), and terminated (47) are 
just a few that may be taken as representative. If collocations are 
taken account of, in addition to separate words, then of course the 
tendency becomes even more noticeable, and combinations such as 
term of years (19), upon the death of (30), and so on, show a. degree of 
formality that none of the constituents possesses in isolation. 

Some of the most characteristic collocations are those in which 
synonyms, or near-synonyms, are coordinated, sometimes in quite 
extensive lists, but more usually in pairs: made and signed (3), terms and 
conditions (7), able and willing (32). Draftsmen got into the habit of 
using these pairs at a time when there were in the language both 
native English and borrowed French terms for the same referent. In 
this situation there was often a certain amount of doubt as to whether 
such 'synonyms' meant exactly the same thing, and there developed 
a tendency to write in each alternative and rely on inclusiveness as a 
compensation for lack of precision. The result was the large number 
of couplings of the 'breaking and entering' and 'goods and chattels' 
type •in which an English word is complemented by its French 
equivalent. 

As we mentioned earlier in this chapter, the French element in 
legal vocabulary is of course extremely large - a consequence of the 
wealth of French legal terminology that was conveniently borrow-
able after the Conquest. Some impression of this may be gained 
by looking at the words contained in the opening lines of I. If we 
ignore the words used primarily to signal grammatical relationships, 
which are mainly descended direct from Old English, we fmd that 
proposal, effect, society, assurance, insured, schedule, duly, signed, agreeing, 
policy, subject, rules, form, terms, conditions, date, entrance, contract, and 
accepted are all from French, and printed may be from the same source. 
Nearly all the French originals derive of course from Latin; but in 
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legal English there is in addition a large number of terms which have 
come directly from Latin. The first few lines of I, taken again as a 
source of examples, give the direct borrowings basis and table, and 
also declaration, registered, stated, and part, which have various. types and 
degrees of direct connection with Latin. This leaves us with only life, 
named, made, deemed, and said as representatives of Old English: a 
similarly high proportion of Romance to Germanic words would 
probably be found in most specimens of legal English, and would be 
equalled by only a few other varieties. 

All the words we have been discussing, whatever their origins, 
became English words when they were adopted into the language, 
and many of them are in general use; but there is still a relatively small 
collection of both French and Latin legal terms which have lingered 
on in their original forms, even though their pronunciation has been 
modified to suit native habits, from the days when legal business was 
carried on in these languages. These words and phrases of Law 
French and Law Latin, respectively, have never become 'naturalised' 
in the manner of other loan-words. They are used much less frequently 
than was once the custom, but quite a number of those that still 
survive play an important role as technical terms and so constitute an 
active and highly distinctive part of the legal vocabulary. Law French 
includes such items as estoppel, fee simple, laches, and quash, and 
among the terms of Law Latin are alias, amicus curiae, nolle prosequi, 
and res judicata. Locutions of this kind have remained largely the 
property of lawyers, but a few (cf quash and alias above) have made 
their way into everyday use. 

Many of the words that have been used for illustration in the course 
of this section belong to the technical vocabulary that the law, in 
common with all other specialist occupations, has built up for itself. 
Just as cricketers need their off cutters and backward short legs to cope 
with the difficult business of being specific about niceties on the field, 
so lawyers find it convenient to have at their disposal terms which 
will be immediately and economically meaningful to anyone ac-
quainted with them. There is a tremendous amount of stylistic 
information to be gained from a knowledge of what words are used 
as technicalities in any given area of language. This is true, in a very 
obvious sense, of words which are unique to a variety: the great 
stylistic importance of hereon or tort is that they positively identify any 
specimen of language in which they occur as having been produced 
by some sort of legal situation - even if it was only someone being 
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funny about the linguistic peculiarities of lawyers. It is also true of 
those common words which a province takes over and converts into 
technical terms by using them in a special way - often by allowing 
them to keep only one of a range of meanings they may have else-
where. There are plenty of these in both extracts: proposal (I, etc), 
life (2, etc), provided (52), and so on. The same effect may also come 
about by the reverse process, as it were, when, as with liable (20, etc), 
a technicality is allowed to slip out into general use, widening its 
range of meanings in the process, but kept strictly to heel within the 
discipline concerned. 

It is usual to regard as technical terms only those words which 
appear to have a very precise reference, and often what are believed 
to be less exact items are classified under such headings as 'argot', 
'slang', ' cant', and 'jargon'. But 'exactness' of meaning is a tricky 
thing to calculate, and since this kind of classification tends to bring 
in value judgments as well it is probably best avoided for stylistic 
purposes, where the points at issue are whether a word is unique to a 
province, or, if not unique, whether it is used there in a special way. 
This makes it unnecessary to deal with the awkward problem of 
exactness of meaning, and allows both the words which are confined 
to a certain variety and those which adopt in it a meaning which is 
different from or very much narrower than normal to be lumped 
together as being 'variety-specific' - that is, they give an observer 
clues for confident statements about the origin of any passage in which 
he finds them. 

Even though there is no stylistic information to be got directly 
from a knowledge of the exactness or otherwise of items of vocabulary 
used in a variety, in legal language this question of precision is worth 
considering simply because it is one about which lawyers have always 
been deeply concerned and often highly articulate. The technical 
terminology or special vocabulary of the law is remarkable not for 
the fact that it contains a mixture of words, some with exact and some 
with less exact meanings, but because in many instances the degree of 
exactness is the subject of a kind of tacit agreement between lawyers. 
This is especially noteworthy in the case of what are known in the 
trade as 'terms of art'. Terms of art are those words and phrases 
about whose meaning lawyers have decided there can be no argu-
ment. Their application within different legal contexts may be 
disputed, but when terms like tort, which we mentioned above, are 
used, lawyers are quite certain what is meant. And so they are about 
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many other terms which, unlike tort, put in an appearance in everyday 
usage: alibi, appeal, bail, difendant, landlord, plaintiff, and prayer all 
mean something far more precise in law then they do to those men 
in the street who ever get round to using them. There is no consoli-
dated list of such terms. Many of them have achieved their status 
through legislation, in which terms that were presumably rather 
too evasive for comfort have been ·pegged down in some statute or 
other. Many more may be pointed to in the written records of 
judgments, where successive opinions have whittled down possi-
bilities of interpretation. But a large number seem to owe their 
exactitude to some function of the collective unconscious of the legal 
profession by which all lawyers - or at least all expert lawyers - can 
sense the sharpness of the words available to them. They can, it seems, 
sense bluntness too~ Much of their special vocabulary, without being 
vague, lacks the precision of terms of art, and is accordingly handled 
by them in a different way and for different purposes. Thus, while 
liable (20, 43) means the same thing to all lawyers, words like valid 
(33) and damage (43) are not exact enough to qualify as term$ of art. 
And then there are many words and phrases which are useful in law 
simply because they are so general. Lawyers are not exclusively 
devoted to the pursuit of precision, and on the frequent occasions on 
which some part of a document needs to leave room for the meaning 
to stretch a little, then in will come terms like adequate, andfor, due 
care, intention, and malice; but here, of course, in many instances such 
items are in no way distinctive oflegallanguage, having the range of 
meaning and kind of distribution that characterise them in general 
use. 

As we have said earlier, a knowledge of the narrowness or breadth 
. of meaning in individual lexical items provides us with little stylistic 
information. It is possible, however, that the pressures to be precise 
or vague, in a purely terminological way, are stronger in law than 
almost anywhere else and will vary quite distinctly according to types 
of document and situation, and even according· to the sections of a 
document and the stages of a situation. If this is so, there will be 
corresponding fluctuations in the kind of term selected. Lawyers are 
not only conscious of the necessity for precision and the benefits of 
judicious vagueness: they are also aware, perhaps uniquely, of the 
potentialities their trade lexicon gives them for securing these 
qualities. Any adequate lexico-semantic treatment of legal language 
would have to take account of this linguistic consciousness, and 
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attempt to assess its consequences on the distribution of specialist 
vocabulary. 

But the concern with meaning affects more than the choice of 
terminology. Lawyers know that anything they write, and much of 
what they say, is likely to be examined with an acuity that is seldom 
focused on other forms of language. It is as if the products of their 
linguistic activity become objects to be dissected and probed -
often in a purely destructive way. Consequently, much care is 
called for ih the construction of these 'objects'. When so much 
depends on the results of interpretation, the lawyer must go to great 
lengths to ensure that a document says exactly what he wants it 
to say, that it is precise or vague in just the right parts and just 
the right proportions, and that it contains nothing that will allow 
a hostile interpreter to find in it a meaning different from that in-
tended. 

It is impossible to read any line ofthe extracts without getting an 
impression of the care with which words and constructions have been 
manipulated to produce the effect that the drafter wanted. To develop 
this point, we shall take a closer look at the opening paragraph of 
II, a convenient passage from which to illustrate. Here we see the 
habit of making absolutely clear who or what is being referred to 
by repeating the noun in question rather than allowing in pronouns 
with their hint of vagueness. Termination, hiring, and Hirer all get this 
treatment. There are the characteristic coordinations - in this case 
with or - by which opportunities for misinterpretation are reduced. 
The hirer shall be or remain liable: presumably this is to call attention 
to the continuation of any liabilities incurred already, and to avoid 
the risk that shall be, ifunaccompanied by remain, might be taken as 
implying futurity and allow the interpretation that the hirer's 
responsibilities start only after he has terminated the agreement. 
Similarly, by performed or observed the hirer is expected not only to 
have done certain things, but to have kept to provisions that did not 
involve doing things in a physical sense at all. These are devices for 
ensuring precision, but it is interesting that nearly all the precision 
is aimed at the hirer, while the owner tends to get the benefits of any 
vaguenesses that are going. Note that the hirer is liable - a term 
already mentioned as being extremely exact in meaning- but liable 
in respect of damage- which is a term we used to exemplify flexibility. 
·And not just damage, but any damage, caused by any breach of any 
stipulation! It would be difficult to be more inclusive than that, and 
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such calculated imprecision is obviously an important component of 
the meaning of the document as a whole. 

It is because this concern with meaning is so constant and in-
escapable in legal contexts that the semantic aspect of legal language 
is in many ways the most important for stylistic study. Frequent 
stylistic insights are to be gained at this level for the simple reason 
that so many of the most distinctive variety markers to be observed 
at the other levels clearly relate directly to the lawyer's attempts to 
meet the demands imposed on him by the special brand of meaning 
he is called on to produce. There are, for instance, the features of 
layout by which attention is directed towards parts of a document 
which are crucial to meaning; then there are grammatical character-
istics such as the chain-like nature of some of the constructions, and 
the restriction on the use of pronouns, both of which are connected 
with the need to avoid ambiguity; and in vocabulary there is the 
studied interplay of precise with flexible terminology. 

Similarly, a number of the more general characteristics of legal 
language - those which arise from the interaction of features and 
contribute to its special stylistic 'flavour' - are products of the 
semantic framework that lawyers have always had to work in. The 
most notable of these is the extreme conservatism of the variety: its 
preservation at all levels of forms which have long since been aban-
doned elsewhere. Some of this no doubt stems from the ceremonial 
element in legal contexts; and perhaps some deliberate archaisms 
begin to lose their linguistic character and become features com-
parable to the extra-linguistic realia which are usually involved in the 
performance of ceremonies of any kind: hereons become directly 
equatable with wigs, as it were. But most of the conservatism is 
nothing more than reliance on forms of language that have proved 
effective in achieving certain objects. The principle is that what has 
been tested and found adequate is best not altered. It is for this reason 
that lawyers turn to some form of precedent before going into print 
themselves; and however repugnant they may fmd many of the 
linguistic complexities they require their clerks to copy out they are 
reluctant to alter formulae which have always been known to work 
before. Lawyers subscribe more than most people to the beliefs that 
it is impossible to alter form without in some way changing content. 

In spite of this conservatism, however, legal language has changed, 
even if slowly. Some of the changes have resulted from changes in 
the fashion of drafting documents, but many others have followed 
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changes in the law itself. Nowadays points may be found in legal 
documents at which the language is considerably simpler than was 
once the case, perhaps allowing a single term to stand in place of a 
whole string of synonyms, or a simple phrase to indicate a series of 
legal operations that once needed several lines to set out in full. Very 
often such economies have been made possible by provisions in 
statutes to say that the shortened version is legally acceptable and that 
lawyers will no longer run the risks they may have incurred formerly 
by failing to repeat the rigmarole in full. This points to another 
characteristic of legal language that sets it apart from most varieties: 
it is a form oflanguage that must always behave in conformity with 
the body of rules- the law- of which it is the vehicle. Certain things 
must be said in certain ways for fear of seeming to misrepresent the 
law, and before they may be said differently the law itself must often 
consent. 

Faced with such a series of constraints- the need to avoid ambiguity, 
to be precise or vague in just the right way, to evade the possibilities 
of misinterpretation and to conform to the linguistic dictates of the 
law -lawyers, as we said, became and have remained in their use of 
language, cautious, conservative, ingenious, and self-aware. There are 
on record many of the wrangles into which they enter over particu-
larly knotty points of meaning and interpretation. No other section 
of the community can ever have been concerned so agonisingly about 
the possibilities raised by the form andfor, or the precise nature of 
what permutations of meaning are allowable among a string of 
adjectives, joined by and, which premodify the same nominal head. 5 

There have even grown up a number of semantic principles which 
are well known to lawyers, and to which they are careful to subscribe 
when arranging information. Amongst these are the ejusdem generis 
principle, by which general words which follow specific words are 
taken to apply only to persons or things of the same class as already 
mentioned, so that in 'house, office, room, or other place' the final 
item is not allowed to refer to an uncovered enclosure, even though 
this may be a' place'. Complementing this is the principle of expressio 
unius est exclusio alterius, which ensures that if a list of specific words 
is not followec by a general term, then the provisions being made 
apply only to the things mentioned, all other things being implicitly 
excluded. Then there is the nosdtur sodis principle, which asserts the 
importance ohllowing the verbal context in which any word appears 
to enter into the definition of its meaning. Perhaps the most important 
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of all these rules is the Golden Rule of interpretation. This rule states 
that whatever the intention behind a legal document, when it is being 
interpreted 'the grammatical and ordinary sense of the words is to be 
adhered to unless that would lead to some absurdity or some repug-
nance or inconsistency with the rest of the instrument, in which case 
the grammatical and ordinary sense of the words may be modified 
so as to avoid that absurdity and inconsistency, but no further'.6 
Whatever the status such principles might have in any linguistically-
orientated semantic theory, the fact that they are widely recognised by 
lawyers means that a full treatment oflegal semantics would have to 
take them into account, and identify the effects they may have on the 
semantic structure of legal documents. 

Exercises 

1 (a) Punctuate extract I and add any extra punctuation to II that 
you consider necessary. Some of your insertions would no doubt 
be obligatory by normal standards of punctuation; others would be 
optional- perhaps of the kind that is sometimes regarded as an aid 
to 'phrasing'. How far is it possible to distinguish the two ? (You 
may find a good deal of enlightenment on this point by trying the 
next part of this question.) 
(b) Using the system of notation explained in Chapter 2, write out 
a version of each extract which shows one of the ways in which it 
could be read aloud. Relate each of the punctuation features you 
added under (a) to the corresponding phonological feature or 
features you now suggest. 

2 Attempt to replace some of the archaic and highly formal vocabu-
lary with more modern, less formal substitutes. Note the kind of 
difficulties you run into, and any consequential changes you are 
forced to make. (You might also try reshaping some of the gram-
matical constructions along similar lines.) 

3 Note any points in the extracts where a certain amount of ambi-
guity remains, in spite of efforts that have been made to avoid it. 
Do the same with a few passages of similar length chosen from 
some other varieties of written English and compare the results. 

4 Precision and freedom from ambiguity are aims of legal language 
that may conflict with the aims of simplicity and intelligibility. 
Suggest ways of minimising the conflict, and also the priorities you 
think should be applied when conflict is unavoidable. 
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5 Mention was made in this chapter of the fact that legal English has 
changed considerably in the course of time. What further changes 
would you advocate? 

6 Let us assume that your local authority wants to stop parking in 
the main street during busy periods, but does not wish to prevent 
wholesalers delivering goods to the shops by such a ban. Attempt 
a draft of a by-law that will achieve these objectives with clarity 
and precision, and ask a friend to try and find fta~s in it. 

7 The following royal warrant has a number of similarities to legal 
English. There are also some important differences. Try to identify 
both the similarities and the differences. 

ELIZABETH R. 

ELIZABETH THE SECOND, by the Grace of God of the United 
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and of Our other 
Realms and Territories QUEEN, Head of the Commonwealth, 
Defender of the Faith, to Our Trusty and Well-beloved Graham 
Malcolm Wilson, Esquire, 

Greeting! 
WHEREAS by Warrant under the Royal Sign Manual bearing the 
date the sixth day of August, 1965, We appointed a Commission, to 
be called the Royal Commission on Medical Education: 

NOW KNOW YE that We, reposing great trust and confidence in 
your knowledge and ability do by these Presents appoint you the said 
Graham Malcolm Wilson, to be a member of the said Commission, 
in the room of Our Trusty and Well-beloved John Rupert Squire, 
Esquire, deceased. 

Given at Our Court at Saint james's the .fifth day of April, 1966. 
In the Fifteenth Year of our Reign. 

By Her Majesty's Command. 

Notes 
1 For the exceptions to this rule, see what is said about interpretation when we deal 

with semantics, p 215. 
2 CjE. L. PIESSE and]. GILCHRIST SMITH, The Elements of Drafting, Stevens and Sons, 

3rd edn, 1965, pp 23jJ. 
3 For a fuller treatment of the history oflegal punctuation, and the ways in which 

both usage and attitudes have changed, see D. MELLINKOFF, The Language of the 
Law, Little, Brown and Co, 1963, especially pp 152jJ. 
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4 Lawyers have long been concerned about what is called 'the legal sentence'. In 
I 843, George Coode wrote a memorandum' On Legislative Expression' in which 
he came to the conclusion that legal sentences in statutes consisted of four parts, 
which he listed as follows (implying by his ordering that this was the best possible 
arrangement) : 
' I. the case or circumstances with respect to which or the occasion on which the 

sentence is to take effect; 
2. the condition, what is to be done to make the sentence operative; 
J. the legal subject, the person enabled or commanded to act; and 
4. the legal action, that which the subject is enabled or commanded to do.' 

(Cited by E. L. PIE SSE and J. GILCHRIST SMITH, op cit, pp I 3-I4.) 

It is clear that Coode was thinking mainly of the logical rather than the gram-
matical structure of the sentences with which he was concerned, and there is of 
course no necessary one-to-one relationship between his four parts and any one 
set of grammatical divisions; but there are nevertheless likely to be far-reaching 
effects on the syntax used by anyone who has to conform to the constraints 
imposed by some such logical or semantic framework. 

5 For instance, in one case 'charitable and benevolent institutions' was declared to 
mean' institutions that are both charitable and benevolent', while in another it was 
decided that 'religious, charitable and philanthropic objects' could refer to 
(a) religious objects only, or (b) charitable objects only, or (c) philanthropic objects 
only, or (d) objects that are religious and charitable and philanthropic. (Cited in 
E. L. PIE SSE and J. GILCHRIST SMITH, .op cit, pp 69-71.) 

6 LORD MACMILLAN, 'Law and Language', in Voices in Court, ed W. H. DAVENPORT, 

Macmillan Co, I958, p us. 



Chapter 9 

Suggestions for Further Analysis 

We hope that Chapters 4 to 8 have illustrated our analytic procedure 
sufficiently to allow others to make use of it. However, there still 
remains one other area of practical difficulty, which the present 
chapter tries to anticipate, namely, the problem of selecting and 
obtaining useful material- particularly of a spoken kind- on which 
to practise further analysis. We have therefore brought together in 
the following pages a selection of spoken and written texts repre-
senting distinctive kinds of English not so far discussed in this book. 
The selection by no means displays the complete range of varieties 
available, but it should give a clearer picture of the kinds of difference 
and distinctiveness which exist. We have preceded each text by a few 
introductory notes, intended as a perspective and guide for analysis; 
the questions by no means cover all that is of interest in a text, but 
simply indicate some important points that we feel ought to be 
considered in carrying out an analysis. 

1 THE LANGUAGE OF 
TELEVISION ADVERTISING 

This is a kind of English which is becoming more and more familiar 
these days, and an attempt at a linguistic description has already been 
made (in different terms from those outlined in this book) : see 
G. Leech's book in this series, English in Advertising. We may examine 
this use of language in the first instance without reference to its visual 
correlates on the screen, as there is a great deal which is formally 
distinctive in the phonetics, phonology, grammar, and vocabulary. 
(A full statement of the semantics would not of course be possible 
without visual information.) But one ought to bear in mind the 
implications of placing all of this kind oflanguage in a visual context-
to what extent is linguistic continuity affected by visual linkage? 
(Consider the types of sentence used, and the system of pause, in 
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particular.) Television advertising language is written language being 
recited, often by professional actors, but in any case after a great deal 
of rehearsal. What effect does this have on the language? Leech's 
book concentrates almost exclusively on a description of the grammar 
and vocabulary of this kind of English: to what extent do you feel, 
from examining the texts below, that the dominant area of stylistic 
distinctiveness is in fact the non-segmental phonology? To what 
extent do different kinds of advertisement correlate with different 
types of presentation (for example, using specific sets of non-
segmental features, or certain types of adjective or sentence? Also 
listen for specific kinds of voice quality and regional dialect used in 
advertisements - though these are not indicated in the transcription 
below). On the other hand, what have all these texts got in common? 
Finally, what differentiates this kind of advertising from the press 
advertising described below? (Consider, for example, whether there 
are phonetic and phonological correlates here for everything- that is 
of graphetic and graphological importance in press advertising, and 
vice versa, and whether there is as much deviation from linguistic 
norms.) 

'creak' 

'breathy' 
'breathy' 

'breathy' 

'Iento low creak' 

'breathy' 

'narrow' 

'low tense' 

'breathy' 

'breathy' 

I 

I freSh as a 'breeze through' ~BLOSSom!'
!LEMon 'blossoml-lnew · tlemon 
'bouQUET!' -IN:Ewl '!lighter' FRAgrance! 
in your lbody mist SPRAYI-Ih"SPRAYI · 
!spray on new '+tangy' +FRESHnessl--
•efiFECTive 'freshness! 'that I lasts 
and LASTS!' -lhbody mist de+odorantl · 
lnow in ttwo 'ex' citing' ~FRAgrances!
' I new tlemon bou' quet in the +YELLOW 
'packl' -!perfume you KNow! in •the 
I MAUVE 'pack!--' I"Booy mistl' 

II 

lit will tHAPPenii.A.Ny DAY' 'nowl'-
you'lllbe •on 'HoLiday!' -IY6uj · land 
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'alleg' "low" 

'alleg' 

• piano' 

• piano' 
'Iento' • forte 

tense' 
"alleg" 

'Iento' "husky" 

'lentiss' 
"breathy" 

'narrow' 

'your HAIR!-- -I You 'know! ·'"you've 
!used tsEA 'witch!" -but you I don't 
let tC>NI'-- you I don't let +<'>NI that 
you've !Noticed!- that !THEY have 
'noticed! 'that there is !something 
at"BOUT you this 'summer!'- which !wasn't 
there be+FOREI-- 'I sEA 'witch!'-- it's 
suiPPOSED to bel · Uust a tHAIR 
'colourantl --'but jwH6 KNows I' -
' j§EA 'witch!'---' there are jF6URteen 
+SHADEsj "at 'your jcHEMistj" -.I"6NEj · 
is for I"Youl ' 

lll 
at the lhend of a '+~pecially "'hard" DAY I' 
--- lhyou desERVE! a' llmig hot" +Sonal" ' 
!tonic +BATH! · 'it l1"does you the 
"woRLD of 'good!-- lhwhen you've been 
'working HARD!- a jlong.hof +Sonal 
jtonic +BATHj-jyou de+SERVE itj 

IV 

!after tforty YEARs! of !medical re+SEARCHj 
you !"still' cannot BUY! a more efjfective 
tPAIN redEverl · than the !active 
'in' GREdientl' 'in 'this · I1Aspro 
'tablet!- but lhN6wl ·its !form has 
been +CHANGED! in I'NEWIIMI:crofmed 
'asprol-lhmicrofined +MEANS! ·that 
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"alleg" 

'low spiky'' 
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the l"!lspro· in+GREdientl has been 
lhsuper ~Powdered! al' bout' · ' "tthirty 
times' ~finer than betFOREj" -lzsome 
tone hundred and tfifty ttMl:nionl of 
lzthese tmicrofined tnPAiniclesl-
' go I into each' hABletl- lhwHfl-
l"no PAIN re'lieverl can bej"gin to nW6RKI 
•until •it I gets into the tBLOODstreaml-
the !"stomach ~wA.nl is an abjsorption 

'breathy' 'low' 'tBARRierl' - bel' cause' tnew as pro is 
tMkrofinedl · it !spreads its tpain 
relieving P6werllmore QUICKly! 
through the abjsorption tnBARRierl · 

'forte' 

'cresc' 

'low piano' 

and !"concentrates it in the tBLOODstreaml 
lzready with retLIEFj - '!new ASprol -
jMicrofinedl' 'to I beat the abtsorption 
tbarrier tFASTerl' 

v 
!only tHooverllgets out tGRITjjlike 
tnnsj- 'bejcause tonly H6overllhas 
this tbuilt in tcA.Rpet 'beater!' · 
jonly tHooverllgets out tm:JsTI-
I"FLUFFI-I"XNolldamaging tGRhl--
and !here's the tPROOFj - !see how 
'dust and FLUFFjjfloat 'on TOPj · 
!while the tmuT 'sinks to the B6TToml-
there's jgrit like tthat in t"YOUR 'carpet 
[[Now]l- !unless hou'vE G6TI a I"Hooverl 
- jhHOOverl - with the !built in 
tcA.Rpet beater! 
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'high' 

'gliss" 

VI 

!"oRdinary tDUSTinglldoesn't retMOVEI 
!sticky tMARKsl-inow t"PLEDGEI--
lhturns your tduster t..l:Ntol-- 'a 
IMA.cnetl' for !!Just and MARKS!- with 
!PLEDGE! · ljust a "wlPEiipicks up 
tnDUSTI and !sticky MARKS! - !leaves a 
treaT 'wax SHJNEI · I'INstantlyl- lhso 
when t"you DUST! - !turn your tduster 
tiNtol a I"MA.Gnetl for I dust and MARKS! · 
!"with t"PLEDGEI-Iworth t"J3very "penny! · 
beicause it tcu§ANsl ·'land' tsHiNEsl · 
las you tDusTI-I"PLEDGEI · lzfrom 
t"JOHNsonsl 

2 THE LANGUAGE OF PRESS ADVERTISING 

This covers a very wide area, though usually the notion of 'adver-
tising' is identified by reference to commercial consumer advertising 
only. Advertisements are easy to get hold of, consequently we have 
illustrated only a few here, to indicate something of the range which 
would be covered by the term. Is there a linguistic case for taking the 
kind of advertisement shown in I as separate from all other written 
advertising? Do you think it is likely that all commercial advertise-
ments have certain features in common: is it the case, for example, 
that an advertisement is always set in more than one kind of type? In 
order to examine the possibilities, compare the kind of advertisement 
appearing in, say, The Times, The Daily Mirror, a woman's magazine, 
and a specialist journal. Is it true to say that the intention of advertising 
is not so much to please the eye as to catch it? What linguistic features 
affect this issue? What linguistic devices do advertising men use to 
get you to remember their product? How do they praise their 
products? Advertising needs both to inform and to persuade: is there 
a clear distinction in the language between these functions? Categorise 
and discuss the kinds of deviation from normal usage which occur; 
for example, graphological (as in Beanz Meanz Heinz, or in such 
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I 

COLLIER ROW, Romford. S/d. Nash hse. 3 beds., 
lnge., kit./diner. Gge., own dr. Fhld. £4650 o.n.o. 
LON 5074/Billericay 394 evgs. . 

CUCKFIELD, SUSSEX. A rare opportumty to 
buy a period farmhouse of character. Recently 
modernised. Leaded light windows, oak doors, 
etc. 3 beds., 3 recs. Gge. Gdns. £6975 Freehold. 
Adjoining paddock and outbuildings also avail-
able. LETTS BROS., 340 RICHMOND-RD., 
E. TWICKENHAM. POP 9032. 

KNIGHTSBRIDGE ESTATES, 10 Beaucham-
place, S.W.3. KNI 9779 & KEN 0608. Unfum. 
Prince of Wales-drive, S.W.II. 1st ft. 2 rec. 3 bed., 
k. & b. 6! yrs. £5 I 5 inc. Fum. Lansdowne-cres., 
W.ll. Gdn ftat, c.h., c.h.w. I rec., k. & b. 20 gns. 
p.w. Also 1st ft. ftat, c.h., c.h.w. I rec., k. & b. 
IS gns. p.w. Fum. Kensington, S.W.7. 4thft.,c.h., 
c.h.w., ptge. 4 bed., 2 rec., k. & b. 45 gns. p.w. 

LEINSTER TOWERS. De luxe service apartments. 
Phone AMB 4591. 

LUX, fum. tlat, Kensington. 60 gns. p.w. Cooper, 
Sibson. PAD 0727 

MARYLEBONE HIGH-ST. Sgle. mod. fum. b-sit., 
ckr. unit. Tel. £5 lOs. p.w. BIS 8172. 

MAYFAIR Bond-st. Fum. house. 2 bdrms., recep. 
20 gns. p.w. KNI 7552 bef. 6 p.m. 

III 

II 
CAN'T SLEEP? 

Could it be your after-dinner coffee that keeps you 
awake at night? Perhaps you are one of those people 
who siml;llY can't take coffee in the evening, because 
the cafl'eme in it stimulates your mind and nerves. 
Coffee containing cafl'eine does make some people 
restless just when they want to feel relaxed. So, 
before you rush to the doctor for "something to 
make you sleep," change over to H.A.G. ~ffeine
free. Coffee-blended and roasted to perfection for 
the supreme pleasure that drinking good coffee gives, 
but without the after effects. H.A.G. is the coffee that 
continental people, who are such great coffee 
drinkers have been taking in the evenings for over 
SO years: Take your choice ofH.A.G. Decaffeinated 
Beans, Ground Beans or Instant Coffee-<mjoy 
Good Coffee and Good Sleep. Delicatessens, Health 
Food Stores and most Grocers have H.A.G. Coffee. 
If any difficulty send (with retailer's name) for free 
sample from THE A.A. SUPPLY CO. LTD., 
Dept. P, 31/33 Priory Park Road, London, N.W.6. 

The 
absolute 
en~ 
of memorable 
meals 
CHARTREUSE 



IV 

Houses 
Hospitals 
Schools 

The Nation's priorities. 
And the Guardian 

cares about all of them. 
If you do too-buy the 
Guardian tomorrow 

The Guardian gets to the heart of things 

One of a series of advertisements issued by The Guardian and printed 
in The Observer during the Autumn 1965. 
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How can you create the big impression 
without seeming to show off? 

Drive an Austin 1800. 
The big impression is built in. 

The big impression (or if you prefer, the grand impression) isn't 
something you have to work at in the Austin 1800. It's a fact. 

Officially, the 1800 is a five-seater. But to use up all the seating space, 
your passengers would have to be giants. 

Ordinary-sized people don't ever have to squeeze in: the doors are 
so big they just drift in. 

Inside, the effect is amazing. With the front seats pushed back to 
their fullest extent, a six-footer in the back could put on an extra six 
inches and still have plenty of room for his knees. 

Is there a simple explanation? No. But the basis of it is the same 
inspired idea that won greatness for the Mini and the 1100: an engine 
turned sideways. Add to this front-wheel drive, Hydrolastic® Sus-
pension, extensive sound-damping, superb fresh-air ventilation and a 
score of other features that have nothing to do with size, everything to 
do with results, and you have a possible world-beater. 

The 1800 was acclaimed by the press from the beginning. Today it 
grips the public imagination as firmly as it holds the road. 

Creating the big impression is a speciality of the Austin 1800. Take 
a test-drive and see what we mean! 
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brand-names as Chilprufe); phonological (as in the use of alliteration-
Piccadilly pack a promise, metrical rhythm- Drinka pinta milka day, 
conversational rhythm (cjV), and so on); syntactic (cj such usages as 
the now cigarette, They moved mountain - tamed desert - and stunned the 
world (cinema advertisement), or Why do you think we make Nuttall's 
Mintoes such a devilishly smooth cool creamy minty chewy round slow 
velvety fresh clean solid buttery taste); and lexical/semantic (as in happiness 
is egg-shaped, the use of catch-phrases, and of metaphorical language 
in general). How important to this kind of English is word-play (cj 
the pun in II) ? How would you explain the effects of such advertise-
ments as A small deposit secures any article (the product being glue) ? 
What linguistic correlates, if any, can you find to substantiate the 
popular accusation that advertising is 'propaganda'? Have you 
noticed advertising language having any (a) temporary, or (b) per-
manent effect on the use oflanguage elsewhere? (Consider the usage 
of such coinages as pinta. To what extent is it significant that a BBC 
television news reporter, referring to a political event, recently talked 
of a Stork from butter situation ?) 

3 THE LANGUAGE OF PUBLIC SPEAKING 

This again is a very broad label, which covers a variety of types, 
distinguishable partly on the basis of the occupation of the language-
user, partly on the purpose of the language. We illustrate the range 
of uses which might be subsumed under this heading by taking our 
extracts from a sermon (no notes were used, though the sermon was 
probably rehearsed, and may have been given before), a lecture 
(where notes were used), a radio discussion (a spontaneous answer to 
a question, no notes being used), and a formal speech (which was 
written out in full). What influence does the written language have 
on the speakers' usage? These extracts clearly share certain linguistic 
features - what are they? (Consider in particular the part non-
segmental phonological contrasts play in the success or otherwise of a 
public oration of any kind; also note the function of coordination, 
especially between sentences.) Take each extract on its own, to see to 
what e_ctent it displays features not shared by the other three. I 
naturally shares many of the linguistic characteristics of the religious 
language described in Chapter 6 - how great an overlap is there ? 
What evidence is there in the transcription for the so-called' parsoni-
cal' tone of voice? What is the function of the illustrative story in a 
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sermon? How archaic is the language (cf p I65)? What rhetorical 
devices does the preacher use? II represents one kind of lecturing, at 
the more 'academic' end of a scale (at the other end of which one 
would find the oratorical performances often designed to entertain 
ratherthan inform). What are the linguistic correlates of the lecturer's 
attempts to get his meaning across clearly? (Note the well-defined 
progression of ideas, and his use of paraphrase.) To what extent is the 
speaker trying to obtain a balance between formality and informality? 
III is an extract from a rather artificial discussion situation (the con-
vention being that the speaker is not normally interrupted until he 
has finished his introductory speech). What evidence is there here of 
the speaker's attempt to keep the discussion at a relatively informal 
level? What are the linguistic correlates of the speaker's desire to 
persuade his listeners of the merits of his case? IV is one of the most 
formal kinds oflanguage to be found in English: what are the indica-
tions of this ? How could one tell clearly that this was written English 
read aloud (cf the pause and speed systems in particular) ? Examine in 
detail the way in which the pitch-range system is used almost to the 
exclusion of other non-segmental contrasts. Compare this extract 
with other examples of written English read aloud, such as the broad-
cast news in section 7 below: identify and account for the differences. 

' high narrow' 
'high prec' 
' narrow dim' 
"prec" 
'narrow' 

' trem, 'reson' 

I 

the' !book of the 'prophet isA.Iahl-
1 thirtieth' ' nCHAP' ter I ' - ' the 
!fifteenth 'verse of the" CHAP'terl" '-
i' IsAiah!' !chapter tthirty 'verse 
fif' TEEN I ' - - - in re' I "turning' and 
"REST!- ye !shall be sX VEDI --in 
!quietness · and in tcc>Nfidencel-

, piano' 'alleg shall I be your '+STRENGTH! ' - 'in 
dimin' 

' dimin trem' 
'piano' 

' pianiss ' ' alleg ' 
"gliss"' 

''tense'' 

rei turning and 'rest ye shall be' 
'nsXvEnl' in !quietness and 'in 
nCONfidencel - I shall be +your' 
'.).STRENGTH! ' - - - ' I this is a " 'story 
f ' " h 0 ,, II .. I " ' o a man w o was m a + JJUrry -
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'tense' (and) who \travelled· too 'FAST\'-
'forte' (he was) a' \white MAN\ · \TREKKing\' 
' dimin' 'alleg ' 

'dimin' 

'tense' 

'reson' 

' trem ' ' tense' 

'alleg' 

'trem' 

' tense' ' trem' 

' Iento ' ' alleg' 

"reson" 

'low' 

'trem' 

'reson' 

'reson' 

'trem' 

'piano' 

' dimin' 'tense' 

' tense' 'low 
piano' 

'narrow' 

' narrow trem' 

' narrow' ' dimin' 

' piano prec' 

in a' \wild part of .AFrica\'--' and 
he was \having TR6ublel' · with his 
'latrican +CARRiers\' --- \eve'ry 
now and THEN\\they- would 'intsist' 
on· tST<)PPingl-- and \laying 
'"down' their +LOADS\ -and \sitting 
D6wNI by the '\side' of the '+IRACK\' ---
'I he was in a m:Jrryl to get \6Nj · 
bUt'· \no nARguments\ · \no nTHREATS\ · 
I no 'promises of' rewARD\ ' would 
in' I" duce' them to 'MOVE\ ' they just 
'\sat 'there +SOLidly\' --'but at 
" I 'last" with 'great DIFFiculty\ ' he 
\dragged out the tREAson' ['for 'all 
\nTHIS]\' ---the \head 'man of the 
'carriers ex' PLAIN ED' I - - (that) 
they'd' \"travelled so FAR\' and \walked 
so 'FAST\' -- that they'd I "left their 
'+souls' bemiND\ -- and I now they 
must-' 'sit 'down and 'wait 'for 
'them to' '+eatch UP\' ---the '\"PACE\' 
-had \been· ttoo 'MUCH'-' [\FOR 
them]\' ---\nWELL of'coursel· 
lone would tnot attTEMPT\--- to 
de\fme the 'reLAtionship\' · which 
the un\tutored 'african con' CEIVED\' 
as ex' l"lsTing'l between' \body and 
~SOUL\'-- but \from this iNcident\ · 
\one 'thing is 'CLEAR\'- -\that 
taftican ·HEAD 'man\ ·in his lawn 



'tense' 'trem' 

'len to' "narrow" 
"dimin" 

' alleg' " forte" 
"narrow" 

"dimin" 
'narrow' 

'tense' ' monot' 

'piano' 

'narrow' 

' tense' 'trem' 

'alleg' 

'tense' 

·narrow' 'dimin' 

' alleg forte gliss'' 

'alleg' 

"forte" 

'tense' 

'dimin' 

'rhythmic' 

'' trem '' 'lento' 

"rhythmic" 

" dimin" ' piano' 

''trem'' 

'alleg' 
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''graphic'' ..IDiom!'-- was dejpicting 

the ' con" tDihon "I - - of the " I people 
of the 'western 'world to~DAYj " ' - -
'he was " I acting as umwitting" 

in" tTERpreterl" to a " I "whole' geneRAtion!" 
- - - in that I" quaint expla' NAtion 
of 'hisl' · he ILAIDj his !finger on 
the' tROOTj'--- '(of) !many of our 
'present' - hR6ublesl -- 'and 
'mislclvingsl'-- I this gene' RAtion 'I 
has I travelled tso FAST!--- (that) 
it's '!"left' its 'tsoul' beHINDI---
and unlless we nPAusEj and !wait· 
for our tsoul to 'catch uP I - - ' I who 
shall 'say what' ' t" perils ' and 
dis' ASTers 'I · 'I lie beFORE usl' 
'the I pace of 'life toDAY! is 
I . ' 'til II v lfi I provmg too " MUCH or us --
and it's " I time we tsat' DOWN for a 
wHiLE! and !laid asiDE! our l[hBURden]" 
of CAREl -- I took 'tsT6cKI' of our 
'!situAtion!'-- -!somewhere 
LbNGfellow SAYs! that the !sabbath 
is 'like a ' tstile be' tween the 
'fields of" +TOIL I " ' - - - ' I where we 
can "tkneel and PRAYj and !sit" and 
" d'. ' I " ' ' d I "' I me l~TATE --- an nHERE ---
this I quiet 'sabbath" M6RNingl"-
in this !peaceful ~nCHURCHj'---
with a ' I comforting SENSEI ' - - that 
we are !compassed aBOUT! ·with a 
I great cloud of nWITnessesj -'who 
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"lax" !through the" 'ringing 'groves" of 
' tense' ' accel , I dimin' nCHANGE '·have' !steadfastly' '+kept 
'piano' 

'alleg' 

'trem' 

' alleg' ' accel' 

'reson' 

' alleg piano ' 

' high' " alleg " 

'low' 

'alleg' 

'gliss" 

'rhythmic' 

the +FAITHj' -- ' I here we can .J.SITj --
andlmedi+TATEj'-- I always with the 
WORDsj of our I lord him' t"sELFj at 
the I hack of our' 'MIND I'- -I what 
shall it 'tprofit a MANj ' -- - 'if 
he Jgain the 'whole' 'w6Rwj' ---
'and Jlose his 'own tSOULj' 

II 

' "wellJNowj" · I'd I like to tturn' 'now 
to astSESSmentj- and I lhhope you 
won't MINDj if I Juse this opportTUNityj 
to lhtry to give tsome indi+CAtionj · 
lof · ~m-- ta · tmore tnMODernj-
more IREcentl · apJPROACHjJTo the 
as'sessment +PROBlem! · 'lthaii perthaps 
'I my'selfwas 'brought· 'brought tUP 
onj' -'and I lw ANTI' · Ivery ARBitrarily 
ifl MAYj to diJviDE thisj into I THREE 
HEADingsj-Jand to task · ~= · tthree · 'three 
+QUEStions! · asJsessment t"WHYj -
asJsessment of tWHATj -and •asJsessment · 
"Howl ·so Jthis really· MEANsj I !want 
to 'talk a'bout · 'tfirst of all' the 
t"PirRposes of assEssment! what I "wHY we 
are as'sessingj at I"XnJ- ~:m Jskondlyj 
the !kind of +FUNCtions! and !processes 
that are t"BEing aSSESSEDj- .. and 



'alleg' 

'dimin' 

'high' 

'high' 

'low~ 

'narrow' 

'descend' 

'narrow' 

'precise' 

'narrow' 

'gliss'' 
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Jthirdly I want to 'talk about 
techNIQUEs!'-' and I shall· I 
shallJhave to 'go 'through nrlsl' 
jFAIRly RAPidly! · and I jHOPEI · 
that Jif it's tToo RAPidl you'll 
'Jpick me up •in 'question time 
+AFTerwards!'--' wellJfirst of 
all' the +PURpose of as'sessmentJ---
now · 'I Jthink' there are FOuRJ. 
jROUGHly SPEAKingJjFOUR PURpo'sesl-
;;>: 'which· I Jwant to dis'cuss +very 
BRIEFly!'-- the JhFIRST 'purpose 
of as+' s:Essment' I · JisJ - Jif I may 
tuse a detROGatory nTERMj · Jpurely 
ad+MINistrativeJ ·now· I Jdon't 
want to 'cause any of+ FENCE +HERE I · 
but I Jmust -1-make it +quite +CLEARj · 
that I jTHINKj 'that we jHAVEj in this 
jc6uNtryJ and Jelsewhere nSTILLj' · 
Jhmuch too MUCHjjpsychological 
TESTingJ·Jmuch too much as's:Essment'J· 
the Jpurpose of' 'which is' ad+MINistrativel 
- ;;>: and jBY ad+' MINistrative 'I I JnMEANj -
;;>:the Jchildren are +TESTedJ in Jorder 
to 'make a detdsionJ · aJ"bout the 
+kind of edU+CAtionl •that Jthey •should 
HAVEj- and jGENerallyJ · ;;>m the 
asJsessments are +nD6NEj- in joRDer to 
dedDEjjwhether 'children' AREI · as 
the jTERM now +nfsJJsuitable for 
e•du'cation in +SCHOOLJ- so j(>BviouslyJ 
Jthese · +nCHILdrenl ·whose· injTELLigence 
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'low narrow' 

'alleg' 

'accel' 

"breathy" 

'alleg' 

'low' 

'narrow' 

' high gliss" 

'Iento dimin 
precise' 

is in +QUEStion[ · as to [whether they 
tshould · +G6[ ·to the·;) ]MAINstream 
of edu+CAtion[ which in[CLUDES of 'course[ 
'[schools for thee s +N['1 ·or [whether 
they sliould 'go to +junior tTRAINing 
CENtres[ ·and [be decLARED[[unsuitable 
for educAtion[ 'it [used to be +called 
int:Enucable[' ·but [now we 'use this 
deli detlicious +EUPHemism! · 
'un[suitable for edU+cation at +SCHOOL[ 
and [everyone's busily" t'PATring" 
themselves on the 'back[ a •bout' 
[H6w entLl:GHTened we 'are[- 'it 
makes I very little 'difference to the 
+P .Arents' 'it 'seems to 'me[' - -

lll 
you I can't have imformed O+PINion[ · 
[on this tvltal MATTer[ · withlout 
being kept tvER.y much up to DATEI : 
with the I LAtest FACTS (of del' FENCE'][-
now lwhat "Is WR6NG[ with a !coalition 
GOVernment[ -of I course you t'NBED a 
coalition G6vernmentl in ltime of 
cRisis[ - but the I dreadful "pART of 
a 'coalition 'government you +KN6w[ · 
is that to I 'keep it' a" LivE I · you 
lhave to go in for tone .. c6Mpromisel 
'!after aNOTHer['- you lhave you see 
'people +Sitting R6UND[ the lc.ABinet 
'room[ · with [different +viEws[ · and 

1 Educationally sub-normal. 



'accel' 

'rail' 

"narrow" 

'lento' 

'high' 

" forte" ' alleg' 

'high' 

'piano' 

'high forte' 

'forte' 

"lento" 

"high" 

'low narrow' 

'reson' 

'alleg' 
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unjless there +can be a +shifting of 
oPiNion! · tojwards tsome tFORM of 
c6Mpromisel 'bejtween those +different 
tviEwsl' ·the !coalition 'government 
FALLsj · and jwe be'come · a'nother 
FRANCE!- 'now II too beLiEvE! that the 
!whole QUEstion [of del" FENCE "]I-' the 
!whole 'question of a +stand upon 
'summit TALKSj · the !whole re'action 
as to +whether 'britain ought to +take 
a +LEADj in this I question of the H: 
bomb I' - 'as to !whether we 'ought to -
"+have that t"MoRall" ' · 'ju3Aoershipl 
and jgive that tmoral exAMple!'·' jby 
tsaying t"N(>Tj' · we !unilaterally· 
tdis.ARMj- lthat Tve "NEVer 'said! · 
and I that many 'members of my +own 
tPARtyj· !"MOST 'members of my +own 
tPARtyl '!have tnever beLIEVED inl'-
!what we t"oo say at this M6ment [as the 
joppotsftionJIIis THisj · 'for IH~Aven's 
'sake!' I give a LEADj- and·' I"TRY and 
[jBREAK][io6wN]i · this" I dreadful 
suitcidal WALL!" where jno one will 
+yield an +INCH!-" I say that you" ' 'do 
mot in 'fact inTENDjjover the tnext 
tsix '+MONTHS · if you +LfKEI' · to jhave 
any more TESTSj - 'lhsay · "sOMEthing I' that 
can !start the distarmament talks GOingj · 
'now lif•you "FIRMly believe in THAT!'· 
!"don't go in for a coaLition! · bejcAUSE 
as I've +SAIDj · !that's a tvery · 
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t'vltal contri'bution I betLfEVEI · 
to I wards the tpeace of the +WORLD! and 

' dimin breathy' to I wards our town detfence ' POLicy I ' · 
and l"don't go in fot s6MEthingl ·which 
lmight mean a COMpromise!· but l"do 
by t"ALL 'means [isEE]I · that the 

'narrow' !opposition is kept tFROPerly in'FORMED'I 
'dimin' "low" 'as they ISH6ULD 'bel· "ofdeifence 

'measures for the +COUNtry!" '---
(applause) 

'high' 

'narrow' 

'low' 

'narrow' 

'low' 

'rhythmic' 

'high' 

'narrow' 

'low' 

'high' 

'narrow' 

IV 

'I my tGovernmentl' · Ire' affirm 
their su ' PPORT 'I · . for the de I" fence 
of the tfree +~WORLD I -'the 
I basic nCONceptl · of the atllantic 
al"Liancel ' - - - and I they will 
conttinue to 'play their tfull 
PARTI- in the I north at'lantic 
+TREAty organi' SAtion 'I - and in 
I other torganis..\tionsl 'for colllective 
de+FENCE 'I -- I they will retview 
de'fence nPOLicyl- 'to 'enisUREI 
by re'ILAtingl our comiMiTmentsl' ·and 
lour resouRces!- that' lmy tarmed' 
+FORces! · are I able to tdis' CHARGE' I 
their I many TASKs! 'I overSEAS!'- with 
'the !greatest 'ef'fective'ness · and 
etCONomyl --- 'lin 'parTicular I' -
lthey will 'make contstructive 
pro+Posalsl-.for reiNEWingl the 
linterde' PENDence' I of the atllantic 



'narrow' 

'low' 

'high' 

'narrow' 

'narrow' 

'rhythmic' 

'high' 

"narrow" 

'low' 

'narrow' 

'low creak' 

'high' 

'narrow' 

'narrow' 

'low' 

'narrow' 

'narrow' 
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a 'nfance'l- in rejlation to 
'nuclear WEAPons! - lin an entdeavour 
to preVENTjjdupli'cation of +EFFort!-
' and the disjsemination of +nWEAPonsl · 
of jmass desTRUCtion!---' jnew 
ar'rangements have +been' nMADEj · 
to jnAID ['and 'en' jc6urage ']I the 
je'co'nomicand tsocialad'vA.NcE'I· 
of the dejveloping mA.tionsl-
in' jcluding the re'maining 'de'pendent 
+TERRitories! ' - - - ' my I ministers will 
talso en" DEAvour" I - to pro! mote the 
ex+pansion of' TRADE [to jthis END]! 
and jthey will nSEEKj in cojopeRAtionl 
with I other nCOUNtriesj · and the 
ujnited nNAtionsl 'and its jnAgenciesl' -
to jstimulate tfresh nACtionj · 'to 
'rejduce the +growing disPArities! of 
jWEALTHj and joppor'n]nity'j · bejTWEEN 
[the jPEoples]j 'ofthe jWORLDj' ---
' jmy tnMINistersl' willjhave a 
tsPEcial [' re' I GARD ']I · for the 
ujnique ROLE! of'the jcOMMonwealthl-
' jwhich ittselfreFLECTSj so jmany 
of the +nCHALLengesl' · and jop'por'tunities 
'of the +WORLD!'--- jthey will tfoster 
the 'commonwealth 'coNNEction! on a 
jbasis oftracial e'QUALity'l ·and 
jclose consulnA.tionl bejtween tmember 
GOvernments! --and jwill protmote . 
'commonwealth col'laboRAtionl in 
jTRADEj · je'conomic de'v:Ewpment'l · 
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'high' 

'narrow' 

'high' 

'low' 

'piano' 

'rhythmic' 

"narrow" 

'narrow' 

'narrow' 

jedutc.Ationall · !scienTiFic! and 
jCULtural nC6Ntactsj · jand in 'other 
~WAYs!--- '!my 'government twill 
COnTINuej to jplay a tfull' PARTj in 
the !european 'organi' SAtions 'I · of 
!which · tthis 'country is a ..MEMber!--
and willjseek to proMOTEjjcloser 
euro'pean co opeRAtion!--- a 
jBiLLj will be jintrotDUCEDj to 
projvide for the 'inde'pendence of 
+GAMbia! - - - 'I MEMbers! of the' 
!house of c6MMonsl- !:Estimates [for 
the jpublic nSERvices]j 'will 'be 
jlaid 'beFORE youj'--- 'my jLORDSj · 
and jmembers of the +house of nCOMMonsj' 
--'at jHOMEj- 'I my tgovernment's 
tqrst con" +CERN "I ' · will I be to 
mainttain the 'strength of +STERling! · 
by !dealing with the tshort 'term 
'balance of +payments +DIFFicultiesj-
and jby i'nitiating the tlonger 'term 
+structural'changes in +our e' coNomy'l-
which !will tnSUREjjPuRposefull 
ex'jPANsion'l-lrising nEXportsl ·and 
a !healthy 'balance of +PAYments!---

4 THE LANGUAGE OF WRITTEN INSTRUCTIONS 

There are certain central criteria governing the formulation of any 
set of instructions, such as the paramount need to organise the 
information into a series of clearly defined stages, to avoid ambiguity, 
and to bear the level of one's audience clearly in mind. What linguistic 
evidence do you find in the following texts to suggest that these 
criteria have been followed? (The graphetic and graphological levels 
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are particularly important for imposing organisation, but also note 
the use of sentence-connecting devices.) Is there linguistic evidence 
that a non-specialist audience is clearly envisaged for the following 
texts ? (How much information is assumed by the writer to be under-
stood by the reader? Could IV and V be legitimately considered as 
instances of technical English?) What alternative grammatical 
methods ofinstructing people are there, apart from the use of impera-
tives? Compare the language of these texts with section 5 below, 
which is also a set of instructions, though couched in very different 
terms - how much is there in common ? 

I 
(1) Move the machine into position, remove the tabletop and wash tub 
lid. 

(2) Check that the telescopic outlet pipe is in the position shown in the 
illustration on p. 1 -with its end fitting into the rubber socket behind the 
glass panel. This is the .. Suds Saving" position. 

(3) Check that all controls are OFF as shown in the illustration above. 

( 4) Plug into the power point. The machine is "dead .. until the Master 
Switch is turned to HEATER or MOTOR. 

(5) Turn the Master Switch to Heater. 

(6) Leave the Temperature Control in the OFF position. If, by mistake, you 
turn the temperature control on when there is no water in the tub then the 
heater element will get very hot - but no harm will be done because an 
automatic cut-out operates. Just switch off and let the element cool. 

(7) Turn the Master Switch to MOTOR. The motor will run but the 
agitator and spinner remain still. 

(8) Turn the Wash Time control- say to 5 minutes. This starts the agitator 
working. The dial ticks gradually back to the OFF position, switching off 
the agitator automatically after the time you have selected. You can turn 
the dial back to OFF any time you wish, to stop the agitator. 

(9) With the spinner lid closed turn the Spinner Control - say to 
3 minutes. This starts the spinner and the control will switch off auto-
matically after the time you have selected - but you can turn the control 
back to OFF at any time. 

With the spinner running, open the spinner lid- note that the spinner is 
switched off automatically and is quickly brought to rest by an automatic 
brake. 

Close the lid and the spinner will start again automatically. You can always 
stop and start the spinner by opening and closing the lid if you find this 
convenient. 
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II 

PART 2 

THE ROAD USER 
ON WHEEU 

This Part includes rules applicable in general terms 
to cyclists and those in charge of horses. 

Moving off 
16. Before you move off, look round, even though you may have looked in 

your mirror, to see that no one is about to overtake you. Give the proper signal 
before moving out, and only move off when you can do so safely and without 
inconvenience to other road users. Give way to passing and overtaking vehicles. 

Driving along 
17. KEEP WELL TO THE LEFT, except when you intend to overtake or turn 

right. Do not hug the middle of the road. 

18. Do not exceed the speed limits. 

19. Never drive at such a speed that you cannot pull up well within the 
distance you can see to be clear, particularly having regard to the weather and 
the state of the road. 

20. Where there is a double white line along the middle of the road, note 
whether the one nearer to you is continuous or broken and observe these rules: 
-If the line nearer to you is continuous, keep to your own side of it and do 
not cross or straddle it. 
-If the line nearer to you is broken, you may cross it, but only do so if you 
can complete your overtaking safely and before reaching a continuous white 
line on your side. A broken line does NOT mean that it is safe for you to 
overtake. 

21. Never cross a single continuous or broken white line along the middle 
of the road unless you can see that the road well ahead is clear. 

n. When following a vehicle on the open road, leave enough space in 
front of you for an overtaking vehicle. 

The safety of pedestrians 
23. When approaching ZEBRA CROSSINGS always be ready to slow down or 

stop so as to give way to pedestrians; they have the right of way on these crossings. 
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Signal to other drivers your intention to slow down or stop. Allow yourself 
more time to stop when the road is wet or icy. 

DO NOT OVERTAKE when approaching a ZEBRA CROSSING. 

24. At pedestrian crossings controlled by light signals or by the police, 
give way to pedestrians who are crossing when the signal to move is given. 

25. Watch for the pedestrian who comes out suddenly from behind 
stationary vehicles and other obstructions. Be specially careful of this near 
schools and bus and tram stops. 

26. When turning at a road junction, give way to pedestrians who are 
crossing. 

27. On country roads watch out for pedestrians and give them plenty of 
room, especially on left-hand bends. 

Lane discipline 
· 28. Keep within lane markings and cross them only when moving into 

another lane. Do not switch from lane to lane. If you wish to move into another 
lane, do so only when you have given a signal and will not cause inconvenience 
or danger to other vehicles in it. 

29. In traffic hold-ups do not "jump the queue". 

30. Well before you reach a junction, make sure you are in the appropriate 
lane. 
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lll 

HOW TO MAKE 
A CALL 

First make sure you know the number 
then consult your dialling code list if you have 
one. 

Lift the receiver 
If you share a dial telephone press the button. 
Should your partner be using the line, try 
again later. 

Listen for the dialling tone 
The operator will demonstrate the tones if you 
are uncertain. 

Then dial: 
For calls on your own exchange, the number. 
For other dialled calls, the code and/or 
number (see your dialling code list). 
For all other calls, the operator. 

If your telephone has no dial 
just ask the operator for the number. 

For enquiries or to r-eport 
service difficulties 

consult your dialling code list or, if your tele-
phone has no dial, ask for Enquiries. 
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IV 

BANANAS AU RHUM 

1 oz. butter 
20 large bananu 

9 tablespoons Demerara supr 
juice of three lemons 
3 tablespoons water 
3 sherry-gluses rum 
1 gill double cream 

Butter a large, shallow, fireproof dish. 
Cut the bananas lengthways and lay 
in dish. Sprinkle the sugar on top, 
then add lemon juice and water. Bake 
in a moderate oven - gas-mark 4 
(350°F) - for 20 minutes or until 
brown. Add the rum 5 minutes before 
removing, except for 2 tablespoons 
which you add to the whipped cream, 
serving it in a separate dish. 

v 

SYLVABELLA 
can be prepared the day before 

6 oz. butter 
5oz. supr 

4 eus, separated 
4 oz. chocolate 

2 tablespoons water 
4 lumps sugar 

t cup water mixed with t cup rum 
21 sponge ladyfingen 

Cream together butter, sugar and 
beaten yolks until smooth. Heat the 
chocolate and water in a bowl over 
boiling water, stirring to a creamy 
consistency. Add slowly to the first 
mixture, then fold in stiffly-beaten 
egg whites. Stir the lump sugar into 
some watered rum. Dip ladyfingers 
in this thin liquid and line a souffle 
dish (5 in.-6 in.) with 18 of them. 
Pour chocolate into the middle and 
cover with the remaining ladyfingers, 
halved. Chill and serve with whipped 
cream and crystallized violets. 

RIGHT FRONT 
Using No.7 needles, cast on 45 sts. 
Work 6 rows in moss stitch (every row* K.l, P.l, rep. from* to last st., K.l). 
Proceed in lace and moss stitch patt. with moss stitch border as follows:~ 
1st row--{K.l, P.l) twice,* K.l, w.f., K.3, w.f., sl.l, K.l, p.s.s.o., K.l, K.2 
tog., w.f., K.3, w.f., (K.l, P.J) 4 times, rep. from * to last st., K.l. 
2nd row-K.l, P.l, * (K.l, P.l) 3 times, P.16, rep. from* to last 3 sts., K.l, P.l, 
K.l. 
3rd row--{K.l, P.l) twice,* K.l, w.f., sl.l, K.l, p.s.s.o., K.l, K.2 tog., w.f., 
sl.l, K.2 tog., p.s.s.o., w.f., sl.l, K.l, p.s.s.o., K.l, K.2 tog., w.f., (K.l, P.l) 
4 times, rep. from * to last st., K.l. 
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5 CIVIL SERVICE LANGUAGE 

The formulation and interpretation of rules and regulations applicable 
to the various individuals and groups constituting a complex society 
produces a number of different kinds of written language, of which the 
following extract represents one type. Official uses oflanguage of this 
kind, which attempt to combine background information and in-
structions simultaneously, are frequently criticised for unintelligi-
bility. Consider the linguistic structure of the text and decide whether 
this criticism is justified. What are the sources of difficulty ? What 
alternative methods of presentation might improve matters ?1 To 
what extent is the pejorative use of the label 'officialese' justified in 
the following extract? Distinguish between technical terms which 
have no unambiguous brief alternative (such as commission or emolu-
ment) and those which have (such as domiciled or purchase). Is it neces-
sary to develop a formal and impersonal kind of English for such 
matters? (Consider the function of such structures as the passive 
(including the explicit agent), the use of dependent clauses in order 
to express a series of alternatives, the use of modal verbs, the use of 
parentheses, and the function of such phrases as in respect of and wear 
and tear.) Is the relatively informal headline consistent with the way 
in which the text is written? How many familiar terms are given 
specialist senses here? What is the reason for such phrases as the sale, 
etc, moneys? Compare the use of the imperative here with the texts in 
section 4 above. Look at this extract in the light of what was said in 
Chapter 8 about the language oflegal documents: have any features of 
legal language influenced the language of official instruction ? 

1 Cj B. N. LEWIS, I. S. HORABIN, C. P. GANE, 'Flow Charts, Logical Trees and 
Algorithms for Rules and Regulations', CAS Occasional Papers 2, H.M.S.O., 1967. 

HOW TO FILL UP YOUR RETURN 

2. Employment or Office 
General. Enter the full earnings (including bonus, 

commission, casual fees, gratuities, etc.) for the year ended 
5 April 1965. 

Where your employer bears your Income Tax liability 
on some or all of your earnings instead of deducting it 
from your pay, the tax paid by him on your behalf counts 
as additional remuneration and must be included in the 
amount you return. 
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If: 

(a) the whole of your duties (other than merely incidental 
duties) are performed outside the United .Kingdom, or 

(b) you are not resident or not ordinarily resident in the 
United Kingdom, and your duties are performed 
partly outside the United Kingdom, or 

(c) your employer is not resident in the United .Kingdom 
and you are not domiciled in the United Kingdom, 

the basis on which your emoluments should be returned is 
different: the tax office will supply details on request. 

Deductions from emoluments. You may claim: 

(d) Capital Allowances. If a motor car is provided by 
you at your own expense and used only for the 
purposes of your office or employment, allowances 
may be claimed as follows:-

(i) if you purchased a car during the year ended 
5 April 1965, an initial allowance of three-
tenths of the cost of the car, 

(ii) an annual allowance in respect of wear and tear, 

(iii) a balancing allowance (following sale or the 
happening of some other event during the year 
ended 5 April 1965, giving rise to a balancing 
allowance) equal to the amount, if any, by which 
the expenditure on the car which has not been 
allowed for Income Tax purposes is greater than 
the sale, etc., moneys (or, in certain circumstan-
ces, open market price). If the sale, etc., moneys 
exceeded the difference between the cost of the 
car and the total allowances given for Income 
Tax purposes, tax will be charged, in certain 
circumstances, on the whole or part of the 
excess. 

The amount to be entered in your return is the 
total deduction claimed for the year 1964-65, ended 
5 April 1965. If you sold a car, etc., during that 
year, or permanently ceased to use a car, etc., for the 
purposes of your office or employment, particulars 
of the date of sale and sale price (or the date of 
cessation of use and operi market price at that date), 
should be furnished on a separate sheet, unless they 
have already been given to the tax office. Particulars 
should similarly be furnished, if not already given, of 
the date of purchase, make and cost of any car, etc., 
acquired during the year. 
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(e) Allowances to Clergyman. If you are a clergyman or 
minister and live in a house from which to perform 
the duties of your office in circumstances such that 
the house is treated as occupied otherwise than by 
you, you may claim a deduction equal to one quarter 
of any expenditure borne by you in respect of 
maintenance, repairs, or insurance of the premises. 
If yoil pay a rent for the house and you use part of 
the premises mainly and substantially for the pur-
poses of your duties, you may claim a deduction 
not exceeding one quarter of the rent for the year 
ended 5 April 1965. 

6 SPOKEN LEGAL LANGUAGE 

This extract was taken from a recording made in a courtroom. It 
differs from the original in that all personal references have been 
replaced by rhythmically equal words. Consider this text to see how 
far the language overlaps with Chapter 8. To what extent can one 
see the influence of the written form of legal language influencing the 
speech of the judge? What are the linguistic exponents of the judge's 
concern to be (a) precise, (b) impersonal, and (c) formal? What evi-
dence is there that the judge is not reading his judgment from a 
script, but is using some written aids? What is the reason for such 
phrases as that bicycle of the plaintiff's? What is distinctive about the 
use of pronouns, coordination and adverbials? What is the evidence 
for regarding spoken legal language as essentially a fairly normal 
conversational English with fixed (and well-remembered) legal 
formulae embedded in it? 

'low' 

'high wide' 

'very low' 

!this A.ctionl · a! rises· 'out of a 
tMotor A.ccidentl -- ion · thi ---
troad be'tween +HOVEl 'and !BRIGHton!'--
at a! bout a tquarter to +TENI ·on the 
I :EvEning! · of the !sixth of +nAPrill 
!nineteen 'sixty ~FOUR! -- 'the 
!PLAINTiff! ' !was +THEN! · and !happily 
'still ~.lsi- a !night WATCHman! · 
•emiPL6YEol by the !well 'known 
+pharma+ceutical +CHEMists! 'I messrs 'hall 
+JARvis!'- -land he was tgoing on NIGHT 



'low' 

'very low dimin' 

' alleg gliss'' 

'Iento' 

'alleg low piano' 
"narrow" 

'low' 
'descend' 

'low' 

'very low' 

'creak' 

'low' 
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DUtyl . at !that TIME! and !on that .J,D.AYI-
!and he was tturning into the GATEs! of 
!hall tjarvis's FActory! 'which I [lies just 
em]' 'thi ~ thove BRIGHton [!ROAD 11'- !when-
his tBfcyclel-!was 'when the !bicycle on 
+which he was' +Riding! -'!was tsTRUCKI' · 
'to !use a tNEutral ex"PREssion"l at !THIS 
nSTAGEI' ·by a !Motorcyclel-!ridden 'by· 
the deFENdant! 'mr !T.A.Ylorl'- 'who !HAD I a 
!young tnLAdyl!on his +PhLionl' -land 
'was protcEEDi~gl - [fr] in thi dilrection 
of +HOVEl· !from tBRIGHtonl- '!as in+DEEDI · 
was the !PLAINTiff!'~- the !road at that 
P6INTI ·was !twenty EIGHT 'foot! · !nine 
'inches· +WIDE!- at the !moment at 'which 
the +accident 'took +PLACE! · !that 
tbi• cycle of the PLAINTiff' sl - and that 
!mo'tor +bicycle of the de+FENdant'sl-
were the !only· 'two· vEhicles! · 
lim· tMEdiatelyi-!BYI ·the polsitionl · 
in !which the 'accident 'took +PLACE!---
the !sole nQUEStioni!I 'have to 
de' .J,ciDEI in !this eASEl'· is !who 'was 
•reSPONsible!- the !PLAINTiffi-!6RI · 
the de!FENdantl-- the !plaintiff' SAYS!'· 
that the de!fen'dant tcame up from 
beHiND I · !notwithtstanding the w ARNingl · 
that !he the 'plaintiff· GAVEl · 'that 
he was a!bout to go a+CR6ssl from his 
!own 'side of the +R6ADI · to!wards the 
'entrance to 'hall'jarvis's FACtory!' · 
and !"struck the 'plaintiff's dele!-
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'rhythmic' 

'dimin' 

'alleg' 'low' 

'Iento' 

'stac' 

in lsuch a WAYI as to' !break the 
'plaintiff's ~right tLEGI'-- the 
delfendant s.hsl-lthat there twas 
and tHAD 'beenl for !some 'time 
betFORE the Accident! lei tMotor carl 
aiHEAD ofhiml-ldriving in the tsame 
di'rection as +that in 'which the 
de'fendant was DRrvingl -- land 
THATI- ;J! thi · lthat tM6tdr 'carl-
lpulled 'out sLiGHTly! to IPA.ssl 
what lnPROVEDI to be the !plaintiff 
'on his cvclel- that the delfendant. 
tFoLLowedl the IM6tor 'carl 'in !doing 
the tsame FHINGI' -land that twHENI · 
the deiFENdantl was lsome tthirty or 
+forty+YARDsl beiFOREI 'bei"HINDI' 'the 
IPLAINTiffllon his Bfcyclel'- the 
lplaintifftPiJT out his HANDI · 'land 
withtout tmore a~D61 - IPULLEDI -
a !cRoSs the 'main 'roadl-land tnever 
+GAVEl the deiFENDantl a !cHANCEl of 
alvoming himl'- -I those are· the +rival 
nST6Riesl . and II have to dedDEI . 
'I which · is · RIGHTI' 

7 THE LANGUAGE OF 
BROADCAST TALKS AND NEWS 

The use of language over the radio imposes some very stringent 
conditions on the user. It is normally written English being read 
aloud, and there are important constraints on the writer of the lan-
guage as well as on the speaker (who are often different persons). The 
writer has to ensure that his material can be easily articulated, and 
must avoid anything which would disturb overall fluency, such as 
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ambiguous structures (which could be read in any one of a number of 
ways- 'I'm sorry, I'll read that again .. .'), tongue-twisters, and so 
on. He must also ensure that his material can be readily understood: 
the listener cannot ask for a repeat of anything obscure; moreover, he 
is liable to lose the track if a sentence involves too complicated an 
inrernal structure or goes on for too long (such as by using a sequence 
of dependent clauses). Also, the absence of visual contact between 
speaker and hearer imposes important constraints on the kind of 
structures used (cf p 119). Examine the texts below for evidence that 
ease of articulation and reception is being carefully borne in mind. 
How do the speakers try to keep the listeners' interest? What evidence 
of informality is there? (Consider the pause system ofl, in particular. 
Also, what aspects of the prosodic system would not be indicated in 
the punctuated script?) What must the speakers do to ensure that their 
speech will be comprehensible and pleasant? What must they not 
do? What are the linguistic exponents of the newsreader's 'neutral' 
position? Does he ever allow personal attitude to be introduced? 
Why is there so little figurative language in the news? Is there any-
thing linguistically in common between the different topics being 
covered? (Consider the way in which each topic is given its own 
speech 'paragraph' (cf p 33), primarily through the use of prosodic 
features.) What does the popular notion of' BBC English' mean, if 
anything? What are the main differences be~een I and II below? 

'high' 

'gliss" 

'spiky'' 

'alleg' 

'rhythmic' 

I 

the !\JUDGE! · in the !MAIL 'train! 
!ROBBery TRial! at !AYLESbury! has 
' I ordered · tround the' 'clock po+lice 
proTEction! for the I families of the 
tnJUryl · !.An MENj · !when they 'rehire 
to con+sider their tV:imdictj' -!when 
mr 'tjustice +edmund +davis +said this 
in +eourt this' +MORNing!- he relferred 
to the FACTI that ' !earlier this WEEKI · 
I one of the JUrors!' had rei ported an 
at' tempt at "BRibery! -the '!clerk of 
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'high' 

'alleg' 

'narrow' 

'low' 

'alleg' 

'lento low' 

''creak'' 

'high' 

'high' 

'narrow' 

the 'court had tnTOLD him [he ls.Am ]I' · 
'that the lruryl' were now !asking for 
astsuRancesl ' that there would be' I no 
'kind of'interFErencel' with their 
lnFXMiliesl- '!while they were in 
rehiREmentl'- and he ls.Aml ·so I far • 
as it 'is with'in my P6wersll1 ditrect 
the potLicE [auiTHORities]l that 
pro!Tktion '[!will be provided] I ·for 
!twenty four' .).hours of the n.hl- 'and· 
it l"wlll be nD6NEI . II am" SUREI" ' 

'the exlecutive of th~' +POST office 
'workers uNion! has conlfirmed tapril the 
··sixTEENTH! as the I day on 'which they 
will thold their 'one day STRIKE I - at a 
!meeting this M6RNingl it was !also 
a' greed to t"ban 'all tovertimel inlcluding 
tSUNday nDUtyl- for I two .).WEEKs! I from 
'april the tsevenHEENTHI-Iapril the 
tsfx'teenthllis · a THURsday! · !when 
there's heavy tFooTball 'pools [!POSTing]! 

the ul'nited' STATEs! has !warned the 
+Russians! · that a !further detLAYI in 
relturning the tthree atmerican tnAIRmenl 
!shot 'down 'over teast GERmany last 
WEEKI-Ihcould aFFECT! · !present 
'efforts to exttend co'ope'ration 
betTWEEN them!- a !note detlivered in 
tmoscow ton.A.Yiisays aGAIN! that the 
!aircraft was t"NoTIIon an in' tTELLigence' 



'stac' 

'narrow' 

'gliss'' 

'high' 

'spiky'' 

"breathy" 

'spiky" 

'spiky" 

'husky' 

'narrow' 

'gliss" 

'alleg' 

'narrow' 
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[IMission]l · 'land was 'unARMED!' · it 
lsXYsl that allthough an atMERican army 
[lnoctorJIIHA.s been al'lowedl to lsee 
the tMEMber of the crew I who was 
I!Njuredl · almerican li' Aison 
[I oFFicers]!' · have been rei FUSED 
per'missionl to !question the CREWI · 
to IFIND [louT]I · 'l"why their +plane 
went off tCOURSEI ' 

II 

'his I work' as a +CARicaturist! -
'is I that in 'which he 'most 
"ddiGHTedl" '-it was I"NEVerl a 
I matter of 'formal tTRAINingl or I set 
tPuRpose with 'himl -"it 'belgan 
with 'marginal' nSKETCHesl in 'his 
'I school and 'college' NOTEbooks! --
lwhen william +ROTHen'steinl 'elrupted 
into t6xfordl' · to I do a tseries of 
tportrait tDRAwingsl -'he !gave 
'en'couragement and tHELPI-- it 
was IHEI 'who ltaught MAXI to lmake 
his tnRXwingsl'- 'lnot 'mere 'personal' 
tcXRicaturesl - 'but I decorative 
desiGNs! 'with 'an 'aeslthetic 
'ex'istence of their towNI-- 'and 
we can I easily tTRACE this 'process!'-
if we I turn 'over a 'setLEctionl' of 
!max's tnRAWingsl 'in 'chronollogical 
toRnerl-- the I EARLy 6NEsl are 
lhlively tCOMMentsl on indilvidual 
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+personALities\- •in the \MANNer ofl 
'tense' '!".APE\ and \"sPY\' of \vANity tF.AIR\-
'piano' "alleg" 'and \they be'long "tMAINlyl •to •the 

!world" •of•sodetyl · \P6Liticsl and' 
\SPORT\- -\"ROTHenstein\\taught him 
to tcoLOur his nDRAWings\- and the 
\delicate 'water colour +MANNer\ that 
we aslsociate with +MAxi · !was the 
ret"suul-- and \with mfslicame thi 
ret"LEASE into his +W6RK\ · •of an 
\ELement\ •that was IA.Lways [\PRESent]\ 

'Iento' 
"French 

pronunciation" 
'rhythmic' 

'Iento' 

'piano' 

'breathy' 
'piano' 
''narrow'' 

in •his \sen•siBILityl -a · '\pre 
RAPHaelitel · "!art nou+VEAUI" ' · \sense 
of +decorative desiGN\-' a \taste for 
'sinuous LINES\' · and wherlever the 
+subject altLOWED for itl · •for •a 
\kind of' tragile +PRETTiness\' --
!women and +GiRLs! · if they're !not 
mere +figures oftFuNI\like bri"TANNial 
or !mrs GRUNdy! ·are \GENerally 
+TREATed! •with \TENderness in 
'max's nDRAWingsl- <+a \TENderness 
that 'goes tback to tburne +JONEsl-
lsometimes talmost to tkate +GREENaway!' 
-- !max said he be+LONGEDI to the 
\BEARDSley +PEriod! ·but he has 
!none of 'beardsley's 'cult · of the 
ob'scurely 'siNister!'- 'it's a 
\GENTler 'side! "of the \english 
aes+THETic M6vEmentl · that !left its 
+mark on tHiMI" ' --and in\ stead of thl 
hie+ratic so+LEMnityl- of the I deep 



'high' 
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n"hnl · I greenery tvALLeryl · 
'exiP6nentl'- 'there 'is I wit · and 
MOCKery!- he IPXRodiesllwhat 'he 
'deLiGHTS inl · what is a !part of 
his 'own NAture I 

8 THE LANGUAGE OF SCIENCE 

Compared with most of the varieties of English referred to in this 
book, scientific prose has been quite well studied, and a great deal of 
research into it is going on at present. One of the points which has 
still not been fully appreciated is the extent to which one may dis-
tinguish, within the general province of scientific language, a number 
of distinct uses, which for the most part we would account for in 
terms of our dimension of modality, eg the language used in reporting 
an experiment, in discussing a problem, in giving instructions as to 
how an experiment should be performed, in stating laws, or in 
defining concepts. For purposes of illustration, we have chosen two 
extracts from the same chapter relating to the first two uses just 
mentioned, which are probably the most frequently occurring and 
widely known kinds of scientific English. There are a number of 
specific issues which should be borne in mind in examining these 
extracts. It is generally agreed that the main problem for the scientist, 
as far as his use of language is concerned, is to define his subject 
matter precisely and to establish a clear and logical progression of 
ideas. What value has visual presentation in these matters (cf especially 
the typography, the use of subheadings and paragraphing)? What 
functions do the grammar and vocabulary have in carrying out this 
aim? The vocabulary of scientific English- probably its most obvious 
feature - has been pejoratively called 'jargon': is this justified? 
Scientists are themselves aware of the dangers of too much com-
plexity, abstraction, and impersonality in their work, as the following 
quotation from the Handbook for Chemical Society Authors1 shows: 
'Sentences such as "Reduction of the ketone was effected catalytic-
ally" (which should read "Hydrogenation of the ketone gave") 
suffer from the abstract word and the passive voice ... Before the 
final typing every paper should be scrutinised to see whether it cannot 
be improved by eliminating abstract words and passive voices.' What 
is the significance of the fact that in this piece of advice the author 
1 Special publication No. 14, 2nd edn, The Chemical Society, 1961, p 13. 
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himself uses an abstract word and two passive constructions? What 
types of scientific vocabulary can in fact be distinguished in these 
extracts (eg the difference between everyday terms which have been 
given a specialist sense, and the morphologically complex constructs 
based on Latin or Greek elements). Why is the word cleanest in 
inverted commas ? This kind of English has sometimes been called 
'impersonal': what are the linguistic correlates of this? Is imperson-
ality a desirable feature of scientific English? To what extent is 
grammatical complexity a function of the nominal group rather than 
of sentence structure (cf postmodification in the nominal group as 
evidence on this point) ? Verbal groups are not normally complex, 
but they are nonetheless distinctive: what features do the extracts 
provide? What points should be made about the use of adverbials in 
the second extract? Most lay people - and perhaps many scientists -
would hesitate over the pronunciation of the vocabulary of these 
extracts: what is the significance of this? What is meant by the so-
called ' translatability' of scientific prose? Should the scientist ever 
attempt to write non-technical English, or would it be better for him 
to concentrate on developing a purely technical language in which he 
could address other scientists, and to abandon any effort to be intelli-
gible to the layman? 

I 
The photolytic decomposition of phenylazotriphenylmethane in 
benzene apparently follows a similar course to the pyrolytic de-
composition discussed above. It has been investigated by Horner and 
Naumann (I954) and Huisgen and Nakaten {I954), and was found to 
involve a primary dissociation into phenyl and triphenylmethyl 
radicals and nitrogen, in the manner indicated in equation (8). The 
phenyl radicals are capable of effecting arylation, and the arylation is 
inhibited by the presence of an excess of p-benzoquinone, which 
traps the radicals efficiently. Nitric oxide similarly prevents the 
formation of triphenylmethane by uniting with triphenylmethyl 
radicals, as also does iodine in the presence of ethanol. 

3 ARYLATION WITH DIACYL PEROXIDES 
AND ANALOGOUS SUBSTANCES 

(a) Preparative Use of Diacyl Peroxides 
The thermal decomposition of diacyl peroxides provides what is 
undoubtedly the "cleanest", and, provided the required peroxide is 
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readily available, most convenient source of aryl radicals for the 
arylation of aromatic substrates. The purified peroxide, which is 
generally crystalline, is added to the aromatic solvent, and the de-
composition is effected by heating, usually to about 7o-80°. Smaller 
quantities of tarry products are obtained, and the reported yields of 
diaryls are generally higher than with the diazo- and azo-compounds 
discussed above. 

The products of the decomposition of diaroyl peroxides in various 
solvents (RH) were extensively studied by Gelissen and Hermans 
(I925, I926), and Boeseken and Hermans (I935), who showed that 
the reaction obeyed their "RH scheme" [equation (9), if equation ( 7) 
above), although the reaction mechanism was not at that time clearly 
defined. 

II 

(a)/Ar'H+C02 +Ar'CO.OR 

(Ar'C0.0) 2 +RH 

(b~Ar'R+C02+Ar'CO.OH 
(9) 

Thus stationary concentrations of both aroyloxy and aryl radicals are 
present in the reaction mixture at all times during the reaction, and, 
in principle, nuclear substitution in the aromatic substrate by either of 
these species may occur. Thus a certain quantity of a mixture of esters 
arising from substitution by aroyloxy radicals is always formed during 
an arylation reaction with a diaryl peroxide. Since aroyloxy radicals 
appear to be considerably less reactive entities than aryl radicals in 
aromatic substitution, the extent of aroyloxylation is generally small, 
and the phenolic esters formed thereby are easily removed by 
hydrolysis and extraction with alkali. Nevertheless, the process must 
be recognised and its products removed. Moreover, its extent must 
obviously increase with the reactivity of the aromatic substrate 
towards homolytic attack, and with more reactive compounds, such 
as naphthalene, aroyloxylation becomes a very important side-
reaction. 
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